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It is not the critic who counts; nor the
man who points out how the strong man
stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could
have done them better. The credit
belongs to the man who is actually in the
arena, whose face is marred by dust and
sweat and blood; who strives valiantly;
who errs, who comes short again and
again, because there is no effort without
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who spends himself in a worthy cause;
who at the best knows in the end
the triumph of high achievement, and
who at the worst if he fails, at least fails
while daring greatly, so that his place shall
never be with those cold and timid souls
who neither know victory nor defeat.”

— THEODORE ROOSEVELT
April 23, 1910

IN THE ARENA
DIGITAL EDITION PREFACE
BEFORE THE JANUARY 2006 publication of “In The Arena: The NCAA’s First Century,” the
NCAA chose to publish a digital edition at a later date and to use that edition to house the book’s
scholarly particulars — citations, bibliography and appendices. In this version, the citations, in the
form of endnotes, follow each of the seven chapters; the bibliography and appendices are in their
usual place, bringing up the rear of the book.
This digital edition also provides the author an opportunity (which he has gratefully seized) to
make both editorial and substantive corrections to the text. During the writing process, each chapter
typically went through several versions. On a few occasions, material from an early version mistakenly found its way into print, despite the best efforts of several proofreader/fact checkers. In a couple of cases, the author simply got the facts wrong. Appropriate changes have been made in text language and explained in the endnotes. The author takes responsibility for errors of any type in the
print edition of the book and, of course, for any that remain in the digital edition. I note also that
readers interested President Theodore Roosevelt’s role in the founding of the NCAA may find a fairly extensive recounting of the literature on the subject set forth in endnote 29 of Chapter One.
In the preface to the January edition, I offered thanks to a large number of people who helped me
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get the book into print. That preface is carried forward into the digital edition.
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My daughter, Margaret Magera, also helped on that sube
t
ject. Mandy Keller of Sport Graphics publishing company assisted with formatting and design.
I express appreciation to Steven Zink, vice president of information technology and dean of
libraries at the University of Nevada, for his support on the sometimes bewildering scholarly journey through the Internet obstacle course. James Rogers, chancellor of the Nevada System of
Higher Education, gave me wide latitude to work on notes, bibliography and corrections during
my return to duty as an interim university president. Finally, special thanks are owing to my wife
Joy, whose eternal tolerance of her husband’s meanders in higher education administration and the
depositing — over nearly five decades — of a million or so words on assorted pages of paper has
carried her well beyond the requirements of the marriage vows.
While I am pleased that the digital edition of the book ends my involvement in the NCAA’s
Centennial project, I need to note here how grateful I am to have had the chance to participate.
My labors on both editions of the Centennial history have been demanding and sometimes painful,
but the experience has nevertheless been richly rewarding. I thank the Association for the invitation to do the work and the freedom to do it the way I believe it needed to be done.
—JOE CROWLEY, September 2006
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IN THE ARENA
PREFACE

SOME YEARS AGO, when I was serving a term as an NCAA officer, I suggested to the
Association’s executive director, Cedric Dempsey, that he consider commissioning an updated
history of the organization. Jack Falla had written a book covering the Association’s first 75 years,
but much had happened since its publication in 1981. Reform had been an almost constant priority in the years that followed. Despite valiant and well-conceived efforts by the NCAA communications staff, the Association’s leading role in reform was not well understood by the general public, which was conditioned to think of the organization as a regulatory monolith that functioned
also as a defender of the status quo. The media often reported on the organization as though it were
a distant, stony-hearted entity serving its own narrow bureaucratic interests instead of those of the
members, somehow achieving this status even though the members had controlled it from the day
it was born. From time to time, a member institution would offer a similar description, particularly if it had just been punished for violating rules it had participated in making. A better understanding was clearly needed. That is why I made the suggestion to Dempsey. He liked the idea and
asked me if I would be interested in writing the book. I declined. I was an Association volunteer,
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In spring 2003, David Pickle, the NCAA’s managing director of publishing, called to tell me
that the time for a new history was at hand. The Association Centennial would be celebrated in
2006. Would I be willing to consider the authorship of a Centennial history, Pickle asked. The
third time proved to be the charm. We talked. I said I would need to have editorial freedom. It was
readily granted. Thereupon, I swallowed hard and accepted the job.
Volunteers from the membership play important roles in the varied and complex operations of
the NCAA. Over the years, thousands have served in a wide range of capacities — as officers, for
example, and as members and chairs of the councils, boards, commissions, committees, cabinets
and assorted ad hoc entities that make up the Association’s governance structure. They are key
decision-makers. The NCAA could not function without these volunteers. Indeed, for the organization’s first 45 years, the Association was composed of nothing but volunteers because there was
no staff. The volunteers — hundreds of them in any given year — still play a critical role. I have
had the privilege of being one among the many since 1987, serving as member, chair or vice chair
of this or that committee or council and spending a two-year term (1993-95) as Association president. This experience may help explain why I was asked to write the book. I thought I knew more
than enough to do so. I was wrong. I still have much to learn.
One thing I did understand was the dedication of the NCAA staff. The Association is indisputably a creature of its membership. For 55 years, since the first staff member was appointed,
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service to the members has been the organization’s primary responsibility. Walter Byers was the
first staffer. He hired people who understood that responsibility. A number of them, Byers included, stayed with the NCAA for many years. Some still work there. Others went on to important
positions on campuses, in conference offices and in other entities involved in intercollegiate athletics. I cannot name everyone, but I can propose that those listed here stand for all the others
whose service has contributed so much to the NCAA’s advancement.
Marjorie Fieber was Byers’ first hire, and she remained with the Association for decades. Arthur
Bergstrom, who came on board in 1956, was the NCAA’s first full-time enforcement officer and
later served as controller. Tom Jernstedt was part of an outstanding group of employees hired in
the early to mid-1970s. He is now the Association’s executive vice president and has been for
years the individual primarily responsible for administering the Division I men’s postseason basketball tournament. Wally Renfro belonged to the 1970s group and is now senior advisor to the
NCAA president. David Berst, long-time head of enforcement, is currently vice president for
Division I. Others who joined the staff during that decade and went on to serve in major positions
include Dennis Cryder, a senior vice president; Tricia Bork; David Cawood; Steve Morgan; Louis
Spry; Ron Stratten; and Ted Tow. Dennie Poppe, Lydia Sanchez, Fannie Vaughan, Jack Waters,
Shirley Whitacre, Jim Wright and Pickle are others who joined the staff at that time and who have
given long and valuable service to the Association.
Wayne Duke, the second person Byers appointed, was key to the NCAA’s early
development.
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(those named here and many others) who cherished the work, set the example. Above all, they
served the membership and have made a profound difference in the NCAA story as it is set forth
on the following pages.
A century, obviously, is full of history, and anyone setting out to write about one will face the
imperative of making choices. The choices in this volume, made with the help of many people,
arise from the themes that have dominated the Association’s development on a continuing basis.
For the NCAA, the principal themes — fundamental at the beginning and fundamental today —
are the commitment to amateurism and the connection between education and athletics in which
education is the principal partner. Other important themes take their places in relation to these
overriding emphases: the century of tension between the changing demands of home rule and the
abiding desire for a level playing field; regulatory and enforcement responsibilities; governance
and organization; external influences; diversity and inclusion; and the question of where within
this complicated framework to put the student-athlete. The interplay among these elements and
their evolving relationships with the fundamental themes help tell the story of a hundred years.
The story plays out against a background of constant growth and change and periodic, often
urgent, calls for reform.
This book emphasizes the Association’s last 25 years. However, despite Falla’s informative volume, it seemed wise to provide a historical context for the developments of those years. The book,
that is to say, needed to begin at the beginning — indeed, before the beginning. Accordingly, the
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first chapter highlights the origins of collegiate sports, particularly football and including the
game’s ancestry traced to prior millennia and foreign soil. The late 19th century explosion of interest in campus athletics in the U.S., a corresponding concentration at that time on higher education
in general, and the tie between the two, are explored in this chapter. The chapter concludes with
the founding of the NCAA (under a different name) in 1906.
The second chapter summarizes the growth and problems of intercollegiate athletics, and the
difficulties the Association faced in dealing with these matters, during the period 1906-51. This
was a time, as noted, when the organization operated without staff and depended on institutional
members and their conferences to protect the primacy of education and the principle of amateurism. College sports became very popular in these years. The institutional stake in them grew
ever greater, and violations of basic NCAA policies increased in both frequency and prominence.
Eventually, the strategy of dependence on home rule for enforcement proved a failure. By the end
of the period, it was abundantly clear that a new approach was required.
That approach is at the heart of Chapter Three, which covers the years between 1951, when
Walter Byers became the Association’s first executive director, and 1981. At that time — with
Byers still in charge — the Association embarked upon the eventful voyage that brought it to the
start of its second century. Byers was the dominant figure in this era. He built an organization
founded on enforcement of the rules and, as mentioned, a philosophy of service to the members.
That entity developed a capacity for a growth and a capability to take on multiple
challenges.
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academic-eligibility requirements. Governance changes were a byproduct of increasing differences in the size, scope and cost of athletics programs among the membership. The old idea of
like institutions being grouped together for competition purposes still had life and helped produce
a divisional (and later, in Division I, a subdivisional) arrangement. “Federation” is the word
employed for this arrangement. The word grew in importance as the years passed. The expansion
of television’s role and reach, as this chapter explains, moved the process along and gave rise to
a critical question: Who controls the role and reach?
Continued growth, serious problems and the college game’s prominent place in the public consciousness meant that entities outside the Association would take a strong interest in the NCAA’s
business. Such interest, again, was nothing new. The organization owed its establishment to
President Theodore Roosevelt’s insistence in October 1905 that campus leaders either stem the
tide of violence in college football or eliminate the game. The federal government involved itself
occasionally in other ways during the NCAA’s first 75 years. But in the last quarter-century, external influences have become both more demanding of the Association’s time and resources and
more influential in its policy-making. The passage of Title IX produced programmatic, personnel
and structural changes on a large scale, and antitrust legislation from the first part of the 20th century came to have a substantial impact in the 1980s and ’90s. Other laws, notably in the area of
equal protection, also have called the NCAA to account. Congressional hearings occasionally
have carried the threat of further federal participation in the work of the Association. In recent
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years, a number of states have passed, or sought to pass, statutes challenging the NCAA’s regulatory authority. And, as the American fascination with torts and courtrooms grew to weighty proportions in the 20th century’s concluding decades, the Association often found itself caught up in
complex litigation. Multiple eligibility issues, enforcement controversies, limits on coaching numbers and compensation, and equipment concerns are examples of this growing involvement.
Interventions by Congress, several state legislatures, and state and federal judicial jurisdictions are
covered in Chapter Five.
The NCAA’s first 75 years ended, and the next quarter-century began, with a historic decision
to bring women’s sports into the Association fold. That action both symbolically and substantively introduced the modern era for intercollegiate athletics and the organization that governs them.
The committee that recommended the action was chaired by a member institution chief executive,
James Frank, who in the same year (1981) was chosen as the NCAA’s first African-American
president. Chapter Six considers the history of sports participation by college women dated from
the mid-19th century. The chapter also examines notable milestones in the gradual growth of ethnic minority inclusion — as participants, coaches and administrators — in intercollegiate athletics. Title IX and the Association’s responses to its requirements are discussed here, as are the substantial challenges that remain in achieving the Association’s diversity goals.
The final chapter focuses on the arena as a metaphor as a way of explaining the NCAA’s growth
from relatively modest beginnings to the point at which, in 2006, its field of view
is worldwide.
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course. Greater exposure has had ramifications for academics and amateurism, finance and governance, diversity and external interventions. Problems are more visible and critics more active.
The Association, notwithstanding, has an important story to tell and a bigger picture of its makeup and activities to present. The reform agenda persists, pursued by new leadership within a new
organizational structure. Chapter Seven reviews these major matters and the challenges they offer
to maintaining the priority of education and the ethos of amateurism in the Association’s second
century.
Major developments during the first 100 years have had an impact on NCAA nomenclature.
One significant adjustment, for instance, is the title of the NCAA’s chief executive officer. Byers
was appointed in 1951 to the newly created position of executive director. In the wake of the mid1990s restructuring, the chief executive designation was changed to president. That title, until
then, had been held since 1906 by individuals from the membership whose terms were defined
(usually two years), whose service was voluntary and whose office was roughly equivalent to that
of a corporation’s chairman of the board. Byers (1951-87) and Richard Schultz (1987-93) were
executive directors. Cedric Dempsey was appointed to that position in 1994, but his title changed
to president in 1998. Myles Brand, the current president, began his service in 2003. Before 1998,
31 men and one woman, volunteers all, filled the position of NCAA president. That position is
now often referred to as “membership president,” though that terminology is not used here.
Relatedly, use of the vice president designation, previously associated with volunteers from the
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membership, also changed with restructuring and is now a title held by senior staff administrators.
Readers will observe that the print edition of the book does not include notes, citations or bibliography. This online edition features the same text (excepting a few corrections), along with
notes, citations, a bibliography and a number of links and appendixes. The print edition features
a timeline that highlights key developments in NCAA history, including many occurrences not
mentioned in the main text. That timeline, along with most of the photos from the print edition,
appears as Appendix D of this online edition.
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I set out to interview all four of the Association’s chief executive officers. Three responded
favorably. I learned a great deal from my conversations with Messrs. Schultz, Dempsey and
Brand, and I thank them for their time, candor and discernment. Walter Byers, unfortunately, was
not available for an interview, but many people who worked with him and knew him well provided both insight and information on Byers’ character and contributions. Others interviewed for the
book — usually on a variety of subjects, sometimes including the Byers era — were typically
long-term NCAA staff members or volunteers who have held key positions in the organization.
Most interviews were accomplished in person; a few were done via telephone or e-mail. My
thanks for their invaluable assistance go to David Berst, Tricia Bork, Mike Cleary, Wayne Duke,
Dan Dutcher, James Frank, Tom Hansen, Robert Hemenway, Judie Holland, Tom Jernstedt, Nancy
Mitchell, Steve Morgan, David Price, Mike Racy, Wally Renfro, Louis Spry, Ted Tow and Ken
Weller. Many of these individuals (Berst, Bork, Duke, Frank, Hansen, Jernstedt, Price, Spry, Tow
and Weller) also read one or more draft chapters. I am grateful beyond words for their conscientious efforts to make those chapters better. Other readers, equally helpful, included Myles Brand,
Elsa Cole and Judy Sweet from the NCAA, and William Delauder, Carolyn Femovich, Jeff
Orleans, Valerie Richardson and Charles Whitcomb, whose Association involvements have been
important and extensive. In Reno, I received substantial help on Chapter Five from my daughter
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Margaret Magera, Professor James Richardson and Randy Myers, librarian of the National
Judicial College.
Other people from whose time, conversation or other assistance I benefited were NCAA Senior
Vice President Bernard Franklin; Todd Petr, Randy Rick and Clint Newlin of the Association’s
research staff; NCAA librarians Lisa Greer Douglass and Mary Johnston; Patricia Schaefer of the
office of general counsel; Lydia Sanchez, director of executive affairs for Myles Brand; Gary
Brown, Jack Copeland and Nancy Ettinger of the publishing division; Greg Shaheen, Division I
men’s basketball; Chris Farrow, corporate and broadcast alliances; and former staff member Keith
Gill. Rich Clarkson, who coordinated production and photography issues, needs to be thanked,
along with Kate Glassner Brainerd (design) and Jennifer Finch (photo acquisition). So do Dennis
Cryder and John Johnson, key administrators for the Centennial project of which this book is a
part. I also need to thank Karl Benson, Western Athletic Conference commissioner; Sheldon
Steinbach of the American Council on Education; Richard Lapchick, executive director of the
National Consortium for Academics and Sports; attorney Dennis Cross; and, at the University of
Nevada, Victor Atkocaitis and Steven Zink of the Getchell Library; sports historian Richard
Davies; Faculty Athletics Representative Christopher Exline; Director of Athletics Cary Groth and
former directors Chris Ault and Richard Trachok. Also, at the university, typing and proofreading
help was provided by Kristen Kabrin of the political science department and, from the Reynolds
School of Journalism, by Drew Johnson, Chris McQuattie and Robert Stewart. Emily Frega, Tina
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errors or shortcomings. That responsibility belongs exclusively to the author, a village elder of
sorts, who steps forward here to accept it in its entirety.
—JOE CROWLEY
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CHAPTER ONE
ANCESTRY

FOOTBALL SPAWNED the NCAA, but how that sport
started is another question. To some extent, the answer is
shrouded in the mists of history. Evidence springs from the
distant past of sporting contests around the world involving
the convergence of foot and ball, though the latter object
may have been an animal bladder, an animal or human
skull, or even an entire human head. The Greeks of old had
such a game (harpaston), as did the Romans (harpastrum).
The Ts’in and Han Dynasties had their own form of football-type competition in the third century B.C., and such
games may have been played in China even earlier. The
ancient Egyptians, Japanese, Berbers, South American
Indians, South Seas islanders and Arctic Eskimos are all
part of the historical picture, as are the British, whose foot015
ball tradition extends to the Middle Ages.1 The British
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several miles long. The contests endangered life, limb,
property and the public order, and they kept the yeoman
players from perfecting the archery and other skills the
kingdom needed for warfare. A 16th century observer
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wrote that, for the players, “footeball” meant:
Sometymes their necks are broken, sometymes their backes,
sometymes their legges, sometymes their armes, sometymes one
parte thrust out of joynt, sometymes another ... And hereof groweth
envie, malice, rancour, cholour, hatred, displeasure,
enmitie, and what not els. And sometymes fightying, braulying,
contention, quarrel picking, murther, homicide, and great effusion of
bloud, as experience daily teacheth.2
Still, neither adverse publicity, nor routine violence, nor royal bans kept British men from sustaining the game for several centuries.
Football of the pig bladder variety arrived on American shores (Virginia and New England)
with the first colonists. In Massachusetts, the new arrivals were surprised perhaps to discover the
natives playing a sport they called Pasuckuakohowog (meaning, “they gather to play football”).
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The British Colonial variety was wild and perilous, just as it had been across the Atlantic. The
Puritans, as one author suggested, were “a dour lot for whom frolic was akin to sacrilege.” That
view may have explained football’s banishment from Boston in 1657 and why the game eventually disappeared as a common American pastime for nearly two centuries. Students at Princeton
in the 1820s played ballown, a game that began with the fist as a feature and later incorporated
the foot. Intramural competitions of various sorts were staged on campuses in the 1840s and ’50s,
including Harvard’s freshman-sophomore free-for-alls forbidden by the faculty in 1860. Still, it
was not until after the Civil War that football (in assorted forms) became a major college sport.3
Walter Camp — the famous Yale player and coach, principal arbiter of the rules for three
decades, the man who founded and for years selected the annual All-America team, and reputedly the model for the fictional Frank Merriwell — said that football in this country could be dated
to the early 1860s, when a 17-year-old boy named Gerritt Smith Miller got some of his fellow students at Boston’s Dixwell Latin School to join him in forming the Oneida Football Club. The
Oneidas played, among other opponents, a team composed of boys from the Boston Latin and
Boston English schools. This game, played in 1863, is still commemorated by a monument on the
Boston Common. Miller’s team was undefeated, untied and unscored upon for four years . The
sport seems to have been more soccer than anything else. Indeed, the National Soccer Hall of
Fame claims the Oneidas as that sport’s first organized club in America and houses the ball used
in that famous 1863 game.4
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collegiate football competition in American history. Princeton football, it was reported, had been
“born under [the] benevolent gaze” of the institution’s new president (a Scotsman named James
McCosh). The teams played 25 men to a side. The ball again was of the soccer type. Scoring was
done by goals. The National Soccer Hall of Fame asserts that what happened that afternoon was
the first American intercollegiate soccer game (though there were also some rugby features in the
rules of play that day). Whichever sport truly owns this game, the players called it football. There
was much more to come.5
Columbia fielded a team in 1870, Yale in 1872, Harvard in 1874 and Pennsylvania in 1876. As
in 1869, Princeton and Rutgers played two games that latter year and again the rules differed from
one game to the other. Rules generally were in a chaotic state at the time, although these two
teams, along with Yale and Columbia, made an effort at standardization beginning in 1873. In
1876 two important rules changes debuted — a leather oval ball and 11 players to a side. Amos
Alonzo Stagg was, with Camp, the most famous football figure of the era of growth that stretched
from the last third of the 19th century through the first decades of the 20th. Stagg believed
American-style football started in 1876. Others, perhaps including Camp, pointed to 1874. That
was the year McGill University came from Canada to play Harvard and persuaded the Crimson to
adopt their Northern neighbor’s rugby-like approach. That sport bore a much closer kinship to the
game into which American football would evolve.6
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CHAOS AND CONTROL
FOOTBALL WAS NOT, of course, the only sport offering intercollegiate competition during
these years. Harvard and Yale raced boats as early as 1852, and the first multi-college regatta was
held in 1859. Baseball made its college debut that same year when Amherst, playing under
“Boston” rules, beat Williams, 73-32. The sport that was to be known as the national pastime
emerged from the Civil War as a very popular game on U.S. campuses. Because the game was typically played by college teams using non-students and professionals, baseball produced serious
challenges to rules reformers later on. Other college sports, football included, employed similar
practices, but baseball’s hired-gun customs proved especially resilient. Intercollegiate track and
field appeared in 1876. That same year, the Turf Exchange in New York City provided a kind of
parimutuel wagering on the college regatta at Lake Saratoga. This was not the first example of
gambling on college sports, and rowing was not to be the only sport affected.7
The pig bladder variety of football may have been only an artifact of history by this time, but
brutal play was still very much in vogue. The so-called mass (or mass-momentum) plays appeared
in the 1880s. The “v-trick” became the celebrated wedge formation, which evolved into the flying wedge, with options that included the turtleback, the Minnesota shift and the notorious hurdle
play.8 As for the latter, Benjamin Ide Wheeler, president of the University of California, gave us
a colorful description:
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These globulated bodies could actually be the launching pad for the hurdle play. The carried
football required a carrier, and that individual was the missile that was to conclude its flight on the
other side of the defense. The job of the defense, then as now, was to find a way to stop whatever new wrinkles had been installed by the offense. The answer was to launch a defensive missile.
The result, as NCAA historian Jack Falla described it, was a “midair collision” likely to put both
player-missiles in pain and out of the game.10
Mass plays, in almost universal use by the early 1890s, were nearly the death of football.
Serious injuries abounded because of the absence of adequate protective padding, along with what
seems to have been the individually optional use of insubstantial helmets. The Intercollegiate
Football Association (IFA), formed in 1873, changed some rules in 1876, moving away from soccer and toward rugby, but was largely ineffectual in stemming the violence that was so characteristic of the game in the 1880s and ’90s. It was difficult even to keep the four members of the IFA
on the same page regarding rules and practices.
This was true nationwide since the long-standing principle of home rule made it difficult for
associations such as the IFA first to agree on something and then to follow through. One or another IFA member occasionally left the group over a disagreement, or dropped football for a season
or two. When Harvard and Columbia withdrew in the early 1890s, leaving only Yale and Princeton
as members, the Intercollegiate Football Association collapsed.11
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A successor organization, the American Football Rules Committee, was soon established. It
made further alterations in standards and procedures, but — apart from rather modest efforts to
eliminate or moderate abusive behaviors — it was able to do little to curb the brutality.
Meanwhile, two other problems — recruiting and subsidization — needed attention. The student
groups who typically took charge of intercollegiate sports in the post-Civil War period (raising and
allocating funds, hiring coaches, scheduling games, filling rosters and, in general, managing the
enterprise) hired players and allowed them to compete as non-students. The students were often
aided by alumni, who sometimes were part of the organization (and sometimes were themselves
the principals). These organizations frequently resisted attempts to alter the questionable practices. In many cases, they also fought attempts to curb the game’s violence.12
A set of circumstances involving three Midwestern universities is instructive. In 1894, Indiana
believed Purdue to be recruiting the Hoosiers’ football captain from the year before and to have
made a financial offer to enhance its chances of success. Indiana tried to retain the player, but he
ended up at Michigan. In 1893, according to coach Stagg, the Wolverines had seven football players who were not enrolled in classes. This use of “ringers,” wrote Stagg, “was duplicated in most
colleges at that or earlier periods.” 13
Fielding Yost’s brief career as a ringer provides another enlightening example. Yost was the
“point-a-minute” football coach at Michigan (1901-26), whose teams had a record of 55-1-1 and
a scoring margin of 2,821-42 during his first five seasons. He became a strong15supporter of strict
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It’s not clear whether
James Hogan was a ringer, but at age 27, at the turn of the 20th century,
he was doing well for himself as a football player at Yale. That institution paid his tuition and gave
him a luxurious suite of rooms, free meals at the University Club, a $100 scholarship and (shared
with two others) all profits from game-day program sales. He also was made the New Haven agent
for the American Tobacco Company, receiving a commission for every package of cigarettes sold
in that city. And, during the fall semester, but after the football season, he was awarded a 10-day
vacation in Cuba.15
Practices such as these sounded increasingly louder alarms elsewhere on college campuses.
Faculty members, who had had little say on athletics matters at most institutions, started to assert
themselves in the 1890s. At Harvard, a faculty committee sought to discontinue the football team
in 1893. That effort failed, although Harvard did drop the “demoralizing … and extremely dangerous” sport after the 1894 season. Similar endeavors were underway in the Midwest. At
Wisconsin, faculty members, considering football to be a menace, attempted to have it abolished
shortly after the turn of the century. Student management of athletics had left the program in difficult financial straits and general disarray. For three years, football’s fate in Madison was uncertain. A similar situation occurred at Michigan and other institutions in the region. In 1906, faculty representatives from Wisconsin, Michigan and other institutions in the then-Western
Conference met in Chicago to discuss possible changes, and recommended several. These ideas
included one year of residency before eligibility to play (and thus only three years of allowable
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competition); satisfactory academic performance by players; coaching appointments restricted to
institutional staff members (no “professional” coaches) at regular faculty salaries; cost reductions;
and cheap fees for student admission to athletics contests. The meeting was also directed toward
developing stronger faculty control over athletics programs.
When these ambitious changes were brought back to the Michigan campus, a “storm of indignation” from students, alumni and university regents ensued. The latter group in 1907 abolished
the faculty Board in Control of Athletics, which had pushed for the changes, and created a new
entity friendlier to the cause of less stringent reform. As a result, the conference removed the university from membership in 1908.16
Earlier, faculty boards of control were encroaching on the students’ long-held territory at a number of institutions. Charles Eliot, Harvard’s nationally prominent, veteran president, had established the first one in the 1880s. Others followed. Multiple member organizations were forming
in this period (notably the Western Conference — formally established as the Intercollegiate
Conference of Faculty Representatives in January 1895 — and the Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Association, which began life three weeks earlier). Brown University led an effort to
bring faculty representatives from the Ivy Group together to produce a reform agenda. These initiatives were not only aimed at increasing faculty influence over athletics programs but also were
intended to restore the principle of amateurism and move toward a greater standardization of rules.
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Harvard’s Eliot was probably typical of many of his presidential colleagues. He was an advocate of physical culture, which played out in his time as a commitment to strengthening both mind
and body. He had been a rower as an undergraduate, and he remained interested in that sport, and
others such as track and field, during his 40 years in the presidency. But he had disdain for the
popular sports, born at least in part of his devotion to the amateur ideal and his opposition to the
paying of players and commercialization of the game. He thus was anxious about the direction
football was headed. Eliot regarded the sport as “more brutalizing than prize-fighting, cock-fighting or bull-fighting.” It was, he wrote, “an undesirable game for gentlemen to play, or for multitudes of spectators to watch.” His creation of a faculty board of control for athletics has been
noted, although he ultimately preserved an ample role for students and alumni on that body.
Despite Eliot’s misgivings and his periodic efforts to ban the game from his campus, Harvard took
football seriously. For example, William Reid was recruited from the state of California to serve
as coach in 1905 at a salary and expense allowance of $7,000. That sum exceeded the compensation of every faculty member. For the game with Yale that fall, 43,000 fans filled the two-year-old
Harvard stadium. Some claim a place for Eliot as a leading reformer in athletics matters, probably because he was assuredly a spokesman for major higher education reform and perhaps simply
because he was a Harvard man. Other college presidents of the time were more involved.17
For instance, Michigan’s James Burrill Angell strongly supported reform, amending and stan-
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dardizing rules, and enhancing faculty control. He was not ready to abolish football, as some faculty leaders wanted, but he was committed to significant change. He was a central figure in gathering Western Conference faculty representatives for the aforementioned 1906 reform meeting.
His peer at Wisconsin, Charles Van Hise, adopted a similar position. At Chicago, President
William Rainey Harper took a more complex, bolder tack.
Harper brought an amazing record of accomplishment with him when he became Chicago’s founding president in 1891 at age 35. This brilliant, charismatic, creative visionary was a risk-taker and a
man in constant purposeful motion. His view of the role of athletics in the academy set him apart from
most other presidents. Stagg was one of his first hires, becoming the director of the nation’s first department of physical culture and athletics. Harper anchored both the department and Stagg firmly in the
academic structure of the institution. The new director was appointed as a faculty member and was paid
like one. He taught classes. He coached three sports. He also
played two of them, a common practice in the early 1890s.
He was, in effect if not in title, the director of athletics. He
was to be eventually something of a national figure in the
cause of reform, even if he was not ready at the outset of his
tenure to embrace the elimination of mass plays (and,
indeed, asserted ownership of the turtleback idea).
Harper famously stated that “the athletic field, like the
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was clear and emphatic that Chicago’s players were
expected to compete in the classroom as well as on the
field, that there would be no hired athletes and that he was
not disposed to join the march toward ever-bigger stadiums. (“It is not,” he said, “the function of the university
to provide at great cost spectacular entertainment for
enormous crowds of people.”) The Maroons played their
games at what Stagg called a “home-made field.”18
Back East, Woodrow Wilson was one of the directors of
Princeton’s football team as an undergraduate in the late
1870s. As a young professor at Wesleyan (Connecticut), he
served as a coach, helping the team captain develop plays.
He was also an enthusiastic fan. On at least one occasion,
PHOTO COURTESY THE NCAA
when Wesleyan was losing to Lehigh, he played the role of
1905 (DECEMBER 9) — AFTER THE WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE YIELDS NO RESPONSE, 13 FOOTBALL-PLAYING
cheerleader. Later, as president of his alma mater (1902-10),
INSTITUTIONS ACCEPT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY CHANhis cheerleading experiences behind him, he became a
CELLOR HENRY M. MACCRACKEN’S INVITATION TO A
determined athletics reformer.19
“REFORM CONFERENCE.”
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Yale’s president during Wilson’s tenure as Princeton’s leader was Arthur Twining Hadley. He
was cut from a cloth somewhat similar to Wilson’s, except that Hadley’s strong attachment to football in his presidential years was more comparable to the future U.S. president’s youthful and exuberant embrace of the sport during his Wesleyan appointment. Hadley attended football and other
contests regularly. He also went to practices. His letters to his children contained references to the
abilities of various players and his thoughts about the prospects for the team. He was absolutely a
football devotee. Camp was Yale’s coach, which probably contributed to Hadley’s strong support
for athletics. Camp’s standing as a leader in developing new rules — even while protecting against
major changes — also may have contributed to the president’s espousal of certain reforms.20
Out West, David Starr Jordan, Stanford’s founding president, was not aboard the reform bandwagon. He had displayed distaste for football during his seven years as president of Indiana, and
his attitude had not changed when he moved to Palo Alto. Jordan was a member of the soundmind/sound-body school. He played on the faculty baseball team until he was 58 years old.
Football reform did not interest him. He found the game’s violence intolerable and described the
sport as “fundamentally a battle between hired gladiators.” His goal was abolition. When he had
the opportunity early in the 20th century, he was the key person in getting football dropped at a
number of California and other Western universities. Rugby became the Golden State’s game of
choice for several years, which pleased Jordan’s colleague at Berkeley. President Wheeler thought
21
rugby, and soccer, to be “the heartiest and manliest of the Anglo-Saxon sports.”
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choice offered by President Roosevelt in 1905 was at hand: reform or abolish. How had American
higher education gotten itself into this predicament? Why in this country, unlike elsewhere in the
world, had universities developed such a close association with an intercollegiate sport that provided entertainment and spectacle on a grand scale while seemingly having little relationship to
the noble purposes of the academy?
It’s a fair question, one that generations of critics have asked; a question that, in various guises, would arise in assorted assemblies of the NCAA for a century to come.
THE GAME AND THE ACADEMY
FORMER NCAA EMPLOYEE Kay Hawes has written that the Association’s “father was football
and its mother was higher education.” This was, she noted, an “almost unintentional union,”
brought about in part by the proclivity of students to play games.22 They demonstrated that bias
through their increasing numbers of on-campus matches and melees in the pre-Civil War years.
Young Mr. Miller offered further evidence with his Oneida club and its interscholastic contests in
the 1860s. Intercollegiate competition seemed a natural outgrowth of these activities. The role of
alumni in supporting, financing and even administering college teams helped cement the tie
between institutions and their athletics programs. Alumni associations were often born in the late
19th century precisely out of a shared commitment to the control and promotion of these programs. Competition with each other was known among the great British universities, which served
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for so long and in so many ways as the model for American higher education. In turn, those universities, anchored in the traditions of classical education, owed much to the Greeks.
The mind and body were entwined in Greek philosophy and practice. Education had among its missions the proper development of both. The British universities, committed to the education of gentlemen, held similar views and passed them on to their institutional progeny in America. Small wonder,
then, that an American professor at West Point would observe to an appreciative audience at the third
annual Convention of the Intercollegiate Athletic Association of the United States (IAAUS) that:
The Athenian Greek was the most perfect natural man that history
records; certainly the most consummate physical being the world has
known, and in his education the care and development of his body
came first. In the Palestra, the Gymnasium, … the Greek youth was
taught to make his body a perfect habitation for his mind …23
The professor went on to state his claim for American colleges and universities “that the body
deserves the same compulsory systematic training at the hands of educators as does the mind.” The
“spectacle of skilled athletes matching their powers in a fair, generous, courageous struggle for mastery is inspiring,” he remarked and, further, “athletics on a high ethical basis are a splendid training in
self-restraint, in chivalric bearing, [and] in decision of character …” 24 Even so, he concluded, here
in America the ethics of athletics were flawed. Imbedded in the mind-body relationship,
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The decades after the Civil War came to be regarded as the first Golden Age of American higher education. The classical curriculum imported from Britain in the 17th century was under siege
in those years. The curriculum was rigid, made up of required courses, and the route to an undergraduate degree at most colleges was largely the same for all students. Apart from medicine and
law, education in the professions — business, engineering, agriculture, journalism and the rest —
had been relatively rare. These curricula were being added. Eliot introduced a radical change at
Harvard by permitting students to take elective courses. Institutions of higher education were no
longer the almost exclusive preserve of small numbers of young white males. Black colleges were
established during the Golden Age, as were colleges for women. The American college, now with
many more programs to offer, was turning into a university. Following the objectives set forth by
Sen. Justin Morrill in his ambitious 1862 legislation, land grant universities, designed to reach the
masses in a variety of ways, were being organized in every state. Wealthy men deployed large
resources toward the founding of major institutions, such as Chicago, Stanford, Cornell and Johns
Hopkins. Graduate programs based on the Continental concept were instituted. Scholarly research
consequently took on new meaning on American campuses.
In retrospect, this era was almost revolutionary. Hallowed traditions and philosophies were
altered, bent and broken at what was for universities an astonishing speed. The old British model
endured, of course, but it gave up a lot of ground. Borrowing ingredients from other countries and
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inventing some of its own, the fundamentally democratic American model of higher education
took root during this time. The country was not geared toward just educating gentlemen anymore.
We were building a system that ultimately would be open, in one venue or another, to anyone who
wanted to come through the door.25
With all that happened in higher education’s Golden Age, it is understandable that the ancient
ideal of amateurism gave way in some measure. Football was involved in that journey. Along with
other popular sports, the game that was championed by some and despised by others emerged in
a boisterous era, when the meaning of American higher education changed dramatically.
Campuses expanded their landscapes and aspired, as the poet said, to contain multitudes. Sports
were part of the change of meaning, part of the expansion and among the multitudes. Carnegie
Foundation President Henry Pritchett took rather unhappy note of this development in his preface
to the foundation’s 1929 study of American college athletics. What happened to football, he wrote,
could “only be understood by a review of the transformation of the… college of 50 years ago into
the present-day American university.”26 Pritchett’s perspective was elitist. He frowned upon what
had happened to both football and higher education.
For the Greeks as for the British, amateurism was a central component of elite education. In
America, the amateur ideal provided an anchor, a tie to the past, perhaps a symbol of continuity.
That ideal would need to change and stretch as higher education became a major vehicle of
democratization, with college sports playing a key role. The continuing challenge
for American
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CORRECT in observing that the union of football

HAWES WAS
and higher education was
“almost unintentional.” No one set out to be matchmaker. The NCAA’s parents were not starryeyed lovers. They had a troubled relationship from the beginning. They were trying to make a go
of it, after all, in circumstances beset with cross-purposes and conflicting principles. Many
reforms were offered, and some implemented, to try to make the union work. Reformers made
some progress in curbing recruiting and subsidization abuses. Modest but important advances
were made in standardizing the rules of football. The chaos and financial irregularities so often a
part of student control of athletics abated considerably as faculty committees assumed stronger
oversight. Institutional presidents were more involved in seeking solutions to the dilemmas of college sport. But, despite improvements made to protect players through rules changes and the prohibition of certain behaviors, the specter of violence still haunted the game as the 20th century
arrived. Mass play was still popular. Injuries were still common. Death was becoming a factor.
The 18 fatalities and 149 serious injuries of the 1905 season brought critics out in force.28
Condemnations from the press were plentiful. Outrage grew among the American people.
Something had to give.
In October 1905, Theodore Roosevelt invited representatives from Harvard, Yale and Princeton
(known then as “the Big Three”) to the White House. A month earlier, he had been the key person in ending the Russo-Japanese War, winning the Nobel Peace Prize for this accomplishment.
Now, he faced the challenge of bringing some peace to football. He was a fan, but he knew the
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need for change. Roosevelt gave his visitors a hard
charge: Reform the game (or, he implied, it could be abolished!).29 The Big Three accepted the challenge, but the
American Football Rules Committee, with Camp in
command, was not so sure. On November 25, during a
game between New York University and Union College,
a football player was killed in an effort to stop a mass
play. NYU’s chancellor, Henry MacCracken, sent a
telegram that evening to Harvard’s Eliot, urging him to
call a meeting of college presidents to address the football
problem. On November 26, Eliot declined.30
Undaunted, MacCracken moved ahead, gathering the
next day with NYU faculty and students to call for either
the abolition of football or major rules changes because of
the game’s “homicidal” nature. Having failed with Eliot,
he invited representatives of institutions NYU had played
recently to attend a conference and, in effect, make the
choice Roosevelt had presented. Thirteen colleges and
universities sent delegates. They voted to get back togeth015
er with a larger group later that month.
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noted a reluctance to work with a large number of institutions to achieve them. Yale indicated that
since alumni rather than faculty controlled athletics in New Haven, it would be inappropriate to
send a representative. Eliot, then in the 36th year of his Harvard presidency, wrote to say he
favored “separate action by individual colleges” and abandonment of football for one year to
develop these actions. His institution, he said, would work on its own solutions.31
Nevertheless, the National Football Conference of Universities and Colleges met, elected its
own rules committee (with individuals from Dartmouth, Haverford, Minnesota, Nebraska,
Oberlin, Vanderbilt and Army) and instructed it to seek amalgamation with Camp’s committee.
The latter group (Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Cornell, Pennsylvania, Navy and Chicago), as noted,
was concerned about making major rules changes. But Roosevelt once more entered the picture,
promoting the formation of a joint committee, which his influence helped bring about. The conference also appointed an executive committee to draft a constitution and bylaws for a new entity and later changed its name, in part to assure that this body would deal with more than one sport.
The drafts were approved in March 1906, and the first Convention of the organization was held at
the Murray Hill Hotel in New York City in December of that year. The Intercollegiate Athletic
Association of the United States was the new name, one that would be changed again four years
later. The National Collegiate Athletic Association was born.32 •
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There is much debate in the literature about the content and consequences of Roosevelt’s White House
meeting. A key question seems to be whether the President told his visitors (the athletics directors and
football coaches of the three institutions) that they must reform the game or see it abolished. A second, and
related, question is the extent to which Roosevelt’s involvement was responsible for “saving” – or
reforming – football. Falla wrote (p. 13) that TR saw “two choices facing the college game – reform or
abolition.” Kay Hawes offered a more emphatic view: Roosevelt was clear: “Reform the game or it will be
outlawed, perhaps even by an Executive Order of the President himself.” (News, November 8, 1999, 2).
Andrew Zimbalist, in Unpaid Professionals: Commercialism and Conflict in Big-Time College Sports
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1999), 8, observed of Roosevelt that, “carrying a big stick, he
threatened to proscribe intercollegiate football unless the game was reformed.” Bethell noted in his history
of Harvard (p. 29) that TR “sought to bring concord to American football. If violent play continued, he
warned, he might bar the game by executive edict.”
Online, the Theodore Roosevelt Association, President Roosevelt Saves the Game…, concluded that “in his
best table-thumping style, [the President] convinced them that the rules needed to be changed to eliminate
the foul play and brutality.” <http://www.theodoreroosevelt.org/kidscorner/football.htm> (December 27
2005); Another online source -- History of Football (American),
<http://www.sportsrules.50g.com/americanfootball/history-am.htm> (December 27 2005) – reported
similarly that Roosevelt told the institutional representatives “the brutality within the sport had to stop.”
The Wikipedia entry used stronger language: TR “reportedly threatened that if [football] were not made
safer, he would campaign to outlaw the game.” “History of American Football,” Wikipedia,
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_American_football> (December 27 2005).
On the other side of the argument, Kathleen Dalton, in Theodore Roosevelt: A Strenuous Life (New York:
15
Vintage Books, 2002), 290, stated that in calling the Washington meeting, the President 6was
to
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a threat from Charles Eliot to abolish the violent game. Roosevelt’s purpose, shectproposed,
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hive sports schooled boys in manly
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6601the game. She cited Watterson’s view (in
14-1observed that TR wanted to limit the brutality of
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College Football…) in support of her position. Watterson
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AA, of losing its contributions to development of manliness
the game by reforming the rules, but with
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annoof “mama’s boys.” (62-72, 99) Another biographer, Sarah Lyons
lest such an act produce a generation
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Watts, argued in a similar
vein that Roosevelt “summoned Eliot and [Harvard coach] Reid to the White
cit
House to urge them not to do ‘the baby thing.’”Rough Rider in the White House: Theodore Roosevelt and
the Politics of Desire (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 49-50. Eliot, by the way, was not in
attendance at this meeting.
Reid kept a diary of his year as Harvard’s coach and in it he reported on the meeting with Roosevelt. He
wrote that the President was concerned about “unfair play,” something, he said, “to be deplored.” He
wanted to have “the feeling between the colleges … improved and the training of players made more
effective in the right way.” The institutional participants drew up an agreement as a result of the
conversation with TR, observing that they “consider an honorable obligation exists to carry out in letter and
spirit the rules of the game of foot ball (sic.) relating to roughness, holding and foul play…” The six
signatories pledged “to do their utmost to carry out these obligations.” Ronald A. Smith, ed., Big-Time
Football at Harvard, 1905: The Diary of Coach Bill Reid (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois
Press, 1994), 194-95.
Walter Camp attended the meeting and signed the agreement. In a commemorative book about Camp’s life,
Roosevelt is quoted as telling Camp and his colleagues: “Do not report back to me until you have a game
that is acceptable to the entire nation. You must act in the public interest. This glorious sport must be freed
from brutality and foul play. The future of the republic is dependent upon what you do. The character of
future generations is in your hands.” It is not clear from this report whether Camp is the source of the
quotation. Kathleen Valenzi, ed., Champion of Sport: The Life of Walter Camp, 1859-1925 (Charlottesville,
VA: Howell Press, 1990), 73.
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As for the question of Roosevelt’s importance in the reform movement, scholars differ. Guy Lewis insisted
that his involvement “did determine the direction of football, but he did not save the game because its
existence was never threatened.” There was in 1905-06 an “abolitionist sentiment,” but it was not
something to be taken seriously. Ronald Smith, writing 12 years later, argued that new information
demonstrated how serious the threat of abolition was. He maintained that Harvard “with the help of its best
known graduate … played the key role in the reform movement.” “Harvard and Columbia and a
Reconsideration of the 1905-06 Football Crisis,” Journal of Sports History 8, No. 3 (Winter 1981), 5, 13.
The Lewis article is quoted here: “Theodore Roosevelt’s Role in the 1905 Football Controversy,” Research
Quarterly, XL (December 1969), 724, 718. Elsewhere, Smith, in Lucas and Smith, p. 243, suggested that
Roosevelt “glorified the reform movement in football by calling the most prestigious colleges together.
Without changing the nature of the game in any important way, [he] had neither reformed, nor saved it …”
Theodore Roosevelt, it is to be remembered, was the President, and a very involved and visible holder of
the office. There can be no doubt that, whatever the reason, he had a strong interest in reforming football.
Certainly, he was aware that the spirit of abolition was abroad in the land. His alma mater’s desire to
abolish the game abundantly concerned him, as did similar sentiments expressed by other leading
institutions. Did he say at the White House meeting, in so many words, that if reforms were not put in
place, he would abolish football, or that abolition would occur one way or another in the absence of
reform? Maybe. Maybe not. But, as I have suggested, he may well have implied it. Harold M. Frindell
noted in a 1938 master’s thesis that “as happens with most high, official interviews, exactly what happened
[at the White House conference] was shrouded in secrecy.” (“The Origin and Development of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association – A Force for Good in Intercollegiate Athletics,” School of Education, New
York University, 15). In the end, we don’t know precisely what Roosevelt said or implied. We do know
that the possibility of abolition was tangible and immediate. We know that TR’s subsequent intervention in
the controversy over the two rules committees was timely and consequential. There is sufficient
2015 evidence,
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CHAPTER TWO
HOME RULE 1906-51

THE ORGANIZATION THAT became the
nation’s principal regulatory and enforcement
body for intercollegiate athletics did not start out
that way. Nearly 50 years passed before the
NCAA claimed a significant enforcement role.
Although regulation was set forth as an objective
(and regulatory language appeared) in the
Association’s founding documents, the real
authority was vested in the member institutions.
The athletics activities of American colleges and
universities, according to the first constitution,
were to be “maintained on an ethical plane in
keeping with the dignity and high purpose of education.” The founders expected that “a high stan015
dard of personal honor, eligibility and fair play”
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would be preserved and any abuses remedied. The
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foundation was amateurism, with its principles 6601 arc
14-1
and rules enumerated in the bylaws. For Ainstance,
No.
,
NCAand playrecruiting players, offering inducements
n v.
o
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n
O'Ba students or who had
ing those who were
notinreally
cited
not matriculated for one year (or were not, in fact,
amateurs) were prohibited practices. Unsportsmanlike conduct would not be condoned.1
The Association, however, did not bear responsibility for enforcing these principles and rules.
As noted earlier, this was the province of the
member institutions, and later of the conferences
as well. Those entities were to be the guardians of
PHOTO BY BRIAN GADBERY/NCAA PHOTOS
amateurism because the NCAA was intended to
be a predominantly educational body. As a result, home rule would be the standard governing the
division of labor. The possibility of establishing a stronger central authority was proposed during discussions of the original Executive Committee, but the idea was abandoned.2 Local control became
the organizing principle. This decision was both sensible and attuned to the political and philosophical realities of the time, but, as Falla noted, the choice carried with it a built-in tension between the
organization’s commitment to amateurism and its reliance on the member institutions to honor that
goal.3 The diversity of the membership complicated the achievement of this ideal even then. The
schools were spread over a wide geography, had differing traditions and served varying audiences.
Given those still-present factors, establishing trust in each other among the members would be a
challenge from the start, continuing to the present day.
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planning that preceded the first Convention, had six
members.
Three were institutional chief exec1660
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utives — a chancellor, a president and Aan
president. The latter individual, once back on the
, acting
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. NAssociation,
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faculty, continued to be active
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but it would be a long time before a college presno
'Ban
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ident or chancellor
ed i found a place at the top of the governance structure. Those attending that
citagain
first Convention (representing 28 institutions) were almost all faculty members, as were visiting
delegates and others who came to watch. Faculty would predominate at the annual Conventions
and on the committees for many years, an appropriate mode of operation for an organization that
regarded faculty control at the campus level as essential.
The message of faculty paramountcy was conveyed early and often. At the Third Annual
Convention, Professor Clarence Waldo of Washington University (Missouri) spoke forcefully on
the subject:

What in its essence is the proper control? Is that the right kind which
helps an educational institution to occupy the most space in the
sporting columns of a metropolitan daily? Which gratifies sporting
alumni …? which builds immense and costly stadia and collossea
that our young gladiators may disport themselves before great
masses of non-academic people? …which tends to recruit the ranks
of professional athletes from the class of our young men who are the
unfolding bud and promise of our nation …?
No, Waldo said, we want to “secure an athletic spirit throughout the whole student body, a spirit that thrives on generous, wholesome, honest, glorious rivalry.” He maintained that this can happen only if the direction of campus athletics is vested in the faculty.4
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The next year, a committee chaired by Waldo reported its conclusions to the annual Convention
in even more emphatic terms. While there is room in the control picture for a measure of student
involvement, he said, a committee selected “from among the strongest men in the faculty,” and
thus possessed of “the greatest available wisdom and experience,” must have the prevailing
authority. This committee’s task was to “promote among its students honesty, chivalry, genial
good fellowship and the fine manners of the ideal gentleman.” If the campus committee succeeds,
it will thereby:
eliminate many bad things and practices, such as coaches afflicted
with professional notions, recruiting, inducing, falsifying,
overtraining, overindulgence in athletics, excessive specialization,
hippodroming, … immorality, indecency, profanity among students
and athletics as a business.5
Waldo’s words reflect a conviction that intercollegiate athletics in these initial years faced truly
dire straits, a perspective shared by Dr. R. Tait McKenzie of the University of Pennsylvania.
McKenzie, speaking at the 1910 Convention, was an unabashed champion of the view that the
modern inheritors of Greek amateurism were “the two great Anglo-Saxon races.” These people,
he said, were responsible for “spreading civilization, law and order to … Egypt, India, Africa,
Cuba and the Philippines,” and it was their commitment to honorable physical endeavor
that made
15
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the concept possible. In the realm of athletics, he observed, this commitment
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Greek athletics history, down to the concluding
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entertainment value. In this country,NCheA suggested, we were dangerously close to that final stage.
v.
nonAssociation continued to work “to avoid the mistakes that in the
nthe
That end could be averted
if
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ted i to drag down the ethics of athletic competition among gentlemen.” Four
past have done socimuch
reforms in particular were in order: The standard by which excellence is measured should be kept
“within the reach of more men,” and “the class distinction between athlete and student” should be
diminished. Third, “we should consider the player first and not the spectator.” Finally, through
educational means, it would be important to cultivate in both players and spectators “that wholesomeness of mind … found in clean, honest and manly sport, that makes the sting of defeat nothing when weighed with the consciousness of having won dishonorably or by subterfuge.”
McKenzie did not say it, but one can assume he would have shared the strong belief of Waldo and
other delegates that, in the Association and on the campuses, faculty leadership would be central
to accomplishing such reforms. In any case, for Waldo, his colleagues and the Association as a
whole, the Greek athletics heritage was imperiled, and vigilance had to be the watchword.6
CHALLENGES
McKenzie offered his view of contemporary troubles and their Greek antecedents at the
Convention that brought the Intercollegiate Athletic Association of the United States its new
name. The NCAA was now in formal operation, but it came close to being stillborn. The concentration on amateurism and faculty control gave way to football problems, which were back in the
headlines. The previous year, college football fatalities had set a record. The Football Rules
Committee reported at the 1909 Convention that 32 deaths attributed to football injuries had
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occurred during the fall season, a number well above the total from four years before that had led
to the formation of the IAAUS. The committee claimed that the new number considerably misrepresented what had actually happened, blaming inaccurate and sensationalized newspaper
accounts.7
Whether or not the reported number was credible, the news stirred up the passions. It was clear
that the rules would need to be altered. President Edwin Alderman of Virginia, whose institution
had experienced the death of a football player, told the Convention he believed that the game was
doomed “unless radical changes were made.” Professor C.A. Short of Delaware College suggested that legislative intervention was coming and, indeed, that it was possible “the playing of football might in some states be treated as a crime.” Numerous resolutions and related communications from institutions around the country urged major action to confront the crisis. The committee acknowledged that, in the face of a “public stampede,” a “wise modification” of the rules was
necessary.8
The changes were made, and the rules committee reported in 1910 that the game was “comparatively safe and reasonably free from danger.” As Falla concluded, despite initial doubts “the committee definitely saved college football, and it may well have saved the NCAA in the process.”9
The preservation of one sport did not mean that the newly named organization’s challenges had
ended. The old nemeses of amateurism still threatened. Despite the clear language of the NCAA
constitution and bylaws, and frequently articulated pledges of allegiance to the
015amateur ideal, the
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was the summer game, which was often played for pay
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by college athletes. Palmer
in O Pierce, the Association’s founding president, regularly condemned this
cited
practice. Even at the hour of crisis over football fatalities, Pierce said that baseball was the greater
problem:
The moral degeneration that comes from the playing of summer
baseball for money and then returning to college and deceiving the
college authorities about this in order to play in intercollegiate
contests is deplorable … Such practice is all too common.10
Four years later, summer baseball was a common subject for Convention speakers. George
Ehler of Wisconsin referred to the game as “that ever recurrent specter.” E.H. Nichols of Harvard,
during an address entirely devoted to the subject, described the problem as “playing baseball in
summer for money … and usually lying about it afterwards.” Cornell’s C.V.P. Young observed that
this is an issue that “will not down”:
Articles have been written against it, resolutions passed condemning
it, rules passed, it was fondly imagined, that would absolutely
prevent it, but we still hear on all sides that summer ball is being
played, and that the net result of opposition to date has been a
widespread development of lying and hypocrisy.11
For his part, Pierce’s soon-to-be successor, addressing the same Convention, seemed more conTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 18

cerned about what he called “the dark side of sportsmanship.” Baseball, LeBaron Briggs said, was
among “the most conspicuous and … gratuitous offenders.” The practice of seeking to unnerve an
opponent, rattle or ridicule him, to gibe at him “in plain hearing of the umpire without one word
of efficient rebuke,” bothered Briggs, an academic dean at Harvard.12
His concern would never quite be answered. Similarly the greater problem of play-for-pay was
itself in 1913 some time away from resolution. That problem, however, had contributed substantially to a gathering consensus that amateurism language needed another look. The 1911
Convention had heard a report from the Committee on Amateur Law that had its origins in discussions of summer baseball in 1907 and 1908. This committee gave considerable attention to the
“psycho-social validity of the principle of amateurism,” a concept based on scholarship dealing
with the human “play impulse.” Play, the committee believed, was “nature’s method of education,” and accordingly, colleges ought to ensure that every student has “a full, normal play life.”
Further, they “must organize and control athletics as an educational force for the whole student
body” and not just “for a few unduly skilled performers.” This idea reinforced the traditional claim
that sports programs undertaken especially for the most talented athletes, leading to the class distinction McKenzie had criticized and often to a kind of hero worship, were at odds with the amateur creed. As well, it provided a foundation for a concerted effort after World War I to establish
a required physical education curriculum in colleges and schools across the nation. For the present, the committee concluded, its idea allowed for formulation of “a positive 0general
law”:
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On that basis, the
of sins associated with proselytizing (the old term of art for recruit-

ing) and rewards (the sundry forms of subsidy) led logically to a need for regulations. The
Amateur Law Committee proposed a number of them. Baseball was not the only sport covered,
despite its prominent role in the committee’s establishment. No machinery for enforcement was
recommended, however. Home rule stood in the way.13
PRESIDENTIAL VOICES
MEMBER INSTITUTION PRESIDENTS and chancellors often were invited to Conventions during these years to share their thoughts on the values and challenges of athletics with the delegates.
Their speeches did not necessarily set them apart from their faculty colleagues, and, like those colleagues, they spoke with sometimes conflicting voices. Two instructive examples are Chancellors
James Roscoe Day of Syracuse, who addressed the 1909 Convention, and Samuel Black
McCormick of Pittsburgh, who spoke two years later.
Day expressed his “confirmed judgment that athletics have an essential place in college work
and … are vitally related to scholarship and manhood.” They are not, he added, “an excrescence
but the fiber and essential integrity of the best educational system and plan.” He went on to
remark, however, on what he called “this iniquity.” The reference was to the use of athletics for
advertising and the practices NCAA members engaged in to serve that purpose (recruiting from
preparatory schools, soliciting alumni for scholarship assistance and asking talented players to
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serve as “advertisers”). Institutions “have bribed star athletes away from other colleges. They have
played ringers. It is an old story.” Beyond that, he said, “gate receipts have been the price at which
honor has been sold.” Day criticized coaching salaries (often, at least for the time spent on the job,
greater than those for presidents) and claimed that many presidents “who are neither fossils nor
mollycoddles” were perplexed by the lengths to which colleges were willing to go to “make a
spectacle of themselves.” The remedy, he said, was to return to an understanding of what made
athletics, done the right way, central to the learning experience. Simply put, sports are for all college students, not just for the stars. So the Association had to move back to that core idea. Major
reforms were in order lest “parents and guardians and an alarmed citizenship appeal to the legislatures for protection.”
Despite his many misgivings and strong strictures, Day showed appreciation for the “magnificent stadium” his trustees had found the money to build at Syracuse.14
McCormick did not see intercollegiate athletics in quite the same way. He did not address the
issue of sports programs (especially football) being used for institutional advertising purposes, nor
did he call the roll of evils, as Day had done, and attempt to justify them. He thought it “the most
natural thing in the world that the young man should permit his enthusiasm for sport to carry him
too far and that college alumni in their zeal for their college should do things which are neither
wise nor good.” The answer to evils, he argued, was to “eliminate them if possible; lessen their
effect, if they cannot be eliminated, and endure them if their effect cannot be01lessened
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O'Ba to send forth fulminations against athletics because there are imperited
c
fections therein than to inveigh against Nature because sometimes a cyclone sweeps destructively over the prairie.” In the tirade against athletics, “a large number of college presidents and professors have joined.” They have done so mostly because of the problems, “without considering the
immense good” that athletics have accomplished. He took up the banner of the play side of human
nature:
In play, with all its generous rivalry, with all its splendid forthputting
of energy, with all its eagerness to attain the goal, with the applause
of the thousands of spectators in the athletic contest, is to be wrought
out the great, strong, generous, manly character which is to
dominate the world.
McCormick was hardly unusual in offering a paean to the role of college sports in the development of manly character. Celebration of the responsibility of colleges, through athletics, to bring
boys to manhood was a common, self-congratulatory theme in the texts and speeches of the time.
Theodore Roosevelt wrote in his “American Boy” essay that “great growth in the love of athletic
sports … has beyond question had an excellent effect on increased manliness.” McCormick’s willingness to tolerate evils in the interest of the greater good, however, was a sentiment seldom publicly offered, by presidents or professors, at NCAA Conventions or elsewhere. Moreover, the
speaker who mentioned the importance of campus athletics activity for women was rare.
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McCormick may have been the first: We are certain, he avowed at the 1911 annual meeting, “that
the physical element must hold a high place, not simply for physical perfection, but for the symmetrical development of all the qualities of manhood and womanhood.”15
GROWTH, 1906-20
ALTHOUGH ONLY 28 accredited delegates attended the first Convention in December 1906, the
IAAUS had 39 members by that time. Membership numbers expanded steadily, reaching 97 by
1912 and 170 in 1919. In the beginning, member institutions came mainly from the East and
Midwest. In 1911, for example, 39 of the 73 members were Eastern colleges and universities, 20
came from Midwestern states (particularly from Ohio), and Southern numbers had grown to 12.
The West was represented only by Colorado and the Southwest by Texas. Eastern representation
probably would have been greater during these years if not for the continuing baseball controversy. Many New England institutions featured the summer game, so they were reluctant to join an
Association that regularly condemned that sport and its custom of paying players.
Notably absent during these early years, for varying periods, were the Big Three universities.
They had been represented on the old pre-IAAUS football rules committee, were accustomed to
having their own way by and large on athletics matters and were thus reluctant to place themselves
under any form of direction from a large national organization with a diverse membership. The
Big Three presidents met now and then to discuss athletics matters, though maintaining
a united
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(1910-12) and — in the year of Princeton’s admission to the NCAA — as president of the United
States. Yale joined in 1915. Stanford arrived the next year, its long-time embrace of rugby as the
substitute for its abandoned football program having weakened. President Jordan’s distaste for the
latter (“in its essence a battle, not a sport, and largely devoid of interest except for the colorful,
tumultuous partisanship engendered by it”) was not so great an influence after he moved to the
institution’s newly created chancellor position in 1913.17
As the Association’s numbers grew, so did its coverage of sports. By 1919, it was directly involved
in 11 of them. As this coverage expanded, rules committees were established, and Conventions came
to be characterized in part by reports from one or another of these committees. The geographic districts offered annual reports at the meetings, and their number increased from six to nine (then back
to eight), each of them entitled to a seat on the Executive Committee. The number of athletics conferences grew, and these bodies (if they had at least seven members) were also represented on that committee. All of these developments meant that the Association’s agenda became both more complex
and more controversial. The Conventions of 1915 and 1916 are revealing in this regard.
The 1915 gathering was Dean Briggs’ second as NCAA president. His address that year struck
a negative note, as he told his audience that intercollegiate athletics were now “deservedly” under
constant attack. The evils were many and great, he said, and the worst of them was “mutual distrust.” At his home institution (Harvard), he said, “rumors are rife of iniquitous practices at
Princeton and Yale; at Princeton and Yale rumors are rife of iniquitous practices at Harvard.”
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There were cordial relations among the three schools, but distrust was still a major concern.
Briggs observed that when football, the Association’s foundation sport, was conducted in the
wrong way it “may be all that its enemies declare it, a monstrous growth of brutality and craft over
physical and intellectual manhood.”18
Others attending were not so sure. Professor Robert Corwin of Yale said that the problem was
not so much the game as the faculty attitude toward it. The professoriate, he observed, views intercollegiate football and athletics in general as “an insidious malady which threatens the well-being
of the body scholastic.” Students, in contrast, have a positive view, perhaps because they understand athletics as “a laboratory in the art of living” and “a course in the precepts … of manliness,
honesty, self-restraint, persistence, resourcefulness and fair play …” Students were still in charge
at Yale, which was a good thing, Corwin thought, in light of the “unsympathetic, not infrequently unintelligent repression” that can accompany faculty control.19
William Howard Taft, then on Yale’s law faculty after his White House years, appeared at this
Convention to voice strong support for college sports. They added much to “the value of college
memories and associations.” They were:
the flesh that clothes and rounds out the frame … The feeling of
solidarity and loyalty in the student body that intercollegiate
athletics develops … outlasts every contest, and it continues in the
015
heart and soul of every graduate as long as he lives.20
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representing institutions in Washington, Oregon and Idaho. Six con-

ferences belonged to the NCAA and, more and more, they were looked upon to shoulder the
enforcement responsibility the Association itself was sworn to avoid. Despite Briggs’ concern
about the game’s brutality, 1915 was the year the delegates voted to abandon the football death
report given at every Convention since 1906 and to discontinue the Committee on Fatalities
Among Football Players that had done the research.
That year, President William T. Foster of Reed College published an article highly critical of
the state of athletics on American college campuses. Foster, an innovative educator who had written earlier about the multiplying burdens of the college presidency, took his colleagues to task for
allowing their athletics programs to become money-making and advertising vehicles controlled by
students and alumni. These programs, he said, served the few at the expense of the many and
brought us to an “age so unbalanced nervously that it demands perpetual excitement, … a pathological nervous condition which craves greater excess.” What we have, he wrote, was the “maelstrom of college athletics.”21
Foster’s indictment raised hackles at the 1916 Convention. Professor George Johnson of
Harvard rose to defend intercollegiate athletics as “an expression of loyalty, an endeavor to maintain and exalt the dignity and honor of the college,” and as a program that brings “prestige [to]
alma mater.” Raymond Gettell of Amherst spoke in a similar vein, but focused his remarks on a
single sport. He recited the litany of football’s celebrated benefits (self-sacrifice, self-control, etc.)
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and argued that the game “while retaining the virtues of physical combat, remedies its worst evils
by emphasizing organization, cooperation and obedience.”22
Whether persuaded by Foster’s critique, unconvinced by the positive views of Johnson and
Gettell or simply of its own volition, the Football Rules Committee responded by adopting a code
of ethics in 1916. The committee also asked a large foundation to undertake an overall study of
intercollegiate athletics. That work was eventually completed, but only after two major historical
developments intervened — World War I and the decade of excess that was the Roaring Twenties.
THE BALLYHOO YEARS
IN HIS CLASSIC history of the 1920s, Frederick Allen wrote of the rise of radio, the popularity
of jazz, the boom in movies and automobiles, the great bull market, government scandals, land
speculation, flying and flagpole sitting, flappers and bathing beauties, prosperity and prohibition,
bootleggers and speakeasies, famous racketeers, gang rule in the cities, the arrival of Freudian
psychology on American shores, a “revolution in manners and morals,” and, of course, the stock
market crash of 1929. He wrote about college sports as well, football in particular, and observed
in this regard that:
Teams which represented supposed institutions of learning went
barnstorming for weeks at a time, imbibing what academic
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also produce profits, which in turn could finance further growth for athletics departments.
The introduction of radio fueled public interest in college sports. Overall radio sales grew at a
staggering rate during the decade, from $60 million in 1922 to more than $842.5 million in 1929,
an increase of 1,300 percent.24 The first football broadcast was of a game between Princeton and
Chicago in October 1922. A month later the Harvard-Yale game aired.25 Although data are lacking, it is probably safe to say that during the next seven years the growth of game broadcasts was
nearly as great as the increase in radio sales. Newspapers also expanded their coverage of college
sports during the decade. Some sportswriters rose to fame in these years, often by satisfying the
public mania for college football. Although Knute Rockne was already a legend (aided and abetted by the press), the public immortalized reporter Grantland Rice in part because he wrote of
Rockne’s 1924 backfield as the Four Horsemen of Notre Dame.26
At its 1918 Convention, soon after the Armistice in November ended the war, the NCAA set out
on a major effort to convince member institutions and public school systems of the need for compulsory physical education programs for their students. Congress was asked to support this effort.
Letters were sent to state legislatures seeking statutory assistance and to school boards requesting
their cooperation. The focus was on elementary and secondary schools as well as on higher education, and the program was to cover both males and females. The Association emphasized the
connection between the ideal of exercise for all and “effective citizenship.” A special committee
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was organized on “Extending the Influence of the Association” and charged with initiating the
process of implementation. The initiative required all member institutions to ensure that the program in “Physical Training and Athletics be recognized as a department of collegiate instruction,
directly responsible to the college or university administration.” Stagg had come to Chicago under
just such an organizational plan almost 30 years earlier, and the desirability of that arrangement
had been often asserted in the intervening period. Significant progress was made during the 1920s,
and the concept, now anchored on many campuses, became something of a restraint on the everbeckoning temptation to find a way around restrictive rules. Where it worked best, the special
committee provided a vehicle for enhanced institutional control of athletics activities. The initiative to require physical education at all educational levels was successful, too, as millions of students across the generations came to understand, if not to appreciate.27
Other notable advances took place during this time. The first NCAA championships were held
— track and field in 1921 and swimming in 1924. The Association outgrew the “Executive
Committee as sole authority” approach, establishing the NCAA Council in 1922. This body
remained a key component of the governance structure for three quarters of a century. That same
year, the Convention approved a 10-point code, reiterating and reemphasizing long-held principles and objectives: sectional conferences, the freshman rule, a three-year participation limit, a
prohibition of graduate student and “migrant” player participation, suppression of “the betting
evil,” and “absolute faculty control,” among others. The fundamental principle,
of
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Association’s leadership, was good. But strong countercurrents persisted.
Baseball’s play-for-pay problem remained unresolved. The membership’s hoped-for utilization of
conferences to serve as rules enforcers had yet to take anything close to full effect. Those new stadiums often drew capacity crowds, commercial motives were increasingly evident, and the old
challenges of recruiting and subsidizing athletes were still on prominent display. President C.A.
Richmond of Union College (New York) deplored “the high cost of athletic victories” in a 1921
speech. He criticized the competition for bigger, better programs as something “like the contest in
dreadnoughts” that characterized the international situation in the years before the war. We have
on our hands, he said, a “race of armaments.”29 And it would not be the last one.
Professor C.W. Savage of Oberlin described himself as an appalled friend of intercollegiate athletics at the 1923 Convention. It is clear, he said, that:
In practically all of the great colleges and universities … there are
being built up great intercollegiate machines, great athletic systems,
commercialized and professionalized in spirit, that are fast assuming
the proportions of stupendous Juggernauts … which are threatening
to crack every bone in our academic bodies, and to crush out of our
scholastic veins every drop of the blood of idealism and inspiration.30
Dartmouth President Ernest Hopkins defended the state of intercollegiate athletics in 1925, sugTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 24

gesting that colleges had both a curriculum life and a community life. “No agency of undergraduate life so powerfully binds the college community together nor … so advantageously permeates
its ideals,” he insisted, “as do the undergraduate sports.”31
Two developments collided that year to tell at least part of the story of college sport in the
1920s. One occurred when the NCAA appointed another special committee and charged it with
studying the overemphasis on football and the problematic impacts of the sport’s professional version. The other development,
which probably produced the special committee, was the story of a
hero (not all that unusual in a
decade that deliriously celebrated
the feat of a young pilot named
Charles Lindbergh). The subject
of that story was Harold E. “Red”
Grange. Red Grange was a phenomenon. He played for Illinois,
where he competed without an
athletics scholarship (an award
more and more in evidence by
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Grange having neared the end of
his senior season, his fans circulated a petition nominating him
for Congress. (He was too
young.) Ten days later, he played
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his final college game. The next
day, Grange signed a professional HAROLD “RED” GRANGE RUSHING TO ONE OF HIS SIX TOUCHDOWNS AGAINST
contract with the Chicago Bears. MICHIGAN IN 1924.
On November 26, he played his
first game with the Bears, for
$12,000. He barnstormed the country with that team in the following weeks, earning additional
money and helping cement a place in the public mind for the new and struggling professional
game. On December 7, Grange agreed to a $300,000 movie contract. The next day, he was presented to Calvin Coolidge, president of the United States.32
It was hardly a surprise that four years after Grange’s great adventure, the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching delivered to the NCAA, and the country at large, the critical,
empirically based report, “American College Athletics.” The study had been authorized by founda-
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tion trustees in early January 1926 — perhaps not coincidentally just one month after Grange shook
hands with President Coolidge — at the request of several major national associations. The NCAA
was one of them. The foundation’s study team collected abundant factual information during visits
to 105 American campuses, 18 secondary schools and some Canadian colleges as well. The findings
were well documented, carefully explained and, for the most part, expected. The Carnegie report
concluded that campus faculty control had failed too frequently. The concept, the report said, was
something that existed “in name but scarcely in fact” and was “often a mere subterfuge.”33
The NCAA more than likely did not anticipate the finding that students did not have much say
over athletics and should be entrusted with an increasing and major share of the responsibility. But
other major conclusions could not have been surprising to the Association. The fundamental
issues, the report’s authors argued, were twofold: “commercialism and a negligent attitude toward
the educational opportunity for which a college exists.” The defects of contemporary athletics programs, particularly as they imposed heavy burdens on the athletes, included disproportionate time
requirements, isolation from the rest of the student body and highly compensated “professional”
coaches whose focus often was not on the education of their players. The report prominently revisited the old twin evils of player recruiting and subsidization:
The recruiting of American college athletes … has reached the
proportions of nationwide commerce…Its effect upon the character
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twin evils, they were both subtle and clear: Whatever regulations on recruiting and subsidizing
“may be in vogue, they must be regarded as ideals … which a very large number of institutions
have not yet attained.”34
The 383-page report also commented on sportsmanship, eligibility, amateurism (the definition
of which institutions honor in the breach) and worsening professionalism, health questions, the
“sorry role” of institutional alumni and excessive publicity. The press was taken to task for the
notoriety it gave to “schoolboy athletes” and the undue and growing coverage given to the games:
“Much of the distortion of the popular attitude toward the college has flowed from the fact that
intercollegiate contests appear to be the only phase of college life that is regarded as news.”35
The authors said that effectively combating the emphasis on commercialism required nothing
short of a change in campus values. The report maintained that commercialism must be reduced
and college sport enhanced so that it is:
esteemed primarily and sincerely for the opportunities it affords … to
exercise at once the body and the mind, and to foster habits both of
bodily health and of those high qualities of character which, until
they are revealed in action, we accept on faith.36
Educational opportunity also was in part a matter of values. And of will: “The American colTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 26

lege must renew within itself the force that will challenge the best intellectual capabilities of the
undergraduates,” athletes included.37
At the next year’s Convention, a special committee assigned by the NCAA to study the Carnegie
publication made its report. In general, it looked upon that earlier work as a constructive review,
“friendly and useful,” and one that institutions “can wisely use … as a check on their own situations.” The committee was careful to point out that the NCAA remained “primarily a consultative
and advisory body [that was] not expected to lay down detailed rules of action” for the member colleges and universities. The Carnegie report commented not only on problems but also progress. The
NCAA committee concurred — there were reasons to be encouraged as the Association moved into
a new decade. James R. Angell, president of Yale and the Convention’s featured speaker that year,
devoted his speech to the problems of athletics. He was the son of James Burrill Angell, the reformminded president of Michigan in an earlier era. The son had similar goals. He was a gradualist, heartened by the spirit of change in the air and confident that the problems would be resolved. He offered
his own “creed” on athletics issues. Like the Carnegie report, his speech stressed the old values: the
mind-body relationship, physical exercise for all, wholesome games, dedication to amateurism principles and the rest. Angell’s creed had no room for high-priced coaches, for winning as the highest
priority, or for recruiting, subsidizing or advertising. The Carnegie report authors preferred athletics
to be intramural and free of commercial influences. Games were to be played and watched both honorably and for the fun of it. The young Angell agreed. His father would have as well. By 1930, how15
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CADET PALMER PIERCE OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, CLASS OF 1891.
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PALMER PIERCE
no staff members during its first quarter century and would have none on a full-time basis until
1951. But there was a leader in this founding period, a
man who held the office of NCAA president for 21 of
those years. The leadership of that man, Palmer Pierce,
was consequential even before the Association was established. Pierce, then an army captain and teaching at West
Point, made his presence felt at the December 1905 meeting of football-playing institutions called by President
MacCracken. He offered a number of resolutions that
were adopted at the meeting, and he was instrumental in
the decision to form a national organization. Pierce was
appointed to that body’s executive committee, chaired the
first Convention of the IAAUS, continued in his role as
president for eight years and returned for 13 more in
1917. The 1891 West Point graduate commanded a
brigade of the Third Army Corps in World War I and was
a brigadier general by the time the war ended.
Pierce was a strong believer in the values of sport that
gave substance to the first constitution and bylaws, that
were embraced consistently by Convention speakers and
that formed the basis for the Carnegie Foundation’s 1929
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report. In his presidential addresses, he spoke often and forcefully of the need for what he called
a rational approach to intercollegiate athletics. The word “sane” was among his favorites in
commending this approach to Convention delegates and the Association membership. He was a
passionate champion of home rule and the attendant role of the NCAA as an educational (and
not an enforcement) organization. Indeed, in 1907 he said that the NCAA was, above all else, a
“League of Educated Gentlemen,” implicitly incorporating into that label his view of both the
fundamental values and the basic responsibilities of the Association.
Among other causes for which he was a leading spokesman were faculty control; the integration of athletics into the academic structure of member institutions; the need for compulsory
physical education in schools and colleges; the initiation of national championships; and, in
1921, the possibility of establishing a central office (and presumably a staff to man it) for the
growing entity he led. That growth was in ample measure attributable to Pierce’s energetic
efforts. He was visibly and vigorously involved in a long and bruising battle — a jurisdictional dispute encompassing all the years of his presidency — to break the Amateur Athletic
Union’s self-proclaimed ownership of amateur sports and sportsmen.
Pierce was candid in his assessment of serious problems, yet always optimistic and encouraging. For example, he was able to put a positive spin on the dramatic increases in stadium gate
receipts in the 1920s by suggesting that they were needed to help pay the high costs of compulsory physical education programs for all undergraduates.39 Withal, he was a15man for his long
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crash ended the ballyhoo era and its extravagance. The Carnegie Foundation report published
that year documented both the record of excesses of intercollegiate athletics and offered reasons
for hope that the future would bring a restoration of traditional amateur values and practices.
The Association developed something of a dual personality in the next two decades. These amateur values and practices remained in place on paper and in rhetoric, and to some extent member institutions applied them. On the other hand, the serious challenges that prompted the
Carnegie study were not going away, so a change of course was necessary. The NCAA’s commitment to the classic amateur ideal was so deep that such a change could be neither sudden nor
comprehensive. It would take time. It would be a journey requiring relatively small steps at
first, bigger ones later and a few setbacks along the way. In the end, the grip of home rule would
be weakened and the NCAA finally would take on enforcement authority.
A different understanding of the problems of recruiting and subsidizing, and of how to deal
with them, emerged as the NCAA moved into this role. Howard Savage, the Carnegie report’s
principal author, spoke at length at the 1930 Convention on ways to eliminate these long-lived
twin enemies of amateurism. The result, he thought, would be “a stage in the evolution of a better American sportsmanship.”40 Evolution was soon to be on the march, but it would ultimately reach a stage different from what Savage envisioned.
Pierce’s successor, Charles Kennedy of Princeton, told the Convention the next year that the
Association was experiencing a “period of readjustment … a vital reconstruction of college
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sport …” In a way, this echoed Savage’s 1930 comments, but Kennedy added a new idea. He
proposed a study of whether the NCAA’s interests “would be promoted, and its influence
increased, by the establishment of a permanent headquarters and the appointment of a salaried
executive officer.”41 Pierce had mentioned the possibility in passing, and there had been some
discussion of it in the past. For nearly a half-century the Association could come no closer to
permanent staff positions than Pierce’s long tenure as president and Frank Nicolson’s three
decades (1909-39) as secretary-treasurer. Pierce, however, was a volunteer. So was Wesleyan’s
Nicolson. Kennedy believed something more was needed. He may not have appreciated his proposal’s potential meaning for home rule or its implications, from the staffing perspective, for
enforcement. Still, his idea was prophetic. Twenty years would pass before the prophecy —
replete with office, staff and a vehicle for enforcing compliance — would be realized.
The first step came a few years later, in the wake of a report by the Special Committee on
Recruiting and Subsidizing. The committee had recommended what became a seven-part code
of “unjustifiable” practices, based largely on conventional amateur doctrine. This group also
recommended a survey of member institutions to determine the extent to which they practiced
what this code preached. The replies, sent in by two-thirds of the membership and reported at
the 1935 Convention, were instructive. About 36 percent of the respondents said they approved
and were enforcing the code. A slightly higher percentage expressed approval but also some
doubt regarding the ability of institutions to enforce all of the code’s elements.
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offering of scholarships was acceptable.42 Some had already decided it was — and they were
doing it. Obviously, home rule was not getting the job done.
Noted writer Paul Gallico bade a famous farewell to his sports beat in 1937 with a scathing
indictment of college athletics. Football especially incurred his wrath “as the leader in the field
of double-dealing, deception, sham, cant and organized hypocrisy.” It had degenerated into “the
biggest and dirtiest sports racket the country has ever known …” As for amateurism, he wrote:
“If we have any conception of the real meaning of the word ‘amateur,’ we never let it disturb
us. We ask only one thing of an amateur and that is that he doesn’t let us catch him taking the
dough.”43
The year before, an Association committee issued its report on the threat posed by recruiting
and subsidizing practices among the members. Such abuses, the report indicated, were the
NCAA’s “most pressing problem.” The committee described the by-now familiar reasons, criticizing other activities and behaviors (bowl games, gambling, drinking) and noting that the
organization “has no police powers.” But the committee recommended no changes to deal with
the old twin evils.44 The committee’s critique was late because change, perhaps influenced by
Gallico’s harsh commentary, was coming already. Though it was not necessarily their intention
to do so, college presidents were helping to make it happen.
Carnegie’s Savage had produced a study in 1925 blaming presidents for the confusing state
of affairs in college athletics.45 This judgment received further emphasis in the foundation’s
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report four years later. In 1931, Pennsylvania President Thomas S. Gates said:
An institution has today the kind of athletic system … its
president wants it to have or permits it to have. It is all very well
to blame the abuses upon the public or the alumni or the
emphasis given in the newspapers. But in the last analysis, the
president is responsible.46
The survey responses reported by the Special Committee on Recruiting and Subsidizing,
pointing to a considerable variety among institutions in dealing with amateurism standards, at
least implicitly supported Gates’ observation. If explicit testimony was needed, it came in
Executive Committee member comments during a discussion of the amateur code at the 1940
Convention. Although a large number of presidents had responded affirmatively to a letter from
the Association asking for assurances that the code was being enforced on the campuses, the
facts indicated otherwise. Clearly, violations were both widespread and “matters of college policy approved by the presidents.” Accordingly, an Executive Committee member said, “We are
now confronted with the problem as to whether the college presidents have been fooled by the
conditions of their own institutions or whether [they] intend that the code should be interpreted
differently than most of us understand it …”47
The situation seemed to demand an expansion of the Association’s authority
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The Association called for a Conference of Conferences to be held in
Chicago that year.
During the war, the military used many college campuses for training purposes. Athletes
played under the banners of these training programs, for army camps and naval base teams, and
— with great success — the two service academies. War had diverted the sporting public’s
attention from amateur-code issues to matters of much greater moment at home and around the
world. With the peace came a GI Bill that sent hundreds of thousands of veterans to school, and
with them came a considerably expanded sense of the importance of financial aid for college
students. Sports pages once again trumpeted (and criticized) the college game. Gambling scandals were back as well, or at least looming, when the conferences gathered. They assembled a
first draft of a document, “Principles for the Conduct of Intercollegiate Athletics” and, in keeping with long practice, sent it to NCAA member institutions as a questionnaire. The principles
— five of them — were largely reformulations of the old amateur ethos, covering financial aid,
recruitment, academic standards for athletes, institutional control and the principle of amateurism itself. Campus response was positive. With some editing and revising, the five principles were adopted by the delegates at the NCAA’s 42nd Convention in 1948. They became
known as the “Sanity Code,” that title suggesting an intention to return sanity to college sport
and also recalling Pierce’s frequent references to the need for sane governance of intercollegiate
athletics.
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The Sanity Code was not just another in a long line of codes put in place through the decades
by Association reformers. This one had teeth. The Executive Committee created by regulation
a three-person Constitutional Compliance Committee with authority to interpret the constitution
and to determine whether “stated practices, actual or contemplated, are forbidden by, or are consistent with,” its provisions. A Fact-Finding Committee was also established to investigate possible violations. The only penalty for institutional violators was expulsion from membership, an
action requiring a two-thirds vote of Convention delegates. That standard proved to be a problem.
Two years later, a constitutional crisis occurred. Seven universities were determined to be
guilty of code violations, but only a 111-93 majority favored expelling them. A fair amount of
criticism had been leveled at the new code since its enactment, much of it coming from campuses anxious about the limits it placed on recruiting and financial aid. The combination of anxiety over these provisions, concern about the severity of the expulsion punishment and the failure to gain the required two-thirds vote in 1950 led the 1951 Convention to repeal the Sanity
Code. Still, enforcement had made a public appearance, and it was not going away. The officers
of the Association, as if to underline that point, decided that while the seven offenders could not
be expelled, a majority of delegates had found them guilty. The leadership thus decreed that the
seven would be classified as members “not in good standing.” There would be more to come in
1952.49 In October 1951, a young man who had been serving as a part-time assistant since 1947
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, 201name was Walter
was appointed as the Association’s first full-time executive director.
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There were, of course, 'other
nnonconsequential developments in the 1930s and ’40s. Membership
a
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grew steadily. Bycithe
ted i1951 Convention, nearly 400 institutions and conferences belonged to the
NCAA. Radio broadcasting had grown substantially, producing concern about possible effects
on game attendance, a concern of greater magnitude once television became common. The evolution of broadcasting — its problems, promises and impacts — is covered in detail in later
chapters. Suffice to say here that no one could have envisioned the huge role electronic media
would play in intercollegiate athletics when the NCAA sponsored the first men’s national basketball championship in 1939. It was held in March that year, minus the madness. It was not televised. It produced a loss of $2,531.50
Neither would most have anticipated then that college basketball would become the focus of
gambling scandals that shocked the nation a decade later. Point-shaving claims were investigated in New York City, involving institutions in that area and others in the Midwest and South,
seven in all. Trials followed, and a number of players were found guilty. Institutional control
was clearly lacking on the affected campuses. This was major news, and further evidence of the
need for stronger rules compliance and enforcement. The Court of General Sessions in New
York mounted a probe led by Judge Saul Streit, who issued a statement describing his findings
in unsparing language. Streit recounted the pattern of abuses on the campuses involved in the
scandals, concluding that commercialism in football and basketball was “rampant.” These are,
he wrote, “no longer amateur sports.” Athletes “are bought and paid for.” Scouting and recruiting violations are “almost universal.” Academic standards are evaded through “trickery,
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devices, frauds and forgery.” Responsibility for the scandals “must be shared not only by the
crooked fixers and the corrupt players, but also by the college administrators, coaches and
alumni groups who participate in this evil system …” Finally, he said, presidents and faculty
members must take charge of their athletics programs, and the NCAA must “reorganize and
revitalize …” 51
Walter Byers had been in office for one month when Streit issued his damning assessment.
Plenty of work awaited him. •
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CHAPTER THREE
THE BYERS YEARS

THE NEW EXECUTIVE director got a sense of
what the position would be like during the years
he served as a part-time assistant, with a full-time
secretary, working out of a remodeled hotel room
in Chicago. He attended the New York
Convention at which the Association had been
unable to muster the two-thirds majority needed to
expel the seven institutions that had violated the
Sanity Code. He recalled the eight-column
Chicago Tribune headline declaring, as a consequence of that failure, that the NCAA was dead.
Byers was at the 1951 Convention when the
Code was formally repealed, and he was aware of
the work of an interim committee that year in
015
developing a new approach to enforcement. Given
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road ahead. If he charbored
any doubts about that,
ited
they would disappear when — in his first month
on the job — it became clear that a sizable scandal
was about to envelop the nation’s premier college
basketball program.1
DEATH IN LEXINGTON
KENTUCKY WAS ONE of the seven institutions
targeted by Judge Streit in his condemnatory public statement. The university’s basketball teams
had won national championships in 1948 and
PHOTO BY JAMIE SCHWABEROW/NCAA PHOTOS
1949. Players from those teams had been instrumental in earning the gold medal for the United States in the 1948 Olympics. Some were household names. Five went to jail, convicted of point-shaving in highly publicized federal trials. Their
coach, the storied Adolph Rupp, was criticized by Streit for his relationship with a bookmaker.
Kentucky’s basketball teams, the judge observed, had become “commercialized enterprises.”2
The convictions and rebukes of the early 1950s followed a period during which the university
— with strong support from the state, the institution’s governing board and president, and the
legion of Kentucky fans — had devoted considerable attention, energy and money toward
strengthening its athletics program. The football stadium’s seating capacity had almost doubled
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and the team’s winning reputation was greatly enhanced under new coach Paul “Bear” Bryant,
who would eventually become legendary himself. The state had committed funds to build a large
new basketball facility. Control over the sports program had been vested in an entity — the
University of Kentucky Athletic Association, Inc. — that was separate from the university, though
with several of the institution’s employees on its board. These developments had led a consulting
firm, hired by the state to examine the university’s possible role in economic growth, to question
the direction intercollegiate athletics was taking. The firm noted in its 1947 report that the program at Kentucky, “as in other universities, has become professionalized” and recommended a
return to “an amateur sports basis” as soon as such a change could be effected. The recommendation was not endorsed by the state and not pursued by the university.3
In August 1951 the NCAA Council approved a new code, covering long-standing concerns —
limits on practice seasons and numbers of games; postseason competition; curriculum matters and
academic progress; financial assistance; eligibility; and adherence to the rules, among others.
Included was a call to member institutions, echoing down the corridors of decades past, to “enlist
the support of true lovers of wholesome college athletics … to reduce undesirable recruiting.”
This code provided a basis on which to build a more practicable approach to enforcement, which
the membership approved at the 1952 Convention. The new code established a Membership
Committee and a Subcommittee on Infractions as well as roles for the NCAA Council and the
annual Convention. The Membership Committee (the NCAA president and1eight
district vice
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first formal actionciof
the University of Kentucky. Byers’ challenge was stern. The case would test his ability, and agility, as the NCAA’s first CEO. It would determine whether nationally imposed regulations could
work.
Report No. 1 charged that 10 players had received illegal financial aid. Rupp, it was said, knew
about some of the offers. One prominent member of the 1951-52 team was thought to have been
ineligible, though there was no such finding in his case. The Southeastern Conference commissioner suspended Kentucky from conference basketball for one year. The Council, through its
Membership Committee, banned the program from all intercollegiate competition for that year.
The central question was how to enforce this punishment. The answer — a “shaky death penalty,”
Byers called it — was to take advantage of constitutional language requiring that members compete only against institutions compliant with the Association’s rules. Letters were sent to the membership asking for the cancellation of games with Kentucky. Considering the stature of the university’s basketball program, the refusal by its supporters and the state’s governmental leadership to
accept Judge Streit’s conclusions, and the vigorous resistance to NCAA sanctions emanating from
Kentucky media such as the Lexington Herald, the Association anticipated significant difficulty
in carrying out the Council’s decision. However, in the end, the university accepted the punishment. The NCAA’s new standing as a vehicle for enforcement gained credibility. And Byers
earned hard-won recognition for his leadership.5
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BUILDING AND BALANCING
DEVELOPING THE POWER to enforce the rules clearly and consequentially distinguished the
new organization from the one that preceded Byers’ appointment. Enforcement, the executive
director said, “is the bedrock upon which the NCAA edifice is based.”6 The resulting structure
would have to be enlarged over the years as both the athletics enterprise and the Association grew;
as the rules expanded and, commensurately, the temptation to break them; and as the college game
increasingly captured the nation’s fancy. Of course, other forces were at work as well.
Membership growth inevitably led to differences in the size, complexity and ambition of athletics programs among the institutions. Recognition of these differences eventually came in the
form of periodic restructuring that introduced the word “federation” to the NCAA vocabulary.
Cost issues, in terms of both expansion and containment, became an almost constant preoccupation. Growth also strained the most essential of Association relationships — the one that incorporates athletics into an educational framework. Eventually that problem would be addressed
through academic-eligibility standards, although this development did not necessarily alleviate the
strain. Conflict was a natural by-product of these considerations, as was the need to balance competing interests. Accommodations had to be worked out between national mandates and home
rule; between the components of a federated structure; between the student and the athlete; and,
constant equalizing efforts to the contrary notwithstanding, between the several15levels of the play6, 20
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This chapter covers the NCAA’s evolution during the three decades after Walter Byers’ assumption of authority in 1951, and the executive director’s stewardship as well. Enforcement will perforce be a focus. Federation, cost considerations, academic concerns and the interrelationship
among these factors will be examined. The inevitable conflicts and compromises arising from the
diverse nature of the membership will be reviewed. The role of television also will be evaluated.
That topic, given its ever-expanding role, is a proper place to begin.
THE GATE DEBATE
THE RAPID INCREASE in sports-event broadcasts in the period between the two world wars
created uneasiness in college athletics departments. Attendance had dropped by the mid-1930s.
The Depression was likely a significant contributing factor to this decline, which stood at 15 percent for football in 1934. But there was a strong enough feeling that radio was the culprit for the
NCAA to establish a special committee to review the issue and report its conclusions in 1936. A
committee survey of athletics directors yielded no clear answer regarding radio’s impact on gate
receipts. The exception was a belief by smaller programs that the widespread airing of major-college games demonstrably reduced their attendance. In any case, the individual institutions sold
their own broadcast rights. Home rule was still a basic principle and practice. The NCAA, accordingly, did not have the franchise for radio. Television would be different.7
The first telecast of an intercollegiate contest was NBC’s airing of a Columbia-Princeton baseTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 37

ball game in May 1939. Football came next, with the 1940 Maryland-Pennsylvania game from
Franklin Field in Philadelphia. However, not until the late 1940s did televised sports receive serious interest from the Association. There was again a concern about the impact on attendance,
should television expand its scope as radio had done earlier. The NCAA Television Committee
was created by the 1950 Convention to examine the gate question and other issues. The committee asked the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) to assist. The NORC reports confirmed
that there was an adverse impact from TV and that the loss of attendance was especially prevalent
in areas where television had a large presence. Elsewhere, attendance grew. The Association
decided to pursue a partial television moratorium for the 1951 season to determine the effect of
blackouts in each geographic area. Gate numbers again declined. A policy developed to provide
limited telecasts under NCAA control was passed by the 1952 Convention, 163-8. As a result, a
specific plan for the 1952 season was presented to the membership in a mail referendum. Again,
the margin of passage (185-115) was impressive. Despite the overwhelmingly favorable votes,
stern and vocal opposition remained.8
The principal dissenters were Pennsylvania, whose team had played in that first televised game,
and Notre Dame, whose renowned football program suggested to its leaders the benefits of pursuing an independent course. Their stated underlying principle was home rule, but the bottom line
was money. These two institutions displayed their strong feelings from the outset. Each had televised its home games for several seasons. Pennsylvania signed a television contract
for its 1951
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“dictatorial powers.”9 The policy and plan for the 1952 season
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was revisited andcitan updated proposal was advanced at the 1953 Convention. Cavanaugh had
since moved to another position, but his successor, Father Theodore Hesburgh, held the same outspoken views regarding NCAA control.
Francis Murray, Pennsylvania’s athletics director, had been appointed by university President
Harold Stassen in 1950. Stassen was interested in big-time football for the university. Murray
thought television could be an important contributor. During a round table discussion at the
Convention, describing himself as a “vehement member of the opposition,” Murray criticized the
NORC research, observing that polling data pointed to strong public support for unrestricted football television. He said the data suggested that limiting telecasts and thereby forcing people to buy
tickets to see the games was “a bad example of commercialization in collegiate sports.”
Centralized control, he said, was inconsistent with the NCAA constitution and “contrary to the
basic principles of free institutions.”10 Notre Dame’s athletics director, Edward Krause, followed
Murray. He emphasized that nothing less than the public interest was at stake in the television
decision. That position was echoed by the university’s vice president, Father Edmund Joyce, who
argued that the NCAA’s approach “depicts a socialistic tendency.” In the Cold War setting of the
1950s, this kind of claim was inflammatory. At other times, the charge of socialism was repeated
by Hesburgh and by Krause, who took the allegation a step further. “Our stand,” he said of NCAA
control, “is that it is Communistic.” And, more colorfully if less politically incendiary, he
remarked that it was as if “someone tried to come into your home and steal your furniture.”11 It
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would not be the last time in the long struggle over TV controls that the property rights banner
would be run up the flagpole.
The 1952 plan provided for one national telecast each week for 12 weeks with wide geographic distribution, allowance for games of regional interest to be added or substituted and a stipulation that member institutions could appear on television no more than once during the upcoming
season. A total of 51 teams had their games aired that fall. NBC paid a rights fee of $1.14 million,
the great majority of which went to the members whose games were televised. Nationwide, attendance fell. The Association leadership, blaming the decline again on television, was determined
to retain the restrictive policy for 1953. This set of circumstances gave focus to the lively debate
that followed at the Convention that
year. Speakers from the Television
Committee held that growing a relationship with the new medium should be a
process of “learning to crawl before we
walk.” They said that ideally the walk
should be along “the middle road
between those institutions who would
ban television completely and those … at
the other extreme who would … permit
015
[its] monopolization … by the very few.”
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approved by the cdelegates,
172-13. The
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detailed plan, once more submitted to the
membership by way of referendum, was
approved by a 95.3 percent majority.
Restrictions on the number of games and
PHOTO COURTESY THE NCAA
institutional TV appearances continued.
ROONE ARLEDGE AND ABC CAMERA CREW.
The rights fee from NBC for the 1953
season was $1.72 million. The NCAA
felt comfortable that it was on sound ground legally, although several speakers suggested that, in
fact, the restrictive policy violated the Sherman Antitrust Act. Serious discussions of that question
were to come.12
EXPANSION AND DISSENT
FOOTBALL ATTENDANCE DECLINED again in 1953, lending further support to the already
widely held view that the restrictions imposed by the Association were necessary to preserve both
the game itself and the gate receipts. Nevertheless, from that point forward, national football attendance grew every year from 1954 through 1981, excluding only a slight hiccup in 1974. The rights
fee charged in 1954 was $2 million, and attendance increased that fall by nearly two percent. By
1981, the fee was $31 million, and 35.8 million fans went through the turnstiles that year.
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Although NBC was the dominant partner during the first 14 years, the other two major networks
won occasional contracts. ABC started its 16-year run as the TV king of college football with the
1966 season. Rights fees, which were at $7.8 million that first year, stood at $31 million for the
16th season. Television sets in millions of homes were tuned in to the games. The expansion of
ABC’s football reach was the work of Roone Arledge. The increase in rights fees was the work of
Walter Byers.13
Arledge, the head of ABC Sports, almost literally changed the face of televised football. He
brought instant replay, the split screen, the zoom lens, and lots of cameras and camera angles to
the games. He involved the announcers more in telling the story. Byers said he admired him for
his “sheer technical mastery,” his “hyped-up genius” and his “indefatigable energy.” Indiana professor and college athletics critic Murray Sperber wrote that the ABC head saw “college football
as pageant and fable.”14 Others said he saw it as “showbiz.” For his part, Byers came to be regarded as a negotiator without peer. He downplayed negotiating skill as a significant factor in the periodic contract discussions, but, in this regard at least, he did not see himself as others saw him. The
quadrupling of rights fees in the ABC era, the huge increases that followed in the subsequent two
years (1982-83) and the even more impressive revenue brought in by the airing of NCAA postseason championship basketball are tributes to the talents he brought to the table.
Television revenue was the principal contributor to the Association’s financial growth under
Byers. In 1956, before these dollars began to make a big difference, the organization’s
treasurer
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and, in some cases, decisions — became policy and procedure for the NCAA. More staff, greater
expertise in certain areas, and bigger and better facilities were needed. Revenue from member dues
helped meet the need, but television dollars provided the bulk of the funding. Football rights fees
contributed to the establishment of postgraduate scholarships for student-athletes, subsidized championships travel, supported a statistical service and paid for the construction of a new headquarters
building. By 1970, fees from the ABC contract supported a dozen different NCAA functions.
Although the Association kept 12 percent of the rights fee the first year (1951), when Westinghouse
had the football contract, the amount it routinely took thereafter ranged from three to five percent.16
The Association’s share of the net receipts from the Division I Men’s Basketball Championship
was a more significant source of support for NCAA operations than the football television assessments. Until 1980, net receipts of the basketball tournaments were split 50-50 between the NCAA
and the competing teams. Thereafter, most of these net receipts went to conferences and institutions, with shares based on allocation formulas determined by the Executive Committee.
Beginning with the 1981-82 academic year, the teams took 60 percent of the net and the
Association 40 percent, giving the teams (and their conferences) approximately $10.7 million and
the NCAA $7.1 million. Football TV assessments for 1981-82 were $2.3 million. The Association
did not control regular-season telecasting in basketball. Distribution of the basketball championship funds was not a source of major continuing conflict; however, as the football rights fees
grew, so did the arguments.
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The major programs, seeing the opportunity to enhance their visibility and increase their treasuries, wanted additional appearances and the resulting money. The smaller schools, watching others’ wealth swell, wanted a larger share. The Association, retaining control and staying with the
principle of broad participation, continued to receive mostly strong backing from the membership.
It opted for two-year network contracts in football in 1960, experienced closer voting in the 1961
and 1963 referendums, but received 96.1 percent majority approval for the ABC 1966-67 agreement. The number of permissible institutional appearances had grown to two in 1955 and, much
later, to three. The mail referendum for the 1974-75 television contract was approved by 330 institutions, with 10 opposing. Even so, by the mid-1970s, there was much unhappiness about how the
football television revenue was being allocated. The 1960s were relatively peaceful, in NCAA television sports terms. The conflict had not altogether subsided, but public interest in and excitement about college football, and its attendant financial advances, kept the discord manageable. It
helped that by 1974-75, the NCAA was certifying 11 postseason bowl games, which provided an
aggregate $8.2 million to the participating teams.17 By then, though, a number of institutional athletics departments were facing substantial deficit problems.
The cost of fielding competitive football teams had grown. Title IX, which became federal law
in 1972, brought about a need for greater funding without attendant new revenues. The
Association, while sustaining a pattern of membership growth, sought to recognize the growing
differences in size, funding, attendance and mission among its members. The process
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nowhere, except onto a lengthening list of concerns shared by the leading institutional critics of
the Association’s television controls.18
As the first three decades of NCAA TV involvement wound down, no one could reasonably
deny the remarkable changes in the sports-watching habits of the American public. Nor, from a
purely financial perspective, could anyone doubt that the Association’s policies had made its
members richer. But there were many more members now, and as their number grew, so did the
distinctions between them. Old ideas regarding commonality of program and purpose were under
strain, as was the basic operational standard of broadly spreading the TV opportunities. That new
word — federation — entered the discussions of NCAA governance in the early 1970s. It was
pushed into prominence by membership growth, the evolving divergence of institutional program
and purpose, and, assuredly, by an increasingly impassioned debate about TV dollars. Television
played midwife in the birth of a competing organization that soon dramatically altered the broadcast landscape. This group, the College Football Association (CFA), listed greater federation as
one of its most important goals.
DIVIDING THE HOUSE
IT COULD BE argued that federation began its long and episodic journey in 1957, when the
NCAA initiated championships in basketball and cross country for its then College Division. The
Association took this action because of the increasing difficulty of maintaining a level playing
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field between smaller-budget schools and those with major athletics programs. Growth, and the
widening differences in resources, had reduced equitable access to championships. As these conditions evolved, further changes would be needed. Thus, in 1968, the NCAA asked all institutions
to identify their programs as belonging to either the College Division or its University big brother, with the expectation that the members of each classification would compete mainly against one
another. Then, during the 1972-73 academic year, the Association expanded the number of
College Division championships to 10 and set up six regional postseason football bowl games for
the members. None of these developments included rules differences between divisions. All
NCAA institutions continued to meet and legislate together. The need to provide separate meeting
opportunities had been acknowledged, but there was not yet a federated approach to rule-making.
By 1973, the time for that was about to arrive.19
In 1971, the Council created a Special Committee on Reorganization. The committee brought
to the 67th Convention, in January 1973, a recommendation that would in effect make the two
divisions distinctive entities for certain legislative purposes. The basis for such separation was the
greater number of sponsored sports in Division I and a major emphasis in at least two of these
sports, one of which had to be football or basketball. The committee’s proposal was turned down
by the delegates by a six-vote margin. Various reasons were offered in opposition, one being the
perceived inadequacy of a bipartite reorganization. There was now more diversity than two divisions could reasonably handle.20
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its own membership criteria. Guarantees were provided for championships at all levels, and changes were made in the key governance entities — the Council and
Executive Committee — to reflect the new framework. Certain areas, such as recruitment and
financial aid, could be covered by different rules for each division. Much of the Association’s
business would still be accomplished together. The numerical result of this first successful effort
at federation was that 233 institutions aligned themselves in Division III, 194 chose Division II
and 237 elected Division I as their home. Of the latter number, 111 did not sponsor football. Of
the 126 that did, most operated major programs in the sport. Many, though, did not. This difference proved to be significant.21
With the 1973 legislation, federation became a principal battleground in the football television
debate. From the perspective of a large number of major football powers, establishing the new
Division I did not solve the problem. It was seen as being too big and, with so many members not
sponsoring the key sport, it lacked a clear focus on football. It did not alleviate concerns about
comparability and did not promise for the major powers what they considered to be their rightful
share of the television wealth. So they sought a tighter drawing of the lines. In December 1976,
56 of them met in Dallas to discuss ways of separating legislatively from the rest of the pack. They
viewed stadium size, a tougher scheduling requirement and an attendance minimum as possible
standards. The objective was to arrive at a figure — around 80, it was thought — that would assure
these institutions the financial and program comparability results they desired. After the meeting,
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78 universities were invited to join the organization that would seek to achieve these results.
Sixty-one of them attended the July 1977 gathering that put the CFA in business. At the 1978
Convention, a proposal was made, with CFA support, to subdivide Division I for football-playing
institutions. Criteria similar to those discussed in Dallas, including a sports-sponsorship requirement, were to provide the dividing line between what would be called Division I-A and I-AA programs. The attendance rule (a 17,000 average, with alternative paths allowed for achieving it)
proved to be the most contentious question.
Subdividing a division that had been only recently and controversially created was difficult for
the delegates and tested the mettle of the Convention’s parliamentarian. On one part of the proposed legislation, for example, a motion was made to vote by secret ballot. That was followed by
a motion to vote by secret ballot on whether to have a secret ballot, which in turn produced a substitute motion for a roll-call vote. Next came a roll-call vote on whether to have a roll-call vote.
The delegates favored the latter alternative and then, by roll-call vote, approved the passage in
question.
This was town-meeting democracy in action, though it also illustrated the kind of Convention
maneuvering that drove some delegates to distraction and, nearly two decades later, helped fuel a
new federation movement and a different process for decision-making in Division I. Among the
results in 1978 was the approval of an amendment, put forward by the Ivy League, to exempt from
the attendance requirement institutions that sponsored a minimum of 12 sports.
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spokesmen expressing
great disappointment at the outcome, some quarters said the Association
had taken a regrettable step toward the creation of a super-powers classification for college football. An observer from Sports Illustrated disagreed. The decision, he wrote, “was neither a massive elixir nor a massive knockout drop. It will neither solve all the problems of the strong nor
start a funeral march for the weak.”23 What it did start, for the CFA, was an attempt to undo the
perceived damage by finding a way to substantially decrease the number of I-A institutions. This
effort began while the organization sought to negotiate its own television football contract. The
CFA was back at the 1979 Convention, trying without success to repeal the Ivy League amendment. It was also working on its television initiative, hoping to bring into the fold the two powerful conferences it lacked — the Big Ten and Pacific-10 — that had refused the initial invitation to
join.
The Association was understandably concerned at the prospect of a competing TV contract. It
seemed to some that the likely consequence of losing NCAA control would put the networks in
charge at the bargaining table and the institutions in financial peril. CFA leadership, on the other
hand, believed that breaking the NCAA’s grip would mean bountiful rewards for its members. As
the dispute moved closer to the courtroom for resolution, Byers and his colleagues considered
what might be done to further balance the equities, with regard to both federation and the television dollars.
On the matter of dollars, the executive director was involved in complicated discussions with
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more than one network. ABC’s 16 consecutive years of sole ownership were about to end. Instead,
a four-year contract was assembled, involving both ABC and CBS, with a two-year agreement for
the Turner Broadcasting System. The total broadcast rights return exceeded $281 million. For the
first year (1982), the rights fee was $64.8 million, more than doubling the $31 million ABC paid
for 1981. The 1983 total was $74.2 million. The NCAA saw this as a bonanza for all members,
including the major football institutions. In addition to the greater subsidy available for televised
games, the number of appearances allowed was increased to three. The other bit of balancing the
Association was prepared to undertake was support for further federation that could substantially
reduce the number of I-A members. To accomplish that purpose, with litigation looming and the
CFA at a serious stage of negotiations with NBC, the NCAA called a Special Convention for
December 1981.
Put simply, the federation proposal at this conclave was to repeal the Ivy League exemption
amendment, which had given refuge to many other universities, and to resurrect the attendance
and stadium-size requirements that the exemption had effectively nullified in 1978. This action
was expected to reduce the number of I-A members from 137 to about 95 and grow the I-AA classification from 50 to approximately 90. The proposal passed. However, it was not enough for the
CFA, which had attempted to place on the agenda an item that would create a Division IV, to be
composed of the paramount football powers. This effort failed, as did a related one from the
University of Texas raising the question of institutional property rights in relation
to television
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plaints and gave the football powerhouses more control, perhaps they would reject the lure and
illusions of the CFA.”25 That didn’t happen. Earlier, the Association had made clear that any members violating the football TV regulations by developing their own contracts would get the speedy
attention of the Committee on Infractions, and those found guilty could expect serious penalties.26
That pronouncement was reinforced by a motion passed at the January 1982 Convention that the
NCAA would continue to “control all forms of … telecasting [and] cablecasting.”27 These actions
severely hampered the CFA’s ability to rally its members in support of a proposed agreement with
NBC. The federation initiative having been deemed insufficient and CFA television options looking bleak, no other avenues remained for resolving the differences within the NCAA family. The
next venue for debate would be a federal courtroom in Oklahoma City.
SEA CHANGE
THE DRAMA THAT unfolded in Oklahoma City, and its historic final act, will be covered in
Chapter Four. At this juncture, it is important to understand the changing environment in which
that drama was rooted and within which the discussions of federation and television controls took
place. New rules, amendments and continuing efforts to stretch rules of whatever vintage virtually transformed the landscape of intercollegiate athletics during the two decades that followed a
weighty 1956 decision on financial aid. Much of what transpired during that period revolved
around that recurring issue. Other developments — freshman eligibility, platoon football and rapTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 44

idly rising costs — also played key roles in this transformation. By the end of the period, with
financial bottom lines in trouble on campus, the NCAA approved a set of contentious recommendations on cost containment. The landscape was also meaningfully modified by this action.
In its effort to hold fast to the principle of amateurism, the defunct Sanity Code had proscribed
the awarding of financial aid based on athletics ability. Economic need and academic talent were
the only acceptable reasons for assistance covering tuition and fees. When the Code disappeared
in the early 1950s, there was no specific standard governing aid awards. However, the subsidization of college athletes having been an old and varied (if often condemned) practice, institutions
still found ways to help their players financially. There was a wide disparity in both method and
amount. As before, ample criticism and concern arose, as did calls for reform. Some said that having all institutions on the same page would protect amateurism by ending the sundry assaults on
the principle.
Others took this argument to be naïve. But both sides agreed that protection would be essential
if the alien and potentially expensive notion of athletes as employees were to gain currency around
the country. A 1953 Colorado court decision presented just that kind of threat. The result — an
“experiment” in Byers’ estimation — was a constitutional change enacted at the 1956 Convention.
Henceforth, members could make awards for all “commonly accepted educational expenses,” subsequently defined as tuition, fees, room, board, books, and a small monthly stipend for laundry
and like expenses. The “full ride” grant-in-aid became the law of the land for 1intercollegiate
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could no longer square (if indeed it ever had) with the changing
realities of college athletics. The grant-in-aid was now in place. Critics would attack it from differing directions. Amendments would be passed to strengthen or weaken it. Reformers would
learn that it was not all it had been expected to be. It did not stop cheating any more than the eloquent indictments of subsidization had in an earlier era. Institutions would discover ways to bend
its provisions without eliminating them. But it became and remained the standard. The grant-inaid provided common guidance, and a means of constraining excesses and defending the level
playing field. It has stood for 50 years.
Another long-standing doctrine in the book of college sports began its journey into obsolescence in 1968. Even before the NCAA arrived on the scene in 1906, the idea of playing freshmen
had been regarded as perverse by some institutions. That sentiment found a receptive home within the Association. Except in time of war, freshmen simply were not eligible for intercollegiate
competition. Freshman teams were common, and first-year athletes might find a spot on the junior varsity. But beyond these opportunities, it was generally an article of faith that freshman participation was wrong. The first year was for adjusting to college life and continuing the process of
mental, emotional and physical maturation. By the mid-1960s, increasing numbers of people concluded that times had changed; freshmen were ready to play, and institutions were prepared to play
them. A 1965 survey determined that 64 percent of the responding colleges and universities
believed that freshmen should be eligible for intercollegiate competition. Such a proposal failed
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in a close vote at the 1967 Convention. Western Athletic Conference Commissioner Paul Brechler
argued at the time that, because of higher academic standards, students (athletes included) were
now “better able to do university work.” Travel took less time than it used to, he said. On the subject of time, he said “athletics today don’t take any more [of it] than other campus activities.”
Further, freshman teams, with more grants-in-aid available and high attrition rates occurring, were
expensive. Brechler’s position was that first-year students ought to be eligible for winter and
spring sports, but not football.29
At the next year’s Convention, a freshman-eligibility proposal was again put before the delegates for all sports except football and basketball. This time, after strenuous debate, the proposal
passed, 163-160. Four years later, the membership added the two excluded sports. It was not fair,
according to the proponents, for freshmen to be kept from competing in the two major sports when
they were able to do so in all the others. Also, since first-year students had been receiving grantsin-aid, and playing on freshman teams, it made economic sense for institutions to play freshmen
on their varsity teams. A tradition that dated back to an initiative taken by former Harvard
President Eliot in 1903 was now abandoned. Coaches, Byers maintained, led the way in getting
the change passed.30
The membership made another important adjustment of the rules at the 1973 Convention. This
one abolished an important component of the 1956 grant-in-aid legislation. That constitutional
change included language allowing for the award of grants for up to four years.15The language was
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tiyear awards an incentive to do better. So went the argument. The proposed change had been considered before, in 1967, and voted down. By 1973, though, institutions were feeling the financial
pinch. Savings were available from passing a one-year grant-in-aid limit. The two-thirds vote
required to change the constitution, where the grant-in-aid was anchored, was achieved, making
the one-year rule a reality. Byers, who strongly opposed this amendment, observed that, with its
passage, the “freshman tryout had been legalized.”31
The point about saving money had merit, given the circumstances. Athletics had become a costly proposition for members. Television and its promise to substantially enhance both visibility and
monetary resources had engendered a zeal for spending. Institutions had spent. The authorization
of athletics grants had complemented this zeal. Increases in student-athlete numbers, in numbers
of coaches, in recruitment expenditures, ancillary benefits to the players (separate and sometime
luxurious athletics dormitories, for example) and other areas had precipitated a near financial crisis on some campuses. Among the drivers of the expanded expenditure trend were increased squad
sizes and the level of grant-in-aid support necessary to sustain them. Among the causes of greater
squad size was the move to two-platoon football in 1965.
The platoon idea, like freshman participation, took root during World War II when, ironically,
a shortage of talented players (many of whom were on military service) led coaches to spread
responsibilities among the less capable athletes on hand. The talent shortage led to specialization,
with offense and defense becoming separate pursuits. After the war, coaches having become
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enamored with platooning, the practice continued. This development was unpopular among veteran fans and those observers of the game who measured the worth of football against the model
of the athlete who could do it all. One eleven, playing both ways, with few substitutes — this was
the way it had almost always been. Specialization did an injustice to the treasured norm. It was
also a milestone on the road to swollen budgets.
Still, coaches fought to keep the platoon system and its cousin, unlimited substitution. Byers
and his associates in the NCAA leadership found a way around this formidable opposition. In
1953, the Council recommended a return to the one-platoon game. The proposal did not go to the
Convention floor, however, but to the Football Rules Committee, where, at the time, athletics
directors rather than coaches predominated. This was, as one critic described it, an end run. It
worked. The committee endorsed the recommendation. Amid loud cries of protest, the game
returned to its roots.
But not for long. Free substitution became a rallying cry. Gradually, modifications of the rule
were devised and implemented. In 1965, after a 12-year absence, two-platoon football came back
to stay.32
THE BOTTOM LINE
PLATOONING’S PROPONENTS SAID the practice provides more opportunities for student-athletes and adds quality to the game and excitement for the fans. Its restoration, they argued, was a
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cit 1970s and led to several dedicated efforts to establish that idea as the governing principle for financial assistance. Cost control was a fundamental reason for pursuing this
alternative. Such had been discussed and rejected in the 1950s, but with the bottom line now much
on the minds of the members, the idea received a more thorough airing. It saw the light of day
without a vote at the 1972 Convention, made the agenda and lost in 1973, and came to the floor
once more in 1976. This was another occasion of major controversy for the Association. After a
three-and-a-half-hour debate, and the first roll-call vote in NCAA history, the need proposal lost
in both Divisions I and II. The margin was close in Division I, though, where 112 delegates voted
in favor and 120 against. Perhaps the proposal failed this time because of a lessened membership
appetite for cost containment after the substantial cutbacks the Special Convention produced the
summer before. The football powers, equating need-based aid with de-emphasis, voted against it
by a four-to-one margin. The closeness of the Division I vote led one writer to suggest that major
college football was at risk:
It wouldn’t take you long to realize the sport is in danger of wilting
on the vine because some of its self-professed expert gardeners keep
crimping the water hose …. That danger will remain as long as your
Yales, Fairfields, Pepperdines and New Hampshires continue to vote
on policies for the likes of Texas, Oklahoma, Alabama and
Nebraska.33
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Concern about spiraling costs prompted the NCAA to schedule the second Special Convention
in Association history for summer 1975. Cost-containment alternatives dominated the agenda. The
Council sponsored legislation in several areas, seeking and gaining reductions in various expenditure categories: numbers of coaches, grants-in-aid (total and annual), expense-paid visits by
recruits and recruitment visits by coaches. The legislation limited squad sizes as well. Many
coaches were unhappy with these actions. Some sued, hoping to undo the damage they saw done
by the legislation. Staff reductions were a particular sore point, which was hardly surprising given
the growth in, say, assistant coach numbers in football. At Alabama, for example, there were 17
coaches by this time. Now there could be only eight, plus two graduate assistants. Grant-in-aid
allowances were also controversial: There would be a limit of 95 in Division I, where previously
there was none. At Pittsburgh in 1973, a first-year coach had 83 grants to offer to his recruiting
class. The Special Convention set 30 as the annual limit. Division I basketball would henceforth
be held to 15 total grants, and, after football and basketball, a total of 80 would be permitted for
all other sports. The Division II limits — 60 in football, for instance — were less contentious.
As the years passed, the membership eased squad-size limits and institutions found ways to
expand coaching staffs. Recruitment reform became a hardy perennial. Probably the most consequential components of the 1975 legislation were the 95/30 football grant-in-aid specifications.
The 95 number was further reduced (to 85) later; 30 was cut to 25 as the annual scholarship limit.
Aside from whatever cost savings were realized through these reductions, one15clear result as the
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inal or the appeals court level. Still, NCAA officer J. Neils Thompson expressed concern about
“the continued tendency of some member institutions [and] some staff members of member institutions to frustrate the application of the NCAA rules by testing their validity through … court
proceedings.” Using the courts, he wrote, “it would be possible for a college with an ineligible
player to win a conference championship and compete in the NCAA tournament before the matter could be finally adjudicated …” He may not have known it at the time, but Thompson was not
just describing a current problem. He was anticipating a wave of the future.34
1.600
PERHAPS LOOKING TOWARD a balancing of interests, the delegates approved an important
academic reform measure at the same Convention (1965) at which they gave their blessing to the
return of two-platoon football. Certainly, these delegates were aware that the admission of athletes
with questionable academic credentials was an increasingly problematic practice. They could reasonably expect that problem to grow with the availability of unlimited substitution. In any case,
they strongly supported an amendment establishing the “1.600 rule." This was an expedition into
territory the borders of which had long been guarded by home rule. The amendment attempted to
give an academic dimension to determining athletics eligibility.
The 1.600 designation arose from the provision that incoming and continuing student-athletes
must have “a predicted minimum grade-point average (GPA)” of 1.600 (on a 4.000 scale). The
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methodology for making such predictions was both complex and, to a degree, flexible. ThenNCAA President Robert Ray called the amendment “a national minimum academic expectancy.”
This approach was formula-driven, combining high school rank or GPA and standardized-test performance derived from ACT or SAT scores. Although various “tables” — institutional, conference
or national — could be used to determine the best route to predictability, the objective was to have
a student-athlete population with an academic standing comparable to the general student population at each college or university. The national-minimum piece of the legislation was critical.
Conferences and institutions could exceed the minimum based on their own standards. Finally, the
new eligibility rule was, in a sense, permissive; however, any institution that did not use it would
forfeit eligibility to participate in national championships competition. Within the first 15 months
after passage, 86 percent of the Association’s 571 active members were in compliance.35
But some institutions not only had not complied, they had no intention of doing so. The Ivy
League announced that its members would not compete in NCAA championships. Three of those
members — Harvard, Yale and Pennsylvania — informed the Association that they would not
apply the new rule. Their teams that otherwise had qualified for postseason events were barred
from competing. Headlines followed. And despite the ample margin of initial approval of the rule,
opposition was not confined to the Ivy schools.
Criticism of the new standard began almost immediately, and it came from several quarters. The
NCAA leadership continued to express strong support. President Ray regarded15the rule as a prin0
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of legislation” ever passed by the NCAA. Alan Chapman of Rice, who would also soon serve as
Association president, argued that eliminating the rule “would be a severe blow to intercollegiate
athletics” because the determination of eligibility was now made by proper institutional authorities and not by the athletics department. “It is very valuable,” Chapman said, “that a man
approaches the registration office first, rather than the gymnasium.”36
But others felt otherwise, voicing varied arguments against the rule. Some believed it was simply wrong for the NCAA to involve itself in a decision that historically and appropriately resided
with an institution. This was the standard home rule position, given added authority by its proponents’ insistence that the national body was interfering with admissions. That position was not
well founded in this instance since the question here was eligibility, not admissions. However, that
counter-argument failed to convince the dissenters. Some 1.600 opponents expressed concern
about the message being sent by the standard, which, they said, implied that a C- average was sufficient for college athletes. Others cited competitive concerns. They said a conference that used
eligibility criteria exceeding the 1.600 minimum faced a comparative disadvantage when playing
teams from conferences using the minimum standard. As the debate moved into the late 1960s, an
assertion took hold that the rule (and standardized tests in general) showed a bias against economically disadvantaged students. These students were being increasingly courted by colleges and
universities whose leaders believed that, given the temper of the times, they had an obligation to
admit and assist them. This contention may have been the one that, in the end, tipped the balance.
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The 1.600 discussion and discord continued for eight years after the 1965 vote. The NCAA
leadership successfully resisted several attempts to terminate the standard during that period. The
Association eventually passed an amendment to meet the concern about economically disadvantaged students, but divisiveness over the issue just got worse. Finally, at the 1973 Convention,
opponents of the 1.600 rule prevailed. The rule was discarded, 204-187, and replaced by a requirement for only a minimum 2.000 GPA for athletics eligibility. The absence of a standardized-test
connection, or some additional provision that could balance the wide variety of factors involved
in comparing high school GPAs, rendered the new standard undemanding. Byers was depressed
about the outcome:
Losing the 1.600 rule was one of the most painful experiences in the
22 years I had then served as executive director. It was a terrible day
for college athletics. Supposedly responsible educators had voted for
sports expediency …. For a decade afterward, the weak
requirement … would provide recruiters an open door to solicit
whomever they wanted …37
Lessons would be learned from the 1.600 experience. Reformers did not give up on the idea of
creating a fair, reliable instrument for measuring athletics eligibility. Indeed, it would one day
come to preoccupy the Association’s leadership. For the moment, while opponents
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PRODDING THE PRESIDENTS
JUDGE STREIT’S 1951 denunciation of the state of college athletics, and the gambling and other
scandals that brought it on, led to ACE’s conclusion that this subject needed urgent attention.
Since ACE is guided by institutional presidents, the committee the organization assembled to
examine the issues was composed of campus chief executive officers. Notre Dame’s Cavanaugh
was a member, as was A. Whitney Griswold of Yale. Nine other presidents and chancellors sat on
the committee, including John Hannah of Michigan State, who was chosen as chair. Hannah had
taken a college of previously limited eminence and, in relatively short order, turned it into a big
university with significant national recognition. He had help, of course, and some came from the
institution’s football team. By 1949, propelled in part by that team’s success, Michigan State
became a member of the Big Ten. A decade into his 28-year tenure in East Lansing, Hannah was
the leader of the Special Committee on Athletic Policy, helping develop an agenda for athletics
reform.
The committee’s report was promptly issued. Its language was strong. The ACE document said
that, despite adherence to “the highest standards” by many institutions, “serious violations not
only of sound educational policies but also of good moral conduct are not … uncommon.” The
benefits of athletics competition, the report observed, were threatened by “proselytizing, subterfuge and distorted purpose.” The committee’s broad goals were to relieve external pressures on
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athletics programs, protect institutional control, develop strong enforcement measures and “suggest general standards of acceptable practice.” Much of the remainder of the report was cloaked
in the language of prior generations: Athletics departments should be part of the university’s regular education structure, a la Stagg’s situation at Chicago in the 1890s. The same admissions standards should apply to athletes and non-athletes alike. Freshmen should not be permitted to participate on the varsity. All financial aid must be administered by the institution and none should be
awarded for athletics ability. These principles, and others noted by the committee, had been
around since the NCAA’s founding. They were still worthy in 1952, even though for years many
colleges and universities had observed them only in the breach. Specific ACE proposals included
eliminating football bowl games, postseason tournaments, out-of-season practices and expensepaid recruit visits to campus. The group also recommended the involvement of regional accrediting bodies to help assure adherence to sound standards.39
The NCAA’s reaction was lukewarm. The Association had no ground to stand on in opposing
the principles and no reason to seek any since they were in essence already valued pieces of
NCAA philosophy. The specific recommendations were another story. The Association would be
willing to study proposals like the banning of postseason competition, but it held little hope its
members would support that particular idea. Some limitations on out-of-season practices —
spring football was the target — could be considered. Recruiting was always fair game for discussion. Nothing would be gained, the NCAA said, by involving accreditors. That
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ACE sponsored a symposium at which both Hannah and Association President Hugh Willett were
speakers. Hannah criticized the press for focusing on bowl games and spring football, which were
“minor phases,” he noted, of the “total recommended program.” He said he thought the NCAA
would need time to follow up on the committee’s principal proposals, notably the “standards of
acceptable practice.” Willett said that the NCAA would be “pleased to endorse the committee’s
objectives” and most of its recommendations since they were “the accepted policy” of the
Association “and the established practice of a large majority of … members.” What we need, he
added, is “more observance of the standards and legislation we already have …”40
The Hannah Committee disappeared from the scene forthwith, its efforts having availed little.
Hannah himself became the target of criticism for his performance as chair. Professor Sperber
wrote of him as an “ACE traitor” who “would carry the corpse of reform [and] bury it in an
unmarked grave.” In Sperber’s view, the NCAA’s role in the proceedings was to “subvert,” not
assist in, the cause of reform.41
A representative of the Football Writers Association also spoke at the ACE symposium and
offered a candid commentary on the troubled nature of contemporary athletics. He agreed that
there were serious problems and that sportswriters did not have the answers. But he placed a large
share of the blame on college administrators. An institution’s president, he said, “can minimize
whatever evils there are.” That individual “can let his athletic director and coaches know that violations of rules or ethics … will not be tolerated.” College presidents “have been in charge of athTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 51

letics for many years,” he added, and we cannot “overlook the result of their administration.” As
for the press and the proposed agenda for reform, he concluded, “we must remain as cynics and
skeptics until we see whether college presidents mean business this time.”42
The reporter’s observations, some might suggest, could just as well have been offered two
decades later when the ACE came knocking again at the door of reform. Most of the major
changes in intercollegiate athletics discussed previously were products of the intervening decades.
The problems — and now, in the 1970s, especially those of a financial nature — were getting
worse. There were those times when protest was in the air, as in the opposition to freshman eligibility, one-year grants or platoon football. There were occasional voices sounding the alarm, calling out the litany of sins and seeking a rebirth of the amateur credo. The annual Convention roundtables offered a platform for such declamations. At the 1961 Convention, for example, distinguished historian Henry Steele Commager demonstrated how the reform message was kept alive
during these years. He spoke of the “terrifying consequences of present malpractices,” particularly in relation to the old tradition of English and American games. Sports, in those gallant days of
yore, belonged “to the boys in the school or to the gentlemen in college.” In that era, there were
no finances involved, no admission charged, no expensive facilities and no handsomely paid
coaches. Now the games have been taken away from the students, and college sports have become
“heartily professional.” In half a century, he declared, “or even less, we have repudiated and
indeed reversed the tradition and the purposes of athletic games.” But the situation
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1929 Carnegie report, or contributed to the Hannah committee recommendations from 10 years
earlier. He did not indicate that he intended his remarks to be heard by college presidents. Even if
he had, it is not clear that in 1961 many of them would have been listening. Commager’s speech
had much the same result as many others of his day; the same result, by and large, as the ACE
report had in 1951-52. Not much happened on the reform side in the 1950s and ’60s. Such efforts
did little more than remind NCAA members of the roots of college athletics in America.
Meaningful positive change would remain out of reach until somebody could ground reform within the challenging realities of the last half of the 20th century. And bring the presidents to the table
for a longer stay, for more than just a quick study of the problems and passing reproofs of a noble
venture gone awry. That was ACE’s aim in its next quest for athletics renewal.43
With funding support from the Ford Foundation and Carnegie Corporation, the organization initiated a pilot study of athletics and higher education. George Hanford, a vice president of the
College Entrance Examination Board, led the effort. His 1974 report — “An Inquiry into the Need
for and Feasibility of a National Study of Intercollegiate Athletics” — was not a lamentation of
the abandonment of hallowed principle. Rather, it was an insightful review of present issues and
future possibilities. Hanford took pains to point out that looking to the past would not solve the
problems. Amateurism “in its purest form,” he argued, “disappeared years ago.” That ideal form
had become popular when athletics were “very much the privilege of the upper class.” Today, he
said, the definition is both elusive and controversial, lending weight to the question of whether
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pure amateurism “is consistent with the principle of equality of opportunity.” The report noted that
presidents had been criticized “with astonishing regularity” for “ignoring intercollegiate athletics.” In Hanford’s view, an earlier generation of campus CEOs had abdicated its “responsibility
for the ethical conduct of college sports” and recent generations had continued the practice. The
committee’s inquiry yielded the impression that “the majority of presidents of big-time sports
institutions tend to avoid paying direct attention to athletics …” At this juncture, the report concluded, “there are problems of sufficient magnitude” to warrant involvement of these previously
inattentive leaders.44
The Hanford report gave particular coverage to “the economic plight” of college sports; the
relationship among commercialism, entertainment and ethical shortcomings; and the need for a reexamination and strengthening of the fundamental tie between athletics and higher education.
Future challenges were laid out with considerable foresight — the rise of litigation and the role of
state governments, for example. The need to bring women and minorities into the athletics mainstream would have to be faced. So would student-athlete medical concerns. The perplexing question of public attitudes about sports, especially the paradoxical tendency for athletics prominence
to be “equated in the public mind with academic reputation and prestige,” would need to be
explored. The report repeated the Hannah committee preference for the inclusion of college sports
programs in accreditation self-studies. A national assessment was needed, and there were plenty
of difficult topics to consider. The vehicle for undertaking this task, the committee
suggested,
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commission that came next created a sense of urgency in the Association. The findings of the commission were reported in 1979, two years after its formation. Their familiar point was that higher
education had to come to grips with the central question of where athletics fit in the collegiate
scheme. Simply put, “do they constitute integral, adjunct or auxiliary parts’’ of the higher education mosaic? The commission, and the ACE, wanted an answer. “Until the college and university
community decides this question,” the commission concluded, “the problems of intercollegiate
athletics will remain essentially unsolved.”
The commission’s report was printed in the fall 1979 issue of Educational Record, an ACE journal. Robert Atwell, the organization’s vice president and soon to be its CEO, wrote in that publication about the need for campus presidents to assume the leadership role in athletics reform. If
the relationship between higher education and college sports was to be articulated to suit the closing decades of the 20th century, the presidents, he asserted, would be critical to the task.46
The NCAA News published the commission’s report in its January 1980 Convention issue.
Thompson wrote a commentary in this issue expressing disappointment with the report. He had
been the Association’s liaison representative to the commission, and he was especially concerned
that some of the members of that body lacked understanding “of the impact, contributions and
importance of collegiate athletics …” He and Central College (Iowa) President Kenneth Weller
prepared their own paper on the strengthening of NCAA programs and objectives, which made a
point, often overlooked through the years, that the Association “is in essence a reflection of the
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thinking of its constituent members.” That simple, truthful statement, though its authors may not
have intended as much, identified a meeting ground where the ACE and NCAA could do business
together.
Some observers expressed criticism that the two ACE reports, like their 1951-52 predecessor
and the Carnegie effort of 1929, did not measure up to the mandate of bringing about large-scale
change in a time of serious trouble. However, the ACE did not end its reform labors in 1979. As
the next chapter recounts, follow-up endeavors led to two salient initiatives in the 1980s. One
spoke to the question of the athletics/higher education relationship by making academic performance a test of student-athlete eligibility to compete. The other, proceeding from Hanford’s findings and Atwell’s urging, would help put campus presidents — after three-quarters of a century
and not to the extent the ACE desired — in a leadership position in the NCAA.47 •
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WALTER BYERS

THE ASSOCIATION REACHED its three-quarter century birthday in 1981, when Byers completed three decades as executive director. He still had
six more eventful years to serve, as the next chapter reveals. That period challenged the strength,
flexibility, character and even the existence of the
organization Byers had built. He had assumed
office at a time when the NCAA was under severe
challenge. The immediate post-World War II years
had seen an upsurge in the popularity of college
sports, particularly football and basketball. But
there was a similar increase in the kinds of problems the Association was then ill-suited to handle:
proliferating bowl games, recruitment transgres015
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undersized high school athlete who had been a
journalism and English major at two universities
and a sports reporter for United Press International. Daunting was hardly the word for the
task confronting him.
By the time Byers retired in 1987, NCAA membership had grown from 381 to 1,003, employee
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numbers from two to 143, and championships NCAA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WALTER BYERS (1951-87) IN HIS
from 11 for men only to 74 for men and women. OFFICE IN MISSION, KANSAS.
He could take credit for football television contracts that began with a $1.1 million payout in
1952 and grew to a rights fee of $74.2 million for the last one he negotiated. TV revenue for the
Division I men’s postseason basketball tournament increased from $550,000 to $36 million
between 1970 and 1987. He had resolved a decades-long conflict with the AAU decidedly in the
Association’s favor. Beyond those impressive accomplishments, Byers had developed a substantial NCAA enforcement capability — a principal charge when he took the job — that had punished many cheaters and doubtless held in check others who otherwise may have been sorely
tempted to cut illicit corners. He had put together a staff committed to excellence in performance
and service to the membership.1
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Most of that work was behind him by 1981. His successes had given his name great visibility,
though his person was almost never out front. The fact that the modern NCAA was an outgrowth
of his vision and priorities, coupled with the circumstance that the organization had a strong regulatory emphasis, meant its leader would come to be regularly reviled. The NCAA investigated
possible violators. It meted out controversial punishments. It published rules interpretations that
sometimes tied the hands of people seeking a competitive edge. It was in charge of maintaining
(or trying to maintain) the elusive level playing field. It had to contend with the well-anchored tradition of home rule. The Association, Byers wrote, “was the only cop on the block — target of all
the blame.”2 He carried the sentinel image. He was the chief enforcer.
Many critics perceived him as a dictator, or something worse. A 1985 article in The Sporting
News noted that he had been “compared to J. Edgar Hoover and the Ayatollah Khomeini, to
Howard Hughes and Adolf Hitler…”3 A more recent publication portrayed him as a person of
“cold, calculating aloofness” who “built the NCAA into a “coldly efficient organization.” His was
a “shadowy presence,” and the “arrogance and mind-boggling inflexibility” of his enforcement
staff was a reflection of Byers’ “personality and his rigid sense of duty.” He was “a symbol” of
the Association’s “unchecked power and apparent unaccountability.”4
The hyperbolic character of such descriptions exposes, perhaps unwittingly, a simple, important truth about the organization, one that assuredly bears Byers’ signature. The NCAA is a regulatory body. The membership asked him to build it that way, and he did. And15that body has the
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There is great irony in language depicting the Association as a “cold” and “unaccountable” entity, imbued with arrogance and distant from its members. Byers staffed it with people who knew,
and acted on the knowledge, that service was job one. This wasn’t rhetoric. It was an operational
imperative. From the vantage point of the early 21st century, the office rules may seem antiquated. Daily attendance was taken. At one time employees could not take coffee breaks, eat in their
offices, or have drinks or foodstuffs atop their desks. A dress code for both genders was enforced.
Women could not wear jeans, but tailored slacks were acceptable. Men wore coats and ties, though
they could shed the coats and loosen the ties while working in the building. Everyone was expected to work a full day. These rules were set, Byers said, to promote a businesslike atmosphere and
because “we had to earn the respect of our member colleges.”5 Office policies included working
on Saturday mornings, initially required of all staff members and later based on a system of taking turns in accord with a monthly calendar. When returning from Conventions or other important
meetings (where spouses were not allowed to accompany their working mates), Byers expected
staff to go to the office before going home in order to tend to whatever urgent business the meetings generated. Byers viewed his rules and policies as the necessary attributes of a professional
organization, put in place, again, to send that message to the members.
Employees may have grumbled a bit, but they accepted the office protocols the executive director laid down. That’s just the way it was — a condition of employment. There were no real morale
problems. As one former Association administrator put it, “the fact that [we were] so eager to
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please and do right by him was not a measure of our fear, but rather our respect for him.”6 And
the advantages of working at the NCAA, and for Byers, were considerable. Long-serving staff
members, some still with the Association, are virtually of one accord on that matter. Byers was
“the most insightful person I have ever worked with,” one of them observed. “He was the single
brightest person I ever encountered,” said another. “The smartest man I ever met,” said a third. He
was “brilliant,” a former employee reported, “so far ahead of everyone. Sitting in his staff meetings for a year was like getting a Ph.D.” He was demanding, thorough, fair, witty, shy rather than
arrogant, tolerant of disagreements and intolerant of incompetence. If one wished to disagree with
the executive director’s position on an issue, wisdom suggested that one should have all the facts
at hand and the aptitude to offer a persuasive recitation of them. What people especially recall,
and appreciate, about working for Byers is that — as one of them put it — “he stretched you to
the limit of your capabilities. He drew out your best.” He insisted that correspondence and other
information that left the office en route to member institutions be full of meaning and free of error.
Clear communications were essential, which was another feature of the service mentality and testimony to the importance of professional performance.
Byers did not crave the spotlight. He was a behind-the-scenes leader, and an effective one.
People from the membership — the officers and committee chairs — spoke for the Association.
They were the leaders, the out-front individuals. Byers emphasized that. The staff did not make
policy. They implemented it. He included himself in the implementing category.
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one and AAU relations another, he was the visible leader. Otherwise, he led from inside the councils of governance.
Byers also had a hard edge, probably in some measure a product of enduring so much external
criticism. He handled the personal attacks, as one writer said, with “infuriating silence.” The business he was in, which offered ample opportunity to witness the nether side of a popular pastime,
likely made him more skeptical at the end of his tenure than he was at the beginning. Some of the
people closest to him believe that he was not a particularly happy man, that he came to expect the
worst from people (though not from his employees), that he was both idealist and iconoclast. From
the beginning, he “passionately believed NCAA rules could preserve the amateur collegiate spirit [he] so much loved …” He sustained that belief through most of his years with the Association.
It informed his sense of the 1950s and ‘60s “as a romantic era” for college sports. A quarter-century into his appointment, he was still positive about the power of enforcement. It was still that
“bedrock of the edifice” for him.7 He had come to perceive recruiting as the “Achilles heel” of
intercollegiate athletics, but he was persuaded that the “competitive spirit of youth,” the importance of higher education and the recent changes in the rules would ultimately prevail.8
By the mid-1970s, he had experienced that series of defeats — freshman eligibility and the rest
— that, despite his lingering confidence, clouded his horizon. A decade later, he was talking publicly about the high percentage of cheaters among the major schools, the chronic violators and his
conviction that “intercollegiate athletics are out of control.”9 He was by that time two years away
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from retirement, with a decade to go before he published a book that seemed to call his whole
NCAA career into question. He used the publication to excoriate both the enterprise he loved and
the organization he had built to govern it. The language of the book is often acerbic. Byers
describes a system “biased against human nature,” controlled by “overseers” and “supervisors” at
the expense of the “plantation workers.” He blames the campus presidents (overseers), the coaches (supervisors), and the pervasive and destructive influence of big money. He expresses strong
support for student-athletes (the workers). The Association has become a “centralized bureaucracy” that believes a national body “can do a better job than the local people.” He argues on behalf
of “deregulation” and, recalling the way athletics did its business well before the NCAA came
along, concludes that “it is time to give back to the students who play sports the freedoms they
deserve.”10
Walter Byers had reason to feel bitter as his first 30 years on the job came to a close. The passage of initiatives he so strongly opposed had divorced intercollegiate athletics from some prized
traditions. Increasing federation, which had the effect of widening the divide between the haves
and have-nots, threatened the underpinning of the NCAA as an association. Television had
become a force beyond his control. A rival organization (the College Football Association), led by
an individual he had hired, whose career he had helped advance, was camped outside the gates.
Byers still had six years to serve. They would be good years for him in some ways. There were
signal accomplishments yet to come. But one more disappointment awaited, perhaps the most
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mansions still bear his mark. On the occasion of his retirement, his good
citethose
friend Don Canham, long-time Michigan athletics director, paid Byers homage: “He is a complex
character,” Canham said. “He is a great leader, … a perfectionist, [and] he has unquestionable
integrity and great vision.” He is “loyal to the organization and … to his friends and foes … He
is tough.” He will be “revered and respected and remembered.”11
One hopes the remembrance is first of his 36 years of leadership and then — with the trappings
of obloquy removed — of the wisdom that lies between the covers of his book.•
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Sports broadcaster Keith Jackson was the master of ceremonies at the NCAA Honors Luncheon at the
1988 Convention. His remarks included a summary of Byers’ life and accomplishments during his tenure
as Executive Director. See NCAA, Proceedings of the 82nd Annual Convention (January 10-14), 111-113.
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Dave Nightingale, “Calling for Change in the NCAA,” The Sporting News,” June 24 1985, 12.
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Byers, 131.
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In asking current and former staff members to offer their observations and insights regarding Mr. Byers, I
made a commitment to keep their names confidential. Most did not ask for this commitment, but in the
interest of having their candid appraisals I thought it best to make it. Thus the names associated with
particular quotes or paraphrased remarks are not listed here, although the people I interviewed are
mentioned in the Preface to the book.
7
Byers, 132.
8
From a speech delivered by Byers at the annual meeting of the National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics (NACDA), June 22 1976.
9
Nightingale, 12.
10
Byers, 2-3, 397-98. Interestingly, in a December 1986 letter to Barry Frank, a senior vice president with
the International Management Group, Byers was already planning to write a book on intercollegiate
athletics and his time as the head of the NCAA. He observed that his intention was “telling it straight,” to
relate the story of the “good guys” and to do so “at the expense of the ‘bad guys’ whose complaints, actions
and accusations received the greater media attention through the years.” From a letter to Frank dated
December 31 1986 in “Walter Byers: General Correspondence, 8/86 – 12/86,” NCAA Archives.
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Proceedings of the 82nd Annual Convention, 110-111.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ORGANIZATION, ENFORCEMENT,
REFORM
WALTER BYERS, WISE as he was, probably could
not have foreseen all the developments that, in the
six years preceding his 1987 retirement, would significantly change the organization he had built during the previous three decades. From a longer-term
perspective, it is unlikely he could have anticipated
the array of forces and factors and resultant modifications that gave the Association a dramatically
altered architecture and challenging new priorities
by the time it made ready to enter its second century. One can make a reasonable case that much,
maybe even most, of what has transpired in the last
25 years had a precedential presence in the activities
and emphases of the NCAA in the period of Byers’
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tenure leading to 1981. He had helped facilitate the
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quarter-century proceeded from Byers’ long-standing championship of that responsibility as a fundamental one. The arrival of ambitious academic-eligibility legislation in the 1980s, initially through
Proposition 48 and related amendments, was at least
in part an outgrowth of the problematic efforts to set
basic standards in this area in prior years.
PHOTO BY STEPHEN NOWLAND/NCAA PHOTOS
There had been stirrings of greater presidential
participation earlier, and Byers had been supportive,
but one wonders whether he thought of them as a starting point for initiatives that would ultimately give the presidents control of the Association. In light of the decades-long controversy over
management of football television he probably would not have been surprised by the escalation of
that issue in the early ’80s. It seems doubtful, however, that Byers (or anyone else for that matter)
could have fully understood the profound difference that the subsequent loss of this management
authority would make for the NCAA and intercollegiate athletics in general.
This chapter focuses on rules-making, enforcement and governance since 1981, particularly
Proposition 48 and successor legislation on academic eligibility. Other rules-change initiatives
dealt with in this chapter include financial aid to and recruitment of student-athletes, cost containment and governmental arrangements. Additional legislation of consequence during the period —
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on championships, drug testing, women’s issues, student-athlete welfare and coaches’ compensation, for instance — and the more recent eligibility rules will be discussed later in the book. The
heightened debate over football television and the court decisions that settled it will be covered
here, but most of what developed in the wake of these decisions will be taken up in Chapter Seven.
One way or another, enforcement considerations arise with respect to all of these matters. It may
help to begin with some data on that knotty and persistent issue.
THE NUMBERS SPEAK
IN THE NINE years after the 1974 actions strengthening the Association’s enforcement mandate
(1975-83), the Committee on Infractions meted out punishments in 96 cases — 69 involved
recruiting, 46 involved financial aid and 41 dealt with extra benefits. There were breaches of the
regulations on tryouts (25 cases) and excessive visits of prospective student-athletes (22), academic fraud (11), institutional control (20) and unethical conduct (32). Tied usually to recruitment
activities were infractions involving transportation (64
cases), entertainment (55), inducements (54) and lodging
(43). Fifty-four of the 96 cases related to football and 54
to men’s basketball; 16 of them involved both. No other
sport had more than six cases of violations.
Among the major conferences, the Pacific-10 had six
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members were involved in five cases. Fourteen institucit
tions had repeat violations, including three with three separate cases.1
Institutional infractions typically were well publicized in
the violator’s local media, particularly when probation or
other serious penalties resulted. A number of the cases
became notable nationwide. Five of the Pacific-10 universities, for example, were caught up in academic-fraud scandals involving fake grades for student-athletes, either
through extension courses taken (but not attended) from
other colleges or, in one case, from courses offered on camPHOTO FROM NCAA FILES
pus. The conference’s presidents made all five ineligible
JAMES FRANK, NCAA PRESIDENT 1981-83
for the Pacific-10 football championship for one year and
prohibited their participation in that season’s bowl games. Game forfeits, television bans and grantin-aid reductions were also handed down by the conference and the NCAA.2 The negative publicity generated by such cases, together with an understanding that the NCAA’s enforcement function
had grown in strength and effectiveness, began to capture the attention and concern of institutional
presidents around the country. Before this period, presidents in general did not prominently support
Byers’ emphasis on NCAA enforcement. Instead they followed the practice of the time, a strategy
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of, as John Thelin called it, “avoidance and accommodation.”3 Beyond that, for three-quarters of a
century presidents had shown relatively little interest in being part of the Association’s governance
structure. The NCAA’s Long-Range Planning Committee began serious discussions of enhanced
presidential participation in the late 1970s. And Long Beach State CEO Stephen Horn had for some
years been a tireless and articulate advocate of that cause. Now, as the return on Byers’ investment
in enforcement became more evident, presidents awakened to a realization of their institutions’ vulnerability. As a result, NCAA governance increasingly became a focus of presidential attention.
For three-quarters of a century, presidents had shown relatively little interest in being part of
that structure. During Byers’ early years, Association leaders came mostly from the academic side
of campus life. In 1953, not long after he became executive director, 11 of the NCAA Council’s
16 members were faculty representatives. The other five were athletics directors. Twenty-five
years later, the Council (composed of district representatives, vice presidents at large and three
divisional steering committees) still had a distinctly academic flavor. Only seven of the 22 members of the Division I and Division II steering committees were athletics directors. Six of the eight
individuals from Division III carried that title, but most of them served also as faculty members.
Of interest that year (1978) was the presence of five institutional presidents on the steering committees. One of them, James Frank of Lincoln University (Missouri), soon became the first campus CEO to serve as NCAA president. By 1987, Byers’ last year, 70 percent of the Council members directly represented athletics interests (29 athletics directors and two conference
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PROPOSITION 48
THE BIGGEST CHANGE occurred with the establishment of the Presidents Commission in
1984. But a clear augury of that development came the year before when the Convention, meeting in San Diego, took up new academic-eligibility legislation. The American Council on
Education which, it will be recalled, had moved forward substantial reform measures in 1952 and
1974, led both initiatives. Motivated now, as on those previous occasions, by the fallout from collegiate athletics scandals and questionable practices, the ACE formed a committee to examine eligibility standards. Acting on a suggestion previously put forward by the CFA, the committee recommended legislation establishing a specific high school core curriculum that a student would
have to pass with a minimum 2.000 GPA. In addition, to be eligible as a freshman, a student-athlete would be required to have at least a 700 combined verbal and math score on the SAT or a 15
composite score on the ACT. These requirements were to apply in Division I only and would take
effect in 1986. The proposed legislation — “Proposition 48” — was approved, along with companion legislation allowing student-athletes who could not meet these requirements but had an
overall 2.000 high school GPA to receive financial aid, although they would still lose a year of
athletics eligibility. Even though the ACE and the Council cosponsored this legislative package,
the proceedings were contentious from the start. Indeed, along with successor legislation based on
similar premises, Proposition 48 produced passionate controversy that persisted for two decades,
summoning memories of the 1.600 rule and the arguments that killed it.
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The fundamental issue raised by Proposition 48 opponents on the Convention floor in 1983 was
race. They claimed that the requirements would disproportionally affect students from economically deprived backgrounds, particularly minority students and most particularly AfricanAmericans. The National Association for Equal Opportunity (NAFEO), representing more than
100 predominantly black colleges and universities, presented a letter to the Convention raising the
prospect of discrimination and suggesting that implicit in the legislation was a withdrawal of the
commitment shared by NAFEO institutions to admit and nurture high-risk students. Fifteen presidents spoke on the proposal during the delegates’ debate. Five were from historically black campuses. Delaware State President Luna Mishoe argued that the SAT “is a restraint that penalizes
low-income students and does not indicate whether a student can perform college work.” He
asserted that “test scores have nothing to do with ability.” Presidents Joe Johnson of Grambling
and Frederick Humphries of Tennessee State said the legislation was bigoted and had the hidden
agenda of assuring whiter teams for institutions with major athletics programs. The discussion
proceeded for two hours. When it was over, the delegates passed the legislation with a 52 percent
majority.5
This vote represented an initial victory for what later became known as a major reform agenda
instigated by presidents. The 1983 Convention featured a large attendance by campus CEOs. The
ACE representatives were on hand and actively lobbying the legislation, and presidents took the
lead in promoting it on the floor. For some, Proposition 48 spoke to a need to breathe
new life into
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THE PRESIDENTS SPEAK
PERHAPS EMBOLDENED BY its triumph in San Diego, the ACE now set its sights on larger
prey. The target for the 1984 Convention was presidential primacy in the NCAA. For many
observers of and participants in the Association, this was an idea whose time had not come. Or
perhaps it wasn’t so much the idea as the bold language through which it was articulated. The proposal was developed by the same committee that had assembled the academic-eligibility legislation, which was chaired by President Derek Bok of Harvard. The NCAA’s Special Committee on
Governance Review studied the ACE recommendations and eventually responded. The committees dueled during the last six months of 1983, with several seconds supporting each side. The
ACE committee had the expected overall support of its parent organization. In terms of the final
legislative proposal, the ACE’s supporters included NAFEO, the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities (AASCU), the Association of American Universities (AAU), and the
National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC) — the
acronymic cream of the country’s presidentially guided higher education organizations. In the
governance review committee’s corner were the Council, much of the membership, a number of
institutional presidents (including three who were members of the committee and veterans of the
Association’s decision-making processes) and, decisively, Walter Byers. Despite the opposing
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points of view, the tone of the exchanges was relatively cordial for the most part. There were presidents on the ACE side who understood the NCAA’s position, had friends in the Association’s
leadership and were interested in achieving a mutually agreeable solution. Occasionally, though,
antagonistic sentiments were expressed.
Byers sent a lengthy letter to the review committee in late August. The ACE proposal draft he
had seen would be altered a number of times before the delegates’ vote four months later. But the
major points would not change: A Board of Presidents would be formed to act on matters affecting the “academic standards, financial integrity and reputation of the member institutions.”
This entity could suspend any bylaws, resolutions or constitutional provisions enacted by
Convention delegates and any interpretations thereof by other NCAA bodies. The board, in other
words, would have a veto power. This did not set well at all. Assorted limiting language was added
as the debate progressed. But the core provisions, not the limitations, caught the eye of opponents.
Even more alarming to the NCAA leaders than the language of the proposal was the ACE committee’s rationale. Bok and his colleagues, these leaders theorized, seemed to believe that the
Association was unresponsive to members, controlled by the Council and staff, and intent on
advancing or protecting policies favoring athletics interests voted for by institutional representatives who were not attentive to (or instructed to follow) the wishes of their presidents. The presidents, Bok suggested, had neither the time nor the inclination to work within a structure that so
limited their potential to effect necessary changes. This was a different interpretation
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imentation based upon the absolute authority of an elite oligarchy.”7 In a December letter to
Association President John Davis of Oregon State, the executive director assailed Bok’s claim that
presidents do not attend NCAA Conventions because “they have no reason to believe that their
individual presence will make a difference.” If that were true, Byers asked rhetorically, how could
Bok explain “the proceedings which led to the adoption of Proposal No. 48 in San Diego less then
a year ago?”8
Bok and his committee argued that they had not intended to offend the Association, its work
and its people, and that, in fact, the ACE proposal would create only a limited set of responsibilities and authorities for the Board of Presidents. Further, they amended certain provisions to lend
credibility to that claim and to assure that any suspension of legislation or interpretation coming
from the Board would only be temporary. As the 1984 Convention neared, the ACE heavily lobbied its presidential constituency. The NCAA responded in kind. The Governance Review
Committee proposed legislation to create a “Presidents Commission” that would have important
but considerably less threatening authority than the ACE’s board of campus CEOs.9
The ACE initiative at the Dallas Convention in January 1984 was Proposition 35. The
Association’s answer was Proposition 36. The ACE proposal produced a lively, sometimes
provocative debate. It consumed two hours and 20 minutes and was dominated by presidents on
each side of the issue. Bok, attending his first Convention, introduced the ACE legislation. Other
supporting presidents joined the discussion, seeking to calm the fear of a presidential takeover, or
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to insist on the imperative of CEO authority over academic standards and financial matters, or, in
one case, to defend Proposition 35 on the grounds that the NCAA structure was “one big mess”
and its processes reminiscent of “Alice in Wonderland.” A number of presidents, such as Boston
College’s Donald Monan, spoke in forceful opposition or pursued conciliatory themes. The Rev.
Monan had been an ACE leader, but he strongly supported the NCAA position in the Convention
debate.10 President Otis Singletary of the University of Kentucky was another CEO active in ACE
affairs who sided with the Association. The involvement of these and other presidents was critical. In the end, No. 35, needing a two-thirds vote to pass, failed to gain even a majority. It carried
in Division I, which was the focus of the proposal, but lost overall by a vote of 328-313.
Proposition 36 was then taken up. No presidents opposed, and it passed easily without a roll call.
By June 1984, the NCAA had a Presidents Commission up and running. It would have its rocky
moments, but soon enough it would provide an expression of presidential influence and authority
worthy of those whose hopes for reform had rested on the ACE legislation that had not passed
muster in Dallas.11
RISE AND FALL
THE PRESIDENTS COMMISSION held its first meeting five months after the 1984 Convention.
A number of the members had served on the ACE reform committee or participated — on both
sides — in the floor debates on Proposition 35. The Commission, like the NCAA
Council, was
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same materials. The Commission established four subcommittees reflective of its principal priorities — academic affairs, financial issues, student life, and institutional control and system integrity. The group also passed a resolution affirming the value of intercollegiate athletics and amateur
principles, its confidence in and support of the NCAA, its commitment to the precept that studentathletes must be bona fide students, and
The determination of college and university presidents to participate
actively in the formulation of policies and in the NCAA process to
assure that the spirit and conditions of amateurism and of
appropriate educational standards are maintained.
There were those in sporting circles around the country, and perhaps within the NCAA, who
said that the Commission could not and would not live up to the standard of participation and performance it set for itself. Others thought of the new body as potentially revolutionary. It would
take some time to tell if failure was to be the fate of the Presidents Commission or whether, on
this day at the end of June 1984, the revolution really was just getting underway.12
The first big test came in summer 1985 at a Special Convention of the NCAA in New Orleans.
This gathering grew out of a survey of institutional presidents, which Byers proposed at the
Commission’s second meeting. The executive director suggested at the time that an “integrity criTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 67

sis” in college athletics had risen from rules and enforcement concerns, financial aid problems,
and assorted cost and revenue issues.13 The New Orleans assembly, known as the “integrity
Convention,” provided the Commission an opportunity to show its strength. The results of the survey of presidents were received in March and reviewed at the April Commission meeting. The
members generated several proposals for reform to be cosponsored, in a symbolic reflection of
unity, by the Commission and the Council. Chair Ryan suggested that the stakes were high regarding these proposals, which he thought of as representing “a complete new direction for intercollegiate athletics.” The Commission, he said, “will demonstrate or fail to demonstrate in June that
it is an effective vehicle for addressing policy-making and reform issues …”14
Eight reform proposals with Council and Commission sponsorship appeared on the Special
Convention agenda. Among them were requirements for an institutional self-study of athletics
programs every five years and an annual academic report for Division I institutions. This report
would cover entrance requirements, high school GPAs for football and men’s basketball, information on satisfactory progress in relation to eligibility, and graduation rates for recruited studentathletes and the general student population. Two proposals were advanced under the heading of
“Institutional Control and Responsibility,” one mandating an annual outside audit and the other
subjecting athletics budgeting to normal institutional budget procedures. There was a resolution
on student-athlete eligibility and another limiting the number of contests. Proposition 4 would
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…,” plus “the elimination of all initial grants-in-aid and all recruiting activities” in that sport for
a two-year period and other stern punishments. Put another way, Proposition 3 provided for what
came to be known as the “death penalty.”
The Commission exercised its authority to require a roll-call vote on its eight proposals. All
eight passed by handsome margins, the audit measure attracting the most “no” votes (14, in a voting population of more than 400). The “discipline of members” proposal, dealing with types of
violations and punishments, received overwhelming support. Two years later, the “death penalty”
for which it provided was imposed for the first and — thus far in Division I — only time.15
The New Orleans Convention legislation was, as one Commission member suggested, a historic
accomplishment.16 It clearly lent credibility to the Commission’s standing and goals. Victories of
smaller size and import were achieved at the 1986 Convention, and significant progress — replete
with surprises — was made at the regular assembly in January 1987. The next major challenge for
the Commission, a daunting one, materialized at the Special Convention held in Dallas in June of
that year.
Meanwhile, the delegates approved some memorable measures that January, including reductions of initial grants-in-aid in I-A football (from 30 to 25) and total grants allowable in basketball (from 15 to 13). A part-time basketball assistant coaching position was eliminated. Boosters
were banned from participation in recruitment. Proposals were passed requiring coaches to report
all outside income to their athletics directors and CEOs, prohibiting their use of institutional
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names and logos without employer permission and mandating presidential approval before
endorsing brands of sports equipment for pay. From a cost-cutting and institutional-control point
of view, these actions seemed to translate as support for the Commission’s ambitious agenda.
NCAA President Davis said that the delegates sent “a message that there is a great deal of strength
in what the … Commission plans to do … and that we are ready to make appropriate cuts in
costs.” Byers, coming from the last annual Convention of his long career, observed that “a change
of attitude has taken place,” the meeting having demonstrated “the most harmonious spirit we’ve
seen in years” and “a certain goodwill that may have been missing” recently.17
The Presidents Commission had requested that the key proposal passed by the delegates — on
cost cutting, recruiting and coaches — be withdrawn from consideration in January so that it could
be considered five months later at the Special Convention the Commission had scheduled.
Surprisingly, the delegates disregarded the request and took supportive action anyway. Could
some hidden meaning be read into this act of rejection? There might be an answer in July, but for
the moment, that question was rhetorical.
Bobby Knight, then Indiana’s men’s basketball coach, did not speak rhetorically in addressing
the Convention’s decision to reduce basketball scholarships from 15 to 13. “I’m so sick and tired
of the things the NCAA comes up with,” he said. “You cannot operate a basketball program today
with 13 scholarships. That’s impossible … Anybody who would propose that or vote for it is an
absolute idiot … The Division I people have to get the hell out of the NCAA and
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Commission, covering recruitment practices, freshman participation and several studies that needed to be done. The delegates also passed legislation for all three divisions establishing limits on
playing and practice seasons in a range of sports and reducing the number of recruiting visits
allowed in Division I football and basketball. However, the principal Commission agenda for this
Convention was cost cutting, especially in football. With few exceptions, measures limiting or
eliminating spring football practice and reducing the number of annual and total grants-in-aid
were defeated, referred back to the Commission or postponed indefinitely. A complex proposal to
reduce Division I football coaching staffs enjoyed little success. Some parts passed in I-AA but
none (another referral to the Commission) in I-A.19 Football coaches, working through the
American Football Coaches Association, worked for months to convince their athletics directors
and presidents to oppose some of the proposals. Not for the first time, nor for the last, the question of “who’s in charge?” was appropriate.
Various efforts to rationalize what went wrong were launched, but the general reaction was still
negative. Roy Kramer, then athletics director at Vanderbilt, said, “I don’t think we saved anything,
and we may have raised our costs a little bit.” Stanford’s faculty athletics representative, Jack
Friedenthal, expressed a low opinion of the work of the Commission: “They made fools of themselves. They shot themselves in the foot. This [Convention] weakened their ability to really do
something.” The president and athletics director at Loyola Marymount, writing in The NCAA
News, blamed the letdown on the presidents in attendance who declined to support the
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Commission agenda. They said the Commission needed help with the studies soon to go forward
and, in the longer term, with the intricate and contentious politics of reform.20
And there was to be some salt for the wound: The January vote to reduce grants-in-aid in basketball was reversed in July. The item was not specifically part of the agenda, but, even so, the
Special Convention restored this number to 15 scholarships. Coach Knight had apparently attracted some converts.
THREE STORIES
THE EDITION OF The NCAA News published shortly before the 1987 Special Convention provided helpful information for the delegates, including a Presidents Commission policy paper on
the first national forum. The large number of CEOs who had pre-registered for the Special
Convention — notably, 60 percent of all Division I presidents were to attend — was mentioned.
The usual listing and description of proposals to be considered was included. The article on lobbying by football coaches was in this issue. Some other items were covered that, while not directly pertinent to the Convention, nevertheless offered context for the event. Two of the latter dealt
with decisions by the Committee on Infractions. One noted that the University of Utah was placed
on one year’s probation for football violations. The other, much longer infractions article focused
on Texas and its football program. A two-year probation was levied in this case, as were other
penalties. But the Texas article was only part of a much bigger story.21
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with campus CEOs. “It seems we lost perspective,” one president said. “We lost sight of what athletics should be within a university.”22 In one institution, though, the responsibility went beyond
the president. This was Southern Methodist, a repeat violator in this period (two infractions cases
in 18 months). Extra benefits were the big problem — $61,000 worth to 21 football players.
Coaches; boosters; members of the school’s board of governors; and a famous alumnus, William
Clements, governor of the state of Texas, were involved. Southern Methodist received the death
penalty — there would be no football there in 1987. Numerous limitations were placed on grants,
coaching staff numbers and official visits by recruits. Additionally, the institution was allowed
only limited competition in 1988. Byers, then in the waning months of his NCAA tenure, observed
that “the SMU case confirmed my growing conviction that the colleges could not get the job done
under the old structure.”23
A second article of interest in the Special Convention edition of The NCAA News was a reprint
of a Bill Lumkin column in the Birmingham Post-Herald. Lumkin criticized the Presidents
Commission and the NCAA in general for the emphasis on cost cutting, which he appeared to
believe was “another attempt by the have-nots to keep up with the Joneses by inducing further parity.” If the NCAA seemed to be the villain of the piece, the hero, for Lumkin, was the CFA. The
patience of that body, he said, was “being tested,” and “somewhere down the line” it would say
“enough is enough and bolt the NCAA.”24 The column must have awakened unpleasant memories for Byers since he viewed the CFA as having declared war on the NCAA several years earliTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 70

er. Much had happened in the interim to make matters worse. The worst offense, for sure, was the
CFA’s central role in ending the Association’s control of football television.
“Greed was gnawing at the innards of college athletics,” Byers wrote in recalling the situation
in the late 1970s that gave birth to the CFA.25 The lure of additional revenue from televised football games brought on the gnawing. The CFA stood ready to deliver the dollars. Sixty-three universities joined, covering most of the major conferences — the Southwest, Southeastern, Atlantic
Coast and Big Eight, for instance. Notre Dame, following the lead of sometime NCAA nemesis
Father Joyce, was a formidable member. The Big Ten and the Pacific-10, however, did not sign
on. The CFA decided to compete with the Association for TV agreements with the networks during contract discussions in 1981. The NCAA had already solidified its position in basketball. The
CFA leadership apparently believed that basketball was another money plum ripe for the picking,
but, for the time being, that organization concentrated its effort on football. Complicated negotiations followed. There was the opportunity, as noted in the previous chapter, for the CFA to take
on a relationship with NBC, contingent on its ability to secure substantial participation from its
members, all of whom also belonged to the NCAA. But since a separate contract would be interpreted by the Association as a violation of its rules and thus punishable at the campus level, the
CFA could not provide the institutional support the network required. The NCAA won round one
in the football television battle.
There was no knockout, though, and, in any case, no neutral corner to which1to
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they were losing potential profits earned by their football programs, and their property rights
therefore were being infringed upon. The Association responded that maintaining competitive balance among member institutions was the objective, and a more encompassing distribution of
resources and institutional visibility, which its television policy provided, was the way to attain it.
The presidents of the two universities testified first. Byers noted their testimony’s distinctly commercial flavor. Fred Davison, the Georgia president (and also president of the CFA), remarked that
“our people would be better able to run our business than would be the NCAA.” And William
Banowsky of Oklahoma said his institution should be allowed to make its own “market and business judgments.”26 The goal, of course, was to assure that the two universities and their peers
among the college football elite could keep what, from their point of view, they fairly earned.
The business argument proved convincing. The district judge, Juan Burciaga, found for the
plaintiffs, determining that the NCAA rules were “paradigmatic examples of restraints of trade
that the Sherman Act was intended to prohibit.” The Association, he wrote, was a “classic cartel
[that] imposes production limits on its members and maintains mechanisms for punishing cartel
members who seek to stray from these production quotas.”27 After the NCAA’s appeal to a federal circuit court failed, the Association went to the U.S Supreme Court. In June 1984, at about the
same time the Presidents Commission was holding its initial meeting in Chicago, seven justices
found the Association’s argument unconvincing. The other two, Byron White, a former football
all-American, and eventual Chief Justice William Rehnquist, disagreed. But the court’s position
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was clear: The NCAA had behaved like a trust. It had restrained trade. It had violated the Sherman
Act. It needed to get out of the football television business. The immediate cost of losing was
$2.24 million in assorted bills and fees. One wonders whether Theodore Roosevelt, for whom
busting trusts was a high priority, would have found it ironic that the Association he had fathered
was now, almost 80 years later, placed in the same class as the J. Pierpont Morgan holding company Roosevelt had put out of business at the turn of the 20th century.28
The Supreme Court, perhaps in an attempt to reach the better angels of the plaintiffs’ nature,
commented that its decision would not only bring greater freedom to football-playing institutions
but, as well, would be good for amateur athletics. That logic was difficult to follow, and it is not
at all clear from the subsequent history of televised college football that the free market has
strengthened amateurism. Sports historian Allen Guttman concluded that it is “impossible to
believe … the opportunity to harvest larger sums of money [would] be accompanied by a stricter
observance of the NCAA’s rules for recruiting and subsidizing …”29
The CFA, which Byers came to view as “an insurgency designed to demolish the [NCAA] or
at least to render it obsolete,” ultimately found itself the target of the very process it had set in
motion. It was able to secure television contracts for its members, but when the Southeastern
Conference — the home of the University of Georgia — sensed it could derive benefits from independent discussions regarding football television, the CFA was forced to make a separate (and
secret) arrangement with the conference. Trouble loomed when other CFA members
discovered
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In addition to these problems, the anticipated expansion of television dollars did not materialize. The bottom line from broadcast income did not quickly improve. As will be reported in detail
in Chapter Seven, it got worse.
A third story appearing in that June 1987 edition of The NCAA News was a reprint of one that
had recently been published in the Richmond Times-Dispatch. The subject of the story was
Richard D. Schultz, who had recently been appointed to succeed Walter Byers and was soon to
become the NCAA’s second executive director. Schultz had been a student-athlete at Central
(Iowa), a coach at the University of Iowa, and then athletics director at Cornell and Virginia. He
had been selected over three other candidates, including a college president.
Schultz would not take office until after the Special Convention, but he understood at least
some of what he needed to do. Byers had been mostly an in-house executive, available and responsive to the membership. Apart from Conventions and other major business meetings, he preferred
to be at the office in suburban Kansas City, supporting, mentoring and monitoring the work of his
staff. Unlike some of the Association presidents in earlier times, he did not give major Convention
addresses. The membership leaders gave the speeches. Schultz would change that. He would bring
the Association to campuses and conference meetings in person. He wanted to put the executive
director’s office on the NCAA’s new airplane, he said, and pilot that plane himself “anywhere he
perceives a problem or potential problem.”31 He may not have known it yet, but he was to become
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a voice of reform in intercollegiate athletics. He would use the position’s bully pulpit. And, in a
significant departure, he would use his own speeches to take a stand on impending or needed legislation. Almost the first order of business was to get the Presidents Commission back in the game.
THE ROAD TO REFORM
IT WOULD BE awhile after its Dallas setback before the Commission was ready to return in a
big way to its reform agenda. Ryan, the founding chair and a man familiar with the Association’s
sometimes perplexing processes, signed on as an advisor. When he left that post, Schultz asked
Wil Bailey to serve. Bailey, former faculty representative and acting president at Auburn, was just
completing his term as NCAA president, and he had been around the Association for many years.
The Commission would benefit from his experience and expertise. The next regular Convention
was scheduled for January 1988. Frustrations from the previous summer’s failure were still fresh.
This would be Schultz’s first meeting as executive director and his first State of the Association
address. It was also Byers’ last Convention. He would be warmly recognized at the annual Honors
Luncheon, where he gave a typically brief speech. This was not a propitious time for the
Commission to take on major issues.
The meeting had its highlights. Another national forum was held, this one dealing mostly with
finances. Mitchell Raiborn, author of an NCAA report on the subject, discussed his budget deficit
projections for and within each division for 1987-88. The category with the highest
percentage of
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occasion, he said, and struggling to accommodate the diverse emotions he was experiencing:
“excitement, disbelief, humility, and greater amounts of nostalgia and sentimentality.” He had several points to make by way of saying goodbye. One was directed at the inhabitants of the Fourth
Estate. College athletics, he suggested, “operate under extreme scrutiny. In that process, the
favorite word of the headline writer is ‘scandal.’ ” Further, for the modern media:
There are more news outlets than there is news to fill the outlets.
The reporters of yesterday have become the journalists of today,
who create the story and after creating it they want to be a major
player in the story … The headline writer has stretched ‘scandal’
and given it such elasticity that it covers [both] the varsity
quarterback driving a car with an expired driver’s license and
[the current] multimillion dollar scandal on Wall Street.
Byers said that he was leaving the athletics world “totally convinced that it delivers on its promises to student-athletes really better … than higher education … delivers to the student body generally.” Qualities such as commitment, dedication, perseverance and teamwork “make this world
go.” They are “part of the American fabric.” They explain why “there is such profound support
for intercollegiate athletics.” Finally, addressing the young people in the audience, Byers spoke
from the heart:
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I feel so privileged to have been a part of this scene for as long as I
have. I hope you … continue your belief in this activity with all the
passion that makes it so exciting. I can’t begin to tell you how
grateful I am that you have let me stay around for so long. Thank
you for a rare privilege. I shall remember this day the rest of my life.
Byers would lose some of that belief in later years and turn his passion about intercollegiate
athletics in a different direction. But on this day, concluding a long and, by any objective measure, remarkably successful career, he offered — and was given in return — a fitting farewell.33
The Schultz address was hopeful. He spoke about the need for strong enforcement, greater federation, an enhanced role in the Association for student-athletes, and improved access for women
and minorities. Mutual trust was the main message, though, and building it perhaps “the most
important issue.” The speech made clear that Schultz intended to be an agent of change. With the
problems manifold and the challenge substantial, he said, a commitment to integrity would be necessary, and also a commitment to trust.34
The Presidents Commission had not lost its interest in major change. Schultz’s ideas and style
seemed to fit the Commission’s ambitious agenda. Eligibility legislation was still a primary (and
contentious) theme, along with the requirement of solid research to support it. There was a mountain to climb on cost-cutting initiatives. A range of measures to protect and advance the interests
of student-athletes needed to be examined, and there were also sure to be obstacles
to surmount
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in college athletics demanded. The Commission would have to make a choice in dealing with this
dilemma. Off in the distance, there was more to be done in restructuring the way the Association
governed itself. And, as always, there was enforcement. Tall orders abounded. The Commission’s
will and endurance would be tested. Schultz’s leadership would be needed.
Given its 1987 setback in Dallas, the Commission intended to start the comeback with the timetested strategy of winning relatively modest but meaningful victories. The work began at the 1989
Convention with a nagging issue about which there had been considerable debate since
Proposition 48 passed six years earlier. That decision had brought the term “partial qualifier” into
the athletics lexicon. The term referred to a prospective student-athlete who did not meet the standards imposed by No. 48 for test score or GPA minimums. Under the 1983 legislation, such a student, while ineligible to compete in the first year after admission, could still receive an athletics
grant-in-aid. The Commission now sought to end that practice with Proposition 42. Arguments
against this proposal, particularly from the historically black institutions, succeeded at first.
However, in a second round of voting, the Commission prevailed. The vote was close, 163-154 in
Division I, where the legislation would take effect, but in the familiar argot of athletics competition, this was a win. A related proposal would have given Proposition 48 nonqualifiers a fourth
season of eligibility after their freshman year. The Commission opposed it, and it lost. But the possibility of a fourth year would return several times at later Conventions, encounter presidential
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opposition, engender contentious debate and then be voted down once more. Eventually, though
in a somewhat different form, it passed. Proposition 42 would also be revisited and changed, but
that happened the next year.35
In the interim, the National Center for Fair and Open Testing challenged the legislation as invalid
and discriminatory. Some men’s basketball coaches joined the chorus of criticism and, heralding a
much larger threat that presented itself five years later, coach John Thompson of Georgetown boycotted one of his team’s games in protest. Seeking to calm the troubled waters, Schultz predicted
that there would be efforts to alter the provisions of Proposition 42 at the 1989 Convention. As evidence of progress made at this one, he pointed to the creation of the Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee (SAAC), the establishment of a special committee on cost reduction and a strengthening by Division III of its policy of not considering athletics ability in awarding financial aid to student-athletes. The Commission had re-entered the reform picture in 1989, with acceptable but
unexceptional results. Schultz said he thought the 1990 Convention “might be a blockbuster.”36
TRIPLEHEADER
SCHULTZ’S FORECAST WAS close to the mark. Within the context of still-fresh memories of
expectations thwarted in 1987, and the relatively modest record of accomplishment since that
time, the Commission’s achievements in 1990 were impressive. All of its major legislative items
were approved. Spring football practice in Division I was shortened. The maximum
number of
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urged the delegates to review Proposition 42 from the previous year and to make a constructive
modification. As a result, partial qualifiers could compete again, but only if their first-year financial aid came from nonathletics sources. The fourth-year idea was again on the agenda and, after
initially passing, was defeated on reconsideration. The highlight may have been the four hours and
42 minutes, 24 roll-call votes and assorted accommodations it took to pass Proposition 30.
Ironically, this legislation dealt with mandated reductions in time demands on student-athletes
during practice and playing seasons.
This Convention clearly represented a victory for the reform agenda. The NCAA News said it
would be remembered as the meeting at which the Commission “finally exercised the muscle
many had hoped it would flex from the time it was established six years ago.” A USA Today editorial expressed appreciation for the work of the delegates:
They didn’t exactly wipe away the grime of corruption that has
tarnished college sports for almost a century … But they did
clear off enough ethical smudges to offer hope for the future.
Coach Knight was back in the news, weighing in on the reform effort. According to United
Press International, he said he didn’t think “the presidents have ever gotten together and told the
chemistry department what the hell to teach or how to lecture. I don’t know why they are any more
qualified to tell the athletics department what the hell to do.”37
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The second in this tripleheader of annual triumphs for reform came in 1991. Schultz, in his
Convention-opening address, referred to a member of Congress who had recently declared that
“the time has come for the power in intercollegiate athletics to be taken out of the hands of the
NCAA …, an organization that answers to no one.” The congressman claimed that there was
ample support among his colleagues to limit the Association’s authority if it did not enact major
reforms at this Convention. Schultz also observed that recent polling supported the congressman’s
position — a large majority of the general public now believed that federal intervention would be
necessary to solve the current problems. Within this framework, he urged the delegates to support
the reform measures on the Convention agenda.38
The delegates did. The Commission’s proposals, most of them backed by the Council, passed
by substantial margins. Cost cutting was a principal focus, in grants-in-aid for all Division I sports
(another 10 percent reduction) and in numbers of coaches in all sports. Additional time-demand
reductions were approved. Recruiting activities were cut back; athletics dormitories, wings and
floors were phased out; and the number of permissible training table meals was reduced. The
Convention decided, with Presidents Commission urging, that the previous year’s shortening of
the basketball season had been hasty and voted to restore two of the three games it had eliminated. The delegates approved a resolution directing that the 1992 Convention receive a report on the
Division I athletics certification (that is, accreditation) pilot program and that the program, if the
Council so proposed, be made mandatory in 1993.
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been an athlete, coach, athletics director, vice president for Division III and secretary-treasurer of
the Association. She would have a stern challenge to face. She would be ready for it.
Finally, it should be noted that part of the Commission’s agenda in 1991 was the launching of
a new type of position. It was called “restricted-earnings coach.” It would turn out to be a problem, a trustbusting kind of problem. It could not have been anticipated at the time, but in the end,
this piece of legislation would be worth more than $54 million.
Sperber remarked that the 1991 Convention results “will in no way change the present college
sports system.” Rather, he said, “if the reforms enacted are hailed as great, it will be because no
one has read the fine print.”39 Others expressed similar sentiments, not only about that Convention
but the reform movement as a whole. The presidents and reform-minded members of the Council
might have found solace at such times in the familiar message from Theodore Roosevelt regarding the relative importance of the contributions of critics to that of the men (and women) in the
arena. Besides, plaudits from various quarters helped balance the criticism.
The Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics issued its first report in March
1991, calling for large-scale changes.40 Many of the Knight commissioners had served or were
serving on the Presidents Commission. Schultz was a member, too. The Knight model for athletics, set forth in that initial report, in some significant measure replicated the goals the presidents
had set for the NCAA, with regard to which substantial progress had already been made. The
Knight Foundation initiative captured widespread public interest, and as its work went forward on
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behalf of reform and its commissioners stayed on message, the NCAA was able in a sense to sail
under the Knight flag. Father Hesburgh, former president of Notre Dame, and William Friday,
who had gained nationwide regard as the long-time president at North Carolina, were the Knight
co-chairs. Creed Black, president of the Knight Foundation, played a visible role in setting the
direction and maintaining the momentum of the Commission. It was a sore point for some that this
body was credited for an ambitious reform agenda on which the Association had already been
working. Critics attacked the NCAA’s contributions to reform while delivering encomiums to the
Knight commissioners’ efforts. No matter. Upon close examination, the reformers were working
on the same objectives. Many people, as noted, were members of both groups. The wide publicity net the Knight Commission cast helped the Presidents Commission advance its agenda. Work
on academic-eligibility issues remained. The 1992 Convention, the third in succession to feature
critical reforms, was in the offing. The unfinished work would get attention there.
The Presidents Commission, again with the support of the Council, placed three key eligibility
items on the legislative docket for 1992. One would raise the number of core courses required of
a high school athlete from 11 to 13. This passed with little debate in Division I, 312-6. A second
piece of legislation, approved in Divisions I and II, set degree-completion requirements for student-athletes by year: 25 percent of the required coursework was to be finished by the beginning
of the third year, 50 percent by year four and 75 percent by the fifth year. Also, 95 percent of the
GPA required for graduation was mandated for those entering the third year, and
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GPA corresponded with a 780 SAT/19 ACT. The legislation proposed test-score linkages for 22
GPA levels. Arguments about the possible discriminatory impact of test scores as eligibility standards returned to the Convention floor. Additionally, No. 16 brought into question the validity of
a sliding scale that, in effect, eventually stopped sliding. All GPAs above 2.500 corresponded with
a 700/17 test-score performance, which meant that a high school student with, for example, a
4.000 GPA and a 680 SAT would be ineligible (as would, at the other end of the scale, a student
with a 1.900 and a 1,000 SAT).41
In 1985, the membership had authorized research examining the impact of new standards on
prospective student-athletes, minorities in particular. The findings resulted in a decision to phase
in the Proposition 48 standards over three years, instead of imposing them all at once. Later, the
NCAA Research Committee embarked on a more extensive study of the effects of academic-eligibility legislation. Some of the data from this study were used as the basis for strengthening
requirements in the form of Proposition 16 and related legislation at the 1992 Convention. As the
debate continued on No.16, further research would be mandated. Eventually, the Association used
the results of other studies to take a new tack in academic-eligibility legislation. For the time
being, Proposition 16 was scheduled to become the determining set of rules in this area, and its
opponents did not intend to give up the fight.
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WINDS OF CHANGE
ALTHOUGH THE VICTORIES of the Commission at three consecutive Conventions solidified
the understanding in college athletics circles that CEOs were now the overall leaders, important
Association responsibilities over which the Commission had no jurisdiction remained. Some in
the membership favored what the Commission called a “Draconian approach” — a complete
“takeover” of power by the presidents along the lines of the old ACE idea of a Board of Presidents.
The Council and the Commission, with frequent interaction and joint development of the reform
agenda, enjoyed a generally harmonious relationship. The Association president, serving as
Council chair, typically attended Commission meetings, and the Commission chair regularly visited Council meetings. Commission members did not wish to upset this useful balance. But unlike
the Council, the Commission played no formal role in NCAA budget development, or in hiring,
evaluation and supervision of the executive director. Further, there was a need to formalize the
process of legislative agenda development that had grown by this time into a workable informal
arrangement.
Two ad hoc Association committees, one formed by the Council, the other by the Commission,
had been engaged in separate efforts to examine an assortment of structure and procedure issues.
Fortuitously, they decided on a joint meeting in spring 1991. That session produced a recommendation for a new entity, the Joint Policy Board. This board was to be composed of the officers of
the Association (the president, secretary-treasurer and three division vice presidents),
the officers
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The most important
legislation at the 1993 Convention, which was attended by a record 248
chief executive officers, was a recommendation to initiate an athletics certification program for
Division I institutions. This proposal, thought of by some as “a landmark on the road to reform,”
was several years in the making. It started with the self-study requirement in the mid-1980s, proceeding thence to a voluntary pilot program and a two-year effort to develop consensus around a
set of standards that were both demanding and acceptable. Proposition 15 passed, 274-41. The
standards dealt mostly with issues familiar to generations of reformers — academic integrity, fiscal integrity and institutional control (translated, in large part, as presidential authority). The
Knight Commission viewed certification, along with financial and academic requirements, as a
kind of holy trinity of standards, bound together by presidential supremacy in athletics matters.
This was the Commission’s well-known “one-plus-three” theme. There was still some distance to
travel, from the Knight point of view, to assure the proper place for presidents. But certification
solidified the trinity. It came with a process characterized by an institutional self-study, verified
and evaluated by an external review team, and backed by an NCAA committee to make final certification decisions and assure consistency in the application of standards. However, a fourth standard was also recommended. Its essence was equity, related to gender and ethnicity and emphasizing student-athlete welfare as well. The Commission intended this program to be tough but not
punitive, constructive rather than threatening. It was to allow complementarity with regional
accreditation approaches and scheduling. The Knight Commission signified its pleasure that
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Convention approval “cements into place the athletics reform legislation raising academic standards and controlling costs …” With implementation to begin in fall 1993, the commission said,
“the mechanism will be completed by which genuine reform of widely recognized abuses in college sports can be achieved.”43
Schultz had strongly endorsed the certification proposal in his State of the Association address.
He also had supported legislation to establish an initial-eligibility clearinghouse to standardize
such decisions, endorsed the creation of an infractions appeals committee to free the Council from
that burdensome responsibility and favored the idea of developing student-athlete advisory committees on the member campuses. The speech’s theme of reform was expected, but Schultz
changed gears at the end, mentioning how personally and professionally challenging his life had
been of late. He expressed the wish that “when my tour of duty is over … you will be able to say,
he made a difference.” Four months later, Schultz resigned.44
In April 1992, a group appointed by the president at Virginia, Schultz’s former employer, issued
its report on allegations that student-athletes at the university had received loans from the Virginia
Student Aid Foundation (VSAF) in violation of NCAA regulations. The VSAF had operated for
some time with considerable independence to support the Virginia athletics program. Nevertheless,
the NCAA expected member institutions to exercise responsibility over such organizations, which
had been a challenge at Virginia. The VSAF head reported to Schultz during a portion of the six years
before he assumed the Association’s executive director position. The substance 0of15the reporting rela,2
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staff disqualified citself
from the case as it related to the executive director. The Committee on
Infractions hired James Park Jr., an attorney from Lexington, Kentucky, to investigate Schultz’s possible involvement. At the end of December 1992, Park presented his findings, following with supplementary reports in January and February 1993. The information was not yet public at that time.
Park acknowledged credibility problems with some witnesses who claimed that Schultz was
aware of the loans. He also said the sequence of events was murky and that “reasonable persons
could reach different results in resolving conflicting evidence.” Still, he determined that:
The conclusions of this report are based upon information found to
be credible, persuasive and of a kind on which reasonably prudent
persons rely in the conduct of serious affairs. Applying these
standards, one must conclude that Mr. Schultz had actual
knowledge of at least some of the VSAF loans to student-athletes.45
From the start of his NCAA service, Schultz had been viewed by the media and the public as a
major spokesman for reform. His leadership had been applauded by members of the Council, the
Presidents Commission and the Knight Commission. The allegations against him took on an
importance and notoriety that threatened both the reform agenda and the NCAA’s credibility as an
agent of positive change. With the stakes obviously high, the media gave the controversy ample
coverage. Schultz continued to insist he was innocent.
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On May 6, 1993, Virginia having disclosed the violations, the infractions committee reported
publicly on the case, except for the part tied to Schultz. Lack of institutional control was one of
the findings. The university was placed on two years probation and given a public reprimand. The
day before, the Executive Committee assembled in Monterey, California. This committee had
responsibility for championships, budget and executive director evaluation. The president of the
Association chaired the committee and, with other members, provided a link between the committee and the Council (which, as noted, the president also
chaired). The May meeting was a regularly scheduled
one, with a review of the Schultz situation on the agenda.
Because a decision on Schultz’s NCAA future was part of
the review, the chair of the Presidents Commission was
also on hand. It was understood that, at an appropriate
point, the Joint Policy Board would be brought into the
picture. All board members, and all Executive Committee
members, had read the Park report.
The committee engaged in a lengthy discussion (14
hours, over two days) of the Park documents and findings, and of possible actions it could take with regard to
the executive director. The fundamental question was
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There was, as expected, an adverse reaction to the decicit
sion, in the media and elsewhere, and positive comments
as well from prominent Schultz supporters. A few days
later, after discussions with key staff members, the executive director stepped down. The decision, he said, was
“in the best interest for all concerned.” The Park report
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was made public the same day.46
NCAA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CEDRIC DEMPSEY
Schultz would stay on until a replacement was found. A
broadly representative search committee that included a
number of campus presidents and much of the Joint Policy Board was assembled. Cedric
Dempsey, director of athletics at the University of Arizona and former secretary-treasurer of the
Association, was selected to be the NCAA’s third executive director. Schultz left office the following January; Dempsey then began a nine-year tenure as his successor.
Dempsey had been on the job for five days when an unexpected protest arose on the floor of
the 1994 Convention. One proposal on the agenda, another No. 42, contained a recommendation
to return one scholarship to Division I men’s basketball, bringing the maximum from 13 to 14
players. At an earlier Convention, as mentioned, the allowable number had been cut from 15 to
13. In 1993, an attempt to restore the old maximum had been voted down. This vote yielded the
same result, but only after a very angry debate. Some supporting delegates and observers claimed
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that the decision denied one more opportunity for a minority athlete, though that seemed a dubious assertion. The next day, the Black Coaches Association (BCA) declared that it was planning
a boycott of Division I men’s basketball games, possibly including the postseason tournament.
The BCA’s rationale appeared to be related as much to frustration over academic-eligibility legislation as to the 14th player issue.
Tensions had been building on Proposition 16, the new, more demanding academic-eligibility
legislation. In part to ease hard feelings on the question of discriminatory impacts, the Council had
requested, with Commission support, that a special committee be appointed to review No. 16’s
proposed standards, based on additional research on the impacts. The Convention agreed, and for
the moment a modicum of peace prevailed. This committee’s 1995 report renewed the discrimination debate but also added findings that would help in developing a different approach to eligibility in subsequent years. That report and the new approach are discussed in later chapters.
It might have been expected that additional tensions and more fierce debate would ensue from
proposals presented to the 1994 Convention by the Gender-Equity Task Force, a group assembled
by Schultz to examine a wide range of emotionally charged subjects. Consensus had been a rare
commodity for the task force. Its two proposals, however, were modest enough. The main one recommended incorporating a gender-equity principle into the NCAA constitution. Although it
passed, 804-1, there would be no shortage of equity issues to discuss down the line, particularly
since two standing committees had been formed to represent the interests of women
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Conventions and committees had proposed various

FOR SOME
initiatives to smooth
rough edges, tighten internal mechanisms, and balance the weights and measures of the NCAA
governance structure. Viewed in the perspective of history, these initiatives — at least those that
were implemented — seemed to follow an orderly progression. Much of the effort sprang from
Division I concerns and, as we have seen, focused on greater federation. As a result, the divisions
and subdivisions increasingly handled their own matters at the Conventions or within other
Association decision-making bodies. Divisions II and III members made occasional rumblings
about structure as their numbers grew and inter-institutional commonalities receded. After the
1994 Convention, the work got serious. Three years later, it would result in a major makeover of
the Association. Proposition 13, recommended by both the Council and the Commission and
adopted by the delegates in 1994, was one starting point. But a paper drafted by eight Division IA conference commissioners and distributed at that Convention pre-empted discussion in the hallways. As later events demonstrated, this document showed the way to the future.
The commissioners made a case for equity, but their theme was neither gender nor ethnicity.
The subject was money, and the authority they thought should go with it. They said the existing
NCAA organization was “outmoded and ineffective.” They claimed that a new structure ought to
proceed from an understanding that the major conferences (described as “equity governance
units”) and their institutional members, contributing as they did the bulk of the Association’s
resources, should have the bulk of the say. Their proposal addressed Division I only. Chief execTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 81

utive officers chosen by those conferences were to be in charge there and, indeed, in command of
the entire organization. Their responsibilities would include budget, bylaws and policies; criteria
for determining equity-unit membership; and hiring and evaluation of the executive director. The
Council, Commission and, at least in its present form, the Convention would become artifacts of
history. There would be other components of this new structure. The commissioners’ intention was
that Divisions II and III would continue as members, but with no role in Division I matters and a
subservient role in overall Association decision-making. Something close to total federation
would be the operative objective for the future.48
Proposition 13 grew out of a Joint Policy Board decision, supported by the Council and
Commission, to invite interested entities to submit ideas about restructuring. A special committee
was established to conduct a review on the subject. Eventually, each division appointed task
forces, and an oversight committee was created to allow for some wider consideration and possible refinement of resultant recommendations. By December 1994, position papers had been developed and circulated to the membership. Of particular note was the working draft from Division I,
which in several respects bore a strong resemblance to the paper prepared by the eight conference
commissioners the previous January, including that division’s role in budgeting and its exclusive
authority over the executive director. In addition, the working draft proposed creation of an executive committee representing all divisions, but having very limited authority. Once Association
“purposes, policies and principles” had been developed, this committee would monitor
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agreement on an overall proposal to bring to the 1996 Convention. The Commission also became
a key vehicle for achieving compromise. There was initial anger over the Division I demands for
virtually complete control of the Association’s future, but once that dissipated, civil discourse
ensued and consensus formed around key issues. Paramount for Divisions II and III were the
financial entitlements they would have in the new structure. A broader constituency worried about
what this structure would do to the concept of shared values and commitments that had from the
beginning fundamentally bonded Association members. In other words, what would hold this new
NCAA together?
Answers were forthcoming. Common meeting sites and times for the divisional governance
bodies would help, as would the continuation of several Association-wide committees. The
Convention would continue, though it would cease to be a legislating assembly for Division I. The
new Executive Committee would become a considerably more consequential entity than the
Division I task force had initially envisioned. CEOs would be in charge in all three divisions,
organized into Presidents Councils in II and III and a Board of Directors in Division I, and the
Executive Committee would be a presidential body also. That committee, and not the Division I
Board, would be responsible for executive director hiring and evaluation.
The final proposal — with divisional Management Councils and other components, and built in
part on the hopeful expectation that the large number of committees would diminish — was
approved at the Association’s 90th Convention in 1996. The dramatically reorganized NCAA
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became operational the next year. The problems, frustrations, grumbling and further adjustments
that followed are discussed in Chapter Seven. The experiment that started in 1984, when the
Commission drew its first uncertain breaths, had ended. The “one” — presidential control — that
the Knight Commission had proposed six years earlier was in place, at least at the national level.
Presidents now ruled the NCAA. That would not change. But many of the challenges remained
the same.50
Among them would be, as always, enforcement. Byers had understood the need for the NCAA
to have a regulatory presence among the membership. That started, as we have seen, in the 1950s,
with the passage of certain Convention mandates and the arrival of the first full-time enforcement
staff member. Byers had seen to the growth of that staff, and the membership had periodically
expanded its responsibilities. From time to time, its machinery was refined, as when the Council
was relieved of its appeal duties in 1994 and when a number of due process recommendations
took effect in 1992.51 If nothing else had mandated the enhancement of the function over the
years, the growth of the NCAA Manual — concrete testimony to the eternal search for a level
playing field — certainly did. As the Association grew, compliance became an increasingly important institutional responsibility. Correspondingly, compliance education for campus staff was
established as a regular activity of the NCAA. Self-reporting of violations by members evolved
into a common practice. The Association continued to add investigators from time to time. More
of them have law degrees now, a perhaps inevitable development given the high
5 stakes, but one
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tice, or for being an organization whose rules are somehow separate from the member institutions
that make them. It was ever thus. For whatever reason, the urge to experiment with those rules, or
find ways through or around them, or, too often, to just disregard them, is still a fact of life. In
1984, Byers told the Associated Press he thought that “as many as 30 percent of major sports
schools were cheating on the rules — 15 percent simply to win, another 15 percent because …
they must fight fire with fire.”52 His estimate may have been too high (or too low) and may or
may not be applicable 20 years later. However, the problem remains substantial.
The number of punishment-producing infractions cases between 1975 and 1983, as stated earlier, was 96. Between 1995 and 2003, that number was an even 100. There are other similarities
between the two periods. During the latter one, recruiting violations were reported in 65 cases,
extra benefits in 62 and academic fraud in 13 instances. These figures are reasonably consistent
with those of the earlier period. This time, though, academic-eligibility problems were significant
(26 cases). Findings of a lack of institutional control were reported in 51 percent of the cases (as
compared with 21 percent in the late 1970s and early 1980s). Unethical conduct penalties, unfortunately, were also on the rise. From 1975 to 1983, 33 percent of the institutions penalized had
committed such infractions. Between 1995 and 2003, that percentage was 56. Six universities
each from the Southeastern Conference, Big 12 and the Pacific-10, and five from the Big Ten,
were placed on probation during this time. In all, 29 of the 63 institutions that initiated the Bowl
Championship Series — until recently, the exclusive preserve of the six leading Division I conTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 83

ferences — spent a year or more on probation. Football (38 violations) and men’s basketball (51)
were still the sports with the most major offenders, but others, including women’s basketball with
17 infractions, were significantly more involved than two or three decades ago.53
The NCAA enforcement staff doubled between 1998 and 2004. President Myles Brand,
Dempsey’s successor, added eight new investigator positions (a 40 percent staffing increase) in
2003 alone. That would appear to have been a judicious decision. •
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CHAPTER FIVE
COURTS, CONGRESS AND CAPITOLS

BY THE CLOSING decades of the 20th century, the
NCAA had become, manifestly and necessarily, a regulatory organization. It was much else, of course, but the
media, the membership and the sporting public focused
on the Association’s responsibility to develop, issue,
enforce and refine its regulations. This emphasis, in light
of the prominence athletics had come to occupy in the
American consciousness, also whetted the appetite of
governmental entities — executive, legislative and judicial — on both state and national levels. The greater the
NCAA’s regulatory reach, it seemed, the more that
appetite grew.
LAWS AND LOOPHOLES
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three NCAA divisions. When the 1996/1997 restructuring
legislation took effect, the Association abandoned the
overall edition in favor of three separate divisional
Manuals. The 2004-05 Division I Manual was 488 pages
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long. The numbers for Divisions II and III were 368 and
322, respectively. In all, 1,178 pages were needed that year to accommodate the Association’s
growing reach.
One tale, evident in the move to separate divisional publications, might be the final (or at least
the latest) triumph of federation. That story is told in Chapter Seven. A second, more consequential, tale is the testimony the numbers offer to the NCAA’s long-standing search for a level playing field.
That goal has represented a kind of Eldorado for the Association. There are several reasons for
the ever-increasing sizes of NCAA Manuals, among them the growth of the Association itself, the
need to adjust to changing circumstances and the practical refinements necessitated by defects in
the original language. Another continuing and related reason ties back to what Amos A. Stagg
insightfully observed is the American propensity (in both competitive sports and elsewhere in the
national life) for finding ways to gain an edge.1 With regard to the Manuals, this character trait
has translated into efforts to discover loopholes. Institutions may develop approaches that abide
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by the letter of legislation but damage its intent. Unwanted limitations can thus be eased, and loopholes thereby created. Plugging such holes with amendments adds pages to the Manuals, providing in the process more landfill for the level playing field. Eldorado still looms as a desired destination here, but the penchant for tilting the field keeps that goal on the far horizon.
A third tale revolves around the bench and the bar. Whatever the sources of growth in the
Manuals may be, those multiplying pages have provided another of the many modern applications
of what could be called the “law of litigative physics.” That is to say, when there is additional
NCAA legislation (or regulation), additional litigation is likely to follow. In particular, this law
governs in a country — the United States — where, increasingly, the settlement of disputes has
moved away from traditional internal or political processes and into the country’s courthouses.
Higher education is familiar with this development. Federal and state statutes, administrative
regulations, and judicial determinations in areas such as civil rights, faculty rights, employment
discrimination, equity policies, student privacy, First Amendment entitlements and collective bargaining have brought the academy to court and attorneys to the academy. This has occurred on a
scale not envisioned 50 years ago. As late as 1961, only 50 American colleges had legal counselrelated employees, and few had more than one per office. By 1981, the National Association of
College and University Attorneys had in excess of 2,000 members. In 2004, more than 3,000
belonged.2 Some of the issues with which member campuses were dealing were also on the
NCAA agenda, although the Association has been occupied by its own 1concerns
as well.
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statutory action, both threatened and actual. The processes through which agencies of the national government promulgate administrative law have also factored into Association policy-making.
Often enough, the threats did not materialize; the hearings, statutes and processes were beneficial;
the states backed away from problematic initiatives; and court decisions favored the NCAA. But
not always. Either way, external influences and interventions became important facts of life for
the Association and the way it does its work. This chapter examines some of these involvements,
changes and key court decisions, and assesses their contemporary and possible future impacts. We
begin by recalling the turn toward antitrust law so painfully manifest in the football television case
from the early 1980s. The decision in that case — Georgia’s march through Sherman, as it were,
with Oklahoma also in the vanguard — proved inviting to assorted plaintiffs in the years that followed.
THE NAKED TRUTH
ONE WONDERS: WOULD the result have been the same had the terminology been different?
The establishment of restricted-earnings positions in Division I sports has a worthy provenance.
The concept began life as an effort to remedy a problem that evolved under previous legislation
covering entry-level coaching positions in basketball. In addition to three full-time coaches, institutions were permitted to have two positions designated as either part-time, volunteer or graduate
assistant coaches (plus an undergraduate assistant). The intent was to provide experience to
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younger people interested in coaching careers. Some programs abused this intention by finding
ways of using these positions to compensate older, more entrenched coaches. Further, there were
uneven compensation levels between public and private colleges, and a number of institutions
could not use graduate assistants because they had no graduate programs. Significant and demonstrable competitive inequities had developed. Then too, Division I men’s basketball had come to
be seen as a sport characterized by the large-scale expenditures of the most successful programs.
For some observers, both on and off campus and within athletics departments, it was hard to
understand why up to six coaches were necessary to handle 13 student-athletes.
This was a particularly difficult question to answer during a period of budgetary challenges for
intercollegiate athletics and academic institutions in general. For that reason, and because of the
history of abuse associated with the allowable entry-level positions, the special NCAA committee
charged with examining possible areas where expenses could be reduced initially decided to recommend “that all entry-level positions … be abolished.” Ultimately, the committee proposed to
allow one such position, in the interest of maintaining opportunities for entering the coaching profession. Thus was born the restricted-earnings coach. This was a new name for an idea that had
been around for a while, now with the objective of serving that idea with greater economy and
equity. That’s where terminology took over and, perhaps, the path to astonishing defeat began. The
proposal was one of many offered by the special committee (officially, the Committee on Cost
Reduction) and approved at the 1991 Convention.3 It is no small irony that 1a5 recommendation
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tution’s athletics department that is not in excess of either $12,000 or the actual cost of educational expenses incurred as a graduate student.”4 In addition, restricted-earnings coaches could earn
up to $4,000 during the summer from the department, camps, clinics and the like. Except for football, each sport covered by the legislation was limited to one such coach. Although the partisans
of several of these sports expressed general unhappiness, coaches of men’s basketball complained
the longest and loudest. They were also the group that, paying implicit homage to Stagg’s insight,
was the most creative in discovering the legislation’s loopholes and how to maneuver through
them.
Accordingly, various schemes were launched to get around the compensation constraints and
assure that the extra coach the restricted-earnings legislation provided was not a young person
seeking an inexpensive way into the profession but, instead, an extant and experienced member
of the staff. For example, an assistant coach might serve one year making the allowable $16,000
and the next making more than $100,000. In other instances, institutions sought additional sources
of funding support (paying a nice stipend to a spouse, for example) to assure that veteran coaches in the restricted position could enjoy comfortable compensation while waiting to return to their
customary institutional recompense.
The Presidents Commission, a champion of the new coaching category from the outset, did not
bend in its insistence that the intent of the legislation be upheld. Loopholes having been found,
efforts went forward to close them. The Commission reported to the Council in April 1993 that
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“the legislation is not perfect and needs some modification.” However, the report added that, for
basketball, “there should be no fourth full-time coach under any circumstance …” The fourth
coach “should be considered an entry-level position with limited earnings.” While discussing proposed legislation in August of the previous year, the Council noted that vagueness in the 1991 legislation had led to “a proliferation of interpretations related to the types of activities for which the
restricted-earnings coach could be compensated.” Programs had found methods “to retain current
experienced personnel by supplementing the allowable compensation.” And these activities had
“at times resulted in outside groups … arranging for and providing questionable employment” for
these coaches. So the Council and Commission moved a proposal forward to remedy the situation.5 The proposal was approved, the room for interpretation narrowed and attempts to compromise went nowhere. The next step was litigation.
Eventually, a class-action suit, brought on behalf of an estimated 1,900 restricted-earnings
coaches in various sports, went before a federal district court in Kansas. The touchstone of the suit
was the Sherman Antitrust Act. The result was financially disastrous for the Association and its
membership and, some might argue, not really a big monetary victory for the coaches.
There appears to have been very little (some say no) thought given to possible antitrust problems
during the course of committee deliberations, Council and Commission review, and Convention discussion of the proposal. Though the outcry was loud and sustained from Division I head basketball
coaches, their principal concern seemed to be not having available the services of
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naked restraint for which the law recognizes no justification.” And there were other pungent declarations of the supposedly malign intent of the NCAA and its decision-makers, including:
The pernicious practice of price-fixing in the employment of their
coaches. A price-fixing conspiracy of the most cruel and exploitative
kind. An agreement among employers on the maximum
compensation they will pay to their lowest-paid employees.
As for the coaches, well, they were “relatively powerless individuals” who “do not command
large salaries,” holding “membership in the only class of Americans not allowed to negotiate for
the best salary they can get …” 6
The intent of those who crafted the restricted-earnings coach legislation was to fix a problem,
not a price. It beggars the imagination to think of them as “conspirators,” as “cruel and exploitative,” or as “pernicious” practitioners manipulating the powerless. It is equally difficult to look
upon the coaches involved as something akin to the persecuted workers of a teeming 19th century Dickensian metropolis. But that was the picture painted at least inferentially by the plaintiffs’
attorneys. Still, the district court judge was receptive. She concluded that it was not these attorneys but those who argued on behalf of the NCAA who were given to “alarming rhetoric,” and
she decided in favor of the people she called the “price-fixing victims.” There would be no trial.
She granted summary judgment to the plaintiffs.
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The 10th Circuit Court affirmed her decision. The U.S. Supreme Court declined to accept an
appeal. The case was referred back to the district court for a jury trial on damages. The judge
refused to allow the NCAA to explain the context and rationale of the restricted-earnings legislation during this trial. She also would not permit the Association to present an alternative formula
for determining damages. The jury awarded the plaintiffs $22.3 million. The amount was automatically trebled under the federal antitrust statute to $66,829,724. On appeal back to the 10th Circuit,
a mediated settlement — agreed to by all parties — set the final number at $54.5 million. The
Association, while continuing to assert that the legislation did not violate the Sherman Act, and
conscious that the interest clock on damages was still running, reluctantly accepted the results of
the mediation.7
It remained, then, to figure out a way to pay the bill. After extensive study of possible alternatives, the NCAA Executive Committee gave final approval in April 1999 to a three-way allocation of the debt. This became known as the “one-third, one-third, one-third” solution. The first
third would be handled by the use of NCAA reserves, the second through the existing revenuedistribution plan and the third by an equal payment from each of the 310 Division I institutions.
The impact on campuses and conferences would be considerable. “Ironically,” one observer
wrote, “the monetary judgment may negatively impact the number of jobs and the amount of
salaries within a school’s athletics department.”8
Meantime, there was the business of distributing the spoils, no small matter given
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effect of other compensation the coaches received “from summer camps, outside sources, underthe-table payments and benefits such as automobiles, medical insurance and retirement plans.”
The judge declined, because, she said, of likely added costs, delays, difficulties of data collection
and fairness. She awarded attorneys fees exceeding $18.2 million and costs of more than $1.7 million. A complicated set of calculations was used to decide the amounts to be given to the various
categories of coaches entitled to participate.9
The judgments in the restricted-earnings case probably opened wider the gates of Sherman Act
challenges to the NCAA. There is no doubt that the court decisions came as a great surprise to the
Association — likely greater even than those in the football television cases of the early 1980s. In
hindsight, it is easy to conclude that the legislation was a bad idea with an unfortunate title, crafted by experienced and well-intentioned people who had a serious issue to resolve and who would
never have dreamed that in the act of resolving it they would become — in the eyes of the court
— pernicious price fixers. For the NCAA, it was a lesson expensively learned about the unpredictability of judicial behavior, the perils inherent in a litigious culture and the strong lure of victimhood in modern America.
Was it the perceived “deep pockets” of the Association and its Division I members that moved
the coaches from the court to the courtroom, in the company of legal counsel? It would be best to
let this question reside in the rhetorical realm. It is fair, however, to inquire as to the depth of the
coaches’ (and their counsels’) pockets once the litigation ended. As noted, attorneys’ fees were a
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bit more than $18 million, plus costs. Interest accumulated in the settlement account until all the
dollars were paid in March 2001. The cost of administering the account was approximately
$669,000. When all expenses were covered, $32,575,955 remained for distribution to the plaintiffs. The 1,900 estimate proved to be high: The number of coaches receiving checks was 1,636.
Although obviously some got more and some less, the average return per coach was $19,912.
GOLDFARB’S CHILDREN
The real precedent for the restricted-earnings judgment was not the football television decision
(often cited though it was by attorneys in the case) but a 1975 U.S. Supreme Court ruling, in
Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar.10 In that case, the court applied antitrust doctrine to nonprofit entities for the first time. Mr. Goldfarb and his wife, in purchasing a home, had been required to have
a title examination performed by a member of the Virginia bar for a prescribed fee. The fee was
established by the Fairfax County Bar Association and enforced by the state organization. The
claim was that this practice was price-fixing and thus violated the Sherman Act. The court agreed,
holding that Congress had not intended “any sweeping ‘learned profession’ exclusion” from the
coverage of the act and that, accordingly, the county and state bar associations were not exempt
from Sherman’s reach.11
The broadening of antitrust law stemming from the Goldfarb decree has brought diverse litigants to try this suit on for size in seeking relief from NCAA regulations. The 1Oklahoma
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language did not provide blanket authority. The extent of flexibility
involved would need to be determined on a case-by-case basis. The NCAA, as matters evolved,
would usually be successful.
One of those successes, coincidentally, came at about the same time the Supreme Court issued
its invalidating order on football television control. At issue was the legality of the Association’s
action in 1980 and 1981 to enter into women’s athletics competition through the holding of championships in all three divisions. The context and impacts of these actions will be examined in
Chapter Six. Here, the focus is on the antitrust suit brought by the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW) and the handling of the matter by the courts.13
As early as 1971, legal counsel George Gangwere expressed to Walter Byers his view that the
NCAA was obligated under the law to offer women an equal opportunity to participate in NCAA
events. The AIAW was organized during the same year. Within a decade, the Association was in
the women’s championship business and the AIAW was ready to litigate. The resulting suit was
filed with the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia in late 1981, initially seeking to prevent the NCAA from proceeding with its women’s championships plans. The court denied the
request. An appeal followed and failed, as did an attempt at mediating the substance of the suit.
The AIAW’s case, as an entity based on a single-sex approach to athletics administration, was not
helped by the circumstance that by the early 1980s the great majority of campuses had combined
men’s and women’s programs into a unitary organization. The judge hearing the case noted that
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the AIAW’s “separate but equal … guiding principle” ran counter to this development. But the
plaintiff’s biggest problem stemmed from its inability to demonstrate that the NCAA had monopoly on its mind, rather than competition. Borrowing from an earlier opinion, the judge wrote that
the “purpose of antitrust laws is and always has been the protection of competition, not competitors.”
Further, on the claim that the Association had used “anti-competitive economic incentives,” the
court heard testimony from female athletics leaders on both sides of the issue. Those testifying for
the NCAA negated the AIAW claim. The judge concluded that the evidence was “imprecise and
contradictory” and determined that the plaintiff had failed to prove an antitrust violation. The
AIAW took its case to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. This appeal was
denied in May 1984. There was no further appeal. The NCAA won. But the next month the
Supreme Court ruled against the Association in the football television case. Soon thereafter, the
AIAW closed its doors.14 In terms of major Sherman Act litigation, a decade and more before the
restricted-earnings case, the NCAA was batting .500.
This average improved later as diverse plaintiffs — influenced by Goldfarb, heartened by
Oklahoma Board of Regents and apparently abjuring AIAW — laid their claims at the
Association’s doorstep. Among them were coaches; student-athletes; sports-equipment manufacturers and other commercial entities; and, eventually, other NCAA member institutions. Certain
of the coaches were discussed previously, in the restricted-earnings litigation, and
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and, possibly, on institutional treasuries.
Two cases stand out regarding student-athlete challenges based in significant part on antitrust
claims. In one (Tanaka v. University of Southern California), a soccer player at the defendant institution wished to transfer to UCLA after her freshman year without losing a season of eligibility.
Forfeiture of one season in such circumstances was required by both the Pacific-10 Conference
and the NCAA. Both organizations were named in Tanaka’s suit. Southern California denied her
transfer request on the basis of the rule, an action she alleged was an unreasonable restraint on
trade. Proving this claim meant that the plaintiff had to show the rule had an anticompetitive effect
within an identified market. That market, for Rhiannon Tanaka, was the city of Los Angeles. The
Ninth Circuit Court, acting on her appeal of a negative federal district court decision, found the
market definition irrelevant and the claim to anticompetitive outcomes inadequate. Whether
against the university or the NCAA, the court held, “Tanaka simply has no antitrust cause of
action.” In June 2001, the appeal was thus denied and the district court decision affirmed.15
One of Tanaka’s attorneys in this litigation was Renee M. Smith, a former volleyball player at
St. Bonaventure who had been a plaintiff in an earlier, more complex antitrust case. That case also
involved a Title IX discrimination claim and in that way raised the critical question of whether the
NCAA is a “state actor” (that is, having the same legal status as a state) under the 14th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Smith had competed for two of the allowable four seasons
before her graduation and wanted to use her remaining eligibility, first while pursuing a graduate
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degree at Hofstra, then when enrolled in law school at Pittsburgh. The NCAA rule permits postbaccalaureate students to play, but only at their undergraduate institutions. Both Hofstra and
Pittsburgh requested waivers of the rule from the Association. These requests were denied. Smith
sued. Noting that NCAA bylaws are jointly developed with and enforced by member institutions,
including Hofstra and Pittsburgh, she claimed an antitrust violation had occurred because the
Association had “engaged in a contract, combination and conspiracy to place unlawful restraints
upon the trade and commerce of intercollegiate athletics between the several states.” Smith’s case,
like Tanaka’s, dealt with eligibility, and the court observed “it is clear that the Sherman Act is
applicable to the NCAA with respect to those actions … related to its commercial or business
activities.” But eligibility was not a business or commercial matter. On this count, therefore, the
court ruled against Smith. There would be other eligibility questions to answer in other lawsuits,
but this decision effectively placed the Sherman Act out of bounds for those cases.
However, there was a second count in the Smith litigation. The suit claimed that the NCAA had
violated Title IX by granting a disproportionate number of eligibility waivers to male student-athletes. The Association was subject to this statute, it was argued, because it is an educational entity and a recipient of federal financial assistance. Such assistance was admittedly indirect, in that
its source was the NCAA’s “limitations and regulations on the receipt of federal financial aid for
student-athletes.” In one breathless 206-word sentence, the court dismissed this count, too. The
NCAA is a private organization, the judge held, and not subject to the mandates
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Coalition for Sex Equity in Education, and the Women’s Law Project. The circuit court affirmed
the district court’s decision as to the Sherman Act’s relevance. But, on Title IX, the court, in effect,
divided the Solomonic baby. Claiming that the Supreme Court, in related cases, “did not distinguish between direct and indirect financial assistance,” noting “the broad regulatory language
under Title IX,” and looking favorably on Smith’s amended submission on federal funding, the
appellate body ruled that the Association’s receipt of dues from federally funded member institutions would suffice to bring the NCAA within the scope” of the statute. This holding, if it stood,
would adversely affect other national higher education organizations as well. A dozen of them, led
by the American Council on Education, filed as amici curiae, supporting the Association in its
Supreme Court appeal of the Third Circuit’s decision.
Smith had proposed in her amended complaint that the NCAA “is a recipient of federal funds
because it … receives federal financial assistance through another recipient and operates an educational program or activity which receives or benefits from such assistance.” The Supreme Court
reversed the circuit court’s acceptance of this complaint, pointing out that the latter’s ruling was
“inconsistent with the governing statute, regulation and this Court’s decisions.” Citing an earlier
case, the court maintained that while “a college qualifies as a recipient … when it enrolls students
who receive federal funds earmarked for educational expenses,” it refused to make the NCAA also
a fund recipient when the college potentially passed through a portion of its federal dollars to the
NCAA for membership dues. In upholding its status as a non-federal fund recipient, the holding
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in NCAA v. R.M. Smith perforce meant that the Association is not subject to a large variety of federal regulations. Therefore, its actions could not be second-guessed by the courts in those areas.
Had the court determined otherwise, the NCAA’s path ahead, on eligibility and other litigation,
would have been exceedingly thorny.16
OTHER HEIRS
CONCERNED ABOUT THE growing role of sports apparel companies as yet another commercial influence on intercollegiate athletics, the NCAA passed legislation (Bylaw 12.5.5) limiting
the size of manufacturers’ brands on uniforms and equipment used in competition by student-athletes. Member institutions were required by this bylaw to restrict company marks and logos to a
space “not to exceed 2 1/4 square inches in area …” Adidas, probably serving, in effect, as a representative of a very profitable industry, took the NCAA to court to try to get its signature three
stripes spread over a larger area of its uniforms. The company had an arrangement with colleges
and coaches typical of sports apparel manufacturers. In return for providing free or discounted
merchandise to an institution’s teams, coaches or athletics programs in general, adidas received
certain promotional rights. These included, most notably, a commitment to dress in trademarked
uniforms and footwear for games and practices. From the company’s perspective, such relationships authenticated its brand and contributed to profitability. The NCAA bylaw, adidas claimed,
operated as a restraint of trade and so was at cross-purposes with the Sherman
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peted for sales of its merchandise (a requirement in Sherman Act litigation), accepted the
Association’s motion and, in August 1999, dismissed the case. A subsequent appeal to the 10th
Circuit Court was withdrawn by the company. The bylaw remains in effect, as does the use of the
NCAA logo.17
At about the same time logo issues were being contested in one Kansas courtroom, a complex
battle over baseball and softball bats was getting underway in another. NCAA regulations, injury
risks for student-athletes, science and technology, capitalist competition, bat speeds, ball velocity,
hitting machines, migrating sweet spots, wood versus aluminum, conspiracy accusations, and
product indemnification were all involved. So were claims of antitrust violations by the NCAA —
restraint of trade again — and several bat companies sought refuge in the Sherman Act, suing the
Association in 1998. The threat of litigation quickly disappeared, or seemed to, when, in Baum
Research and Development Co., Inc., v Hillerich & Bradsby Co., Inc., a federal district court in
Michigan ruled that the NCAA had the authority to regulate the rules for bats. Other companies
dropped their claims and turned toward a strategy of participation instead of litigation in resolving the issues. Legal activity continued, however, through a tortious interference with a contract
suit brought by the same individual whose 1998 antitrust case was unsuccessful. The Association,
acting with other defendants, resolved the matter through settlement in March 2005.18
Considering where jerseys, shoes and bats have gone in recent years — to court, that is — it
comes as no surprise that gloves eventually would follow. In this instance, the gloves are webbed
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and designed for use in football. The manufacturer (Aculeus 5) sued the NCAA, the NFL and a
high school sports federation, claiming antitrust violations in the refusal of each organization to
certify the glove for game competition. The court dismissed the suit. The glove, the court said,
would change the nature of the game, and the Association had a right not to certify. The manufacturer appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in early 2005.
The nature of another type of game (games, actually) was changed appreciably by an NCAA
initiative in 1999 that had nothing to do with equipment. That year, an amendment was approved
preventing institutions from playing in more than two “exempt” preseason men’s basketball tournaments every four years. Such tournaments, certified by the Association and often held outside
the continental United States (in Alaska and Hawaii, notably), were multiple-game affairs. Teams
competing in them were permitted to count the several contests as a single game, to stay within
the seasonal number of contests allowance. The Association became concerned that institutions in
the major conferences were disproportionately represented in these tournaments, which presented
competitive-equity problems. Recruiting and other advantages for the institutions involved were
inherent in the unequal distribution of competitive opportunities. That reasoning led to the “two
in four” rule, another in the long line of efforts to maintain a level playing field.
Exempt tournaments had become a profitable business for those who promoted them. These
individuals opposed the two-in-four legislation and, in keeping with the customary practice,
sought to prevent the NCAA from implementing the rule. The promoters felt that
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course, the Association had to meet the usual mandate for identifying a credible market in which
competition was affected.
The court was not convinced by the benefits argument. The predicament was that, while the
court did not accept the plaintiff’s position regarding an adverse impact on competition, the
NCAA still had to prove that the legislation it passed to create equitable competitive opportunities for its member institutions did in fact offset such an impact. In other words, greater equity
inside the Association must be proven to sufficiently mitigate an external consequence that, in the
NCAA’s view, had not materialized. Obviously the “rule of reason” can produce some tough logic.
The court, inferring from conflicting testimony that an appropriate market had been defined, and
finding the benefits presentation inadequate to the purpose, granted the Worldwide group its
injunction.
The Association appealed the decision to the Sixth Circuit and, in November 2004, that court
reversed the district court’s judgment. The reversal was not based on the question of whether the
two-in-four legislation was anticompetitive, nor on the viability of the NCAA’s rule of reason
argument on mitigating benefits. The problem for the Worldwide promoters was that they “had
failed to meet their duty to define the relevant market and submarket,” and the district court judge
had erred in concluding that they had.19
Although it will probably not be the last of the antitrust cases, the ongoing litigation placing
certain institutions in the position of bringing suit against the organization of which they are memTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 96

bers offers an apt culminating point for the Association’s experience with the Sherman Act. For
the NCAA, the suit filed by the Metropolitan Intercollegiate Basketball Association (MIBA) is
among the youngest of Goldfarb’s heirs. The case provides an example of a family feud gone public and from a litigative perspective was the first one since Georgia and Oklahoma upset the
NCAA’s football television applecart 20 years before. Though the game was different this time,
the motivation, again, was money.
MIBA is an organization comprising five institutions located in New York City: Fordham,
Manhattan, St John’s, Wagner and New York University. Their challenge was to both the aforementioned preseason participation limits and an NCAA requirement that institutions selected for
the Association’s postseason tournament must participate. This mandate meant that, if chosen by
the NCAA, an institution could not take part in the National Invitation Tournament (NIT), an old,
annual and still prestigious pre- and postseason competition that is closely identified with the city
that is their home. The basis of the suit, as usual, was restraint of trade. The legislative home, once
more, was Sherman. The case was settled in summer 2005 when the NCAA purchased the NIT
and the rights to its preseason and postseason tournaments. The MIBA institutions received $40.5
million for those rights and $16 million in damages to be paid over a 10-year period. For at least
five years, the customary games would continue to be played in the New York City area and televised by ESPN. The rule that led to the suit is to be given further consideration through the
Association’s normal governance process.
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room. There were precedents — in judgments like those in Jones v. NCAA (1975) and Gaines v.
NCAA (1990) — that helped determine outcomes in the litigation that came forward in the later
years of the last century. Although Jones and Gaines were also cases in which plaintiffs alleged
Sherman Act violations, eligibility considerations supplied the impelling force. Jones had played
hockey for several “amateur” teams and received compensation for doing so. Gaines had entered
the NFL draft but had not been selected. Both subsequently wanted to participate in intercollegiate
competition, despite their clearly ineligible standing under the rules. Federal district court decisions protected the Association’s relative autonomy in setting eligibility standards in each case.20
In some of the more recent suits, however, the NCAA has faced sterner challenges to the traditionally wide latitude it has enjoyed in determining eligibility. Its emphasis on enhanced academic qualifications was contested in a class-action suit questioning the use of standardized-test
scores. The impact of such a requirement on individuals with learning disabilities became the
focus of several cases. And the arrival on American campuses of increasing numbers of international student-athletes began to have courtroom consequences as eligibility issues arose in connection with the principle of amateurism.
The Cureton suit gave the NCAA a victory on standardized-test use, but it was both hard won
and narrow. Tai Kwan Cureton is an African-American who graduated from a Philadelphia high
school ranking 37th in a class of 305. His fellow graduate, Leatrice Shaw, also an AfricanAmerican, ranked fifth in that class. Their GPAs easily exceeded the minimum under Proposition
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16. But neither student met the required test score. Both would need to sacrifice their initial year
of college-level participation. Two other plaintiffs in similar situations joined the case later. The
four were represented by attorneys from the National Women’s Law Center and, along the way,
supporting briefs were filed by organizations similar to those that joined in the Smith litigation.
The ACE, a strong backer of academic reform, was again among the entities and individuals
appearing as amici curiae in support of the Association. The suit was brought in a federal district
court in Pennsylvania in 1997. It alleged that Proposition 16 — specifically, the test-score component — had an unintended but real disparate impact on African-American student-athletes and
therefore violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Central to the plaintiffs’ case was the assertion that the NCAA was — in one sense or another
— a recipient of federal funds, which would make the organization susceptible to a Civil Rights
Act Title VI claim. The Association had a relationship with the National Youth Sports Program
(NYSP), which receives financial assistance from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services to provide summer education programs on college campuses. Initially this assistance
went to the NCAA and then was advanced to the NYSP Fund with no diversion of dollars for
Association use. After 1991, the federal money went directly to the Fund. The NCAA regarded
the program as having affiliate standing. The circuit court in Smith had noted the existence of this
relationship but did not incorporate it into the appeal decision. The basic issue in Smith — whether
the NCAA effectively became a federal funds recipient through its control over
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over its member colleges and universities brought it “sufficiently within the scope of Title VI irrespective of its receipt of federal funds.” These conclusions led the court to enjoin the Association
from employing the standardized-test score as a determinant of eligibility, although continued use
of GPAs was to be permitted. The NCAA requested a stay of this order so that it could appeal the
decision. The judge refused the request. The Third Circuit, however, agreed to the stay, and the
case went to that court on appeal in late 1999.
The circuit court found fault with both of the district court’s findings regarding the federal funds
issue. The court held that the Title VI regulations include disparate impact provisions that are by
their terms program specific. Thus, to the extent that the NCAA received federal financial assistance by way of grants to the NYSP, the plaintiff’s action must fail because the NYSP’s programs
and activities were not at issue in the case. As for the NCAA’s relationship to its member institutions, the court left little doubt about its opinion of the district court’s conclusion:
We cannot understand how the fact that the NCAA promulgates rules
and regulations [on] intercollegiate athletics somehow means that
the NCAA has controlling authority over its member programs or
activities receiving federal financial assistance.
The Third Circuit, accordingly, reversed the district court’s decision and later acted on an additional appeal in the case. This appeal came from the plaintiffs who, after the circuit court ruled
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against them, sought to amend their complaint. The disparate impact basis of the initial claim
meant that the plaintiffs were alleging unintentional discrimination, which has a lower standard of
proof. Now, the plaintiffs argued that the NCAA used Proposition 16 as an instrument of intentional discrimination. The district court denied the request, and the Third Circuit affirmed this
judgment. There was no further appeal. Proposition 16, the heart of the Association’s 20-year academic reform effort, survived its first fundamental challenge. It would not be the last.21
No. 16 contained a core-course requirement as well as the GPA and test-score standards. This
provision became the target of a complex, long-running suit filed by a learning-disabled student
named Michael Bowers in 1997. Bowers sought relief under the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) of 1990. His high school curriculum had included a number of special education courses,
leaving him short of Proposition 16’s mandate of 13 core courses for initial eligibility. The NCAA
Clearinghouse, which makes the decisions on freshman eligibility, determined that he did not meet
that mandate. Bowers claimed that institutions that had been recruiting him stopped after learning
of this determination. He had been a star football player at a New Jersey high school, but he did
not receive an athletics grant-in-aid to attend college. He sued the NCAA on several counts, as
well as ACT (which administers the Clearinghouse) and several universities and colleges. A wide
array of thorny issues arose during the many hearings needed to surface all the claims and counterclaims and rule on the multitude of motions. “Difficult legal questions” were presented in this
“hotly contested case,” the district court judge said early on, in “an area of law
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Bowers had succumbed Oto'Baa drug overdose in 2002, and, earlier, had attempted suicide. Evidence
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defendants’ attention until 2004. The judge determined, as a result, that sanctions would be
imposed on Bowers’ attorneys, “due to serious discovery misconduct.” He granted the defendants’
motion for summary judgment and dismissed the case in March 2005.22
The Bowers litigation was one of many suits brought under the ADA in the late 1990s.
Complaints about the initial-eligibility requirements had been lodged with the U.S. Department of
Justice by learning-disabled student-athletes. The department concluded that the requirements
violated the act, a contention disputed by the NCAA. The Association also said that it was not subject to the ADA anyway, because it was not “a place of public accommodation,” a requirement for
the Act to apply to the NCAA. Nevertheless, the two parties agreed to discuss possible modifications to the NCAA rules. The result was a 1998 consent decree that effectively eliminated the possibility of future ADA-based litigation against the Association. Under the terms of the decree, the
NCAA proposed a number of wording and policy changes acceptable to the Department of Justice
and easing the burden of eligibility qualification for learning-disabled students. The parties
acknowledged the Association’s continuing position on the public accommodation issue and its
refusal to admit liability under the ADA.
Somewhere along the litigious way, amateurism was bound to rear its head. Critics have
claimed for decades that the Association’s amateur principle should be regarded as a historical
artifact and that the NCAA and intercollegiate athletics generally should remove their hypocritiTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 99

cal heads from the sand and acknowledge as much. There is, of course, a worthy counter-argument. We will examine some of the particulars of this ongoing debate in the final chapter. At this
point, it bears notice that complicated amateurism issues remain to be considered, that the prior
activities of international student-athletes can provide a focus for this consideration and that the
courts, unsurprisingly, are part of the dialogue. The case of Lasege v. NCAA provides an instructive example. It also allows for an understanding of why the celebrated “home-court advantage”
is not solely a property of the world of sport.
Muhammed Lasege filed his suit in a Kentucky circuit court (the court of original jurisdiction
in that state). Lasege, a Nigerian student-athlete, was found by the NCAA to be ineligible to play
basketball at Louisville because of his experience as a professional in Russia. Specifically, he had
signed contracts in that country to play on a professional team, had an agent there, received a
salary (which Lasege denied), monetary incentives, a furnished apartment, meals, a driver, a cook,
a clothing allowance, air travel tickets and a visa permitting him to fly to Canada. An individual
in that country gave him lodging and meals for about eight months, plus automobile transportation and airline tickets for unofficial campus visits, and a one-way ticket to Louisville where he
was to enroll for the 1999-2000 academic year.
The Kentucky state circuit court was not persuaded that there was a problem, finding instead
that the Association had ignored “overwhelming and mitigating circumstances” and had made a
determination that conflicted with its own amateurism guidelines and precedents.
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This was the rule of restitution, a level playing field provision whereby the Association — if it is
enjoined per Lasege, but the student-athlete then becomes eligible to play and the injunction is
later vacated or reversed — is empowered to take such action as may be necessary to ensure that
the institution involved has not gotten an unfair advantage. This can mean, for example, that victories would be nullified. The circuit court decided that the bylaw “prevents parties from availing
themselves of the protections of the courts.” The court of appeals affirmed the lower court’s decision on Lasege’s eligibility. It did not address the rule of restitution.
In Kentucky, appellate courts can reverse circuit court rulings on temporary injunctions only for
“extraordinary cause” (for example, abuses of discretion). The state Supreme Court found such
cause in the circuit court’s handling of the Lasege suit as well as in its invalidation of an NCAA
bylaw. The court observed that the Association’s decision on Lasege’s eligibility had “strong evidentiary support” and that the trial court “simply disagreed with the NCAA as to the weight which
should be assigned to this evidence.” Disagreement was not a sufficient reason for issuing an injunction. Also, the lower court had erred in judging that the NCAA would “not suffer any potential harm”
as a result of its finding in favor of Lasege. As for the determination that the rule of restitution
“thwarts the judicial power,” the Supreme Court held that this view “is simply without foundation”
The court therefore vacated the circuit court’s injunction on both counts. The NCAA had won another eligibility suit, but questions about the amateur standing of international student-athletes were not
conclusively answered by the Kentucky decision. In this area, much work awaits.
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This was another thin victory. Three of the Kentucky high court’s seven justices dissented from
the majority’s opinion.23
NAVIGATING THE POTOMAC
IT HELPS TO remember that the NCAA was conceived (though not born) in Washington, D.C.
When President Theodore Roosevelt told the university representatives he summoned to his office
in late autumn 1905 that it was time to reform football lest it perish in the face of growing pressure, he was saying in effect that there is a national stake in intercollegiate athletics. Although it
did not necessarily follow from this implicit assertion that the federal government should protect
such a stake, one can view Roosevelt’s handling of an urgent problem as setting a kind of precedent. Over time, a need for federal intervention has been periodically suggested — by elected officials, generations of critics, or, as in its long struggle with the AAU, by the NCAA itself. As the
discussion of court cases suggests, Congressional initiatives and judicial interpretations and decisions have further involved Washington in the shaping of college sports policy. Civil rights legislation, the ADA and initiatives such as Title IX have materially influenced the Association’s priorities and structure, particularly during the last three decades. The NCAA’s increasing focus on
regulatory responsibilities has inevitably invited the attention of, and the possibility of intervention from, national decision-makers. Often enough, Washington’s interest has been a product of
legislators’ displeasure with adverse infractions decisions involving their home
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Long Beach State football and men’s basketball programs. Tarkanian was the institution’s head
basketball coach at the time, and, after he moved to UNLV in 1973, Long Beach State’s basketball program was placed on probation for recruiting violations occurring during his tenure there.
He denied the violations and stated that the findings had been made without his participation in
the hearings (although it is the affected institution, not the NCAA, that decides on the hearing participants).
Three years later, the Association announced a two-year probation for UNLV men’s basketball
based on a finding of numerous rules violations from 1971 through 1975. Included in the charges
were improper gifts to players, improper cash allowances, and free air travel tickets to players and
members of their families. Among the university’s penalties were probation and a ban on postseason competition and television appearances during the next two seasons. In addition, the institution was asked to suspend Tarkanian from involvement in athletics activities for those two years.
UNLV complied, the coach sued and, in September 1977, a state district court judge issued a permanent injunction against the suspension, thus reinstating Tarkanian as coach. These events set
the stage for the hearings and attendant investigation of the NCAA’s enforcement program undertaken by a House of Representatives subcommittee — at the request of Nevada Congressman
James Santini — in late February 1978.24
The first witness was former NCAA investigator J. Brent Clark, just appointed to a staff position with the subcommittee. Clark was described by a committee member as a “breakthrough”
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witness and a “prize defector.” A Sports Illustrated article said he “has passed on to his new
employers an elaborate scenario of an NCAA enforcement/penalty system corrupted by ‘vendettas’ against schools and coaches. He has described a monolith that runs roughshod over due
process and ‘preys on the weak and vulnerable.’ ” His testimony produced major headlines around
the country, and no wonder. He made charges of selective investigations, coercion and “flesh-peddling” by fellow investigators. He said Walter Byers meddled in cases. He observed that
Association staff “routinely cajoled, even bribed, athletes into sacrificing their careers.” Followup questioning by a subcommittee member, along with Clark’s admission that he had no proof to
offer, suggested that there could be a problem with these sensational claims. The subcommittee
assigned three staff members to investigate Clark’s accusations. After six weeks of inquiry, they
reported that Clark’s testimony had been “deficient,” as well as “derelict and misleading.” Clark
resigned from his subcommittee job the same day. His claims were untrue, but this discovery did
little to alleviate what writer John Underwood of Sports Illustrated characterized as the “threats
and anger” and “bitter tone” that pervaded the hearings. Subcommittee chair John Moss, wrote
Underwood, “never swayed from his antagonism toward … the NCAA.” Byers, falsely charged
with protecting “sacred cow” member institutions, described the proceedings as a “high-profile
onslaught from Capitol Hill,” and his treatment by Chairman Moss and Congressman Santini as
something one might expect would be extended to an “unrepentant gangster.”25
So, the proceedings continued. Representatives of institutions recently 15penalized by the
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denied television appearances and postseason competition and was required to sacrifice a number
of football grants-in-aid during the probationary period. Michigan State’s transgressions were
similar and also involved football, but included improper financial aid and unethical conduct. The
sanctions included three years’ probation and accompanying prohibitions of television and postseason appearances. In June, Tarkanian testified, along with UNLV’s former president, and both
took further exception to the putative unfairness of the Association’s enforcement policies and
procedures. Other penalized institutions and their spokesmen also had their day. As far as the
NCAA was concerned, their purpose was not laudatory.26
Meanwhile, Association officers wondered whether and when they would have an opportunity
to defend the organization against what NCAA President J. Neils Thompson of the University of
Texas called “a distorted view” arising from “a one-sided presentation of evidence.”27 The opportunity was delayed twice, and finally, at the end of September, seven months after the hearings got
underway, the officers got their chance.
Byers testified. So did Thompson and Charles Alan Wright, a professor of constitutional law
and chair of the Committee on Infractions. The Association’s president expressed his resentment
at the previous testimony of a number of hostile participants, which had conveyed “the impression that in some fashion the members of the Committee on Infractions were engaged in the perpetration of a selective, vindictive or corrupt program of enforcement.” He commented on the
Association’s interest in and history of continuing study and revision of enforcement procedures,
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took note of the criticisms directed at the size of the NCAA Manual (“… no one in touch with the
reality of intercollegiate athletics would seriously suggest that equality of opportunity can be
maintained by just ‘a few simple rules’”) and welcomed the suggestions for greater cooperation
with institutions involved in enforcement cases. On this subject, though, he observed that:
Those who complain most stridently of a lack of cooperation on the
part of the NCAA enforcement staff are those who have evidenced
their own unwillingness seriously to investigate the facts in an
objective, as distinct from a defensive, manner.
Thompson found “ludicrous” the accusations made during earlier hearings that the infractions committee was merely a “rubber stamp” for decisions already taken by members of the
enforcement staff. This was, he said, a “scurrilous charge,” and he pointed out that in the cases
of institutions that had testified previously, the committee often (approximately 40 percent of
the time) eliminated allegations presented in the staff’s official report of inquiry. Finally, he
reminded the subcommittee members of the fundamental principle put in place by Palmer
Pierce and colleagues at the beginning and fortified in Byers’ time to address hard modern
realities:
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citedprocess.” The model the average person understood is the one used in criminal proceedings. The U.S. Supreme Court had determined that “due process is a flexible concept.
It calls for such procedures as a particular situation requires …” He pointed out that what is necessary in an NCAA procedure (when, for instance, witnesses cannot be subpoenaed) is not the
same as what a criminal case demands. Wright’s insights would become important at a future time,
when due process and the NCAA became an object of considerable curiosity in state legislatures
around the country. That development will be addressed later. Here it will suffice to take note of
certain remarks he made to the Congressional subcommittee. If he were the attorney representing
an institution or coach in an infractions matter, Wright said, he might argue that his client had been
deprived of due process, especially if that client was guilty. He would insist on procedures, such
as the right to cross-examine witnesses, since that would mean many of them — given the facts
of life in intercollegiate athletics — simply would not appear. And, he concluded, if he lost his
case anyway, “I would be telling my local sportswriters that the procedure is one-sided, the hearing was a farce, [and] that the penalty was far too severe …”29
While there had been ample accusatory smoke emanating from the subcommittee hearing room
for nearly a year and a half, there was in the end a paucity of evidentiary fire. The accusations simply were not accompanied by proof. That is not to say, however, that the enforcement process was
without shortcomings or that the hearings served no useful purpose. The subcommittee turned
over to the Association a list of suggestions offered by participants during the months of testimo-
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ny. Many had already been on the table at previous, internal discussions of enforcement. The
NCAA reviewed all of them anyway and recommended a half-dozen as reform measures to the
delegates at the 1979 Convention.30 All six were approved. Perhaps of most importance was a proposal to remove the Committee on Infractions from the responsibility to review the scope of an
infractions case before authorizing an official inquiry. The need to develop further separation
between the committee and NCAA investigators would continue to be studied and acted on in subsequent years. In that sense, the subcommittee initiated a long-term process of review and refinement that was consequential in improving the enforcement function.
There were other lessons to be learned of life beside the Potomac from the lengthy subcommittee experience. The national river is navigable for the most part, but it has its turbidity, its rapids
and floods and its share of pollution. A permanent presence in the area was beginning to seem a
good idea. That would have been only a gleam in the eye (if that much) in 1979, but a decade and
a half later, the idea became fact. Meantime, members found comfort in the words of subcommittee member Norman Lent of New York:
I have always found it hard to justify this subcommittee’s
investigation of college athletics. During 1978, the Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee devoted more of its time and resources
to the NCAA investigation than to any other single issue — including
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surfaced in Smithcitand Cureton, it was the central issue in a case involving a men’s basketball
coach. The case had a long duration. The coach was Jerry Tarkanian. The state district court decision in 1977, enjoining UNLV from suspending him, reached the Nevada Supreme Court in 1979.
This court reversed the district court’s action. Tarkanian filed an amended suit, remained in his job
and the state district court (this time with a different judge) took up the matter again in June 1984.
Judge Paul Goldman, observing that the NCAA had behaved like “arrogant lords of the manor,”
doing “the same things the [Soviet] KGB and the Third Reich did,” once more granted Tarkanian’s
request for a permanent injunction on grounds he had been denied due process. On appeal, the
Nevada Supreme Court this time affirmed the decision, holding that Tarkanian had a “property
interest in continued employment as basketball coach” and was entitled therefore to due process.
He was an employee of the state of Nevada, and the discipline of such employees is “traditionally the exclusive prerogative” of the state. The NCAA’s requirement that UNLV suspend him therefore, “constituted ‘state action’ for purposes of due process analysis.” In addition, since many of
the Association’s member institutions were public or received public money, its regulatory activities could also be construed as state action. The NCAA, the court effectively ruled, was indeed
the kind of state actor to which the 14th Amendment referred. This was big news. It meant that, if
the ruling held, major changes in the way the Association worked would be required.
Unsurprisingly, the NCAA appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, which did not take up the case
until February 1988.
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The ruling on the appeal 10 months later reversed the Nevada decision. The NCAA “cannot be
deemed to be a state actor on the theory that it misused power it possessed by virtue of state law,”
the court held, and UNLV’s determination as a member to accept NCAA rules “did not transform
them into state rules.” The university “delegated no power to the NCAA to take specific action
against any” of its employees. The court’s opinion was clear that the Association was, in fact, a
private actor. It could not “directly discipline Tarkanian or any other state university employee.”
Further, “it had no power to subpoena witnesses, to impose contempt citations or to assert sovereign authority over any individual.”32
The decision was another major victory for the NCAA. Once again, however, it was a narrow
one. The Supreme Court vote in the Tarkanian case was 5-4.
On the due process front, there was much more to come. Interest in finding a way to force the
Association to move its enforcement procedures toward the criminal model described by
Professor Wright had not subsided. The new approach, now that efforts at the Congressional and
federal court levels had not borne fruit, was to turn to state legislatures to take up the cause. There
were enough recently penalized athletics programs around to attract the necessary legislative
attention. What then transpired was something of a replay of the 1978-79 hearings in Washington,
D.C. — a series of replays, actually, as the old familiar charges of unfairness, pettiness, favoritism
and serious process problems echoed through the corridors and hearing rooms of numerous state
capitols. In the years immediately after the Tarkanian decision, down to spring
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1988 and received another three years in 1990. In the state of Florida, three institutions (the
University of Florida, South Florida and Florida A&M) had suffered probationary penalties since
1986, two of which were levied in 1990. Nebraska’s last sanction, resulting in a one-year probation, came in 1986. In Nevada, the NCAA had initiated an investigation of UNLV basketball in
1987 and, in July 1990, decided to prohibit UNLV from defending the national championship it
had won three months previously.33 Of the other 10 states (Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island and South Carolina), seven had experienced
probationary penalties against major local universities since 1988. The sanctions in Iowa and
Mississippi went back to 1986. Rhode Island had been free of infractions cases. As in the related
state actor controversy, Nevada played the lead role on due process. Life had been difficult for the
Association in that state for a number of years, but on this occasion the timing was terrible.34
The state of Nevada’s 1991 legislative session was but a few days old when Assembly Bill 204
was introduced. Six months earlier, the postseason ban on UNLV basketball had been announced,
and only one month had passed since the NCAA had issued an official letter of inquiry alleging
29 infractions, again involving the university’s men’s basketball program. Anti-Association fever
was running high in Las Vegas and environs, the home of nearly two-thirds of the members of the
state legislature. That feeling was reflected in comments made when the bill was introduced and
during the hearings that ensued. The chief sponsor, Assemblyman James McGaughey, observed
that “the NCAA is probably the number one intimidator in the history of athletics.” He said the
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Association functioned “as a dictatorship with power … to lock a person up or take away their
property.” For “the last 40 years,” he told his colleagues, the organization has had “a reign of terror over the universities of this country.” He cited the accusations made a dozen years earlier by
Brent Clark before the House subcommittee, though by this time that testimony had long since
been discredited. The sponsor reiterated the long-held, if inaccurate, view that “small schools were
singled out for sanctions that were not applied to larger schools.” Other legislators referred to the
Association’s “McCarthy behavior,” pointed to “sanctions placed against [UNLV] for actions considered to be rather minimal in their severity [while] the sanctions have been severe,” and commented on what they regarded as discriminatory penalties at other institutions. The final bill, with
a few amendments, passed both houses of the legislature unanimously.
On an earlier reading of the bill, in the Assembly, there had been one nay vote. This came from
Robert Sader, an attorney who, noting that other states were also considering due process legislation, suggested that there could be “10, 20, 50 different standards for the NCAA to have to deal
with in the 50 different states.” That, he said, would produce “an untenable situation.” Although
it was true that the Nevada bill was modeled on the one that had passed in Nebraska a year earlier, there clearly were variations in the proposals under consideration around the country. They
dealt in differing ways with matters of notice, records-keeping, legal representation in the investigative process, the cross examination of witnesses and the appeals process. The bills typically
proposed that the states’ own civil rules of evidence be used, different though they
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One year later, in June 1992, the court granted the Association’s request to enjoin the application of the new statute to the UNLV infractions case. The court also issued a declaratory judgment
voiding the statute. It “imposes a direct burden on interstate commerce,” the judge wrote, and
“impairs existing contractual rights and obligations … between the NCAA and its members.” The
statute therefore violated two clauses of the U.S. Constitution. In addition, it deprived the
Association and its members “of the right to freely associate with each other” and in that way violated the First Amendment. Finally, the court ruled that the Nevada law “contains provisions
which are vague and overbroad in violation of the due process clause of the 14th Amendment.”
The state’s appeal failed at the circuit court level.36
The district court decision represented a resounding defeat not only for the Nevada legislation
but also for the companion bills that had been either passed or proposed in the 14 other states
noted earlier. The actions of these states to bring a substantially enhanced standard of due process
to bear in NCAA enforcement cases were nullified by this decision. The principal defect in all
these efforts, Constitutional problems aside, was the one pointed out by the legislator casting the
only negative vote against Assembly Bill 204. No national regulatory body could operate effectively, if at all, when required to observe different process requirements and different rules of evidence from one state to the next. Such a situation, as that lone legislator insisted, would be “untenable.”
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS
AT THE 1992 Convention, Richard Schultz had expressed great concern about the near-blizzard
of state due process legislation. He reported in his State of the Association address a year later that
the problem had been resolved. Schultz also told the delegates in 1992 of talk in Congress on
NCAA enforcement procedures.37 The Nevada delegation introduced federal due process measures relating to the NCAA in 1992. New York Congressman Ed Towns presented a bill in 1991
that would require the Association to provide institutions, coaches and student-athletes due
process protection in infractions cases. Towns was apparently aware of similar proposals at the
state level, including the one in his home state.38
For the NCAA, 1991 was a busy year in Washington. Congressman Tom McMillen, a former
Maryland basketball player and a member of the Knight Commission, announced a so-called
“omnibus bill” — the “Collegiate Athletics Reform Act” — that would mandate major changes
for the Association in a number of areas. Included was a revenue-distribution plan favoring institutions that were working to comply with Title IX and forbidding any allocation of dollars on the
basis of win/loss records. The McMillen bill would require comprehensive annual reporting to
Congress and the Secretary of Education, establish an NCAA board of presidents with certain control responsibilities, and decrease expenditures on revenue-producing sports and on athletics
administration. The bill also included a due process component. Moving along a narrower track,
Congressman Mervyn Dymally of California introduced a bill that year to establish
a National
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Congresswoman Cardiss Collins of Illinois chaired the hearings, which reflected the issues
that, during the 1990s, she frequently and forcefully discussed with NCAA representatives.
Among them were gender equity, academic standards, graduation rates, Proposition 48, the Knight
Commission report, athletics programs at historically black institutions, minority representation
on Association committees and — an oft-visited issue that year, both in and out of Washington —
due process under NCAA enforcement procedures.40 Later, Collins would involve herself substantively in the development of NCAA gender-equity policy (including another hearing in 1993) and
Association research on the impacts of Proposition 16. These matters will be taken up in the next
chapter.
The continuing debate on due process led Schultz to propose to the Executive Committee that
a group be formed to study the matter, then make suggestions for change. The Special Committee
to Review the Enforcement and Infractions Process that was appointed in April 1991 included Rex
Lee (chair), president of Brigham Young and previously U.S. solicitor general; Warren Burger,
former chief justice of the Supreme Court; Benjamin Civiletti, former U.S. attorney general; two
individuals who had served as federal district or circuit court judges; and a one-time state supreme
court justice. Also appointed were members with law school faculty experience, a campus attorney and two Council representatives. This was clearly a blue-ribbon committee, in a way picking
up on a recommendation of the Moss subcommittee from 12 years earlier. It was charged with
reviewing the investigative process, the function of the Committee on Infractions, hearing proceTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 107

dures and other matters of consequence, with a view toward maximizing fairness while preserving effectiveness.
Within six months, the committee completed the review and forwarded 11 recommendations.
Following discussions by the Presidents Commission, Council and the Committee on Infractions,
nine of the recommendations, most in modified form, were favorably acted on by the 1992
Convention. A number of procedures were strengthened to build greater confidence in the process.
Also, the infractions committee would add distinguished members from the general public and an
appellate body, also with membership from the external community, would be created.41 The
Association drew the line, however, on opening the hearings to the public and on providing independent hearing officers in major violations cases.
Only the naïve expected that the Supreme Court decision in the Tarkanian “state actor” case,
the federal district court judgment nullifying the Nevada statute and the acceptance by the
NCAA of most of the Lee committee reforms would end the argument over due process.
Complaints continued to be aired during the 1990s, often following the assessment of major
sanctions against prominent member institutions. A recent case in point — another
Congressional hearing — came in September 2004. Earlier that year, Auburn had received a
two-year probation for infractions in its men’s basketball program, and in 2002 Alabama began
serving a five-year probationary period connected to a series of football violations. The hearing
was set by the House Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on the Constitution.
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Professor Potuto pointed out that, after initially rejecting the Lee committee’s recommendation
on the matter, the Association had adopted a bylaw permitting institutions and individuals to
request the use of hearing officers, instead of the infractions committee, in violations cases.
During the 10-plus years this alternative was available, she said, only one request had been made
to exercise the option. That request came from an individual; the institution in that instance wanted the committee to conduct the hearings. Given this record, the NCAA eliminated the bylaw. As
for holding hearings in public, she offered the long-standing and still persuasive explanation of
the impracticality of this idea: Confidentiality is imperative. The cooperation of witnesses is often
critical and much less likely to be forthcoming in a context of full public disclosure. The likelihood of extreme public interest in major cases makes open hearings problematic.42
In the Association’s long experience with Congressional hearings, this one — although
indulging an ample supply of angry language — was not particularly burdensome. It was brief and
equitably open to all sides. It did not lead to legislative activity or a long list of suggested changes.
It did not produce a succession of dramatic headlines. Even so, it was unlikely to be the last of the
legislative and other inquiries on due process. As long as the temptation to cheat persists, and the
will as well to punish the cheaters, strong interest in enhancing procedural protections will live on.
But that path can also lead to greater temptation and a weakening of will. Gary Roberts, a professor of sports law and faculty athletics representative at Tulane, submitted written testimony on this
point at the September hearing:
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I do not recommend that Congress impose any “due process”-type
requirements on the NCAA. Giving accused schools and individuals
more procedural protections … would do little to enhance justice, yet
it might well enable many violators to escape based on
technicalities, which would in turn cause more rule-breaking …
Furthermore, a legal due process right would give those found guilty
a guaranteed avenue of appeal to the courts, which would burden
both the enforcement process and the judicial system.
Roberts proposed instead an expansion of the enforcement staff, a policy of placing only “paid,
respected jurists” on the Committee on Infractions and Infractions Appeals Committees, and
Congressional action to provide the NCAA with the capability “to obtain search warrants and subpoenas from federal courts …”43
PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
THERE WILL PROBABLY be business yet to transact in the due process marketplace — reforms
to consider, hearings to attend, perhaps more lawsuits to defend. And from all the external forums,
including legislatures, agencies, courtrooms and others, additional challenges will come to
Association policies and practices in areas unrelated to due process. The future is visible in the
demands at hand and, as always, the past can be a guide both as to what to expect
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 State courts in
have supported the claim of an international student — denied eligibility under NCAA rules because she transferred from one Division I school to another without sitting out the requisite number of terms — that she has a right, as distinct from a privilege, to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. She competed successfully for Texas while her
suit moved slowly through the state judicial system and completed her senior season. At stake for
her would be her victories and championships, which could be voided if she loses.44
 On the other hand, in 2001, the West Virginia Supreme Court affirmed the long-held understanding that participation in intercollegiate athletics is a privilege, not a right. In this case, a college wrestler sued the NCAA, his university and the university’s conference because of his ineligibility to compete at a lower weight class than he had been in previously because of a change in
NCAA rules designed to prevent dangerous weight-loss practices. The change was put in place
after three college wrestlers died as a result of rapid weight-loss programs. The plaintiff sued for
an additional year of eligibility and won a preliminary injunction from a lower court in West
Virginia, a decision overturned at the state Supreme Court level.45
 Jackie Sherrill, former football coach at Mississippi State, sued the Association in a federal district court in 2004. He became one of a number of litigating coaches whose contracts had been terminated after NCAA infractions penalties. The claims customarily asserted in these lawsuits are defamation, negligence, interference with a contract or business relationship and the tort of “outrage” (intentional infliction of emotional distress). Sherrill has requested damages totaling $15 million.46
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Q In another case, where defamation and contract interference claims were also made, the
NCAA and the University of Washington reached a settlement with the university’s former football coach after it was determined that Association staff used an outdated bylaw (on disclosing the
purpose of an interview) in its initial meeting with the coach, Rick Neuheisel. Editorial changes
had been made to the bylaw six weeks before the meeting. Complex questions of interpretation
were involved. The decision to settle was a result of “restrictions placed on the NCAA by the court
about how the Association could explain the bylaw and defend its rightful interpretation.”47
Q In California, state Sen. Kevin Murray introduced the Student-Athletes’ Bill of Rights in
February 2003. The measure would have prohibited colleges and universities in that state from
adhering to a variety of NCAA rules, meaning that 47 institutions there would lose their membership in the Association. These institutions would be unable to compete in NCAA championships,
bowl games and contests with members in all other states, and be ineligible to receive the millions
of dollars in revenues channeled through the Association, the Pacific-10 and other conferences.
The bill was introduced by Murray at the behest of the Collegiate Athletes Coalition, an organization that views student-athletes as employees and is supported by the United Auto Workers. The
bill passed the California State Senate by a margin of 36-10. A large coalition of interested organizations (the NCAA, athletics conferences, higher education systems, and California colleges and
universities) expended a good bit of time and energy to defeat the proposed legislation. The proposal died without a vote in the California State Assembly in 2004.48
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bling. The effort has succeeded in shutting down such sites, getting domain names containing
Association trademarks transferred to the NCAA, and winning a cyberpiracy lawsuit against an
online ticket broker who used NCAA trademarks and domain names, and resold championship
tickets at increased prices.49
Q The Association has collaborated with Congress in the implementation of federal legislation
on sports agents. The Uniform Athletic Agent Act provides a state model for agent registration and
the imposition of criminal, civil and administrative penalties against unscrupulous practitioners.
By January 2005, 31 states, plus the District of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin Islands, had passed
this model legislation. The NCAA also provided support for the Sports Agent Responsibility and
Trust Act (SPARTA), which was passed by Congress and became law in September 2004.
Q In 1995, under the leadership of new Executive Director Cedric Dempsey, the Association
established that “permanent presence” near the Potomac by opening an office in the nation’s capital. The objectives were (and are) to facilitate efforts to work with the Congress and federal agencies and, of symbolic as well as substantive importance, to build strong relationships with the
other higher education organizations housed in Washington.
How might Palmer Pierce and his colleagues and successors during the Association’s founding era
view these developments? What would their attitude be toward the growing influence of the courtroom and legislative chamber on the NCAA’s programs and priorities? That group was at pains, certainly, to ensure that the work of regulation would follow the home-rule principle: The responsibility
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would be exercised by the member institutions and conferences. If that understanding had survived
into the 21st century, a very different history would need to be written. But it did not, and the organization’s 50-plus year experience instead as the major regulatory presence in college sports is the main
reason courts and legislatures and other external entities have become so much a part of the picture.
Pierce and his compatriots would be hard put to recognize this picture. They probably would be puzzled to learn that the Sherman Act they thought of in relation to mighty corporations has taken root in
intercollegiate athletics and that the organization they started and extended is now seen in some circles as just another big cartel. They would be challenged to comprehend the concept of a restrictedearnings coach; or how that concept could somehow cost the NCAA and its member institutions more
than $54 million; or, in that debacle’s aftermath, why today it takes a head coach, three full-time assistants, one or more undergraduate assistants, an academic advisor or two, and a director of basketball
operations to get 13 players to perform on the court and in the classroom. They would likely be dismayed to learn that, these days, torts are almost as much a part of the athletics lexicon as teamwork.
Demands for 14th Amendment protections would mystify them, as would the knowledge that the
Association they built on a foundation of what they considered to be noble principles is often reviled
in the hearing rooms of Congress and state capitols.
For the modern NCAA, however, as it ends its first century, this is all part of the real world. It’s
often an adversarial world, which helps account for the accusations of pernicious and conspiratorial
behavior, of arrogance and favoritism, and of functioning as a dictatorship and conducting
a reign of
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win in a U.S. Supreme Court decision. The Cureton and Worldwide Basketball cases both featured
district defeats and circuit court victories. The NCAA lost in two Kentucky lower courts in Lasege,
then prevailed in the state Supreme Court. A losing streak in the state due process debate, in the
Nevada legislature and two local courts ended with a major triumph in a federal district court.
Regarding litigation over the ADA, the record could show that, with the consent decree, the result was
a tie. The margins, from time to time, were thin: a 2-1 loss at the circuit level in Oklahoma Board of
Regents and a 4-3 win in the Kentucky Supreme Court. And of course there was that very large (and
very narrow) victory in the 5-4 U S. Supreme Court judgment on the Tarkanian state-actor litigation.
The Tarkanian-NCAA competition became a season in itself, one that lasted 26 years. From the first
investigation at Long Beach State in 1972, through suits and countersuits and courts at every level, a
veritable trail of torts leading to Congress and a state legislature as well, this season finally ended, in
another case and another court, in 1998. Acting at that point on a suggestion from the Ninth Circuit,
the two parties agreed to mediation. Neither admitted liability. Tarkanian’s claims were dismissed, as
were the NCAA’s. As part of the settlement, the Association paid Tarkanian (and his wife) $2.5 million. By then, he had gone on to coach men’s basketball at Fresno State. An infractions case there —
one in which the university cooperated with the NCAA and imposed significant sanctions on itself —
led to a four-year probation based mostly on violations in the men’s basketball program. The
Association announced this decision in September 2003. Tarkanian had retired by this time and was
not named in the infractions report.50 •
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CHAPTER SIX
THE ROAD TO INCLUSION

OBERLIN IS SAID to have admitted both
Blacks and women before any other college in
the U.S. Given its progressive history, that
should come as no surprise. The private Ohio
institution was involved in the movement to
abolish slavery before the Civil War. After that
conflict, Oberlin was apparently the country’s
first predominantly white institution of higher
education to have Blacks on its baseball team.
Moses Fleetwood Walker and his brother
Welday played there in the late 1870s. They
went on to the professional game, signing on
for one year (1884) with the major-league club
in Toledo not long before segregation closed
015
the door to black participation at that level.1
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Smith alumna, recalling those days on the diamond a half-century later, noted that the players donned “long dresses and on one occasion
at least the pitcher wore a ruffled white muslin
with a train for good measure.”2
Eventually, baseball disappeared from
women’s colleges, and for that matter as a
women’s sport, just as it did (but much earlier)
for the likes of the Walker brothers. By the
time the NCAA started in 1906, few AfricanPHOTO BY RICH CLARKSON/NCAA PHOTOS
Americans competed on the fields and courts
of the Association’s member institutions and most of the public regarded intercollegiate competition as something females ought to disavow. The journeys to acceptance at overwhelmingly white
NCAA colleges and universities were long for most minority athletes, and longer for women. An
appreciation of the nature of those journeys is essential to understanding the challenges and opportunities encountered by women and minorities in today’s Association. This chapter examines the
history of that long march, reviews the milestones along the way, and charts the related progress
and problems of the last 25 years.
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DRESS AND DELICACY
IN THE VICTORIAN era, it was a bold step to put women in college, let alone have them compete
in sports while they were there. It was a matter of conviction in some influential circles that the mental strain of academic life could do serious damage, emotionally and otherwise, to females, who were
then considered to be generally less intelligent than males. Add to that the risks of rigorous activity
on the playing fields, and physical impairment would likely follow, or so many believed. The
Victorian ideal for women — emphasizing the procreative role, house and home, motherhood, femininity, fragile beauty, and innate moral superiority — left little room for campus life of any kind.
A countervailing view emanated from the
women’s movement of the 1840s and ’50s and
from the important contributions women made to
the abolitionist cause. Suffrage and other rights and
freedoms were paramount concerns in those years.
One can draw a line from these weighty beginnings
to the coeducational initiatives of the post-Civil
war period and the contemporaneous establishment
of women’s colleges. The latter development represented a substantial advance on the female seminaries founded earlier in that century. These col5
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activity of games and exercises with that era’s
demand that exposure of arms and legs be strictly limited, or, better yet, avoided altogether. The
presence of gymnasiums on women’s college campuses supplied a partial answer. Typically, the
founders and early leaders of these institutions — males who had come by a measure of enlightenment — decreed that physical exercise was essential. They built appropriate facilities and hired
gymnasium directors (and directresses). Bloomers became the customary gymnastics attire, gradually rising from ankle length to a cutoff point below the knee. Women wore stockings to protect
against any display of bare flesh. Men usually were not allowed in the gyms.
The controversy stirred by the appearance of bloomers in the 1850s had eased by the time gymnastics exercise became standard in the women’s college curriculum, but it had not eased enough
to allow for such apparel to be worn on outdoor playing fields. This explains the prescribed attire
for baseball, with or without the muslin train, at Smith in the 1890s. At about the same time, tennis wear provided another challenge:
No girl would appear unless upholstered with a corset, a starched
petticoat, a starched skirt, heavily button-trimmed blouse, a
starched shirtwaist with long sleeves and cuff links, a high collar
and four-in-hand necktie, a belt with silver buckle, and sneakers
with large bows.3
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Still, as the number of sports played on women’s campuses increased, concerns about the presumed delicacy of the female constitution receded. Liberalization of the dress rules lagged behind,
but, little by little, modifications were made.
DIVIDING BY THREES
BY 1890, 14 sports for females had found a home, both on women’s college campuses and at
coeducational institutions. Croquet and walking were among them, as were swimming, fencing,
bicycling, crew, track and field, and — at California in 1877 — a form of football.4 These were
recreational or club endeavors, or were offered for instruction. Soon, a new game swept the country and, despite efforts to contain it, became the first women’s sport to be widely played on the
intercollegiate level. The sport was basketball. The year was 1893. The location was the Smith
gymnasium, where, with baskets worth one point each, the Class of ’96 beat the Class of ’95, 54. The next year, with a thousand Smith girls in the galleries, banners flying, class colors on display, the college president (but probably no other man) in attendance and “wild enthusiasm” coming from the crowd, the sophomores took the measure of the first-year players, 13-7. “At the close
of the game,” the Boston Sunday Globe reported, “amid a waving of handkerchiefs, flags and ribbons … the captain of the winning team was hoisted on the shoulders” of her teammates.
Afterward, the students “flocked into the city and until supper time the streets presented a lively
spectacle …”5 The girls of Smith — both spectators and players — were demonstrating
a zest for
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the first intercollegiate game was played 3,000 miles to the west, between Stanford and California.
Again, males were not allowed to watch. Stanford won, 2-1.6 By the turn of the century, the
women’s game was established on many college campuses. Their yearbooks and archives attested to its presence with photographs of uniformed young women — the year of their exploits
emblazoned on their blouses — arrayed around a basketball. This is not what Berenson had
intended.
After that first game in the Smith gymnasium, she began to substantially change the rules. One
of her players had dislocated her shoulder at tipoff. Other physical challenges presented themselves. Berenson did not want to replicate the men’s game. She certainly did not want the sport to
become the intercollegiate nonpareil. She was concerned about the risks to female health. So she
devised a game that modified those risks and limited the requisite exertion. She divided the court
into three sections. Three players occupied each section, and they had to remain there. No one
could hold the ball for more than three seconds, nor dribble it more than three times. Players were
not to grab the ball from an opponent because that could lead to roughness. And, as the above
arithmetic suggests, they played the game nine to a side. That’s the way it was when Stanford beat
California in April 1896.7
With the instant success the game enjoyed came variations in the rules from one locale to another. Standardization was needed. Berenson was the logical choice to lead the effort. Beginning in
1901 and continuing for 17 years, she edited the Basketball Guide for Women. She served thus as
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a principal arbiter of the rules for the country’s most popular sport for females, as Walter Camp
did at that time for football. Camp’s sport, however, was filling large new stadiums; that was not
Berenson’s goal, and she had plenty of company from the women’s physical education community in that regard.
In spite of the standardization efforts and the attendant focus on developing a distinctively different game for women, many institutions decided to play under men’s rules. A women’s basketball committee was formed at the end of the century, in part to build the sport in accord with a philosophy that stressed participation more than winning. The philosophy — “sports for all” as it was
often called — was not limited to basketball. The objective among physical educators was to have
it encompass all sports and to forestall any tendency toward making stars out of talented players.
At its core, the sports-for-all movement was similar to the approach the founders of the NCAA
had in mind for men’s athletics, but there were significant differences. On the men’s side, the
intercollegiate model was already firmly in place, and the stress on winning had grown deep roots.
However much they may have shared a philosophical core and its Greek origins, women leaders
were determined to put the brakes on intercollegiate competition and get winning into a proper,
low-priority perspective.
Even if Palmer Pierce and his colleagues had to some degree espoused the sports-for-all philosophy, women were more successful in implementing it. Pierce and other NCAA leaders of his time
strongly supported the principle that athletics should be a department of the 1university,
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what she had set in motion. The competitive urge had been manifest in other women’s games certainly, but basketball gave it national prominence. Intercollegiate women’s competition took a
back seat for decades to come, though it was never completely abandoned. Other ways for college
women to compete in athletics were developed. When the Women’s Division of the National
Amateur Athletic Federation (NAAF) was founded in 1923, its platform made clear that growth
in intercollegiate competition opportunities was not near the top of the women’s sports agenda;
women’s health was. Berenson had to be pleased. There was no specific reference to it, but an
implicit affirmation was given that year to her health-preserving rule of threes.8
JIM CROW IN THE ARENA
MOST AFRICAN-AMERICAN athletes also went their separate way in the 1920s, as they had
been doing for a long time. The 1896 Supreme Court decision in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson,
establishing the Constitutionality of the “separate but equal” doctrine, provided the imprimatur to
a practice that evolved from the aftermath of the Tilden-Hayes presidential election of 1876.
Rutherford B. Hayes owed his victory in that election to the commitment his supporters had made
to end post-Civil War Reconstruction and remove federal troops from the South. At that point, the
“separate” component of what later evolved into the Plessy formula became a fact of life. The
“equal” part of that equation never did.
The year Plessy v. Ferguson was decided, Preston Eagleson graduated from Indiana. He was
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one of two black undergraduates (the first two in the university’s history) to receive degrees that
year. He had been the first African-American to play football for the Hoosiers. Eagleson was a
halfback and, according to a university historian, a “valuable player” who in the 1893 Wabash
game was “the victim of unnecessarily rough treatment which bore a strong racial overtone …”9
His solitary presence as a black man on the team was generally the way things stood at the major
colleges and universities of the time, both public and private. That would be case for many years
thereafter. There are other informative examples.
While Eagleson was playing at Indiana, William Henry Lewis, a law school student, was the
football captain at Harvard. Lewis was the star center there, having played that position previously at Amherst, where he was also team captain his senior year. In this era, no real limitations were
placed on length of eligibility. Continuing varsity participation during graduate or professional
school was not unusual, especially for someone as talented as Lewis. He graduated from Amherst
with Calvin Coolidge in the Class of 1892 and attended Harvard when his friend W.E.B. Dubois
was a graduate student at the institution. Dubois, of course, became a major national spokesman
on behalf of civil rights for Blacks and a founder of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP). Lewis became a noted attorney, among the first African- Americans
to argue a case before the U S. Supreme Court. President William H. Taft, likely taking some risk
for doing so given the temper of the time, appointed him as an assistant attorney general in the
U.S. Department of Justice.10
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44. In 1971, he was posthumously inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame, an honor that
fell as well to Frederick “Fritz” Pollard. Pollard played at Brown during the years just before
World War I. He led his team to the Rose Bowl against Washington State (as the first Black to play
in that bowl) and was named to Camp’s All-America first team, becoming the first black running
back to be selected. He qualified for the Olympic team as a low hurdler, had a lengthy career in
the NFL (where he also served as the first African-American head coach) and later — when segregation took hold in that league — coached an all-Black team in New York. Pollard was to
African-American football fans what Red Grange was to their Caucasian counterparts. Shortly
after Grange signed a professional contract with Chicago, the Bears played Pollard’s Providence
club in December 1925. Pollard was his team’s primary gate attraction. Many years and numerous honors later, he received an honorary doctor of letters degree from his alma mater. That was
in 1981, five years before his death at age 92.11
Then there was Paul Robeson, the son of a runaway slave who married a woman from an abolitionist Quaker family. He received a four-year academic scholarship from Rutgers. Robeson won
15 varsity letters in football (as a star player), basketball, baseball and track and learned on the
football field (initially from teammates) how racism could assert itself physically. He received the
Phi Beta Kappa key as a junior and was valedictorian of his senior class. Although he was the football team’s most honored player, he was unable to participate — except in his freshman year —
in the city of New Brunswick’s annual banquet for the team because the event was at a downtown
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hotel that did not allow Blacks as guests. During his sophomore year, in 1916, Rutgers had a home
game with Washington and Lee, a Virginia institution. The visitors said they would not play
against a black man, so Rutgers agreed to hold Robeson out.
After graduation, Robeson completed Columbia Law School and then practiced for a brief time
as an attorney. The bulk of his career, however, was spent as an internationally renowned singer
and actor, on stage and in film. He also gained fame for his outspoken advocacy of civil rights and
other causes. He was accused by the House Unamerican Activities Committee of being a
Communist during the Red Scare of the late 1940s, had his passport revoked for eight years in the
1950s and retired from public life in 1963. In 1995, nearly two decades after he died at age 78,
Robeson was inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame.12
These examples illustrate the rare opportunities African-American student-athletes had at predominantly white Northern universities. Life was hard for the relatively small number who made
the grade, but fame was nevertheless a frequent outcome. Well down the road, the notable accomplishments of these pioneers would inspire other young men (and, later, young women) of color.
The hurdles would continue to be high, though, and alternative opportunities needed to be found.
Separation of the races remained national policy. Jim Crow laws affected college playing fields
and courts for much of the 20th century. Harvard President Charles Eliot offered a sense of the
future of the race question toward the end of his 40 years of service, in 1909, noting that his
thoughts were not newly formed. He set them down in two letters, written soon
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of Negroes should become large …separate schools for Negro children” would be appropriate. As
for the treatment of those “who are removed by four or five generations from Africa or slavery,”
Eliot observed that he was “in favor of leaving that problem to the people of a hundred years
hence.”13 In fact, Harvard alumnus W.E.B. Dubois — that friend and contemporary of William
Henry Lewis — was already working on that. He and seven white colleagues founded the NAACP
the year after Eliot retired.
The racial divide in athletics in the early 20th century was not confined to Blacks. American
Indians experienced it too. However, for a decade and a half during that era, a small Indian school
in Pennsylvania demonstrated that its football teams could compete at the collegiate level with
anybody. That was the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, established at a former army barracks,
under direction of the U.S. Department of the Interior, in 1879. Carlisle hired the fabled coach
Glenn “Pop” Warner in 1899. From that first year through 1913 (12 of these 15 seasons under
Warner), Carlisle won 75 percent of its games, beating major competition and ranking highly
among the football powers.14 Jim Thorpe, generally regarded as one of the greatest American athletes of the century, played at Carlisle, won two gold medals (for the pentathlon and decathlon) at
the 1912 Olympics, played major-league baseball for six seasons and professional football until
he was 41. Thorpe’s Olympic medals were taken away at the insistence of the American Amateur
Union because he had played baseball one summer for a minor-league team in North Carolina.
Another Carlisle athlete of this period, a distance runner named Tewanima, won the silver medal
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for the 10,000-meter race in that same Olympics. Joe Guyon played with Thorpe at Carlisle and
also had a notable professional career. Both Thorpe and Guyon are enshrined in the College
Football Hall of Fame. Thorpe’s Olympic medals were returned in 1982, 29 years after his death.15
The Carlisle Indian School was closed in 1918. Its founder, Richard Henry Pratt, had earlier
been involved in sending Native American youth to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
in Virginia. Hampton opened in 1868, in the wake of the Civil War, as an institution where Blacks
could receive “industrial education.” In effect, this was a practical learning venture, with a goal of
producing graduates who could then impart their learning and skills to the large population of people recently freed from slavery. Hampton’s program for American Indians (which continued for
45 years) began in 1878, one year before Carlisle accepted its first students. One of the former
slaves studying there at that time was Booker T. Washington, who at age 25 would found a black
college himself. That was Tuskegee Institute, which Washington started in 1881 in “a little old
shanty and [an] abandoned church” and for which he served as president until his death in 1915.16
The last three decades of the 19th century — that “Golden Age” of higher education alluded to
in Chapter One — gave birth to numerous institutions for African-Americans, meeting an obvious and growing need. The exclusively black status of these institutions testified to the strong grip
of Jim Crow. By the 1890s, when Carlisle launched its athletics program, these institutions were
doing the same. Initially, this was an offering of sorts at the altar of “separate but equal.” For much
of the 20th century, the Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
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graduates such as poet Langston Hughes; Kwame Nkrumah, the founding president of the
Republic of Ghana; and Thurgood Marshall, America’s first black Supreme Court Justice. Ohio’s
Wilberforce College followed in 1856, although it did not offer a higher education curriculum
until 1863. Howard was established in Washington, D.C., in 1865. Fisk opened in 1867, the year
that Morehouse did the same in Atlanta. That city gave birth to two other African-American colleges — Clark and Atlanta — during the 1860s. They ultimately came together as a single institution. Morris Brown, another Atlanta college, arrived on the scene in 1881. And so it went, year
to year and decade to decade. The first football game between black colleges — involving
Livingston College and Biddle Memorial Institute (now Johnson C. Smith) — was played in 1892.
Two years earlier, Congress passed the second Morrill Act, awarding land-grant status to a number of historically black institutions. Tuskegee benefited from the act and was playing football by
1894. In 1902, Tuskegee and Morehouse kicked off the oldest black college gridiron rivalry. Ten
years later, the first sports conference for black institutions, the Central Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (CIAA), was established. A year after that (1913), the Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SIAC) was formed. Tuskegee, Morehouse, Clark, Atlanta and Morris Brown
were founding members. The Southwestern Athletic Conference (SWAC) was born in 1920, its
makeup coming primarily from small denominational colleges in Texas, and Prairie View A&M,
a Texas land-grant school. The SWAC would evolve into a major HBCU conference, comprising
public universities such as Grambling, Southern University and Jackson State.
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As the century progressed, great AfricanAmerican athletes and coaches found a home in one
or another of the HBCUs. Eddie Robinson’s 56-year,
408-victory career as Grambling’s football coach got
underway in 1941. He sent hundreds of his players to
the NFL. At Florida A&M, a charter SIAC member
and, over time, a consistently strong force among
black colleges and universities in the Southeast, the
intercollegiate athletics program was inaugurated in
1901, 14 years after the institution’s founding. The
first black college bowl game, the Orange Blossom
Classic, originated at Florida A&M in 1933. Later,
Jake Gaither coached football there for 25 seasons
and won six national black college titles. Benedict
College, a private church-related school in South
Carolina, started life in a run-down former slave
owner’s antebellum mansion in 1870. Its first seven
presidents, down to 1930, were Northern white ministers. The Benedict athletics program started in
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presidency of the U.S. Olympic Committee, and, in
the 1990s, service as a member of the Knight
Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate
Athletics.17
In 1937, while Walker was setting records at
Benedict, Dr. Naismith (then coaching at Baker in
Kansas) helped develop the first small-college basketball tournament. The tournament was held in
Kansas City, Missouri, which became its long-time
home. The National Association of Intercollegiate
Basketball (NAIB) was formed out of this initiative in
1940 and began to act as tournament sponsor. In 1948
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At the NCAA, there had been no specific prohibition of black college membership. Howard
University had joined in 1924, Tuskegee in 1940 and Xavier (Louisiana), for a relatively limited
period, in 1937. From 1949 to 1958, however, 40 HBCUs signed on, and over the years more than
60 such institutions became members. For a time, the historically black colleges retained allegiance to both the NCAA and the NAIA, though eventually they had to choose between the two.19
Initially, the Association seemed uncertain how to deal with the presence of black member institutions in a national environment just beginning to turn away from the separate but equal tradition
of Plessy v. Ferguson. Four HBCU teams — Tuskegee, Florida A&M, North Carolina A&T and
Lincoln (Missouri) — qualified for the small-college basketball postseason championships in
1959. The NCAA scheduled a four-team first round at Tuskegee and moved Lincoln well outside
its assigned district to join the other three HBCUs in Alabama. Questions were raised regarding
this arrangement. History did not repeat itself thereafter. The landmark school desegregation decision in Brown v. Board of Education had been handed down four years earlier. For higher education and intercollegiate athletics, the era of almost total separation was ending.
While HBCU sports programs grew in stature during the first half of the century, small numbers of African-American student-athletes continued seeking entry to Northern, traditionally white
colleges and universities. As had been the case with their forebears in the Lewis-Robeson years,
they often confronted a different kind and degree of separation. Jesse Owens, given that he, like
Jim Thorpe, competed in the international arena, was perhaps the most famous
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terrifying answer to the question of racial separation.
Other black athletes in the post-Owens decades often faced something more than scorn. The
University of Nevada, for example, had a star running back from Ohio in 1940. He described a
situation he encountered at a road game that season when the Nevada football coach was advised
by opposing team officials that the lone black member of his team would not be allowed to play.
A compromise was reached limiting the player to participation for only half of the game. Seven
years later, Nevada had two African-Americans on its football team and, before a game at Tulsa,
the team was again informed that it would be best if no Blacks appeared on the field on game day.
This time, Nevada held firm, announcing that either the players in question would be eligible to
compete or the team would cancel and return to Reno. The teams — and the black athletes —
played the game, without incident. Nevada won, 65-14. By then, that star player from 1940 was
on his way to leading the Cleveland Browns to five consecutive All-America Football Conference
and NFL championships. His name was Marion Motley.
More racial news came from Oklahoma in the 1950s. That decade began with a U.S. Supreme
Court decision that represented a major, and successful, assault on the wall of separation constructed by the Plessy doctrine. In this case (McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents), a black
Oklahoma graduate student — previously denied admission to doctoral study under state law —
brought suit because, although he was subsequently admitted, his program of instruction under
revisions in that law was to be “given … on a segregated basis.” That meant that McLaurin had
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to sit at a designated desk in a separate room adjoining the main classroom. He was to use a designated desk on a separate floor in the university library. He was to eat at a different time than
other students and sit at a specific table in the school cafeteria. McLaurin argued that these
arrangements violated his entitlement to equal protection of the law under the 14th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution. The Supreme Court agreed, reversing a judgment from a federal district
court. McLaurin could now sit with his fellow students in the classroom, library and cafeteria.
The political leadership in the state was unhappy at this turn of events, as were other Oklahoma
citizens accustomed to a different understanding of the equal-protection clause.21 That was the
situation confronting Johnny Bright when he stepped onto the football field for a game at
Oklahoma A&M (now Oklahoma State) one year later.
Bright was a senior tailback at Drake. He led the nation in total offense in 1949 and 1950,
and was doing so again entering the game. He also was Black, and he was a marked man. Early
in the game at Stillwater, after his part in a play ended and he looked downfield, he was slugged
by a defensive lineman who left his feet to give momentum to his fist. Bright was caught
unaware, the blow fracturing his jaw. He threw a 60-yard touchdown pass on the next play, and
in the subsequent offensive series he was slugged again and carried from the field. As it happened, photographers from the Des Moines Register took a sequence of photos that ran next day
on the front page of the paper’s Sunday sports section. The photographs won a Pulitzer Prize.
Drake protested the outrage in Stillwater to the Missouri Valley Conference,
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state of Oklahoma until May 1955. The next year, coach Bud Wilkinson recruited the Sooners’
first black football player, a young man who had starred in the state’s annual high school allstar game that year (and was the first Black to play in that game). The player, Prentice Gautt,
proved to be a three-year starter at running back, an All-Big Eight selection, an academic AllAmerican and the MVP of the 1959 Orange Bowl. He endured numerous racial slights during
his collegiate playing days, took them in painful stride, then went on to a seven-year career in
the NFL, a Ph.D., and an associate commissioner’s position in the Big Eight and Big 12
Conferences. In 1994, he began a term as NCAA secretary-treasurer. In 1999, the Dr. Prentice
Gautt Academic Center opened its doors on the Oklahoma campus.23
Gautt shared something with Owens, Motley, Robinson, Gaither, Eagleson, Lewis, Walker,
Robeson, Pollard, Marshall — McLaurin as well — and a host of others who played at the
HBCUs unnoticed by the national media, or often noticed too much at white institutions. Gautt
was a pioneer. Like the others, he demonstrated the power of sport to make a difference, to put
a spotlight on serious social problems and help solve them as well. Big challenges remained,
but these individuals overcame many in their time and eased the burden on those who followed.
Even in Georgia, in 1955, as Gautt emerged as the hero of that high school all-star game, the
state’s governor, Marvin Griffin, was admonishing Georgia Tech to boycott the 1956 Sugar
Bowl. He was concerned because Pittsburgh, Tech’s opponent in that game, had a black player.
This, in his view, was not tolerable. His language explored the upper limits of hyperbole:
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The South stands at Armageddon. The battle is joined. There is no
more difference in compromising the integrity of race on the playing
field than in doing so in the classroom. One break in the dike and the
relentless seas will rush in and destroy us.
Georgia Tech students responded quickly, picketing the governor and parading in protest in
Atlanta. Notwithstanding the governor’s heated opposition, their team played the game. Still, the
Georgia Board of Regents, feeling the heat, voted to prohibit any future such competition.24 When
Alabama was scheduled to play Penn State, which had five black players, in the 1959 Liberty
Bowl, the Georgia Tech precedent stood the Alabama coach in good stead. Bear Bryant was the
powerful coach of what would become a storied program. He heard the angry attacks of Alabama
fans and politicians. He ignored them. Bryant’s team played in the Liberty Bowl that year.
For the South, perhaps the biggest moment arrived off the football field in September 1962
when James Meredith attempted to register for classes at the University of Mississippi. He made
the effort several times over the course of 11 days and was turned away each time. He was
involved in this effort because of an order from the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, in New
Orleans. Gov. Ross Barnett had claimed that Mississippi would “not surrender to the evil and illegal forces of tyranny,” but the Fifth Circuit held him in contempt. Finally, under the protection of
U.S. marshals, and later the U.S. Army and a federalized Mississippi National Guard, Meredith
took “his lonely walk into the maw of Ole Miss” in early October. A 15-hour
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meant something. The previous spring, the same instiin O
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tution had declined an invitation to the NCAA basketball tournament because it could mean competing against black players. Now, the 114-year-old university in the old Confederate heartland
was integrated. However, one more casualty was yet to come. Medgar Evers, head of the
Mississippi NAACP and an advisor to Meredith, was assassinated the following June.25
In 1963, Gov. George Wallace threatened to block the admission of two black students to
Alabama. When they reported for their first day of classes, also accompanied by U.S. marshals,
Wallace was there as promised, to “stand in the schoolhouse door.” Thinking maybe of what had
happened at Ole Miss the year before, he did not stand there long. He moved out of the way, and
the students proceeded to integrate the institution.26 The university’s athletic program took a while
to follow suit. By 1971, other Southern universities had begun to bring in black student-athletes,
though in relatively small numbers. That year, Bryant, who had successfully recruited Alabama’s
first black player in 1970, started the season with a number of African-Americans in camp. A halfdecade earlier, the NCAA had arranged for an integrated regional basketball tournament in North
Carolina, the first of its kind in the South. A few weeks later, Kentucky’s all-white basketball team
had been beaten by Texas Western (now UTEP) in the Final Four’s championship game. All the
members of Texas Western’s starting five were black. This was a signal victory after which, as
Walter Byers put it, “the walls tumbled.” Excellent black athletes, including those who might otherwise have gone to HBCUs, now headed to institutions where their presence had previously been
discouraged, if not forbidden.27
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Benedict dropped football in 1966 after 55 seasons. Although increased costs were one reason,
the “draining of top black talent to white colleges,” the college said, was another.28 As Bryant
recruited those African-American players to Alabama in spring 1971, Samuel Barnes began a twoyear term as NCAA secretary-treasurer. Barnes was from Howard University. He became the
Association’s first black officer.
THE CREED
WHILE BLACK STUDENT-athletes made their gradual way toward integrated intercollegiate
competition, female athletes continued to be governed by determinedly different rules and practices.29 The NAAF Women’s Division platform mentioned earlier was approved at a national conference on women’s athletics in April 1923. The support of physical education professionals was
key to its passage. The planks in this platform — a “creed,” as one author observed — contained
governing principles that guided the evolution of campus sports for women for the next 50 years.
NAAF leaders saw intercollegiate competition as undesirable, particularly if it involved travel. If
any other type of competition put “emphasis upon individual accomplishment and winning”
instead of enjoyment and sportsmanship, it should be eliminated, as should gate receipts. Sports
undertaken for the pleasure of spectators, or reputation, or publicity, or commercial advantage
were to be avoided. Protecting health was a major priority, and, harkening back to the Victorian
ideal, “the adoption of appropriate costumes” should be protected.30 Seven of 1the
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over the questionable fitness of many young men who reported for military service during the war.
The campaign offered the Association a chance to extend its influence and propagate its aims of
exercise for the many and of athletics control by the faculty. Both males and females were to be
included. The success of the endeavor in establishing required physical training nationwide was
particularly helpful to female physical educators. The large football stadiums and admissions
receipts from the fans that filled them might be justified, as Pierce suggested, by the need for
financial assistance to mount the mandated training programs. But on the women’s side, there
were no stadiums to construct and little desire to attract spectators, paid or otherwise, to facilities
where female sports were played. The campaign helped build for women’s athletics an assurance
that physical educators would be in charge. The 1923 platform was developed and implemented
from that strong position. The creed and its devout adherents were in control.
The NCAA was already in the championship business by the early 1920s. The official position
of the NAAF Women’s Division was to minimize such competition. Many would have been
pleased if it disappeared altogether. The two entities were traveling down very different roads.
This was hardly surprising given that, from the start, women’s athletics leaders sought to avoid
what they saw as the highly suspect practices endorsed by their male counterparts. Mabel Lee, the
first female president of the American Physical Education Association (APEA), was clear on that
point. She said in 1931 “how absolutely determined are the women of the physical education profession … and the women college students of today not to follow in the steps of men’s athletics.”32
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The creed did not end competition because by this time competition could not be ended. The
horse had long since bid goodbye to the barn — the Smith basketball players and students had
seen to that 29 years earlier — and there was neither a valid way nor reason to try to lock the door
now. The leadership’s main idea was to channel and contain the competitive energies, and steer
them away from further kinship with the intercollegiate alternative. This strategy was successful
at first. At the time the platform was approved, approximately 20 percent of American colleges
and universities sponsored some type of “varsity” competition for females. It would be a while
before that number would grow.33
Until recently, no accepted method existed for gauging women’s intercollegiate activity across
the nation. There was no overarching organization, such as the NCAA, to act as a collector and
distributor of complete and credible information.
Institutions involved in varsity competition did so unevenly, in terms of sports sponsored, length of seasons and
number of contests. It is clear, even so, that for almost a
half-century after 1923, the intercollegiate model was relatively inconsequential. It was equally clear, however, that
the competitive urge of female students persisted. It was
not the stuff of newspaper headlines, or sports journals or
campus sports information coverage. But it found ways of
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The students involved simply performed at or near their
home campuses, in sports such as archery and rifle, and
telegraphed their scores to a neutral official who determined the winners, minus the intensity and emotion of
face-to-face contests.
The play-day program was a second approach, one
strongly supported in both high schools and colleges.
Young women from several institutions would gather at
PHOTO FROM NCAA FILES
one location for basketball, volleyball, racing, exercises
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and other recreation. Skill level was not a matter of great
ELECTED AS FIRST WOMAN NCAA PRESIDENT.
importance. The basic concept of “a game for every girl
and every girl in a game” still governed. (In California, the slogan was “a team for everyone and
everyone on a team.”)34 Teams of players from several schools banded together and were assigned
to squads for competition purposes. Winning was not paramount. No institutional honor was at
stake. No team preparation or practice was allowed. The socializing opportunities were more
important than the competition. A 1930s survey showed that about 70 percent of the institutions
responding preferred play days as their top athletics format for females.35
Some still wanted to play strictly for their own institutions rather than for the mixed teams
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favored by the play-day approach. This desire led to the compromise of sports days, at which players competed for their colleges, but with certain constraints. Pickup teams might be used, for
example, along with modified rules. Game times could be shortened and the element of victory
downgraded. Over time, sports days edged closer to real intercollegiate competition. All the while,
some colleges and universities still played their contests at the varsity level.36
The number of schools reporting women’s intercollegiate athletics activities was 28 percent by
1951. Ten years earlier, Ohio State held an intercollegiate women’s golf tournament, despite
strong opposition from the national physical education leadership. The turnout was small, perhaps
because of this opposition, but the venture was successful. It was a step toward greater recognition of the varsity model and of championship play. World War II interrupted further scheduling
of this event, but Ohio State renewed and expanded it after the war. Even so, as late as 1957 the
principal organization for women’s sports continued to regard play days, sports days and telegraphic meets as the best forms of athletics competition. By then, approximately one-third of the
country’s colleges and universities had intercollegiate women’s programs. The next milestone
came in 1963 when varsity play received a kind of official acceptance as a fourth “standard form”
of competition for “highly skilled” women and girls. This acknowledgment came from the
Division for Girls and Women’s Sports (DGWS), a national organization with a strong presence
in the physical education community.37
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ing an alphabet soup of acronyms. The APEA provided some continuity through these organizational changes, but by the 1960s had modified its name too, becoming the American Association
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation (AAHPER). Through the years, a number of the
bodies involved were divisions or sections of AAHPER. That was the case with the DGWS, a
direct descendant of the National Section on Women’s Athletics (NSWA).
The NSWA was established in 1936. It was extended to secondary-school girls in 1953, and
then, having been upgraded to divisional status, received its DGWS nomenclature in 1957. The
success of the Ohio State golf tournament after the war fed the growing interest in intercollegiate
competition, which led the DGWS to create the Commission on Intercollegiate Sports for Women
(CISW) in 1965. Among the CISW’s purposes was to “develop and publish guidelines and standards for the conduct of intercollegiate events” and to make available a procedure for sanctioning
such competition. Once the commission’s name was changed, subtly but consequentially, to substitute “Athletics” for “Sports” (and thus become the CIAW in 1967), sponsorship of a series of
national championships — gymnastics, track and field, swimming, badminton, volleyball — came
next. Basketball was added in 1972. Another AAHPER section, the Athletics and Recreation
Federation of College Women (ARFCW), was established in the mid-1960s to give a voice to
female students in the evolution of sports for women. The ARFCW held annual conventions at
which student leaders from campus athletics and recreation organizations met together to discuss
possibilities and, over the course of a decade, to place the emphasis increasingly on athletics and
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less on recreation. The participants were mainly young women who preceded Title IX and who
were in many cases without opportunities to play intercollegiate sports. But they could influentially talk about them. Some went on to become coaches and athletics administrators after Title IX
began to open up such opportunities.
As the scope of championship competition expanded, women’s collegiate athletics needed a
national organization that would recognize the value of the intercollegiate model and be based on
institutional membership. To be effective, this entity would require the authority to administer
regional and national tournaments, and the power to enforce its policies. This is what the
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) was intended to be. Although perhaps merely coincidental, there was at least symbolic significance in the AIAW’s birth occurring
the same year (1972) that the standing of Berenson’s popular sport was acknowledged with the
creation of a women’s national basketball championship.38
The other development of consequence for women’s athletics that year was the passage of a
piece of federal legislation known to history as Title IX. Under the sponsorship of
Congresswoman Edith Green of Tennessee and Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana, the legislation was
passed during a time of Congressional concern about civil rights. The Civil Rights Act of 1964
(proposed and approved in the wake of the assassination of John F. Kennedy and the 1963 march
on Washington and the demonstrations and violence in Birmingham that year) was the progenitor.
This law required extensive and angry debate, and a 75-day filibuster by Senate
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nent beneficiary. The AIAW thus began its work with the advantage of a new law that, despite
delays, lawsuits, changing interpretations and an almost constant chafing at the bit, dramatically
altered the world of college sports. For the AIAW, which shared some of Title IX’s early aspirations and travail, life would be hopeful, productive, exciting, uncertain, contentious and short. For
Title IX, life would be a chronicle of seemingly forever unfinished business, but nonetheless a
business big enough to attract intense attention from the NCAA and its member institutions.
Although one finds occasional references to women’s sports in NCAA Convention and committee discussions down through the decades, the members seemed generally content to focus on
the men’s game, where both the promise and the problems of intercollegiate athletics were more
familiar to the general public. Attitudes began to change in the early 1960s, leading to cordial
exchanges between Association representatives and women’s sports leaders. At the request of the
latter, the Executive Committee agreed in April 1964 to prohibit female student-athletes at member institutions from competing in NCAA championships. At the same time, the Council established a special committee to act as a liaison with interested women’s groups. Within a year, however, a committee on women’s sports was appointed, and among its charges was a delineation of
the Association’s possible roles in such sports. In late 1967, with member interest growing, the
NCAA created another committee, this one “to study the feasibility of establishing appropriate
machinery to provide for the control and supervision of women’s intercollegiate athletics.” The
Association assured organizations involved with women’s programs that this was intended as a
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study group that would be in discussions with them. Concern among these organizations about the
NCAA’s intentions grew at a pace matching that of the varsity model during the 1960s. These worries intensified after the enactment of Title IX.39
By this time, there was ample reason for such concern. The new law bred anxiety for
Association members regarding possible liability, a feeling, as reported in the previous chapter,
that was shared by NCAA attorneys. The basic question was whether the Association, under the
gender-neutral language of its constitution, could legally restrict its “services and programs” to
male student-athletes. Further, could the members assure equitable opportunities while operating
athletics programs under the differing rules of separate organizations? Another committee had
been assembled in 1971. This one had a longer tenure to examine the issues, answer the key questions, meet with female leaders, listen to the continued concern from attorneys, observe the rapid
growth of the AIAW, present a report to the Council and, finally, advocate passage of a controversial resolution at the 1975 Convention.
Actually, there were two related resolutions. The first one, noting that the Association “must move
to … meet the demands of today’s society and today’s law,” called for a comprehensive report to be
completed by the Council during the next four months. The report would be sent to the membership,
with a view toward preparing legislation for the 1976 Convention. It had Council support, but was
defeated. The second resolution was similar but extended the opportunity to comment to the AIAW.
This one passed.40 Supporters felt that providing equitable opportunities to female
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not belong to the AIAW became particularly important. The AIAW strongly opposed the report. One of the resolutions presented to the 1976 Convention recommending that
the NCAA apply its rules equally to men’s and women’s programs by September 1, 1977, was debated and returned to the Council for additional study. The delegates were not ready to take this stressful step. A second resolution dealt in part with eventual NCAA responsibility for women’s championships. The Association was willing. Nevertheless, the resolution was tabled.41
The Council decided to sponsor no additional proposals on women’s athletics until and unless
the membership directed. The next message came in 1978 from six Division III institutions seeking to initiate championships in three women’s sports. The Convention delegates defeated the proposal. Division II members offered similar legislation in 1979, with the same result. In 1980, the
two divisions proposed that the NCAA sanction championships in five sports (basketball, field
hockey, swimming, tennis and volleyball). This time, the proposals passed by substantial margins.
Sensing that change was coming, the Council created yet another group in October 1979 to examine the range of issues associated with the possible incorporation of women’s programs. The
Special Committee on NCAA Governance, Organization and Services was chaired by James
Frank, who was soon to be elected NCAA secretary-treasurer. Frank was president of Lincoln
(Missouri). When decision time came, at the 1981 Convention, he was about to be elected to the
NCAA presidency. This made him the first campus CEO, and the first African-American, to serve
in that position.42
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The Frank committee included four presidents, four faculty representatives, four athletics directors and one conference commissioner. Two of the members were women. In January 1980, a
summary of committee deliberations was mailed to member chief executive officers for review
and comment. Numerous responses were received. The contemplated actions, involving not only
services and championships but major governance changes as well, presented a dilemma for many
CEOs. Some counseled further consultation with the AIAW, even though previous discussions had
not been fruitful. Others expressed concern about costs to the Association. The College Football
Association, in particular, raised this issue. Some respondents expressed strong support. The legal
problem engendered by operating men’s and women’s programs under different rules — specifically, the possibility or even likelihood of discriminatory consequences — was raised once more
by Association attorneys. Campus presidents were worried about this possibility. The trend toward
integrated athletics departments, and away from the old system of separate entities based on gender, had been accelerating. Most member institutions by this time had moved into a single-department approach. The fundamental question was whether the time had arrived for the NCAA to
adopt this approach.
The AIAW had launched a major effort to oppose the work of the Frank committee and was lobbying its members to engage the attention of campus decision makers. However, the AIAW was
itself a divided organization. Some of its leaders, including past presidents, were enthusiastic
about having the option of NCAA rules and championship opportunities available.
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expenses accrued by members in championship competition. These issues had legal implications
under Title IX. Nevertheless, a number of institutional responses to the committee’s January mailing argued for the continuation of separate national associations for men and women. This argument was offered, too, at the forums held by the committee in the spring and fall of 1980. Frank’s
view on this matter was emphatic. It was in part a product of his own experience: “I think it is fallacious thinking … that ‘separate but equal’ is the answer,” he said. “I, for one, know that ‘separate but equal’ does not lead to equality.”43
The Council extensively reviewed, then revised, the initial plan for governance and championships and sent it to the membership in November 1980. The plan provided for significant structural change to accommodate participation by female professionals in the governance process —
membership on the Council and Executive Committee and service opportunities on an array of
Association committees. It guaranteed the availability of approximately 215 positions on these
bodies to women from member institutions. Women’s championships would be added to those
already approved for Divisions II and III, and inaugurated for Division I. Nineteen new championships would be started across the three divisions. Institutions could opt to keep their women’s
programs in the AIAW or other organizations. The proposals emphasized institutional autonomy
and flexibility. These changes would be presented to the delegates at the 1981 Convention, which
would be described later as “one of the most significant events in the history of intercollegiate athletics.”44
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The governance amendments, one requiring a two-thirds majority, passed easily. The championship proposals, however, stirred the passions, led to tense and lengthy debates, and, at one point,
produced a real quandary. When the debate ended and the vote was taken on whether to establish
women’s championships in Division I, the result was a tie (124-124). The proposal failed in a
recount, 128-127. Enter the quandary, which presented a serious threat to harmony among the
divisions. Championships were already approved for Divisions II and III. Did it make sense, therefore, to deny them in Division I, or should the approval to hold them in the other two divisions be
rescinded? A motion to rescind was defeated. A motion to reconsider the Division I vote was
approved. The reconsidered motion, allowing Division I championships, then passed, 137-117.
The AIAW, as reported in Chapter Five, took the battle to court and lost. The organization’s brief
but consequential history was over. The NCAA, however, became a new entity at the end of its
first 75 years. Another era could be said to have ended at that Convention, the one stretching back
to 1866, when the women of Vassar took up baseball.45
Frank began his two-year term as NCAA president at the conclusion of the Convention. He had
played basketball at Lincoln (Missouri), a historically black institution, and returned to coach the
sport in the late 1950s. He coached the team that the NCAA removed from its normal geography
and sent to Tuskegee with three other HBCUs for the 1959 regional tournament. He attended the
1962 Men’s Final Four in Louisville and stayed with other black coaches in a segregated hotel.
He was a vice president at the City University of New York’s Medgar Evers College
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effort to continue to provide opportunities for blacks and other minorities to hold viable roles in
[its] administrative structure.” Plenty of work remained to be done in honoring that commitment.46
TITLE IX
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON and Lucretia Mott were a major presence at the 1848 women’s
rights convention — the first of its kind — in Seneca Falls, New York. The bill of rights that issued
from that meeting included a shocking claim that females were entitled to the franchise. The claim
was shocking, along with others asserted in the Seneca Falls Declaration, because it ran so far
beyond and so strongly against the accepted wisdom of the time regarding the place and role of
women in America. Stanton and Mott, joined later by Susan B. Anthony and others, spent much
of their durable and dedicated lives pursuing the right to vote. It would still be a long time coming after they went to their respective graves. The 19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution finally recognized that right in 1920, 72 years after the demand for women’s suffrage enlivened the
proceedings in Seneca Falls.
Title IX, particularly its athletics component, produced a similar reaction once its broad language was interpreted by the implementing agency. Some people present at the law’s creation
probably still wonder whether, like the right to vote, Title IX will take generations to be fully
realized. Some say (indeed, have said) that the law’s biggest obstacle has been the NCAA. The
truth, however, is rather more complicated. Whatever one’s position may be on the matter, there
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is no denying that Title IX’s impact in providing athletics opportunities for women has been
enormous.
A lot of hopes, much meaning and frequent controversy have been attached to the 37 words that
got the revolution underway:
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance.
Putting the words to work has required policy interpretations, hearings, further legislation, court
decisions, studies and reports, reams of commentary, changes in the NCAA Manual, and at least
one task force. The NCAA has been involved virtually from the beginning, expressing immediate
concern when the first draft of regulations was put out for comment by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW) in 1974. The Council’s report to HEW said the draft’s language
was “unreasonably vague, ambitious and lacking in specific standards;” therefore, it would be
almost impossible for institutions to know how to comply. HEW received nearly 10,000 responses. Consequently, the agency made significant changes in the final version, the first of the federal government’s official policy interpretations, published in 1975.47 From the Association’s perspective, the modifications were neither adequate nor reflective of Congressional
actions taken
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as the “Tower Amendment,” which stated that Title IX would not apply
to “athletic activity insofar as such activity provides to the institution gross receipts or donations
required by such institutions to support that activity.” The amendment, named for Texas Sen. John
Tower, passed the Senate, but not the House of Representatives. A compromise was reached in
more general wording proposed by Sen. Jacob Javits of New York. The “Javits Amendment”
required that regulations include “reasonable provisions considering the nature of the particular
sports.” The NCAA believed this language would protect the big revenue-producing sports, but
the language of the 1975 Policy Interpretation did not offer such protection. This concern, among
others, was further registered during Congressional review of the interpretation; however,
Congress made no changes. The regulations that became law in July 1975 notably included a mandate that institutions awarding athletics scholarships or grants-in-aid “must provide reasonable
opportunities … for members of each sex in proportion to the number of students of each sex participating in … intercollegiate athletics.” The NCAA went to court.48
In the case of NCAA v. Califano, brought in 1976, the Association asserted that HEW had
exceeded its authority in issuing the Title IX implementation mandates on athletics. The U.S.
District Court in Kansas dismissed the case because, in its view, the Association lacked standing
to sue. The NCAA filed an amended complaint and eventually appealed to the 10th Circuit, which
in 1980 reversed the lower jurisdiction and awarded standing. By then, the situation had changed.
The NCAA decided not to pursue the case but to search elsewhere for answers and assistance. In
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the interim, the OCR issued additional interpretations. That office moved in 1980, along with
HEW’s education portfolio, to the new Department of Education. Ronald Reagan was elected
president that year. What looked so bad to the Association and its members in 1976 looked better
in a new decade, with a new administration in Washington.49
The 1979 Convention was held on the heels of a proposed interpretation issued by the OCR in
December 1978. Discussion with HEW officials in recent years had led the NCAA to conclude
that what the Association viewed as the sense of the Javits Amendment (that is, protecting football and exempting its revenue) now might be recognized in new regulations. That didn’t happen
in 1978. Also, testimony from these officials indicated that HEW did not view Title IX as requiring equal per capita athletics expenditures for men and women. But the proposed interpretation
failed to reflect this understanding. Instead, the new language prescribed such expenditures — in
financial aid, recruitment and other measurable benefits. Together, these two features of the interpretation suggested to the NCAA and its membership that the burden of a massive increase in
funding for women’s sports, and an indefinite growth in such expenditures, lay ahead. The
prospect was alarming.
Title IX was the main attraction at the 1979 Convention, and the alarm bells were ringing. The
subject dominated roundtable discussions, pervaded hallway conversations and was a significant
component of the legislative sessions. Title IX was the front-page story in The NCAA News both
in advance of and after the Convention. The delegates passed a lengthy resolution challenging the
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t enter the fray. For a time, at least, the proposed Policy Interpretation was
Seneca Falls redux and became something like what the sage had to say about the prospect of
hanging: It concentrated the mind wonderfully.50
The Association sent to HEW a 49-page set of comments on the interpretation, plus the resolution passed at the Convention and numerous other appendixes. When the final interpretation was
published in December 1979, important concessions had been made. The per capita expenditure
test in all areas other than financial aid was eliminated. The “proportionate equivalency” concept
was back, requiring institutions to distribute financial aid according to the percentages of male and
female athletes participating. This idea had troubled the members five years earlier, but now, in
view of what might have been, it seemed tolerable.51
The interpretation contained two other parts. One added 11 athletics-program elements institutions needed to meet the equivalency test (recruitment, equipment, travel allowances, et al.). The
other dealt with the accommodation of athletics interests requirement, but with guidelines that
eventually became challenging alternative paths to meeting Title IX mandates. Overall, the membership reacted negatively, in part because the interpretation had been promulgated with no subsequent opportunity for public comment and no review by Congress. That meant it would not have
the force of law. On the other hand, the interpretation would have (as a number of institutions
learned later) “substantial practical significance.”52
The 1980s were mostly free of the frenetic punching and counterpunching that had character-
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ized the previous six or seven years. The OCR was fairly quiet, in light of the proportional opportunity standard the 1979 final interpretation required. The Reagan Administration seemed content
to allow for a more gradual approach to implementation. In 1984, the Supreme Court decision in
Grove City v. Bell virtually nullified the impact of Title IX on athletics. In this case, the court held
that the legislation was program-specific in its coverage, meaning that the program (rather than
the institution) determined Title IX’s applicability. In other words if the program received federal
funds, it was covered. Simply because the institution received such funds did not mean its athletics department (which in almost all instances did not receive federal dollars) would be accountable. The reverse also was true, according to the court. But in 1988, when Congress passed the
Civil Rights Restoration Act, this immunity vanished. The legislation, which survived Reagan’s
veto, held that if an institution was a federal funds recipient, its programs, emphatically including
athletics, must meet Title IX. Four years later, another Supreme Court decision produced instant
interest from the NCAA and its member institutions.53 This was Frankin v. Gwinnet County Public
Schools. In this case the court ruled that plaintiffs who won Title IX suits were entitled to punitive damages. This decision returned the fat to the fire.
The NCAA’s role in the Title IX developments of the 1970s and ’80s was prominent and usually oppositional. For these reasons, the 1981 absorption of women’s programs — an action ironically made almost inevitable in light of the Title IX rules — became more difficult. The AIAW
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boards and other national higher education associations. Finding the necessary dollars to comply would be difficult, and painful decisions appeared unavoidable.
Moreover, Title IX added to a long, growing list of unfunded, often expensive, federal mandates
for educational institutions. For presidents, it looked at times like another invitation to take up residency in those uncomfortable quarters wedged between rocks and hard places.
In this complicated situation, the NCAA played the lightning-rod role that Byers saw as a necessary responsibility. The executive director was frequently in the forefront in implementing the
will of the membership. He wrote later that “to decree that football and women’s field hockey
deserved the same per capita expenditures was financial lunacy.”54 He believed revenue sports
should be exempted. Leaders of other national higher education associations may have shared
those feelings, but not the obligation to serve as lightning rod.
The guidelines on accommodating athletics interests imbedded in the 1979 interpretation ultimately became OCR policy under the label of the three-prong test for compliance with Title IX.
One prong is providing opportunities for participation substantially proportionate to undergraduate enrollment percentages. Demonstrating a history and continuing practice of program expansion for the underrepresented gender is another. The third looks toward full and effective accommodation of the athletics interests of that gender. Brown University was challenged on the basis
of this test in 1992, in the U.S. District Court for Rhode Island. Brown had cut two women’s and
two men’s teams. The women successfully sought injunctive relief at the district level and then
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from the First U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Later, they prevailed on the merits of the case in both
courts, the First Circuit rendering a detailed opinion in 1993. Cohen v. Brown University was
appealed to the Supreme Court, which refused to grant Brown a writ of certiorari, meaning the
First Circuit’s ruling would stand.
The American Council on Education (ACE) presented an amici curiae brief at the Supreme
Court proceeding, in support of Brown’s appeal. This brief was filed on behalf of four other
prominent higher education organizations. Together, these entities represented the great majority
of the country’s public and private institutions of higher education, excluding community colleges. The ACE brief, and the extent of representation behind it, spoke materially to the level of
campus concern about the OCR’s policy interpretations. For years, the NCAA had served as the
principal voice of such concern. It is fair to criticize this opposition but important to understand
how widespread it was, and why.55
GETTING BEYOND BEYONDISM
WITH OR WITHOUT the Brown University decision and the other cases vindicating the OCR’s
handling of Title IX, a kind of peace was settling in for women’s intercollegiate athletics and the
NCAA’s understanding of its related responsibilities in the 1990s. Together with the 1981 action
that brought women’s programs into the Association, Title IX stimulated many changes in NCAA
governance and policy, and in the provision of expanded opportunities for 0women.
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campuses, North and South, in comparatively large numbers. Some of the angry reaction to
Proposition 48 arose from black leaders’ sense that this influx worried the white establishment.
Grambling President Joseph Johnson spoke from that point of reference when the proposition was
debated at the 1983 Convention. Race, as was noted in Chapter Four, was the fundamental issue
on the floor that year. The anger had not abated by 1986 when HBCUs proposed a different
method of determining initial academic eligibility. This was Proposition 14, which recommended
a 2.000 GPA in the core curriculum and the elimination of standardized-test scores. Johnson spoke
again at this Convention, on behalf of No. 14 and in frustration over what he believed to be the
attitude of the institutions that had given life to Proposition 48:
Black student-athletes at these institutions have never been
considered educational entities; they have been an industrial
commodity. Some of these institutions … have built their programs
and launched their stadiums and field houses and built large
athletics endowments on the backs of these black athletes. Now, they
are saying to them, “We don’t need you anymore. There are too
many of you on our campuses.’’
Johnson added that “if there is any integrity, any morality and any shame left in this organization,”
the delegates should show it by approving Proposition 14. The measure was voted down, 289-47.56
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Similar defeats at later Conventions sustained the resentment felt by HBCU presidents and
those who shared their concerns. For example, their efforts to add a fourth year of eligibility for
partial or nonqualifiers failed, and an interest in strengthening the requirements of Proposition 48
gained support in Presidents Commission discussions. This interest took legislative form in
Proposition 16, which the membership approved at the 1992 Convention for 1994 implementation. The grant-in-aid reductions passed in 1991, particularly the loss of two such grants in
Division I men’s basketball, gained entrée to the debate at this juncture. The change took the
scholarships number from 15 to 13, upsetting the coaches. The Black Coaches Association (BCA)
viewed the move as a loss of opportunities for black athletes. The accumulation of defeats and disappointments reached a critical point in fall 1993. That October, the BCA announced it would
boycott the annual issues forum of the National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC), not
because of hostility toward the NABC but to dramatize BCA concern about cost reductions and
academic eligibility. At the time of the forum, BCA representatives met in Washington, D.C., with
members of the Congressional Black Caucus to discuss these and additional grievances.
Association officers offered to confer with BCA leaders, who hinted at the possibility of more
serious actions. No dialogue ensued. There matters stood until December when a member of the
Black Caucus placed a distressing new item on an already crowded and contentious agenda.57
Rep. Cardiss Collins of Illinois chaired the Caucus Task Force on Intercollegiate Athletics. That
month the frequent commentator on NCAA issues, particularly gender equity and
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research, on occasion, had dealt with eugenics, and his views on the subject — a kind of “religion,”
as he described it — were known as “Beyondism.” While these views, collectively, were complex,
putatively scientific and often abstract, one could draw from them an imputation of racial superiority. Scholars and others have sometimes associated eugenics with the idea of building a better race
or class of people through genetic manipulation, Hitler’s master-race philosophy being the most infamous example. Collins’ letter resulted in the BCA’s immediate call for an external investigation and
a suspension of both research activities and “all NCAA rules dealing with eligibility standards.”58
John McArdle, a professor of psychology at Virginia, chaired the working group. One of
McArdle’s graduate students supplied the information on which Collins’ charges and the BCA’s
demands were based. At the time, the student was angry with his mentor. Collins enclosed with
her letter two chapters of Cattell’s book, “Beyondism: Religion from Science,” published in 1987,
and several documents describing a Beyondism Foundation and a Cattell Research Institute.
McArdle had been a graduate student under Cattell and, along with other participants in the working group’s research activities, had subsequent professional associations with him. The material
from McArdle’s graduate student was sketchy in places and in part based on hearsay. Although
there was enough for the NCAA to initiate a serious inquiry, the information proved inconclusive.
McArdle and his associates denied any adherence to a eugenics or super-race philosophy.
McArdle pointed out that Cattell had published 550 articles and 57 books over the course of a long
career and that only five of these publications dealt with his Beyondism beliefs.
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McArdle and the working group had long since made clear their conviction that an equally
weighted index of GPAs and standardized-test scores was the best predictor of college-level performance. The NCAA’s Academic Requirements Committee agreed, and recommended as much,
but the Presidents Commission opted for a cut-score on the standardized-test measure. The result
of that approach, which gave added weight to the test score, was to disproportionately and negatively affect the academic eligibility of black student-athletes (although those who qualified contributed to a higher graduation rate among such individuals). The Presidents Commission and
Council elected to support the cut-score and higher graduation rates. That was the fundamental
component of Propositions 48 and 16, and the fundamental concern of Collins and the BCA.
McArdle, in effect, shared that concern.
The NCAA reported this to Collins, to whom McArdle also wrote several letters supplying
detailed information and volunteering to meet with her. While remaining as lead researcher, he
turned over the working group chair position to James Jackson, an African-American and psychology professor at Michigan. The NCAA continued its inquiry into the Beyondism accusations. The
controversy arose periodically for the next nine months. Meantime, a BCA threat to boycott men’s
basketball games took center stage. The threat had more to do with athletics issues than Beyondist
philosophy. It became a matter of major import at the 1994 Convention.59
In December, a few weeks before he took office as the Association’s third executive director,
Cedric Dempsey traveled to Washington, D.C., to meet with several high-profile
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the Heritage Bowl in Atlanta and met there with a number of HBCU presidents. The 1994
Convention was just days away. The presidents were forthcoming. Their issues needed attention
at that conclave.
Progress was made at the Convention, but big trouble emerged. The Council and Presidents
Commission, as mentioned in Chapter Four, decided to postpone the effective date of Proposition
16. The two groups also agreed to sponsor legislation to establish a special committee on initial
eligibility to review that proposition’s impact data and do additional research. The committee
would have a diverse makeup. An HBCU president, William DeLauder of Delaware State, would
serve as a co-chair. These steps would help answer the frequently expressed complaint that
Propositions 48 and 16 had both been developed with inadequate representation from minority
communities. The committee’s report would be due at the 1995 Convention, and Proposition 16’s
expected start date was moved to 1995. This action eased some of the strain on the academic-eligibility question. However, the debate and discussion of Proposition 42, which recommended
adding a 14th scholarship in Division I men’s basketball, was another matter entirely. When this
proposal was voted down, as Chapter Four also reported, the prospect of a BCA boycott was, in
essence, voted up. The BCA made its announcement the next day.60
The boycott would include both coaches and players, according to the BCA executive director,
and could extend through the remainder of the season. If that happened, the postseason tournament — the source of millions of dollars for the NCAA and its members — would be adversely
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affected and possibly canceled. The announcement gave rise to numerous worrisome questions:
Would all black coaches participate in the boycott and, if any did, how would their institutional
employers respond? How would black players, most of them playing for white coaches, handle
the boycott call? For that matter, how would the white coaches respond? Many of them, together
with the NABC, had pushed hard but unsuccessfully for the passage of Proposition 42. Was there
a role for the NABC, for the conferences and for the NCAA itself in seeking resolution to the controversy? Many questions. No clear answers.
The 33 commissioners of Division I basketball conferences set up a conference call soon after
the Convention to discuss possible responses to the boycott and to consider contingency plans.
The BCA was not disposed to pursue any further discussions, except one. During the week after
the Convention, the organization consulted with the Congressional Black Caucus. Collins again
raised the Beyondism issue, but other matters were deemed more pressing. Rep. Kweisi Mfume,
Caucus chair, sought help from the executive branch, which made available the assistance of the
Justice Department’s mediation service. The NCAA leadership agreed to participate. So did the
BCA, although it emphasized that it was delaying the boycott, not calling it off.61
The two sides met first by telephone March 1. BCA participants included Temple’s John
Chaney; George Raveling of Southern California; Nolan Richardson of Arkansas; Georgetown’s
John Thompson; and BCA executive director Rudy Washington, from Drake. The NCAA group
included Dempsey; Joseph Crowley, the organization’s president; Judith 1Albino,
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that they took her charges seriously and that the Beyondist views were repugnant to them as well.
She had been told that the evidence presented thus far did not support a finding that research had
been tainted or that working-group members subscribed to Beyondist beliefs. She had not been
persuaded, nor were the coaches. It was agreed by the parties that the next meeting would be in
person.
Anger, tense moments and the possibility of stalemate were all plentifully evident in the discussions that followed. So was an understanding that the Men’s and Women’s Final Fours were drawing closer. If the boycott threat was not on the table during these discussions, it was nevertheless
a heavy presence in the room. But there was also a consciousness that the two sides were, after
all, engaged in mediation; that they had been assembled by the U.S. Community Relations Service
for that purpose; and that the assistance of this agency had been requested by the president of the
United States. This too was a heavy presence. With that in mind, able help available from the
mediation service and staff on both sides, and an unstated conviction that a favorable outcome was
imperative, the groups reached an agreement during the third week of March. There would be no
boycott. A fresh start toward the solution of some old problems was in the offing.
The agreement looked toward increased emphasis on education opportunities and greater participation “in every aspect of NCAA governance” by African-Americans and other ethnic minorities. The Association promised that the special committee to review initial-eligibility standards
would have a diverse membership, including a BCA representative, and that the committee would
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review all elements involved in those standards. The possibility of a fourth year for partial qualifiers and nonqualifiers under Proposition 48 would again be reviewed. Several other provisions of
the agreement committed the NCAA to cooperative endeavors with the BCA. Follow-up meetings
with the organization would be scheduled to review progress and engage in related discussions.62
The mediation agreement did not end the controversy. Collins pressed her claims on
Beyondism, despite the special committee’s proposal of a new approach to academic eligibility,
without cutoff scores on standardized tests, based on research and recommendations from
McArdle and the working group. She submitted no further evidence to sustain charges of racial
bias or Beyondism adherence on the part of McArdle and his colleagues. The NCAA’s inquiry
determined that the material provided to Collins by McArdle’s graduate student was seriously
deficient and, on the whole, unconvincing. In September 1994, Collins’ Black Caucus Task Force,
BCA members and a study group met in Washington to discuss eligibility standards. A press conference arranged by the congresswoman was held afterward, with the standards and Beyondism
on the agenda.63
The special committee presented its proposal to the Knight Commission in October. This commission had already taken a strong position against the committee’s recommendations. After the
presentation, the Knight commissioners urged campus presidents to “stand firm on reform” and
continue to support Proposition 16. The Presidents Commission again endorsed that proposition,
despite concerns expressed by the Council. In January 1995, as noted earlier, the
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ments came close to passage, despite opposition from a divided Presidents Commission. The
effective date of Proposition 16 was postponed until 1996. The NCAA Council voted for the proposal advocated by the special committee. Some minds had been changed since the 1994
Convention. Eight years later, with a new governance structure in place, the Association retreated
from the cutoff score approach that had been the backbone of Propositions 48 and 16. The decision was based in part on research accomplished in the interim showing the actual (rather than projected) impacts of the initial-eligibility standards. The data clearly demonstrated that AfricanAmerican student-athletes, as anticipated by the special committee in 1994, had been disproportionately affected. The research was performed by the working group, which still employed John
McArdle as its lead researcher.64
DIVERSITY
NEARLY 20 YEARS were required to complete the journey from approval of Proposition 48 to
the discarding of cutoff scores in 2002. For HBCU leaders, the change was a long time coming.
For women, although patience in the face of slow progress would be needed, the governance plan
approved at the 1981 Convention — two years before the approval of No. 48 — yielded immediate results. The plan provided for four seats on the Council and two on the Executive Committee.
Among those appointed to the Council were Judith Holland of UCLA, a former AIAW president
and leading supporter of the NCAA option; Gwendolyn Norrell of Michigan State, who would
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later serve as Association vice president for Division I; P. Laverne Sweat of Hampton, the first
black female to serve in the governance structure; and Elizabeth Kruczek, athletics director, sports
information director and the only full-time administrative employee in her department at
Fitchburg State. Linda Estes of New Mexico, also significantly involved in bringing women’s programs into the NCAA, was chosen for a seat on the Executive Committee, as was Mary
Zimmerman. Zimmerman was associate athletics director at South Dakota and had once served as
player-coach of her high school basketball team in Poplar, Montana.
Ten other women were appointed to the three division steering committees. Within a few weeks
of the Convention, women held 16 of the 50 Association governance positions. During this period, letters went out to directors of athletics requesting the identity of the person to be named as
primary woman administrator (later senior woman administrator) at each institution. This, too,
was part of the plan the delegates approved. Arrangements were made to conduct all 29 women’s
championships for the first time in the 1981-82 academic year. Ruth Berkey had been hired from
her athletics director’s position at Occidental in 1980. She now became, as Byers described her,
“the women’s foremost representative” in the NCAA. She launched the women’s basketball
championships and was the key person in incorporating other women’s programs into the organization.65
After the fast start, women’s progress in the 1980s was gradual. The number of championships
grew. Women like Christine Grant of Iowa and Charlotte West of Southern Illinois,
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of the Top V student-athletes each year for 1982, 1984 and 1985 was a female. The pace picked
up — a sign of things to come — in 1986, when the Top V became the Top VI and three of the
winners were women. A female was not chosen for a Silver Anniversary Award (given each year
to six student-athletes who had gained distinction on the field or court 25 years before and in their
careers since that time) until 1987. During the first 10 years of women’s participation in NCAA
sports, only two members of that gender received Silver recognition, the second coming in 1991.
The Association’s highest award — the Teddy, named for Theodore Roosevelt — first went to a
woman (Althea Gibson) that year.66
Much more movement came in the 1990s. Judy Sweet, having been elected the NCAA’s first
female secretary-treasurer in 1989, became its first female president in January 1991. The
Association initiated its student-athlete Woman of the Year Award the next spring. The first
woman to chair the Presidents Commission, Judith Albino of Colorado, took office in 1994, just
in time to play a principal role in handling the controversies described in this chapter. The previous year, the membership approved the athletics certification proposal, with equity as one of its
four standards. That standard turned out to be the most challenging for Division I institutions to
meet. The month after the 1993 Convention, Collins held a hearing on gender equity at which she
said she would introduce legislation requiring reports from colleges and universities on scheduling, expenditures, scholarships, gender of coaches and coaches’ salaries. (The Equity in Athletics
Disclosure Act was passed by Congress the following year.)67
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When the long-awaited Gender-Equity Task Force Report reached the Convention floor in
1994, the membership was ready to overwhelmingly support its recommendation to add equity as
a basic principle of the Association. The report made both direct and indirect references to Title
IX imperatives and took note of the 1991 NCAA survey that produced evidence of continuing
imbalances: Men made up nearly 70 percent of the participants in intercollegiate athletics and
received approximately 70 percent of scholarship funding and 77 percent of operating budget dollars. A definition of gender equity was provided: “An athletics program can be considered gender
equitable when the participants in both the men’s and women’s sports programs would accept as
fair and equitable the overall program of the other gender.” The report concluded with “a call to
action” to be undertaken:
not just by the NCAA but by what a year of deliberation clearly
showed was critical to realizing gender equity — the commitment of
individual institutions as represented by their chief executive officers
and governing bodies, including state legislatures.
By 1994, this was a call that member institutions, their presidents, their trustees and — maybe,
in a few instances — their legislatures had begun to answer.68
Lawsuit losses helped make this happen. So did the growth of student-athlete participation and
the increased television coverage of women’s sports. The Division I Women’s 5Final Four, under
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Elsewhere on the awards front, female student-athletes were increasingly prominent participants at the yearly Honors Dinner. For the 10-year period beginning in 1986, women won nearly
half of the Top V/Top VI (and as of 1995, Top VIII) Awards. During the next 10 years, to 2005,
they received nearly 64 percent of these awards. Given the relative paucity of women’s intercollegiate competition in earlier years, it is not surprising that few females won Silver Anniversary
Award until recently. Only five were selected from 1982 through 1997. Three of them (Wilma
Rudolph, 1987; Edith McGuire Duvall, 1991; and Wyonia Tyus, 1993) were from Tennessee
State. During the 1960s, when competitive sports for women were still a novel idea on most college campuses, some of the HBCUs produced female track and field athletes who became stellar
performers on U.S. Olympic teams. That was the case with trailblazers Rudolph, Duvall and Tyus.
In the eight years after 1987, 13 women were Silver winners.
Teddy Awards for women arrived at an even slower rate. After Gibson’s in 1991, more than a
decade passed until Eunice Kennedy Shriver was chosen in 2002. Donna de Varona won the next
year, and Sally Ride was the Teddy recipient in 2005. Alan Page played football at Notre Dame,
graduating in 1967, before the Top V awards were instituted. An African-American, AllAmerican, NFL star and Justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court, he was a Silver winner in 1992
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and, in 2004, earned the Teddy. Thus, for the past four years, the NCAA’s highest honor has gone
to individuals whose selection represented a triumph for diversity.69
In the late 1980s, two standing committees — one on women’s athletics and the second on
minority access — were created to give diversity a greater voice in Association policy-making.
The Committee on Women’s Athletics (CWA) was a logical outgrowth of the 1981 decision to
bring women’s programs into the NCAA. Frank and Byers started the discussion that led to the
formation of the MOIC. This committee began as a task force, shortly becoming a standing committee chaired by Charles Whitcomb of San Jose State. Whitcomb served 13 years in the chair’s
role, working closely with his opposite numbers in the CWA. The two committees assembled a
joint annual budget request, met together once a year, and collaborated on program initiation and
development. Their work has covered a wide range of issues and possibilities, including student
internships and scholarships, diversity training, leadership training, student-athlete health, homophobia, coaching education, diversity among officials, Native American mascots, the Confederate
flag controversy, employment databases, race and gender demographics among member institutions, and other surveys. Individually and jointly, the committees established:
 The NCAA Fellows Leadership Development Program
 Leadership Institutes for Ethnic Minority Males and Females
 NCAA Men’s and Women’s Coaching Academies
 The Women’s Minority Coaches Matching-Grant Program
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The BCA and the National Association of Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators
(NACWAA) have been NCAA partners in developing many of these programs. NACWAA’s
involvement grew through its close relationship with the CWA. Perhaps the hard-won 1994 mediation agreement helped make the BCA partnership possible. The NCAA also developed a working connection with the National Consortium for Academics and Sports (NCAS), an organization
with ties to the BCA and a long history of support for diversity initiatives.
Dempsey’s first year as executive director, filled as it was with controversies over race and gender,
led him to place a priority on diversity during his tenure. He offered solid backing to the CWA and MOIC
programs, spoke often of the need for institutional action in support of Title IX, and significantly
enhanced the diverse character of the NCAA staff. When he came to the Association in 1994, 21.7 percent of the management staff members were females and 8.7 percent were African-Americans. Toward
the end of his time in office, in 2002, these percentages were 36 and 20, respectively. He hired women
and Blacks into senior positions, including an African-American as one of his two executive vice presidents. Dempsey wrote a dozen commentaries on major issues facing intercollegiate athletics during his
final years on the job, one of them titled “The Diversity Hiring Failure.” He was speaking from the bully
pulpit here, and his focus in this commentary was the lack of diversity at the top: African-American and
female athletics directors, black head football coaches in Division I and the hiring of women to coach
women’s teams. The membership, he said, fell short in all these areas. These situations persist today, the
best intentions of the NCAA and institutional leadership to the contrary notwithstanding.70
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Dempsey’s successor, Myles Brand, assumed office in 2003. He made it clear he wanted to
address these matters and to avail himself generously of the pulpit opportunities his position presented. Brand launched an ambitious strategic-planning effort, a principal component thereof
being an office of diversity and inclusion. He appointed Judy Sweet as a senior vice president and
hired Bernard Franklin, a former HBCU president, to fill another vice presidency at that level. In
2003, Brand spoke out in strong support of Title IX, in effect sending a message on the NCAA’s
position to a U.S Department of Education commission charged with reviewing that historic legislation. When that department issued a “policy clarification” in 2005, weakening Title IX compliance requirements, he issued a press release criticizing the change the next day. Later that
spring, he hired an African-American woman, Charlotte Westerhaus from the University of Iowa,
to be the Association’s first vice president for diversity and inclusion.71
The NCAA has traveled a long road on gender equity since 1972 and a similar distance on
minority issues since Frank’s 1981-83 Association presidency and the passage of Proposition 48.
The Association has encountered many related challenges along the way and accomplished much.
Much more will be needed. Some of the data on Title IX compliance, student-athlete ethnicity,
institutional hiring practices and salary differentials will be reviewed in the next chapter. They
offer persuasive testimony on the distance yet to travel before the NCAA’s ambitious and necessary diversity goals can be achieved. •
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE ARENA

FOR THE NCAA, the present and future challenges look
a lot like those of the past. As the Association enters its
second century, protecting the principle of educational
primacy remains its most fundamental mission.
Amateurism, and how to define or refine it, is still on the
agenda. So are the challenges of commercialism, governance, academic integrity, financial uncertainty, diversity,
external intervention, the role of television and the function of enforcement. The problems associated with
recruiting and subsidizing that were formidable before the
NCAA was established and that have compelled attention
ever since, have not gone away.
TODAY THE WORLD
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of sports, member institutions, participants and championships increased; women and minorities became more
involved; and the rules were amplified and made more
complex. It expanded with the growth of the audience,
from small to huge stadiums and from an Eastern to a
national perspective. It grew as improvements in transportation made access easier and as radio joined the print
media in spreading the word. Television; air travel; economic, political and strategic ties; wars as well; and eventually the Internet made the world a smaller place and the
arena a much bigger one. Some American sports found a
home overseas, and some overseas athletes found a home
on American college campuses. College athletes competPHOTO BY JAMIE SCHWABEROW/NCAA PHOTOS
ed on Olympic teams, either for the U.S., another native
country or another adopted homeland.
By the end of the Association’s first century, the arena in which it conducted its affairs, dealt
with its problems, played its games and recruited its athletes encompassed the planet. In the
process, of course, the NCAA became considerably larger. The public could sense the growth, see
the games, learn about the athletes and receive abundant news about the problems but still could
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discern only part of the picture. Much of the Association’s work and many of its programs flourished almost unnoticed. This chapter provides a more expansive treatment of previously discussed
subjects. The NCAA’s handling of 100 years of challenges will be reviewed. Prospects will be discussed. We begin, though, with observations from others on how the Association has fared so far.
SLINGS AND ARROWS
THE NCAA HAS long been a favored subject of adverse commentary. Critics of sundry description have published or otherwise aired their views of Association governance and priorities, policies and practices, decisions, and interpretations. They have pronounced judgment in the halls of
ivy and the halls of Congress; on television and radio; and in speeches, treatises, essays, columns,
passing paragraphs and simple sentences. Sometimes, just a disparaging word has been sufficient.
Lately, the blogisphere has joined the parade.
There are understandable reasons for all this attention. Intercollegiate athletics are a human
endeavor. Those who play, coach, administer and govern them are as prone to error, or even folly,
as the people involved in every other walk of life. The main difference is that collegiate athletics
are more visible than most endeavors and inherently more controversial than many. If one’s work
is both visible and controversial, critics will want to comment on it, especially if the subject’s
reach is broad as well. The NCAA passes muster on all three counts. Then, too, the Association
makes a lot of rules ... and enforces them. People do not usually flock to worship
5entities — except
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and those who see enforcement as unfair. The NCAA gets its share of criticism from both groups.
Finally, there is that unique and fundamental attribute of American higher education to consider: Colleges and universities in this country have competitive intercollegiate sports programs as a
significant institutional responsibility. A century after the NCAA’s creation, the union of sport —
especially high-profile sport — and academics remains uneasy. Faculty have expressed concern
from the beginning. The greatest test of credibility for campus athletics is the strength of this partnership, the extent to which intercollegiate sport adds value (as Myles Brand has put it) to the
institution’s basic missions. When the link is not strong enough and the value not demonstrable,
the institution is called to account, and ought to be. When the problem is of national scope, the
NCAA is answerable.
The varied reasons for criticism have given rise to different kinds of critics. Sports journalists
and editorialists are often first in line. The growing body of scholarly critiques attests to the significant presence of professorial commentators. Athletics administrators, coaches and supporters
sometimes join the reproachful chorus, blaming the Association for rules or penalties that hurt the
home institution. Legislators at state and national levels occasionally add their voices to this chorus. The periodic reform efforts of organizations such as the Carnegie Foundation, the ACE, the
Knight Commission and, recently, the Mellon Foundation constitute a special category of critical
discourse.
The language of criticism runs the range from specialized to general, thoughtful to hyperbolic
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and constructive to censorious, with slings and arrows the dominant mode. The following examples are illustrative:
 From a book review: “Sometime in the distant future a solid academic study may appear that
finds something good to say about the … NCAA. It will not come anytime soon, however. … It
is ironic that the more the Association’s critics provide well-documented exposes of its failures,
excesses and hypocrisies, the more determined this venerable organization becomes in protecting
its own turf and the economic interests of its most powerful members.” The review was written in
support of a book that focuses on “the myth of amateurism” and portrays the Association as “the
architect of a nationwide money-laundering scheme.”1
 On a somewhat related subject, the index to a highly critical volume dealing with an earlier
era that “helped shape college sports” has a listing for “hypocrisy” under the NCAA entry. The
listing shows 39 pages in which the subject of Association hypocrisy is mentioned. The author, a
college professor, is a long-time critic of intercollegiate athletics and the organization that governs
them.2
 Another professor takes notice of a passage in the 1997-98 NCAA Manual setting forth as a
principal purpose of the Association the maintenance of “intercollegiate athletics as an integral
part of the educational program and the athlete as an integral part of the student body …” The
author adds: “Some may wonder whom do they think they are kidding.”3
 A well-known journalist, following in the tradition of Paul Gallico, writes
5 that the NCAA
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“on the well-established
economic principle that characterizes as a cartel producers colluding to
restrict output in an effort to raise prices and profits.” The theory explains “the restrictions on
wages paid to student-athletes” and the methods of “restricting competition and transferring
income from consumers (the athletics fans) or employees (the student-athletes) to producers (the
athletics departments).”5 The cartel concept, probably helped along by the Association’s major
defeats in the football television and restricted-earnings cases, has produced a cottage industry of
sorts among NCAA critics. It has become fashionable to use the term as a self-evident description
of Association behavior, needing no justification or theoretical framework.
 An alternative interpretation has a structural basis, as explained by a journalist who distributes across his recent book an adjectival portrait of the Association as a massive, mammoth, mindless, bloated, unyielding, increasingly powerful, imperial and tyrannical bureaucracy.6 In simpler
terms, as a newspaper columnist suggests, the NCAA is the “autonomous overseer of collegiate
sports, which has sometimes made the 1970s era Kremlin look like day camp at the YMCA.”7
 A university president sees the NCAA as “essentially a trade association, with the primary
objective of defending the status quo of college sports as a commercial entertainment industry.”
He sees hope, however, in the advent of presidential dominance in NCAA policy-setting and decision-making.8
The Knight Commission’s 1991 report, noting that this was its “bedrock conviction,” asserted
that the Association must be controlled by campus presidents. This control was in place by 1997.
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The commission was reactivated in 2000, to examine other problems. Thomas Hearn, a veteran
member who would later become commission chair, addressed these problems in a speech to the
Association of Governing Boards in 2002. He spoke of the movement of intercollegiate athletics
toward the “entertainment culture” characteristic of professional sports and of the threat this presents to the historic understanding that athletics programs must be subordinate to the educational
mission. Many critics, including those who write of the “myth of amateurism,” argue that professionalism in college sports is not a threat but a reality. These critics would likely share the “whom
do they think they are kidding” sentiment of the professor who wonders about the sanctity of the
marriage between athletics and education. The NCAA leadership, of which Hearn, as an influential member of the Presidents Commission, was once a part, addressed that point as it prepared for
the Association’s second century.9
THE BIGGER PICTURE
DESPITE CLAIMS OF bureaucratic obstructionism, reluctance (or refusal) to change and opposition to progress, the NCAA has a long history of reform. The last quarter century, in particular,
has been transformative. Reform has been a constant watchword. The Association arrives at its
100th birthday as a different-looking organization than the one that greeted the 1980s. The governance, programs, policies and people of 2006 are evidence of the successful implementation of
the Association’s ambitious agenda for change.
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minds. Women’s csports,
excluded from NCAA coverage for 75 years, were brought into the fold
in 1981. During the next decades, women gained Association governance and top-level national
office staff positions in increasing numbers. The first female president was elected in 1991; the
first female chair of the Presidents Commission in 1994. Women have chaired divisional presidents’ bodies and the NCAA Executive Committee since the new structure’s establishment in
1997. Women’s championships now outnumber men’s. The Association advanced from staunch
opposition to Title IX interpretations in the 1970s and ‘80s to the adoption of a positive genderequity report in 1994, then to strong support for Title IX by the turn of the 21st century. Similarly,
in governance and hiring processes, policy development and strategic planning, the NCAA has
given high priority to the broader goals of diversity and inclusion. Student-athletic well-being, as
discussed later, has taken center stage. Academic reforms have been a dominant concern since
1983 and, even at their most controversial, have given both symbolic and substantive recognition
to the importance of the educational mission.
Problems remain in all of these areas. Progress in resolving them will be among the transformed
NCAA’s future principal challenges. The changes of the last 25 years present a record of remarkable accomplishment, especially when measured against the size, complexity, large geography,
customary inertia and capacity for conflict that help determine what is possible in the
Association’s decision-making process. As has been the case with other elements of the organization, this process is often not well understood.
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Division I has been the focus of much of the critical literature on the NCAA, with an occasional nod to the other two divisions. Specifically, it’s Division I football and men’s basketball that
command the interest of commentators. That is where the entertainment culture is most evident
and where the primacy of the educational mission gets its sternest test. But this absorption with
two sports played at the highest level leaves much of the story untold. Apart from NCAA publications, the bigger picture is mostly missing from news columns and evaluative commentaries.
For example, the general public is probably unaware of these important statistics: The number of
active members rose to 1,028 in 2004. Division I-A members, which dominate the news, numbered 117 that year. The rest of the Association — the remainder of Division I plus 281 in Division
II and 421 in Division III — accounted for nearly 90 percent of the active members. That is part
of the bigger picture.
The NCAA sponsored its first championship (track and field) in 1921. During 2003-04, the
Association administered 88 championships in 23 sports and three divisions (44 women, 41 men
and three coed), at a cost of $61.2 million. There were 48,847 participants, almost evenly divided
between men and women. Sixty-six institutions brought home championship trophies. During the
year, approximately 360,000 student-athletes took part in intercollegiate competition. These numbers, too, are a component of the bigger picture.10
Words often do not adhere over time to their original meaning. Such is the case with the term
“student-athlete,” which was invented in the 1950s when the possibility arose15that college foot6, 20
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well beyond its origins.
It is not generally understood as a way around the employee designation.
It simply has a practical application, and it helps protect the indispensable link between athletics
and education. Critics have performed a useful service in citing many cases where this tie has been
loosened to the point at which exploitation better describes the relationship.
Numerous initiatives have been launched in the last decade and a half to strengthen the position of student-athletes on the campuses and in the governance of the Association. In the late
1980s, Richard Schultz helped establish Student-Athlete Advisory Committees (SAACs) for each
NCAA division. SAAC members soon were appointed — eventually as voting members — to
other Association committees and won the right to speak on the Convention floor (and used it).
The SAAC idea also took root on individual campuses where, among their other responsibilities,
members served on athletics certification committees and were interviewed by visiting evaluation
teams. A standard on student-athlete welfare was included in the certification legislation passed in
1993.
Cedric Dempsey made clear from the start of his tenure as the NCAA’s chief executive officer
that student-athletes were his first priority. His State of the Association addresses frequently
emphasized this point. A greatly expanded Principle of Student-Athlete Welfare was set forth in
the NCAA constitution one year after his appointment. Student-athletes were given significant
coverage in his 2002 Will to Act series of position papers on the key issues confronting the organization. Dempsey believed, and often stated, that “student-athletes are at the heart of our decisionTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 153

making.” But he was not naïve about the difficulty of pursuing what he called this “unassailable”
priority. “Striking a balance … between academic success and athletics access,” he said, “is a formidable exercise.” His consistent advocacy had an impact on campuses. Institutional CEOs cited
student-athlete welfare as the principal issue facing the NCAA in polling connected with a major
Association research project between 1999 and 2002.12 Dempsey’s successor has continued the
commitment. “Student-athletes come first,” Brand said during his initial year as Association president. “The NCAA has to be focused on student-athletes, focused on the conditions under which
they play, but also on education.” He observed in his first State of the Association address that,
“In the end, it is all about the student-athlete.”13
The enhanced standing of student-athletes is also a part, for critics a largely unremarked part,
of the bigger picture. Rhetoric alone does not suffice to validate this claim. The creation of various programs bolsters the case, as do financial allocations. The catastrophic-insurance initiative,
for example, was instituted in 1992, covers all student-athletes at active member institutions and
provides up to $20 million in lifetime benefits. The NCAA pays an annual premium of approximately $10 million. Each year, a significant share of the Association dollars expended through the
conferences is earmarked for programs for student-athletes. During 2003-04, the figure was more
than $30 million. The Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund, which is available to families as well, is
another case in point. In its first year, $17 million was available in this fund, which is scheduled
to increase at a rate of 13 percent annually. The Special Assistance Fund, initiated
in 1994-95,
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nic minority and women’s enhancement awards) is degree-completion funding for those who have
exhausted their athletics eligibility and are within one year of finishing their academic work.
Through 2004-05, the Division I program expended more than $11 million in an 18-year period
to assist more than 1,800 recipients. Their graduation rate was 95 percent.14 Every spring since
1997, the NCAA has invited more than 300 student-athletes to attend a national leadership conference. These men and women are ethnically diverse, represent all three divisions, and compete
in a variety of sports. Thus far, nearly 3,000 athletes have been involved. All of these programs
and activities are part of the substantial effort undertaken in recent years, both on campuses and
in conference offices, as well as by the NCAA, to make student-athletes the Association’s highest
priority. It’s a story that needs telling. It’s the biggest part of the bigger picture.
There is one more component of that picture to discuss here. It’s another function whose focus
is on student-athletes and, in a measure, it is 100 years old. The NCAA was born out of a growing concern about the deaths and severe injuries attributed to football. Rules changes eliminated
the flying wedge and its mass-play cousins. As noted previously, this concern was serious enough
that for a decade after the first Convention the Association issued an annual report on football
fatalities. The 1920s push for mandatory physical education programs in colleges and high schools
was partially a product of concern for the health and safety of those who played the game. But,
apart from making rules and occasional pronouncements, the NCAA could not do much because
it had no staff and little money until the 1950s. It is instructive that late in that decade (1958), the
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Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS) was formed, but
nearly two decades passed before a full-time staff person was hired. The position was assigned
responsibility then for research in general, to be carried out through small grants to faculty
researchers at the member campuses. Many of these grants covered health and safety — catastrophic and fatal injuries; equipment standards; and a comprehensive, well-developed
illness/injury reporting system that became an important source of information and assistance to
the campuses. The Association published its first Sports-Medicine Handbook in 1977. Substance
abuse and drug-testing were major items of concern in the early 1980s. NCAA drug-testing
became mandatory in 1986. Health and safety became a significant element of a broader research
program.
The controversy that followed the passage of Proposition 48 added an important component to
the program. The angry response to this legislation — specifically its reliance on standardized
tests and cutoff scores — led the Council to form the Special Committee on Academic Research
to study the academic preparation of student-athletes. This research, which demonstrated
Proposition 48’s decidedly adverse impact on Blacks, caused the Council and Presidents
Commission to delay full implementation until 1988. With the legislation in effect at that point,
and Ursula Walsh installed as the Association’s first director of research in 1985, Professor John
McArdle was recruited as the leader of a team of outside researchers. The importance of this
group’s longitudinal analysis was underscored by the contentious passage and1implementation
of
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With the academic-eligibility studies supplying some of the basic building material and the
health and safety element achieving high-priority standing, the NCAA’s research program has
become a substantial enterprise. A wealth of data has been generated during the last two decades
on academic performance, graduation rates, substance use and abuse, revenues and expenses of
athletics departments, race demographics, progress toward equity, and student-athlete gambling
behavior. Policy decisions often rely heavily on these data. Sports-medicine research now covers
a multitude of subjects. The Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports
is responsible for studies of HIV, eating disorders, nutrition, nutritional supplements, wrestling,
weight-loss regimes, concussions, depression, anterior cruciate ligament injuries and baseball bat
characteristics. This committee also deals with matters such as equitable medical treatment for
male and female student-athletes, health insurance, coach and athlete education programs, spring
football practice injury rates, and lightning safety as a component of event management. Plans and
legislation are developed from the research on health and safety issues. Recently, the Association
embarked on a longitudinal examination of the lifelong impact of participating in athletics, possibly the most ambitious project yet undertaken by the research division. Research has a high priority in the NCAA. It, too, is a significant part of the bigger picture.
THREE-PART HARMONY
WHEN THE ISSUE of federation came before the Special Convention of 1973, the Association
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had 664 active members. Serious concern had arisen about disparate institutional size, decreasing
commonality of mission, equitability of access to championships and the old problem of maintaining a level playing field. Unhappiness over the distribution of television wealth, addressed earlier, was also a factor and would soon become a larger one. The earlier effort to reorder the membership into two divisions had failed because two was a number insufficient to meet a growing
need. This spawned the Association’s first Special Convention in 67 years, which gave added significance to the demand for federation. Three divisions resulted from this Convention. In the succeeding decades, many have wondered whether three were enough.
The basic differences among the three were clear. Division I programs featured substantial
sports sponsorship and scholarship numbers, national as well as regional recruitment and competition, an intra-division scheduling emphasis, attendance considerations, and a presumption of
reliance on self-generated financial support. Division II institutions had a regional focus, fewer
sports, major institutional funding and significant numbers of local or in-state student-athletes
paying for a large share of the costs of their education. In Division III, the governing philosophy
owed much to precepts cherished by the NCAA’s founders: no athletics grants-in-aid, no distinctions between student-athletes and other students, and sports programs conducted not for the general public but for the competitors and the campus community. These broad divisional operating
principles have provided a structure within which the NCAA has been able to grow in both membership and complexity. However, challenges within and between the divisions
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force, and I-A and I-AA were the result. The I-AA label was applied solely to distinguish between
levels of football participation. The institutions within Division I that did not sponsor football
needed their own subdivisional designation. The creation of I-AAA was a response to that need.
The subdivision boundary lines, particularly between I-A and I-AA, have been revisited periodically. The I-A schools have wanted to protect against increases in the number of their I-AA compatriots moving up. Members of I-AA have been concerned about the incorrect public perception
that the double-A designation extends beyond football to other sports, in that way consigning the
subdivision to a lower overall standing. An effort by a Division I football study committee in
2001-02 to tighten I-A membership criteria also produced some I-AA enhancements. It soon
became clear that the stricter criteria, especially for attendance, would likely force a number of IA institutions out of the subdivision. The Division I Board of Directors softened the standards in
2005 and provided a significant scheduling benefit for I-AA. In addition, the Board discussed
whether the subdivision labels needed to be abandoned in favor of an unqualified Division I classification. The membership criteria and postseason championship provisions differentiating I-A
from I-AA would be retained, but not the separate designations. The I-AAA terminology would
also disappear, though again the regulations applicable to non-football-playing institutions would
remain. The nomenclature changes were under study at the time of publication.15
Just as Division I has struggled with classification issues, Division III periodically has considered subdivision arrangements. Division II faced the prospect of losing members to Division I,
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where those reclassifying (or thinking about the possibility) often presumed that both higher status and additional dollars awaited. And the more highly federated NCAA established under the
1997 restructuring legislation, while working reasonably well, had other issues with which to contend.
When the three divisions were created in 1973, 237 institutions elected Division I membership,
194 opted for II and 233 for III. As noted, the numbers in 2004 were 326, 281 and 421, respectively. Of the Association’s 1,028 members that year, 41 percent were in Division III. There had
been a steady increase in all divisions over three decades, but Division III, at 83 percent, was the
clear leader. Although other factors were involved, growth brought problems to this division. Size
of enrollment, diversity of mission and numbers of sports created a range of differences that made
consistent interpretation and applications of the Division III philosophy more challenging. An
enhanced interest in championship competition complicated matters in a variety of ways: A
greater emphasis on winning developed, to improve chances of selection for postseason games.
Commitment to the concept of treating athletes the same as other students weakened. Conference
membership grew in some instances not on the basis of shared philosophy or geographic proximity but because regular-season champions in most cases automatically qualified for postseason
play. Issues associated with Division I, such as redshirting and longer playing and practice seasons, became priority concerns for Division III. Increasingly, questions have been raised about
financial aid practices. The division philosophy has been the membership cornerstone
from the
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College Sports and Educational Values”) with James Shulman based on a historical study of
undergraduate students at 30 academically selective institutions. Study subjects included Division
I-AA public and private universities, along with four Ivy Group I-AA schools and a number of
Division III institutions. The authors found a wide and growing divide between the “intense athletics enterprise” and the “core teaching-research function” of selective institutions.16 A second
volume, with Bowen and Sarah Levin as principal authors, appeared in 2003 (“Reclaiming the
Game: College Sports and Educational Values”).17 This book is based on a “data-driven” study of
students from 33 schools, 25 of them selective Division III colleges and universities. The other
eight are Ivy members. The subjects — nearly 28,000 of them — represented both athletics and
the general student population. Recruited athletes were compared with all others. The study
revealed major differences across a range of measures, including recruitment itself. This practice
has become more intensive everywhere, the authors reported, and “there is no counterpart, outside
of athletics, to the time and resources devoted to recruiting athletes.”18 The extensive evidence
gathered for this study suggests that student-athletes at the nation’s most academically prestigious
institutions are not representative of the overall student body. Their classroom performance is
alleged to be poorer, and an athletics “culture” is thought to separate them from fellow students.
This divide, like the related separation of academic and athletics functions in general, is said to be
growing. While many commentators dispute the books’ methodologies and conclusions, no one
denies that the issues they raise are real ones.19
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The College Sports Project (CSP), established in 2003 with Mellon support, grew from findings of the two studies co-authored by Bowen. Its objectives are to assure that athletes “are first
and foremost students” and that “athletics administrators and coaches … embrace their roles as
educators.” Toward these inter-related ends — “representation” and “integration” in shorthand
form — the CSP has held a series of meetings with college and university presidents and
expressed strong interest in making Division III the focus of major reform.20 The NCAA has been
represented at these meetings, and the Mellon efforts have helped advance the reform agenda initiated by the Division III Presidents Council in 2002. This agenda, called the Future of Division
III, was developed with widespread participation by members and strong leadership from institutional CEOs. Although some of the changes proposed were similar to those sought by the CSP,
complications abounded in adapting ideas suited to highly selective institutions to a constellation
of 400-plus colleges and universities representing a considerable range of selectivity and great
variety in size, scope and athletics ambition.
In its first set of proposals, put before the 2004 Convention, the Presidents Council looked
toward bringing certain policies and practices into closer alignment with Division III philosophy.
After extensive discussion, and with a large number of presidents participating, Convention voters adopted seven of the Council’s nine recommended reforms. The voters also created a financial
aid reporting system, implemented in 2005, to ensure that grants awarded to student-athletes are
consistent with those awarded to the general student body. Failure to submit 1the
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Centennial Convention, based again on substantial discussion during the intervening two years.21
The second round of reform, preceded by a survey of member views, dealt with growth management, championship access, conference affiliation, and, to some extent, the representation and
integration questions emphasized by the CSP. The growth of the division has placed championship
issues near the top of the agenda because Division III is so large that tournaments may become
too long, causing participants to miss more class time, or include too many games. The longstanding argument over the appropriateness of a national championship emphasis will receive
attention, as will the alternative of giving primacy to in-season competition and conference championships. Relatedly, the division is searching for ways to inhibit growth — either through a cap
on membership or less rigid means — in hopes of heading off new movement toward subdivision.
The subdivision question has been debated for years, but, again, growth and its challenges threaten to bring it to the fore. Survey findings suggest reasonably strong opposition to subdivision, but
also a significant minority in favor. A group of liberal arts colleges, influenced by the Bowen studies and CSP initiatives, has indicated that a “legitimate” Division III could be achieved by 100 to
150 such institutions. Remaining current members would choose between Divisions I and II, or
perhaps at some point even a fourth division.22
A greatly reduced Division III membership seems unlikely but, coincidentally, Division II has
reached a point at which it would welcome new members. Not long ago, as The NCAA News
reported, that division considered itself “filled to overflowing.” It had initiated “an aggressive
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examination of how to manage potentially explosive — and perhaps harmful — membership
growth.” When Division III approved an increased sports-0sponsorship requirement, it proved difficult for a number of institutions to meet. Division II, with a less demanding sponsorship rule,
seemed an attractive alternative. A larger concern was membership attrition from the National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics. The NAIA had lost 40 percent of its members since the
mid-1970s, many joining the NCAA. Division II became a desirable destination, a trend that
showed signs of continuing and perhaps accelerating. The NCAA received more than 30 requests
for provisional membership in 2000, and 35 other schools were already in the provisional qualification process. Serious funding issues were in the offing. And, since some Division II institutions sponsored nonscholarship football, it seemed possible that enough Division III members
could join them that Division II might be forced to create football subdivisions.23
The anticipated growth crisis did not materialize. The NCAA declared a two-year moratorium
on accepting new members and established a project team to study growth. Strengthened sportssponsorship, financial aid and provisional-membership requirements were enacted. No large-scale
Division III migration occurred. The NAIA attrition problem stabilized. Between 2000 and 2004,
Division II added 17 active members (institutions, mostly, that had already been in provisional status when the moratorium was established). In four years, the division grew 6.4 percent, slightly
more than the total Association rate. It had begun a strategic planning effort in 1999 and assembled an updated version in 2004. Membership was among the priority components.
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anyway. The stability of certain Division II conferences has been shaken by the loss of key members. Division I-AA and I-AAA conferences have come looking to add to their own memberships.
Division II has lost 10 members during the last few years. Although the total number for the division has not yet been adversely affected, it is clear that could happen.
Money, as noted earlier, is a major concern in these decisions. Through their conferences,
Division I-A members receive much greater dollar allocations than other members. Additional
enticements include enhanced visibility and the sense that a Division I classification adds to institutional prestige. A perception that improved academic standing comes with a move to Division I
also plays a role and further whets the appetites of fans, governing board members and political
leaders for a change of divisional scenery. At the other end of the Division II spectrum, members
concerned about strained finances proposed a reduction in the number of permitted football equivalencies from 36 to 24. If approved, this reduction almost certainly would have caused further
attrition by wealthier members to Division I. The proposal was defeated at the 2005 Convention,
but the financial challenges remain for the institutions that sponsored it. The possibility of subdividing has therefore re-entered the discourse.
In 2005, the Division II leadership commissioned a study to determine, in part, whether the likely result of reclassification to Division I is a greater reliance on institutional, nonathletics funding
to cover the increased expenses. The study also examined other financial questions. Research
results were reported to the first Division II Chancellors and Presidents Summit in June. The
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report found that the average Division II program with football has annual revenue of approximately $2.6 million and expenses of $2.7 million. These averages are nearly $5 million less than
the relevant figures for Division I-AA. The percentage of total institutional spending (2.6 percent)
in Division II is less than that in I-AA (3.6 percent). The study examined 20 institutions that had
moved from Division II to I-AA during the period 1994-2002. Perhaps the most important findings were that increases in football spending by those institutions did not equate to an increase in
winning records or in additional football revenues. At the bottom line, the study revealed no economic benefits in moving up, given an average increase in spending ($3.7 million) compared with
a $2.5 million jump in revenue. About 80 percent of the revenue growth came in the form of institutional support, state support and student fees. These data, one expects, will become part of the
analysis institutions undertake as they consider the possibility of joining Division I. It will also be
important for these institutions to bear in mind that, as some former Division II schools have
learned, finding a conference home in Division I can be a daunting task.24
Dealing with the growth and migration facing all three NCAA divisions has been further complicated by a basic rule of federation: Each division sets its own membership criteria. Beyond a
threat to this or that division is the overall question of whether the Association itself is placed in
jeopardy. Division II believes this possibility may be at hand and has relayed that concern to the
Executive Committee. President Brand has taken the position that “the primary issue … is the
effect each division’s identity search — and the resulting migration from one 1division
to another
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From a governance perspective, the Association clearly works best when its three divisions
work together. Altering the basic rule of federation may be impossible, but the Executive
Committee, whose focus is on the welfare of the entire Association, might be able to lend a hand
in applying Brand’s counsel to determining who belongs where in the NCAA divisional scheme,
and why. That would be a proper exercise in achieving three-part harmony.
CALLS FOR REFORM
THE DIVISIONAL IDENTITY issues, and the difficulties of growth and migration, are another
part of the NCAA story that commands relatively little public interest. These matters are not the
stuff of headlines. Discussions of them do not usually appear above the fold in the sports sections
of daily newspapers or as lead items on the sports segments of television news shows. Much of
the information about Divisions II and III is limited to either NCAA publications or the hometown/home-state media of the member institutions. Division I is where the public’s attention is,
and much of it is focused on I-A, where visibility is greatest, stakes highest and temptations
strongest. It houses the six conferences that dominate football rankings and the BCS, and the institutions that have long enjoyed ascendancy in postseason basketball. The temptations are also the
hardest to resist in I-A. During the 27 years from the beginning of subdivisions (1978) through
2004, the Association levied penalties in 340 enforcement cases. Division I-A institutions were
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involved in 194 (57 percent). Division I, including all three subdivisions, accounted for 295 (87
percent). Division II colleges and universities were involved in 35, or 10 percent. In Division III,
over all those years, only 10 infractions cases reached the penalty stage. One I-A institution was
punished seven times. A second had six violations and two others had five. Seven universities
from I-A had four cases and 18 had three. The seriousness of the infractions and the severity of
the penalties varied widely; however, probation was among the sanctions in 87 percent of the I-A
cases.26
Painful front-page stories often lay behind these statistics. Coaches, players, administrators,
boosters, trustees and presidents have been implicated. Viewed from another perspective, these
were old stories — restatements in effect of tales told for a century. Cheating scandals have always
helped fuel reform in intercollegiate athletics. Other factors usually have provided momentum,
too: concerns about exploitation of student-athletes, for example, or a desire to return to the ideals
of an earlier era. In the first years of the 21st century, the scandals have been joined with — perhaps even overshadowed by — a host of troublesome developments that have energized reformist
impulses. Reform agendas abound, though their priorities and directions may differ. Some see
change as coming necessarily from outside the NCAA. The target, for most, is Division I, particularly I-A. Explicitly or implicitly, the over-riding emphasis is on the academics-athletics relationship. One view is that this relationship has been lost, perhaps beyond recovery. Another is that it
is under threat, as it has always been. A third is that the collegiate model, in 1which
education is
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er. In March 2003, the president of Fresno State decided to withhold his regular-season conference champion men’s basketball team from postseason competition because of allegations of academic fraud against players and staff from previous years. That same month, St. Bonaventure
made the same decision and forfeited six regular-season games for using an ineligible player.
Shortly thereafter, the institution’s CEO resigned when it was divulged that he had ruled eligible
a basketball player who had a certificate in welding, but no required associate’s degree, from a
community college he previously attended. Later, in an apparently related incident, the chair of
the university’s Board of Trustees committed suicide.27
Also in March, Georgia fired an assistant men’s basketball coach, suspended his father (the
head coach) and removed the team from postseason play. The head coach resigned amid charges
of academic fraud, payments to players and other infractions. The men’s basketball coach at
Baylor and the school’s athletics director resigned in August, after the disappearance and death of
a player and assertions of rule-breaking. Within a week, a newspaper published the contents of
tape transcripts of the coach requesting his players and assistants to tell investigators that the murdered player had been a drug dealer whose death was related to that crime, which was false. In
September, the Baylor faculty voted no-confidence in the institution’s president. The next month,
a booster charged with paying a high school coach $150,000 to direct one of his players to
Alabama was indicted by a federal grand jury. He was eventually convicted of bribing a public
servant, sentenced to six months in prison and ordered to pay $96,100 in restitution for structurTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 161

ing bank withdrawals to hide a crime. It was revealed in November that Auburn’s president,
accompanied by two members of his governing board, traveled secretly to Louisville to offer the
head football coach there the Auburn position. Neither Louisville officials nor the Auburn head
coach, who had not been fired (and subsequently remained in the job), were aware of the trip or
the offer.28
Shortly after the New Year, a football recruiting scandal at Colorado — involving the use of sex
and alcohol to attract players to the university — became a major national news story. After an
inquiry by the Colorado Board of Regents and the implementation of a new policy on recruiting,
both the president and the director of athletics resigned. The head football coach, initially placed
on administrative leave, was allowed to continue in his position. An independent commission
determined that while players had participated in the recruitment practices, no coach or administrator had approved them.29
Numerous other problems surfaced in 2003 regarding the behavior of players and coaches and
covering a multitude of illegal or otherwise inappropriate actions and demeanors. This also was
the year when the long-expected falling of the membership dominoes from one conference to
another to another finally happened. The Atlantic Coast Conference took three members of the Big
East, which in turn recruited five institutions from Conference USA. C-USA then added four
Western Athletic Conference (WAC) universities and one from the Mid-American Conference.
The WAC brought in three members of the Sun Belt Conference. Nearly 14 1percent
of the I-A
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od, the Association had to deal with some of the public expressions of dismay. When reform took
wing in the early years of the 21st century, it was therefore logical that the NCAA would help lead
the effort.
Although the Mellon/Bowen books are mainly about the challenge of maintaining educational
primacy at selective Division III institutions, their findings are an admonition to Division I as
well. If the collegiate bond is fraying at these schools, where athletics scholarships are prohibited, the challenge to maintain that tie is likely to be much greater where heavy stress is placed on
public exposure, big dollars and big victories. In light of that challenge, the Knight Commission,
reactivated in 2000, observed in its 2001 report that the situation had reached a critical point.
While changes in the NCAA — presidential control, academic and fiscal integrity, and certification of Division I athletics programs — had been helpful, the problems, the report suggested,
could no longer be resolved within the organization. These changes, though embraced by the
Knight Commission in previous years, were now characterized as modest. More was needed, and
to provide it, the commission proposed the creation of a Coalition of Presidents, financially independent of the NCAA and the major I-A conferences. This group would deal with education
reform, “arms race” spending and the excesses of commercialism. A number of other targets for
reform, including coaches’ compensation, scholarship reductions, advertising limitations and the
length of sports seasons, also were proposed. The participation of other entities — the NCAA,
ACE and AGB, for example — was encouraged. As for the Association, the commission reportTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 162

ed that “time has demonstrated … (that) the NCAA … cannot independently do what needs to be
done.” It has “a near-irreconcilable conflict” between its responsibilities to enforce the rules and
to generate large revenues for the membership.30
In the early 1990s, the Knight recommendations received a positive public reception, and —
though just who provided the principal impetus for reform may be disputable — the commission’s
proposed changes were implemented by the NCAA. In 2001, however, the new proposals led to
a less-than-enthusiastic response. The ACE indicated it would help the suggested coalition get
started. The Association of Governing Boards (AGB) appointed a committee to study the matter
and 18 months later chose a different road to reform. The head of the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities (Constantine Curris) criticized both the commission and its recommendations. “Simply stated,” he wrote, “there is not much here.” He viewed the fundamental
problem as the “extraordinary infusion of dollars” into intercollegiate athletics, with “little benefit to student-athletes and virtually no financial benefit to the academic enterprise.” Besides, he
added, the NCAA is still “the primary and perhaps only vehicle to effect reform” and its effectiveness would be undercut by the proposed Coalition of Presidents. A group of campus CEOs from
the six major I-A conferences met with the Knight leaders but did not endorse any of the report’s
suggestions. The Division I Board of Directors, meeting six weeks later, rejected the coalition proposal. The chair, William Kirwan of Ohio State, said “the Board is the appropriate body to drive
the reform efforts.”31
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It is hopeless to imagine that big-time college sports will ever return
to the amateur student-athlete model for which we are so nostalgic.
The commercial interests are too powerful and the booster
fanaticism is too overwhelming for any lonely band of university
presidents — usually unsupported by their boards or faculty and
opposed by alumni and other fans — to overcome them.
Atwell proposed an option whereby the revenue-producing sports in Division I (football and
men’s basketball in most cases) would be separated from the other sports, their players hired, paid
a market wage and enrolled as students only if they wished. In this way, he concluded, “it would
finally be acknowledged that, when it comes to big-time sports, many higher education institutions are in the entertainment, not the education, business.”32
Dempsey appeared before the Knight Commission shortly after it resumed operations. He was
a member now, as his predecessor had been (and still was). He provided a “scorecard” showing
the NCAA’s progress in meeting the goals and principles the commission had set forth in its 1991
report. Dempsey expressed concern regarding speculation that the commission was back in business because the NCAA had “failed to adequately address the issues the original group identified.”
As the scorecard demonstrated, he said, “that was not the case.”33 Later, he described the commission’s “A Call to Action” report as having painted an “overly broad and dark … picture of
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intercollegiate athletics …” He noted, though, that “the truest stroke” of the report might be the
challenge it issued: “The search now is for the will to act.” Accordingly, Dempsey, in his waning
months as Association president, titled his comprehensive message of reform to the membership
“The Will to Act Project.” Despite his disagreement with at least some of the Knight conclusions
and recommendations, he took a firm line in introducing the 13 essays:
Although there will be disagreements over the details, it is clear that
college presidents at NCAA member institutions are frustrated and
even embarrassed by too large a number of highly publicized issues
that at best advertise a a blatant hypocrisy and at worst represent
negligent contempt for the mission and good name of higher
education. Low graduation rates among high-profile athletes,
escalating salaries for the most elite of football and basketball
coaches, the tension between the amateur status of student-athletes
and the drive for commercial dollars are among the concerns that
the public, media and university administrators all note when they
describe the failure of intercollegiate athletics to live up to its values.
All agree that serious attention to meaningful reform in a number of
areas is required.34
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prepared to pursue athletics as a professional enterprise. Another was reconstituting the NCAA as
an organization of faculty, academic deans and provosts, becoming to the extant NCAA “what
anti-matter is to matter.” A third was retiring the term “student-athlete” and replacing it with “student.” Eventually, the group’s priorities included more familiar proposals such as a 2.000 GPA
requirement for continuing eligibility; a one-year no-participation mandate for freshmen and
transfers; and the elimination of one-year renewable scholarships in favor of need-based financial
aid. Even so, the Drake Group, which is still active, retains its image as being well disposed to
reforms advanced by the Association’s harshest critics.35
Other faculty organizations looked toward different solutions to what all involved seemed to
agree were serious problems. The Faculty Athletics Representatives Association, speaking
through members of its executive committee, expressed concern about the Knight Commission’s
2001 recommendations. The Knight focus on Division I-A, the FARA members wrote, failed “to
recognize the positive experiences and academic achievements of the vast majority of students
who play sports in all three divisions …” Moreover, the commission entrusted “primary responsibility for reform in the very hands under which the problems intensified.” Faculty, FARA said,
“must be at the center of reform because academics are the center of their existence, and they are
the group with the most liberty to act independently.” Galvanizing higher education behind the
agenda for reform means that presidents (and others) must recognize “how much the independ-
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ence and academic focus of faculty are critical to the project.”36
The FARA leaders’ statement was evidence of a significant stirring in the ranks of faculty
groups as the issues highlighted by Dempsey, the Knight Commission and the critical literature
gained (or regained) national prominence. Within six months of each other in 2001, faculty senate groups in the Pacific-10 and Big Ten Conferences announced their support for major reforms.
In May 2003, the Association of Southeastern Conference Faculty Leaders was formed, with
changes in mind and a substantial faculty role envisioned. Earlier that year, the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP) issued a revised statement on the place of faculty
in the governance of college sport, calling for greater involvement in several areas and stronger
action in furthering the reform agenda. In 2002, the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COIA)
started as an e-mail network of faculty members from institutions in the BCS conferences,
expanding the next year to become a coalition of faculty senates from all interested Division I-A
universities. The coalition’s purpose is “to promote serious and comprehensive reform … so as to
preserve and enhance the contributions athletics can make to academic life by addressing longstanding problems … that undermine those contributions.” In the meantime, the AGB aligned
itself with reform-oriented faculty leaders to develop standards for governing boards in carrying
out their intercollegiate athletics responsibilities.
In August 2003, the COIA, AGB and NCAA formed the Alliance for Intercollegiate Athletics
Reform to get collaborative efforts off the ground. The heads of the three organizations
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Myles Brand addressed the AAUP conference two months later. The theme of his speech was
intercollegiate athletics at a crossroads. He minced no words, referring to “scandals on a major
scale over the last several months.” He said “coaches have been acting badly in ways that damage
not only the integrity of their own profession but the credibility of college sports and, indeed, all
of higher education.” Further, “charges of academic fraud among student-athletes continue to
plague some of the best institutions in the country.” Brand returned often to the critical importance
of the collegiate model and the threat to this model that was abroad in the land. The model, he
stressed, “is firmly grounded in the education of students who participate in athletics. This is our
target and should guide how we conduct intercollegiate athletics. If we fail at this, we fail at the
notion that athletics should be associated with the academy at all … I am unbendable on this
point.” Brand went on to describe some positive features of the current college sports landscape,
other problems that will need attention and some thoughts about what lies ahead. These were,
taken together, an outline of at least some elements of a reform agenda.38
THE AGENDA
THE SPECIFIC ISSUES are familiar. Some of them have challenged the Association for a long
time. The context within which the NCAA is called upon to deal with them, however, changes regularly. Current realities dictate that old challenges be handled in new ways. Much of the work is
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already in progress. But there is a lot yet to be done as the Association begins its second century.
Despite the progressive changes of recent years, governance remains a fit subject for fresh thinking. Amateurism concerns were present at the NCAA’s creation, and though they differ now from
those that confronted the founders and later generations of Association leaders, they are still contentious. Enforcement issues, especially recruitment and subsidization, were readily apparent
before the Association got started and are as daunting as ever. Questions regarding finances, commercialism and broadcasting also have deep roots, plus increasingly consequential interrelationships. The challenge of diversity is relatively new for the NCAA, which has energetically
addressed it in recent years. But there are promises to keep and miles to travel before this job is
satisfactorily done. All of these issues are among the major items on the reform agenda for 2006
and beyond and warrant further discussion here. And there is one more item, in a sense the most
important of all. If primacy of the educational mission is where the NCAA is to make its most
basic case, as it must, then academic reform must head the agenda.
Academics. The Association began to link eligibility with academic performance with the
1.600 rule in 1965. That rule, which was more complex than the numbers suggested, fell victim
to misunderstanding, home rule and the emergence of certain social forces. As we have seen,
1.600 was abandoned in favor of a simple, undemanding 2.000 GPA requirement in 1973. At about
that time, as explained previously, George Hanford wrote his review for the ACE, noting the
absence of campus CEOs from significant involvement with college sports. A
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Proposition 48 gave birth to an heir in 1992 when the membership gave initial approval to
Proposition 16, with refinements still to come. More intense debate followed, aimed at the discriminatory character of the cut-score.
Meanwhile, the NCAA had begun to look at continuing academic eligibility as a way of shoring
up educational primacy. When the research findings of the early 21st century demonstrated
beyond argument that cut-scores produced problematic consequences, the Association, led by the
Division I Board of Directors, abandoned that approach. The Board determined that the sliding
scale should slide all the way, enabling low standardized-test scores to balance with high GPAs
and satisfactory performance in an increasing number of high school core courses. That approach
addressed initial eligibility, but the Board also decided that a better measure of academic potential is how student-athletes performed in class after they get to college.
This approach was initiated in 2002. The next year, the Association proposed a new method for
calculating graduation rates whereby student-athletes who leave institutions before graduation and
in good standing do not adversely affect the rates, and transfers who enter in good standing can
be included.
This method, known as the “Graduation-Success Rate” (GSR), corrected serious problems in
the required federal rate methodology. The Association began collecting graduation-rate data for
all divisions, using the federal methodology with the 1984 entering class. The Division I data have
attracted significant public interest, despite the survey’s noted shortcomings. Generally, the annuTHE NCAA’S FIRST CENTURY • 166

al reports have shown student-athletes graduating at a higher percentage than the overall student
body and females performing at a higher academic rate than males. The rates of black student-athletes in Division I men’s basketball and I-A football (sports in which general academic performance has often been substandard) have received substantial public and Association attention. They
have typically been lower, and in some years much lower, than rates for white males in the two
sports and for white and black male and female student-athletes in the all-sports calculations. The
rates for black basketball and football players have exceeded the percentages for the overall black
student body population, but that has been small comfort.39
The GSR legislation was approved in 2003, with the understanding that its rates would be published annually, along with the mandated federal graduation rates. The NCAA also strengthened
continuing-eligibility standards so that student-athletes (including junior college transfers) would
have to complete 40 percent of their graduation requirements by the start of their third year, 60
percent by the fourth year and 80 percent by the fifth. The Division I Board of Directors then
turned its attention to a “real-time” measure of academic progress developed through a complex
data collection process each semester. Each team in the division — approximately 6,000 of them
— is then assigned an Academic Progress Rate (APR) figure based on the data. Retaining academic eligibility and remaining at the institution are key factors in calculating the APR. The formula establishes a cutoff score that equates statistically with a 50 percent graduation rate. Teams
falling below this rate can be subject to “contemporaneous penalties” if a player
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The first round of data collection took place in 2003-04 when information was gathered on
6,002 teams. Of that number, 363 (six percent) fell below the cutoff score. The figure for men’s
sports was 280 (10 percent) and for women’s, 83 (2.6 percent). Football had the highest number
of teams (61) and percentage (26) below the APR cutoff. Sixty-one baseball teams (21.5 percent)
and 60 men’s basketball teams (18.4 percent) also failed to meet the mark. On the women’s side,
basketball had the highest number (15) and percentage (4.6) below the cutoff. No contemporaneous penalties will be assessed until two years of data are available. Rolling four-year periods will
be used to determine historical penalties.
APR legislation, coupled with more demanding continuing-eligibility standards, opens a new
and promising chapter in academic reform. The clear intent is to materially strengthen the academics-athletics tie. When the 1.600 rule, the first effort to establish that connection, was eliminated,
Byers described the decision as “a terrible day for college athletics.” Institutional presidents were
not much in evidence that day. Thirty-three years later, the presidents themselves have created
much more demanding academic requirements than 1.600 and substantial penalties for teams and
institutions that fail to meet them. Doubters have expressed reservations about this approach. But
the change is a bold stroke — “the most sweeping academic overhaul in NCAA history,” as one
writer described it — with a basis in solid research. It is the kind of action required if the collegiate model is to survive and prosper.40
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Amateurism. The first NCAA constitution contained a statement of the “Principles of Amateur
Sport.” The statement forbade:
Proselytizing, the offering of inducements to players to enter colleges
or universities because of their athletics abilities and of supporting
or maintaining players while students on account of their athletics
abilities, either by athletics organizations, individual alumni, or
otherwise, indirectly or directly; singling out prominent athletic
students of preparatory schools and endeavoring to influence them to
enter a particular college or university; the playing of those
ineligible as amateurs; the playing of those who are not bona fide
students in good and regular standing; and improper and
unsportsmanlike conduct of any sort whatsoever, either on the part of
the contestants, the coaches, their assistants or the student body.41
The language was attuned to its times, and while not specifically registering the elitist inclinations of the British leisure class, Britain was nevertheless its ancestral home. Most of the forbidden practices described here eventually were sanctioned by the Association, though not without a
struggle. For nearly 50 years, the dominance of home rule meant that compliance with such principles was voluntary. In 1916, a definition of amateurism (amended in 1922) was set forth in
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part based on the assistance they provide in assuring competitive equity.) The NCAA’s fundamental commitment to amateurism saw it through a lengthy battle with the AAU — and along the way,
the U.S. Olympic Committee — over the control of athletics competition in which college students were involved. The outlines of that often bitter contest were visible at the beginning.
Government intervention, at the behest of U.S. presidents, sometimes was required to restore the
peace. The Association stayed the course, and, with Congressional passage of the Amateur Sports
Act in 1978, its place as the predominant power in amateur athletics was secured. The problems
within the NCAA, however, gradually grew more complicated.42
As the number of sanctioned sports increased — each with its own rules — bylaw provisions
multiplied. The inconsistencies between them, and the divisions sponsoring them, became more
evident. The spread of recruiting to foreign countries added to the confusion about eligibility and
competitive equity. Exceptions and waiver-request policies differed from sport to sport. The
Division I Amateurism and Agents Subcommittee was asked in 1997 to examine the growing
problem. The subcommittee chair, Christine Grant of Iowa, explained its dimensions in a 2000
interview:
What emerges from an analysis of the current state of amateurism is
an exceedingly complex series of problems because we … are
attempting to collect accurate data in order to treat in a uniform
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fashion all prospective student-athletes in the world … These
prospective student-athletes (national and international) belong to a
vast array of sporting organizations, each of which has a different
set of rules pertaining to amateurism and most of which cannot
provide accurate records of financial transactions between the
athlete and the organization.43
Most of the subcommittee’s analysis focused on athletes’ experiences before enrolling.
Resulting recommendations were based on extensive research and a commitment to enhancing
student-athlete welfare while assuring competitive equity. The subcommittee concluded that
prospects should be permitted, before enrollment, to keep prize money from place finishes in competition. Research suggested that competitive advantage came from the level of competition and
the length of time of an athlete’s involvement, not from the acceptance of prize money. In addition, the subcommittee recommended that pre-enrollment student-athletes be allowed to enter the
professional draft and be drafted, sign a contract to participate and accept compensation for participating with professionals. Any issue of competitive equity could be addressed through a
research-based rule that would require a prospect to forfeit a season of competition for every year
of participation as a professional. Also, one academic year in residence, without eligibility to play,
would be required upon initial full-time enrollment. A few adjustments to the regulations covering post-enrollment issues were also proposed.
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year of organized professional competition. Division III agreed to the same changes except that
prospective student-athletes could not be paid for professional work. Division I rejected all the
suggested reforms even though that is where the greatest challenge to a credible 21st century commitment to amateur principles resides. Division I is the source of many requests for waivers of the
amateur rules. Further, most of the difficulties over international competitors occur at this level.44
To help ease the pressure, the NCAA plans to create and administer an amateurism clearinghouse that will certify international and domestic prospects and transfers in Divisions I and II. The
two divisions will have to agree on some of the particulars for this arrangement to be effective.
The clearinghouse could be operational by fall 2006, which would help, but major problems must
be resolved beforehand. Still, a day of reckoning may yet arrive as intercollegiate athletics continues to deal with the expansion of the arena around the world.
Finances. In his Will to Act essay on what he termed “The Funding Dilemma,” Dempsey discussed the misperception that Division I sports programs yield “vast amounts of profits … through
gate, television and other revenue streams.” The dollar figures do seem high, he said, with perhaps $4 billion in annual revenues coming into athletics department treasuries. The problem is that
expenditures exceed $5 billion. He noted that the number of I-A members showing income higher than expenses had fallen from 48 to 40 in the last two years.45 That was in 2002. Dempsey’s
successor observed in 2004 that the number making a profit was two or three dozen at the most.
Later, Myles Brand reduced the figure to 12, indicating that estimate might be on the high side.46
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The dollar amounts are much lower in the other two divisions, but deficits are still present. From
the perspective of divisional philosophy, the big difference is that Division I is dedicated to the
“principle of self-sufficiency,” meaning that support revenues should come exclusively from
external sources.
With Division I institutions spending at a faster rate than can be balanced by new income
sources, athletics departments frequently turn to corporations for help. That practice leads to accusations from critics that commercialism is on the rise and threatening to undermine the collegiate
model. Outsized coaching salaries feed the passions here, and a marketplace logic can take over.
These salaries are driven higher, either to retain coaches or hire them away. Success equates with
winning. Winning generally means more gate receipts and television exposure. The perceived
need for bigger, better facilities may enter the picture and add to the debt. Winning is important
to help pay the bills. An arms-race psychology develops, and the need to win both that race and
the games themselves can lead to rule-breaking. In this situation, educational primacy becomes
ever harder to preserve.
That’s the argument, and sometimes the financial dilemma pushes athletics programs deeper
into the logic. The risk, in any event, is serious. However, some of the assumptions require careful analysis. In seeking corporate assistance, athletics departments behave very much like the universities that house them. Corporate citizenry in modern America is tied to philanthropy, and the
result does not have to be excessive commercialization. Institutions are in the controlling
position.
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ing in millions of dollars that assist the membership. It is a model the members can follow as
well.48
Recent studies suggest that much of the conventional wisdom regarding the compulsion to
spend more is not borne out by the data. The studies examined a number of hypotheses, among
them whether there is a correlation between athletics expenditures and success, and between revenues and success. The data showed no such correlations. Put simply, an investment of $1 produces a return of … $1, and maybe less. Further, the evidence demonstrated no correlation
between alumni giving and success, or between successful performance on the field or court and
an institution’s ability to attract better students. More students may enroll as a result, but they are
likely to be much like the students a school already has. Limitations on the availability of data, it
should be noted, mean that the absence of correlations in these areas could be demonstrated only
for a medium term. Even so, the studies can have great value in helping Association members deal
with the very real financial problems confronting them. They provide an insight also into a part of
the arms-race question, concluding, for football and basketball, that it cannot be proven that
increased expenses at one institution “are associated with increases at other schools.” Even when
it comes to expenditures on football stadiums, such a correlation is weak and appears to have significance only within conferences.49
It is now a root assumption in the NCAA that growth in both revenues and expenditures in not
sustainable and that the deficit situation is likely to worsen in the absence of a strategy to resolve
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it. Certainly, major Division I athletics department revenue increases in recent years — from television income, including the Division I Men’s Final Four and the major postseason bowl games
— have been substantial. But that growth rate seems unlikely to continue and doesn’t extend to
much of Division I or to Divisions II and III. Viewing audiences for the Men’s Final Four, though
they fluctuate significantly from year to year, are not increasing from a long-term perspective. For
example, the audience in 1997 was 103,729,500, and for 2005, it was 99,921,060. In between,
viewership dipped as low as 72,930,000. Annual men’s basketball average attendance across all
divisions shows little or no growth. The average in Division I in 2004, was exactly the same as in
1988 and has gone down during 10 of the last 13 years. It has decreased 13 of the last 15 years in
Division II and 15 of 20 in Division III. The Division I men’s postseason tournament attendance
averages show no meaningful growth since 1998.50
In football, I-A total attendance has enjoyed a 26 percent increase since 1991, although the
annual average figure for 2004 is only 8 percent above the 1991 number. Total attendance in I-AA
and Divisions II and III has been largely stable since 1978, but down in terms of the average
between that year and 2004.51 Televised Division I football now fills nearly every possible time
slot from Tuesday evening through Saturday night. Some weekend games start at 9 a.m. in one
time zone or another and continue until midnight and beyond. Daytime games on weekdays, competing with NFL television on Sundays and Monday nights, or continuing to add to the number of
allowable regular- season games appear to be the options left for expansion. With
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declining sources of revenue elsewhere. Recall, too, what happened to football television after the
Association was no longer in charge. Almost immediately, the buyers controlled a market the seller had previously owned, and the dollars going to campus athletics departments took a nosedive.
No source for the funding needed to match the rate of college sports’ growth — for Division I
in particular — seems apparent, given the current expenditure patterns and deficits. Self-sufficiency for most members has become a goal out of reach. This further complicates the reform agenda. Brand’s view is that additional institutional funds to help balance budgets are defensible only
“to the extent that athletics does in fact complement or directly provide part of the educational
mission,” and that “decisions about funding should go through normal university channels.”52 One
way or another, the revenue challenge must be resolved if the collegiate model is to govern college sports. Brand has appointed a panel of presidents, with representation also from institutional
governing boards, to plan a future in which the financial challenges will be handled and the collegiate model will hold the line.53
Diversity. Despite the advances described in Chapter Six, major challenges confront the
Association and its member institutions in meeting their diversity obligations. In some areas,
progress has stalled for years. Although the responsibility lies principally with the campuses, the
NCAA, as the collectivity of those campuses, has a supportive role to play — in planning, priority setting, program development, resource assistance and, to a degree, in serving as a model for
the members. The goals can be simply stated: (1) substantial growth in opportunities for women
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and minorities to advance to key positions and (2) improved results in meeting the mandates of
Title IX. Regarding the latter objective, as previously noted and further explained here, a recent
U.S. Department of Education policy clarification has changed the rules and, in fact, produced in
the process more clouds than clarity.
For minorities, perhaps the most frustrating statistics are the number and percentage of AfricanAmericans in Division I-A head football coach positions. According to the NCAA’s 2003-04 race
and gender demographics survey, there were then four
black head coaches in the subdivision (2.9 percent of all
such positions in I-A football that year, down from 5.6
percent in 1995-96 when six African-Americans had head
coaching jobs in the subdivision). Black student-athletes
playing I-A football in 2004, on the other hand, represented 45.1 percent of the total. At one point, after the end of
the season that year, only two black head coaches
remained in I-A. For the 2005 season, the number was up
to four again. However, across all sports and divisions,
the figures for black head coaches showed a 22.8 percent
increase during the eight-year period. Division I also saw
a significant gain in both the number and percentage of
2015head coach posiblack assistant coaches in football.
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The administrative picture in the 2003-04 report —
again, without including the HBCUs — is similar.
African-Americans held 26 athletics director positions in
the Association that year, an increase of two since 199596. Divisions I and II lost ground slightly during the period; the Division III number increased from eight to 12.
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Notably, though, the Association-wide number climbed to
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33 by summer 2005. Until recently, little attention has
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been given to building a pool of qualified minority appliOF THE YEAR.
cants, a shortcoming that NCAA-sponsored leadership
institutes and coaching academies are intended to address. And, perhaps signaling an improved
future trend, there has been a large increase over the years in the number of Blacks and other
minorities serving as associate athletics directors, particularly in Division I.55
Slow growth, if any, has been the story for women in key administrative positions among the
member institutions. With all divisions included, the 2003-04 survey reported that there were 18
more female athletics directors than there had been eight years earlier. Of the 168 individuals serv-
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ing in the position in 2003-04, only 22 in Division I were women, the same number as in 199596. Five of the 22 were in I-A. At the beginning of the 2005-06 academic year, that number again
was five. The principal growth was in Division II, where a gain of 12 female athletics directors —
to 43 — was realized. Division III continued to house most of the women in the position (103 in
the recent survey). The latest data revealed that, across the Association, 18.3 percent of the athletics directors (7.9 percent in Division I) were females. Considerable growth occurred at the next
level down. Between 1995-96 and 2003-04, the number of women in associate director positions
increased from 228 to 397. The overall number of associate positions had a parallel growth, however, so in percentage terms there was little change in any of the divisions since 1995-96.
From the time women’s intercollegiate competition began to flourish, the movement of men
into the coaching ranks of women’s teams has been a major concern. The salient point is a gradual but consequential decline in the percentage of females in head coach positions. In 1995-96, 56
percent of the women’s teams at NCAA member campuses were coached by males. By 2003-04,
the figure increased to 59 percent (as compared with 46 percent in 1984). There was no material
change in Division I. The other divisions were down, 1 percent in Division II and 4 percent in
Division III. On the positive side, there was a 10-plus percent growth in the number of women’s
teams, including increases in all three divisions.56
A 1988-89 NCAA study of the subject concluded that, since the 1972 passage of Title IX, there
had been a “precipitous” decline in “the proportion of women serving in leadership
positions
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Changes in these categories, the report observed, “have not happened quickly over the past 12
years.” More money was being spent on women’s programs, and in some areas such as scholarships, funding increases for women’s teams were greater than for men’s teams. But proportionately, with funds for men’s programs also growing, there were “no notable increases” in overall
financial support for women’s athletics since the 2001-02 report. Over the long term, female participation was certainly a substantial growth area, along with scholarship spending, but the same
could not be said for expenditures in areas such as operating budgets and recruiting.58
Participation rates, scholarships, recruiting and operating dollars are among the elements of
Title IX with regard to which progress for women’s athletics must be measured. There is a threepart test for participation. An institution is compliant if it can demonstrate that it satisfies one part
(or “prong”) of this test. In March 2005, the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil
Rights, with neither notice nor opportunity for public input, issued an “additional clarification” of
the third prong: Institutions can now use Internet-based surveys of their female students to demonstrate that they are accommodating the athletics interests and abilities of those students and thus
meeting the third-prong requirement. In addition, OCR said women students who do not return
the surveys can be counted as not interested in athletics participation. The idea of using student
surveys, along with other measures, for passing this part of the test has been around for years.
Relying on them as the exclusive determinant of accommodation has previously been considered
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an inadequate approach, now made more so by OCR’s curious acceptance of non-returned surveys
as no votes.59
The Association responded quickly. President Brand, as mentioned in Chapter Six, offered an
immediate criticism of OCR’s surprising decision. A month later, the Executive Committee unanimously approved a resolution describing the clarification’s likely adverse impact on women’s
intercollegiate athletics and urging the Department of Education to rescind it. The resolution noted
the department’s 2003 commitment, after a lengthy and controversial series of hearings by a commission it had assembled, to “strongly enforce the standards of long-standing Title IX” policies,
that commitment being the reason this additional clarification was so surprising. Finally, the
Executive Committee called upon member institutions to decline to use the newly authorized procedure. NCAA Senior Vice President and Senior Woman Administrator Judy Sweet concluded
that if “we had such a piece of legislation in place in 1972, or in 1982, we would not be where we
are today with increased opportunities and participation.”60
It seems possible, if not probable, that the designation of senior woman administrator, in the
Association and on the campuses, might never have been created had there been no Title IX. It is
part of a history of significant steps forward for women’s athletics since 1981 when the NCAA
began sponsoring women’s programs. It is true, as we have seen, that the Association and its members resisted some of those steps and that there is a great distance yet to travel. It is of interest,
even so, that on this occasion, taking issue as it has before with a policy clarification
by OCR, the
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the common good? Would the presidents really take the time to accept the responsibility now provided them to be in charge of every division as well as the Association itself? Would Division I,
and particularly the I-A equity conferences, take advantage of its superior position in the new
structure to push its interests at the expense of others? Would the new process of rules-making
work well? Would the annual Convention, having lost its key legislative function in Division I,
continue to be a vehicle for enhancing communication and building relationships across the
boundaries of division, position and geography? Given that the momentum for restructuring and
much of its legislative detail had been provided by the equity-conference commissioners, would
that group — as some believed — now be the true wielders of NCAA authority?
Since the starting point for restructuring was the white paper proposing that virtually every key
decision in the Association be placed in the hands of the equity conferences, there was a reasonable fear that working for the common good would disappear while what became the major BCS
entities ran the show. However, the good-faith negotiations that followed the white paper’s
release, the evolution of the Executive Committee toward a position of consequence, the leadership provided by presidential bodies and notably the approach to decision-making in the Division
I Management Council and Board of Directors eased this concern. Compromises are sought, and
often found, among the contending parties. Although all three subdivisions are represented on the
Board of Directors, with I-A having a majority, the Board formed an advisory group of other IAA and I-AAA presidents to help ensure that all sides are properly heard. The recent deliberations
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and final decision by the Board on I-A membership standards is a good indication of how the presidents have pursued a strategy of accommodation to good effect.
Still, restructuring has produced a changing of the guard in several ways. For one, the presidents are in charge. Conference offices in Division I are a much more important component in policy making. Athletics administrators and faculty athletics representatives — major players in the
prior structure — often feel far removed from the central business of Division I. In 2003, The
NCAA News published columns by a FARA spokesman and an athletics director making that
point and offering strong criticisms of the new governance arrangement.61 Quarterly rules-making received poor reviews from the start. Many people, presidents included, felt shut out of the
system because of its burdens and complications. Later decisions made the process semiannual,
and then annual. These changes have helped. The Convention certainly is not what it used to be.
Divisions II and III still legislate there — each institution, as in the old days, having one vote —
but Division I, with its representative approach, does not. The unfortunate result is that relatively
few Division I delegates participate. At the 1997 Convention, the last one before restructuring
took effect, 2,685 individuals attended. In 2003, the number was 1,603. Most eligible Division I
delegates simply stayed away. CEOs from that division, who were sometimes out in force during
the 1980s and ’90s, are infrequent participants.62 Efforts to make the Convention meaningful for
Division I continue but face a tough challenge. Another objective is finding ways to involve those
who see themselves as out of touch with NCAA processes. The attrition, migration
and division
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The presidents have had a long journey from the era when it was generally assumed they were
either disinterested in NCAA affairs, or looked the other way, or both. They made the Presidents
Commission work when a legion of skeptics thought it couldn’t. They enhanced their position during the short but eventful life of the Joint Policy Board in the early 1990s. They managed restructuring during the middle of that decade. Now, the Association responsibility is theirs. The NCAA
is controlled by college and university presidents and chancellors. One of their own is the organization’s president. The challenges of governance are indisputably theirs to handle.
STAYING THE COURSE
IN THE EARLY 1990s, the NCAA negotiated a contract with CBS covering rights fees for postseason Division I men’s basketball from 2003 through 2013. Under this agreement, the fees would
increase year by year from $300 million at the outset to $764 million in the final year. Total
income to be derived from the contract is $6 billion. In dollar terms at least, the Association has
come a long way since the 1939 tournament — the first one — that left the organization $2,500
in arrears.
The $6 billion figure can be seen as a tribute to the drawing power of college sports. A second
agreement, under which the NCAA receives rights fees from ESPN, provides another kind of testimony. This agreement began at $10 million for 2002-03 and will nearly double to $19 millionplus by 2012-13. It will bring $163 million in rights fees into the Association treasury over the life
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of the contract. ESPN’s obligation is focused on Division I women’s postseason basketball — a
growth enterprise in itself. However, 13 other sports, from baseball to wrestling, receive coverage. Several involve both men’s and women’s competitions, and all three divisions are represented. It’s not just the money in this case. It’s the broad coverage, which exemplifies the attention
given to sports of all sorts by today’s media. A single ESPN has not been equal to the task of satisfying the public demand. Now there are several derivatives of the original network.
Elsewhere, fans can purchase packages that allow them to watch large numbers of college
games in addition to those on regular network schedules. Skateboarders, skeet shooters, cycle riders, Little Leaguers, log rollers, kick boxers, pool shooters, poker players, parasailors, paintball
pointers, extreme skiers, iron-man (and woman) triathletes, dogs competing on obstacle courses
and humans competing in games created for reality shows — all these and many more are virtually standard fare in the modern sports television marketplace. Institutions provide live game
feeds via computer as well as through local telecasts. Sundry pundits pronounce judgment on a
surfeit of television and radio shows, call-in versions notably included. Newspapers offer columns
on fantasy leagues. Other columnists regularly grade the performances of coaches and players.
Children can watch make-believe contests on hand-held devices. Viewers of all ages can play
video college football games replete with playbooks, mascots, fight songs, injuries and weather.
It’s all entertainment, and it is within this seemingly sports-saturated environment that the NCAA
will launch its second century.
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McKenzie’s claim. He had plenty of company at the time, and over the course of nine intervening
decades, a legion of critics inside and outside the NCAA membership has sounded similar alarms.
The entertainment emphasis arises with at least equal force now. When overdone, it presents a
serious threat to the Association’s commitment to education as the pre-eminent value of college
sports.
Persistent and familiar themes, as we have seen, tell so much of the NCAA’s story. There is, of
course, more to that story than dealing with the entertainment challenge. Amateurism principles
have had to be adjusted to suit changing times and circumstances. The standards established to
guide institutional behavior have passed through a period when the 10-point code of 1922, the
seven-part code of “unjustifiable practices” of the early 1930s, the Executive Committee’s 1940
adoption of investigative and interpretive powers, and the Sanity Code of 1948 failed to make
much of a dent in the doctrine of home-rule dominance. Standards came out the other side of that
era to gradually fill rulebooks requiring nearly 1,200 pages of definition by century’s end. The
enforcement of codes and rules survived the age of home-rule failure to become — as Walter
Byers described it — a bedrock NCAA function. The problems related to wagering on college
sports that antedated the pari-mutuel betting on an 1876 intercollegiate regatta have never gone
away. Association leaders complained of them often in the early years. Byers got his first tough
assignment in finding a way to handle a significant piece of the basketball gambling scandals of
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the late 1940s. Assorted surveys have reported a persistent willingness of student-athletes to
wager on college sports, the latest showing golf, lacrosse, football and basketball as the most likely to be bet on and, surprisingly, Division III student-athletes as the most likely bettors. The
NCAA eventually created an office to highlight the gambling problems and ways for members to
address them.63
There are other themes that, though they may not stretch back across a century or more, have
required frequent attention in recent decades. Federation is one such theme. Financing is a second.
Academic eligibility is a third. Litigation has lately joined the list. Health and safety may be said
to have given birth to the
NCAA and to have led to
passing interest for a while
thereafter. But, apart from a
periodic rhetorical nod, this
theme became a consistent
focus only in the last 40
years. And finally there is
the question, regularly asked
and differently answered
since 1906, of who’s in
015
charge.
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occasion whether the resultant pressure to win was worth the price. Faculty came into the picture when the student/alumni
model proved unequal to the increasingly complicated task. They were the major force in bringing the NCAA into existence and in leading it through its first half-century of operation. Their
influence waned as athletics administrators took on a greater role in governance and as the locus
of coaching appointments moved out of physical education departments and into separate campus
jurisdictions (a change with implications as well, especially in Division I, for the preservation of
educational primacy). Then, as observed earlier in this chapter, along came the presidents. With
that, the “who’s-in-charge” issue presumably now has been settled. But there are other leadership
roles, certainly, and related questions about who should be involved.
Leadership in the modern NCAA has to do in part with the need to balance interests and to bring
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meaningfully into the process those who speak for those interests. Restructuring has made this a
more complex undertaking. The challenge in Division I to keep key campus constituents involved
has been made more difficult by a regimen that now filters much input and many decisions
through conference offices. Cedric Dempsey, who became the Association’s CEO as the restructuring discussions got underway, has said that the biggest weakness of the new structure is the loss
of direct contact between the NCAA and its member institutions in Division I. “The big picture
became clouded by the conference office perspective,” he observed, and giving up Convention
decision-making resulted in the loss of a national dialogue. In such a context, he argued, parochial
interests tend to dominate.64 A 2002 NCAA survey reported on other issues related to restructuring, one being, as noted earlier, the paradoxical situation whereby presidents firmly control
Division I governance while the general involvement of CEOs from the division’s membership
has significantly declined. Focus groups used as part of the survey expressed strong concern that
— despite Divisions II and III respondents’ “especially enthusiastic” embrace of the new structure
— as “division autonomy grows, the Association as a whole is diminished.” 65
The need to balance competing interests, assure a proper voice and connectivity to groups like
Division I athletics directors and faculty representatives, and strengthen the ties that bind NCAA
members into an Association is not a subject of great debate. But there is disagreement about a
component of the intercollegiate athletics mosaic over which the NCAA exercises no control —
championship competition in I-A football. Irony is at work here. The sport that
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necessary. In Dempsey’s view, there is “perhaps nothing more representative of our basic problems than the BCS. It does not stand for what is in the best interests of the whole for football.”66
Richard Schultz — commenting on what he saw as a kind of pyramid scheme through which substantial new facilities are built, ever higher salaries are paid to power coaches and significant debt
is accrued by institutions in the major BCS conferences — has suggested that sooner or later “one
block or another of the pyramid will crumble.” A possible answer, he said, one that would bring
the NCAA back into the I-A football championship picture (and probably produce significant
additional revenue), would be playoffs configured as an add-on to the bowls.67 Equity-conference
presidents have firmly opposed such proposals. Pursuing this kind of change would be a tall order
for the Association’s leadership.
Organizations, like the people who inhabit them, generally need time to absorb and operationalize major changes. Refinements are often necessary. Midcourse corrections often occur. Leaders
have the responsibility of monitoring the pace of change and maintaining a protective balance
between reform and organizational stability. Hard choices have to be made in the process. Tall
orders may take a while. It is fair to suggest that the NCAA has provided from the beginning a
forum for candid discussions of the need for intercollegiate athletics reform. If Palmer Pierce’s
“League of Educated Gentlemen” idea enjoyed a long emblematic reign, the language of annual
Conventions and numerous ad hoc committees during that era was nevertheless often passionate,
provocative and full of recognition that stern measures were needed to confront serious problems.
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Still, 45 years were required to move the Association from debate and occasional experimentation
to a recognition that the problems could not be resolved without staff, budget and enforcement
authority.
Despite protestations to the contrary from critics, the NCAA has proved itself receptive to consequential changes since 1951. When Byers opened the organization for business that year from
a hotel room in Chicago and hired Marjorie Fieber as his secretary and Wayne Duke as his assistant, reform was at the top of the agenda. When Arthur Bergstrom joined the staff a few years later,
enforcement became the face of reform. The growth of the Association was partially a response
to the need for and implementation of substantial changes. The last quarter-century has been at
once a period of transformation and restoration as the NCAA has taken steps to reassert itself as
an entity founded on and committed to the predominance of educational values.
Change has been an almost constant companion in recent years. The Association moved its
offices from Kansas City to Indianapolis, losing many key staff members and much institutional
memory in the process but acquiring as well new ideas and fresh perspectives from their replacements. The responsibility to serve the membership, firmly anchored during Byers’ tenure as CEO,
has been expanded to include a “reasonableness” approach to handling cases where particular
needs of student-athletes run counter to precedents established in interpreting the rules. Staff
members have been empowered to inject their own judgment, based on the facts of the case, to
ensure fair treatment. Discussions of additional staff empowerment have gone15forward.68 In the
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strengthening the identity of member institutions.”69
The plan is ambitious, as Brand has acknowledged. The collegiate model, he has said, is at risk.
He told the delegates to the 2004 Convention that he wanted “to go on record in calling attention
to this potential disaster.” There is a drift toward the professional model, he said, and if the trend
continues, the college game “as we know it will disappear and, with it, the educational value to
student-athletes and the institutional good will and support from alumni and fans.”70 To counter
the threat, the pace of change, which has been rapid of late, may have to accelerate even more.
Tall orders may need to be contemplated. Hard choices may be at hand. It will be necessary, as
Brand has observed and as the implementation of the strategic plan will require, “to reconnect athletics programmatically and financially with the rest of the university.”71 The entertainment
emphasis will need to be kept in its proper place in the overall equation.
The NCAA’s second century begins with this challenge. Help is available. Divisions II and III,
as noted, are seriously addressing the substantial issues confronting them, with strong presidential
leadership. Brand has formed a task force of Division I presidents, and its chair (Peter Likins of
Arizona) has declared that “we see the trends of recent years as not sustainable.”72 The group will
examine mission and values, fiscal responsibility, student-athlete well-being, and presidential
leadership. The Coalition for Intercollegiate Athletics, the organization that looks toward reform
through an alliance of faculty senates in Division I-A institutions, has grown significantly. The
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COIA, which believes in the discipline and values of athletics and their contribution to community and institutional loyalty, proposes to work with presidents and others in strengthening academic accountability and establishing a program of automatic renewal of athletics grants-in-aid for a
five-year period. The NCAA’s branding initiative has helped change public perceptions of the
organization from a decidedly low standing in 1998 to a more positive view — including a
stronger sense of the Association’s link with higher education — in 2005.73
The NCAA has seen hard times and large challenges in its first 100 years. It has known failure
and encountered dark hours. In its early years, it saw faculty harshly criticizing one another at its
annual meetings, and presidents sometimes doing the same. It came through the “race of armaments” and “contest in dreadnoughts” after World War I and the excesses that followed in the
Roaring Twenties. It has borne heavy criticism from a series of commissions, from Carnegie to
Knight, and attacks from a long line of media and professorial commentators. It has experienced
the comings and goings of a hundred (or more) special committees. It has absorbed major losses
in courtrooms and withering recriminations in legislative hearings across the land. It has been
inaccurately portrayed by the media and often enough by its own members as a kind of third party,
peculiarly unrelated to the institutions that make its rules and are in fact its masters.74
But the Association has also often answered the call, understood the challenges, made the
changes, contributed to the successes, learned from the failures, punished the cheaters large and
small, articulated the values, and dutifully and plentifully served its members. It has governed an
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observed 90 yearscitago, can add to those “memories and associations” that help cement for alumni and alumnae lifelong ties to alma mater.
When those 28 delegates gathered at New York’s Murray Hill Hotel 100 years ago for the first
Convention of what soon became the NCAA, there was ample reason for grave concern about the
future of the college game. The previous fall, football had known a season of discontent, and there
had been others earlier. There were reasons to expect a short life for the new organization. But the
founders persevered, as did their successors. They stayed together, and they stayed the course. For
the National Collegiate Athletic Association, as it begins its second century, that option remains
open. It is still the best option for college sports. •
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APPENDIX B
NCAA OFFICERS (1906 TO PRESENT)

MEMBERSHIP PRESIDETS
Capt. Palmer E. Pierce, U.S. Military Academy, 1906-1913
Lebaron R. Briggs, Harvard University, 1914-1916
Brig. Gen. Palmer E. Pierce, U.S. Military Academy, 1917-1929
Charles W. Kennedy, Princeton University, 1930-1932
Maj. John L. Griffith, Intercollegiate Conference (Big Ten), 1933-1937
William B. Owens, Stanford University, 1938-1940
Phillip O. Badger, New York University, 1941-1944
Wilbur C. Smith, Tulane University and University of Wyoming, 1945-1946
Karl E. Lieb, University of Iowa, 1947-1949
Hugh C. Willett, University of Southern California, 1950-1952
Albert B. Moore, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, 1953-1954
Clarence P. Houston, Tufts University, 1955-1956
015
26, 2
r
Frank N. Gardner, Drake University, 1957-1958
e
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to
n Oc
Herbert J. Dorricott, Western State College of Colorado,ch1959-1960
ed o
v
i
1 ar
Henry B. Hardt, Texas Christian University, 1961-1962
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AA,
Robert F. Ray, University of Iowa,. 1963-1964
C
N
v
nnon
Everett D. Barnes, Colgate
1965-1966
'BaUniversity,
O
n
ed i
t
i
c
Marcus L. Plant, University of Michigan, 1967-1968
Harry M. Cross, University of Washington, 1969-1970
Earl M. Ramer, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1971-72
Alan J. Chapman, Rice University, 1973-1974
John A. Fuzak, Michigan State University, 1975-1976
J. Neils Thompson, University of Texas at Austin, 1977-1978
William J. Flynn, Boston College, 1979-1980
James Frank, Lincoln University (Missouri), 1981-1982
John L. Toner, University of Connecticut, 1983-1984
John R. Davis, Oregon State University, 1985-1986
Wilford S. Bailey, Auburn University, 1987-1988
Albert Witte, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, 1989-1990
Judith M. Sweet, University of California, San Diego, 1991-1992
Joseph N. Crowley, University of Nevada, Reno, 1993-1995
Eugene F. Corrigan, Atlantic Coast Conference, 1995-1997
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Samuel H. Smith, Washingon State University, 1997-1998
Charles Wethington Jr., University of Kentucky, 1999-2001
Bob Lawless, University of Tulsa, 2001-2003
Carol Cartwright, Kent State University, 2003-2005
Walter Harrison, University of Hartford, 2005-2007
Michael Adams, University of Georgia, 2007-2009
Ed Ray, Oregon State University, 2009-present
SECRETARY-TREASURERS
Louis A. Bevier Jr., Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, 1906-1908
William A. Lambeth, University of Virginia (treasurer only), 1908
Frank W. Nicolson, Wesleyan University (Connecticut), 1909-1939
Maj. John L. Griffith, Intercollegiate Conference (Big Ten), 1940-1944
Kenneth L. Wilson, Intercollegiate Conference (Big Ten), 1945-1951
Earl S. Fullbrook, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1952-1954
Ralph W. Aigler, University of Michigan, 1955-1956
Edwin D. Mouzon Jr., Southern Methodist University, 1957-1958
Gen. Percy L. Sadler, Lehigh University, 1959-1960
015
26, 2
r
e
Rev. Wilford H. Crowley, Santa Clara University, 1961-1962
b
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d on
e
Everett D. Barnes, Colgate University, 1963-1964
v
i
h
1 arc
1660
Francis E. Smiley, Colorado School of Mines,
1965-1966
4
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A
C
Ernest B. McCoy, Pennsylvania State
University,
1967-1968
N
.
v
nnon 1969-1970
a
B
'
William J. Flynn, Boston
College,
O
ed in
Samuel E. Barnes,citHoward University and University of District of Columbia, 1971-1972
Richard P. Koenig, Valparaiso University, 1973-1974
Stanley J. Marshall, South Dakota State University, 1975-1976
Edgar A. Sherman, Muskingham College, 1977-1978
James Frank, Lincoln University (Missouri), 1979-1980
John L. Toner, University of Connecticut, 1981-1982
John R. Davis, Oregon State University, 1983-1984
Wilford S. Bailey, Auburn University, 1985-1986
Thomas J. Frericks, University of Dayton, 1987-1988
Judith M. Sweet, University of California, San Diego, 1989-1990
B.J. Skelton, Clemson University, 1991-1992
Cedric Dempsey, University of Arizona, 1993
Prentice Gautt, Big Eight Conference, 1994
Phyllis L. Howlett, Big Ten Conference, 1995-1997
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DIVISIO LEADERSHIP
DIVISIO I
Vice Presidents
Gwendolyn Norell, Michigan State University, 1983-1984
Arliss L. Roaden, Tennessee Technological University, 1985
Lewis A. Cryer, Pacific Coast Athletic Association, 1986
Albert Witte, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, 1987-1988
B.J. Skelton, Clemson University, 1989-1990
Douglas S. Hobbs, University of California, Los Angeles, 1991
R. Elaine Dreidame, University of Dayton, 1992-1993
William M. Sangster, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1994-1995
Robert M. Sweazy, Texas Tech University, 1996-1997
Board of Directors
Kenneth Shaw, Syracuse University, 1997-1998
Graham Spanier, Pennsylvania State University, 1998-2001
William Kirwan, University of Maryland, College Park, 2001-2002
Robert Hemenway, University of Kansas, 2002-2005
Philip Austin, University of Connecticut, 2005-2008
015
26, 2
r
e
James Barker, Clemson University, 2008-present
b
cto
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DIVISIO
II
. 14-

, No
CAA
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rch
01 a

on O

Vice Presidents
v. N
nnon of Alaska Fairbanks, 1983
a
Edwin W. Lawrence, University
B
'
nO
ted i
Ade L. Sponberg,ciNorth
Dakota State University, 1984-1985
Asa N. Green, Livingston University, 1986
Howard Elwell, Gannon University, 1987-1988
Jerry M. Hughes, Central Missouri State University, 1989-1990
Anthony F. Ceddia, Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania, 1991-1992
Charles N. Lindemenn, Humboldt State University, 1993-1994
Lynn L. Dorn, North Dakota State University, 1995-1997
Presidents Council
Adam Herbert, University of North Florida, 1997-1998
Arend D. Lubbers, Grand Valley State University, 1998-1999
Gladys Styles Johnston, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 1999-2001
Patricia Cormier, Longwood University, 2001-2003
Kay Schallenkamp, Emporia State University, 2003-2004
George Hagerty, Franklin Pierce College, 2004-2005
Kathryn Martin, University of Minnesota Duluth, 2005-2006
Charles Ambrose, Pfeiffer University, 2006-2008
Stephen Jordan, Metropolitan State College of Denver, 2008-2010
Drew Bogner, Molloy College, 2010-present
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DIVISIO III
Vice Presidents
Kenneth J. Weller, Central College (Iowa), 1983
Elizabeth A. Kruczek, Fitchburg State College, 1984-1985
Judith M. Sweet, University of California, San Diego, 1986-1987
Alvin J. Van Wie, College of Wooster, 1988-1989
Rocco J. Carzo, Tufts University, 1990-1991
John H. Harvey, Carnegie Mellon University, 1991-1992
Edward G. Coll Jr., Alfred University, 1994-1995
Bridget Belgiovine, University of Wisconsin, La Crosse, 1996-1997
Presidents Council
Curtis L. McCray, Millikin University, 1997-1998
Judith L. Kuipers, University of Wisconsin, La Crosse, 1998-1999
Ann Die, Hendrix College, 1999-2001
Thomas Courtice, Ohio Wesleyan University, 2001-2002
Bette Landman, Arcadia University, 2002-2003
John McCardell Jr., Middlebury College, 2003-2004
015
Phillip Stone, Bridgewater College (Virginia), 2004-2006
26, 2
r
e
b
Octo
Ivory Nelson, Lincoln University (Pennsylvania), 2006-2008
d on
e
v
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h
1 arc
John Fry, Franklin & Marshall College, 2008-2009
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No. 2009-2010
Paul Trible, Christopher Newport University,
AA,
C
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.
on v 2010-present
James Harris, Widener University,
Bann
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APPENDIX C
ALL-TIME TEAM CHAMPIONS

1973 ...........................Oregon
Division II Men
1974 ...........................Oregon
1958 ...................Northern Ill.
Cross Country
1975 .............................UTEP
1959............South Dakota St.
Division I Men
1976 .............................UTEP
1960 ............Central St. (OH)
1938 ...........................Indiana
1977 ...........................Oregon
1961 ...................Southern Ill.
1939 ..................Michigan St.
1978 .............................UTEP
1962 ............Central St. (OH)
1940 ...........................Indiana
1979 .............................UTEP
1963....................Emporia St.
1941...................Rhode Island
1980 .............................UTEP
1964 ..................Kentucky St.
1942 ...........................Indiana
1981 .............................UTEP
1965.................San Diego St.
1944 ...............................Drake
1982 ......................Wisconsin
1966.................San Diego St.
1945 .............................Drake
1983 ...........................*UTEP
1967.................San Diego St.
1946 .............................Drake
1984 ........................Arkansas
1968 .....................Eastern Ill.
1947..........................Penn St.
1985 ......................Wisconsin
1969 .....................Eastern Ill.
1948 ..................Michigan St.
1986 ........................Arkansas
1970.................Eastern Mich.
15
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1949 ..................Michigan St.
1987 ........................Arkansas
1971
St. Fullerton
2............Cal
r
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cto
O
n
o
1950..........................Penn St.
1988 ......................Wisconsin
1972............North Dakota St.
ived
arch
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1951.........................Syracuse
1989..........................Iowa
St.
1973............South Dakota St.
66
14-1
No.
,
1952 ..................Michigan St.
1990
........................Arkansas
A
1974 ...................Missouri St.
A
. NC
n v1991
o
n
1953............................Kansas
........................Arkansas
1975.......................UC Irvine
n
a
n O'B
i
d
e
1954 .................Oklahoma
St.
1992 ........................Arkansas
1976.......................UC Irvine
cit
1955 ..................Michigan St.
1993 ........................Arkansas
1977 .....................Eastern Ill.
1956 ..................Michigan St.
1994..........................Iowa St.
1978 .........................Cal Poly
1957 ...................Notre Dame
1995 ........................Arkansas
1979 .........................Cal Poly
1958 ..................Michigan St.
1996 .........................Stanford
1980 .................Humboldt St.
1959 ..................Michigan St.
1997 .........................Stanford
1981 ....................Millersville
1960..........................Houston
1998 ........................Arkansas
1982 ................Eastern Wash.
1961......................Oregon St.
1999 ........................Arkansas
1983...........Cal Poly Pomona
1962....................San Jose St.
2000 ........................Arkansas
1984 ..........Southeast Mo. St.
1963....................San Jose St.
2001 ........................Colorado
1985............South Dakota St.
1964................Western Mich.
2002 .........................Stanford
1986 ........................Edinboro
1965................Western Mich.
2003 .........................Stanford
1987 ........................Edinboro
1966........................Villanova
2004 ........................Colorado
1988 ........................Edinboro
1967........................Villanova
2005 ......................Wisconsin
Minn. St. Mankato
1968........................Villanova
2006 ........................Colorado
1989............South Dakota St.
1969 .............................UTEP
2007 ...........................Oregon
1990 ........................Edinboro
1970........................Villanova
2008 ...........................Oregon
1991 .................Mass.-Lowell
1971 ...........................Oregon
2009 .................Oklahoma St.
1992 ......................Adams St.
1972.......................Tennessee
1993 ......................Adams St.
FALL CHAMPIOSHIPS
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1994 ......................Adams St.
1995.....................Western St.
1996............South Dakota St.
1997 .................South Dakota
1998 ......................Adams St.
1999.....................Western St.
2000.....................Western St.
2001.....................Western St.
2002.....................Western St.
2003 ......................Adams St.
2004.....................Western St.
2005.....................Western St.
2006...........Abilene Christian
2007...........Abilene Christian
2008 ......................Adams St.
2009 ......................Adams St.

1998 .........North Central (IL)
1999 .........North Central (IL)
2000 ............................Calvin
2001 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
2002 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2003 ............................Calvin
2004 ............................Calvin
2005 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
2006 ............................Calvin
2007..................New York U.
2008 .............SUNY Cortland
2009 .........North Central (IL)

Division II Women
1981............South Dakota St.
1982 .........................Cal Poly
1983 .........................Cal Poly
1984 .........................Cal Poly
1985 .........................Cal Poly
1986 .........................Cal Poly
1987 .........................Cal Poly
1988 .........................Cal Poly
1989 .........................Cal Poly
1990 .........................Cal Poly
1991 .........................Cal Poly
Division I Women
1992 ......................Adams St.
1981 ..........................Virginia
1993 ......................Adams St.
1982 ..........................Virginia
1994 ......................Adams St.
1983 ...........................Oregon
1995 ......................Adams St.
1984 ......................Wisconsin
1996 ......................Adams St.
Division III Men
1985 ......................Wisconsin
1997 ......................Adams St.
1973..........................Ashland
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1986..............................Texas
1998
St.
2......................Adams
r
1974 .................Mount Union
e
b
cto
O
n
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1987 ...........................Oregon
1999 ......................Adams St.
1975 .........North Central (IL)
ived
arch
1
0
1988........................Kentucky
2000.....................Western St.
66
1976 .........North Central (IL)
14-1
.
o
N
1989........................Villanova
2001.....................Western St.
AA,
1977......................Occidental
. NC
v
n
2002.....................Western St.
anno 1990........................Villanova
1978 .........North CentralO'(IL)
n B
i
d
e
it
1991........................Villanova
2003 ......................Adams St.
1979 .........North cCentral
(IL)
1992........................Villanova
2004 ......................Adams St.
1980 .........................Carleton
1993........................Villanova
2005 ......................Adams St.
1981 .........North Central (IL)
1994........................Villanova
2006 ......................Adams St.
1982 .........North Central (IL)
1995 .....................Providence
2007 ......................Adams St.
1983.........................Brandeis
1996 .........................Stanford
2008 ......................Adams St.
1984...........St. Thomas (MN)
1997...............................BYU
2009 ......................Adams St.
1985 ............................Luther
1998........................Villanova
1986...........St. Thomas (MN)
1999...............................BYU
Division III Women
1987 .........North Central (IL)
2000
........................Colorado
1981 ...................Central (IA)
1988 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2001...............................BYU
1982...........St. Thomas (MN)
1989 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2002...............................BYU
1983 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1990 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2003 .........................Stanford
1984...........St. Thomas (MN)
1991..............Rochester (NY)
2004 ........................Colorado
1985 ............Frank. & Marsh.
1992 .........North Central (IL)
2005 .........................Stanford
1986...........St. Thomas (MN)
1993 .........North Central (IL)
2006 .........................Stanford
1987...........St. Thomas (MN)
1994.........................Williams
2007 .........................Stanford
1988 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1995.........................Williams
2008 ....................Washington
1989 .............SUNY Cortland
1996 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1997 .........North Central (IL)
2009........................Villanova
1990 .............SUNY Cortland
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1991 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1992 .............SUNY Cortland
1993 .............SUNY Cortland
1994 .............SUNY Cortland
1995 .............SUNY Cortland
1996 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1997 .............SUNY Cortland
1998 ............................Calvin
1999 ............................Calvin
2000 ....................Middlebury
2001 ....................Middlebury
2002.........................Williams
2003 ....................Middlebury
2004.........................Williams
2005 .............SUNY Geneseo
2006 ....................Middlebury
2007 .........................Amherst
2008 ....................Middlebury
2009 .............Wis.-Eau Claire

2002 ...................Wake Forest
2003 ...................Wake Forest
2004 ...................Wake Forest
2005........................Maryland
2006........................Maryland
2007...............North Carolina
2008........................Maryland
2009 ...............North Carolina

1991..............................TCNJ
1992 ...............William Smith
1993 .............SUNY Cortland
1994 .............SUNY Cortland
1995..............................TCNJ
1996..............................TCNJ
1997 ...............William Smith
1998 ....................Middlebury
1999..............................TCNJ
2000 ...............William Smith
2001 .............SUNY Cortland
2002............................Rowan
2003 ........................Salisbury
2004 ........................Salisbury
2005 ........................Salisbury
2006...........................Ursinus
2007 ........................Bowdoin
2008 ........................Bowdoin
2009 ........................Salisbury
15

Division II
1981 ...........................Pfeiffer
1982 ...................Lock Haven
1983 ...................Bloomsburg
1992 ...................Lock Haven
1993 ...................Bloomsburg
1994 ...................Lock Haven
1995 ...................Lock Haven
1996 ...................Bloomsburg
1997 ...................Bloomsburg
6, 20
1998 ...................Bloomsburg
ber 2
o
t
c
O
d on Football
1999 ...................Bloomsburg
Field Hockey
hive
c
r
a
6601 Haven
Division I Football Cham2000 ...................Lock
Division I
14-1
.
o
N
,
A
pionship Subdivision
2001...........................Bentley
1981....................Connecticut
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
1978 .................Florida A&M
2002 ...................Bloomsburg
1982................Old Dominion
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1979 ....................Eastern Ky.
2003 ...................Bloomsburg
1983................Old Dominion
1980.........................Boise St.
2004 ...................Bloomsburg
1984................Old Dominion
1981.........................Idaho St.
2005 .................Mass.-Lowell
1985....................Connecticut
1982 ....................Eastern Ky.
2006 ...................Bloomsburg
1986 ...............................Iowa
1983 ...................Southern Ill.
2007 ...................Bloomsburg
1987........................Maryland
1984 ...................Montana St.
2008 ...................Bloomsburg
1988................Old Dominion
1985..................Ga. Southern
2009 ...................Bloomsburg
1989...............North Carolina
1986..................Ga. Southern
1990................Old Dominion
1987....................La.-Monroe
Division III
1991................Old Dominion
1988...........................Furman
1981..............................TCNJ
1992................Old Dominion
1989..................Ga. Southern
1982
.............................Ithaca
1993........................Maryland
1990..................Ga. Southern
1983..............................TCNJ
1994 ..............James Madison
1991..............Youngstown St.
1984 ...................Bloomsburg
1995...............North Carolina
1992.........................Marshall
1985..............................TCNJ
1996...............North Carolina
1993..............Youngstown St.
1986 ........................Salisbury
1997...............North Carolina
1994..............Youngstown St.
1987 ...................Bloomsburg
1998................Old Dominion
1995.........................Montana
1988..............................TCNJ
1999........................Maryland
1996.........................Marshall
1989 ...................Lock Haven
2000................Old Dominion
1997..............Youngstown St.
1990..............................TCNJ
2001........................Michigan
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1998 ................Massachusetts
1999..................Ga. Southern
2000..................Ga. Southern
2001.........................Montana
2002 ...................Western Ky.
2003........................Delaware
2004 ..............James Madison
2005 .............Appalachian St.
2006 .............Appalachian St.
2006 .............Appalachian St.
2007 .............Appalachian St.
2008 ......................Richmond
2009........................Villanova

2001 .................North Dakota
2002 ............Grand Valley St.
2003 ............Grand Valley St.
2004....................Valdosta St.
2005 ............Grand Valley St.
2006 ............Grand Valley St.
2007....................Valdosta St.
2008 .................Minn. Duluth
2009 .........Northwest Mo. St.

2005 .................Mount Union
2006 .................Mount Union
2007..............Wis.-Whitewater
2008 ...................Mount Union
2009..............Wis.-Whitewater

Soccer
Division I Men
1959.........................St. Louis
1960.........................St. Louis
1961..................West Chester
Division III
1962.........................St. Louis
1973 .....................Wittenberg
1963.........................St. Louis
1974 ...................Central (IA)
1964 ..............................Navy
1975 .....................Wittenberg
1965.........................St. Louis
1976 .............St. John’s (MN)
Division II
1966 ................San Francisco
1977 .........................Widener
1973...............Louisiana Tech
1967 ..................Michigan St.
1978 ...........Baldwin-Wallace
1974..................Central Mich
1968........................Maryland
1979 .............................Ithaca
1975 ..............Northern Mich.
1969.........................St.
Louis
1980 ...........................Dayton
1976 ...................Montana St.
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1970.........................St.
Louis
1981 .........................Widener
1977............................Lehigh
tobe
n Oc1971 ..........................Vacated
o
d
1982 ........................West
Ga.
1978 .....................Eastern Ill.
e
rchiv
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1972.........................St. Louis
1983 ..............Augustana
(IL)
1979........................Delaware
1
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1973.........................St. Louis
1984
1980 .........................Cal Poly
NCA..............Augustana (IL)
n v.
o
n
n
a
1974 ..........................Howard
1985 ..............Augustana (IL)
1981 ........................Texas
O'BSt.
d in
e
t
i
c
1975 ................San Francisco
1986 ..............Augustana (IL)
1982 ........................Texas St.
1976 ................San Francisco
1987...........................Wagner
1983............North Dakota St.
1977 ........................Hartwick
1988 .............................Ithaca
1984 ...............................Troy
1978 ..........................Vacated
1989 ...........................Dayton
1985............North Dakota St.
1979 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1990 ......................Allegheny
1986............North Dakota St.
1980 ................San Francisco
1991 .............................Ithaca
1987 ...............................Troy
1981....................Connecticut
1992 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1988............North Dakota St.
1982 ...........................Indiana
1993 .................Mount Union
1989 ...........Mississippi Col.*
1983 ...........................Indiana
1994 ............................Albion
1990............North Dakota St.
1984.........................Clemson
1995 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1991 ...................Pittsburg St.
1985 ............................UCLA
1996
.................Mount
Union
1992..............Jacksonville St.
1986 ..............................Duke
1997 .................Mount Union
1993 ......................North Ala.
1987.........................Clemson
1998 .................Mount Union
1994 ......................North Ala.
1988 ...........................Indiana
1999 ............Pacific Lutheran
1995 ......................North Ala.
1989 ....................Santa Clara
2000 .................Mount Union
1996...............Northern Colo.
1990 ............................UCLA
2001 .................Mount Union
1997...............Northern Colo.
1991 ..........................Virginia
2002 .................Mount Union
1998 .........Northwest Mo. St.
1992 ..........................Virginia
2003 .............St. John’s (MN)
1999 .........Northwest Mo. St.
1993 ..........................Virginia
2004 ..........................Linfield
2000 .........................Delta St.
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1994 ..........................Virginia
1995 ......................Wisconsin
1996..............St. John’s (NY)
1997 ............................UCLA
1998 ...........................Indiana
1999 ...........................Indiana
2000....................Connecticut
2001...............North Carolina
2002 ............................UCLA
2003 ...........................Indiana
2004 ...........................Indiana
2005........................Maryland
2006..........UC Santa Barbara
2007 ...................Wake Forest
2008........................Maryland
2009 ..........................Virginia

1997.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1998 ........Southern Conn. St.
1999 ........Southern Conn. St.
2000 .........Cal St. Dom. Hills
2001 ............................Tampa
2002.....................Sonoma St.
2003...............................Lynn
2004 ............................Seattle
2005......................Fort Lewis
2006 .........................Dowling
2007 ..............Franklin Pierce
2008 .........Cal St. Dom. Hills
2009......................Fort Lewis

2002..........................Messiah
2003 ...................Trinity (TX)
2004..........................Messiah
2005..........................Messiah
2006..........................Messiah
2007 ....................Middlebury
2008..........................Messiah
2009..........................Messiah

Division I Women
1982...............North Carolina
1983...............North Carolina
1984...............North Carolina
1985 ...............George Mason
1986...............North Carolina
Division III Men
1987...............North Carolina
1974.......................Brockport
1988...............North Carolina
1975 ...........................Babson
1989...............North Carolina
1976.........................Brandeis
Division II Men
1990...............North
Carolina
1977 ...................Lock Haven
1972 ..........SIU Edwardsville
5
, 201
6
2
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1991...............North
Carolina
1978 ...................Lock Haven
1973.................Mo.-St. Louis
tobe
n Oc1992...............North Carolina
o
d
1979 ...........................Babson
1974 ..........................Adelphi
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
1993...............North Carolina
1980 ...........................Babson
1975 .......................Baltimore
1
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A
1994...............North Carolina
1981............................Rowan
1976..................Loyola (MD)
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
1995 ...................Notre Dame
1982...........UNC Greensboro
1977 ..............Alabama A&M
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1996...............North Carolina
1983...........UNC Greensboro
1978 ................Seattle Pacific
1997...............North Carolina
1984 .................Wheaton (IL)
1979 ..............Alabama A&M
1998............................Florida
1985...........UNC Greensboro
1980 ...................Lock Haven
1999...............North Carolina
1986...........UNC Greensboro
1981 ............................Tampa
2000...............North Carolina
1987...........UNC Greensboro
1982.................................FIU
2001 ....................Santa Clara
1988................UC San Diego
1983 ................Seattle Pacific
2002..........................Portland
1989 ................Elizabethtown
1984.................................FIU
2003...............North Carolina
1990............................Rowan
1985 ................Seattle Pacific
2004 ...................Notre Dame
1991................UC San Diego
1986 ................Seattle Pacific
2005..........................Portland
1992...............................Kean
1987 ........Southern Conn. St.
2006...............North Carolina
1993................UC
San
Diego
1988...................Florida Tech
2007 .......Southern California
1994 ...............Bethany (WV)
1989................Southern N.H.
2008...............North Carolina
1995.........................Williams
1990 ........Southern Conn. St.
2009...............North Carolina
1996..............................TCNJ
1991...................Florida Tech
1997 .................Wheaton (IL)
1992 ........Southern Conn. St.
Division II Women
1998...............Ohio Wesleyan
1993 ................Seattle Pacific
1988.............Cal St. East Bay
1999..................St. Lawrence
1994 ............................Tampa
1989 ..............................Barry
2000..........................Messiah
1995 ........Southern Conn. St.
1990.....................Sonoma St.
2001 ...........Richard Stockton
1996................Grand Canyon
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1988 ....................Portland St.
1989.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1990.............West Tex. A&M
1991.............West Tex. A&M
Women’s Volleyball
1992 ....................Portland St.
Division I
1993 ..............Northern Mich.
1981 .......Southern California
1994 ..............Northern Mich.
1982............................Hawaii
1995 ..............................Barry
1983............................Hawaii
1996...................Neb.-Omaha
1984 ............................UCLA
1997.............West Tex. A&M
1985 ............................Pacific
1998 ...............Hawaii Pacific
1986 ............................Pacific
1999..................BYU-Hawaii
1987............................Hawaii
2000 ...............Hawaii Pacific
1988..............................Texas
2001 ..............................Barry
1989 ..............Long Beach St.
2002..................BYU-Hawaii
1990 ............................UCLA
2003 ......................North Ala.
1991 ............................UCLA
2004 ..............................Barry
1992 .........................Stanford
2005 ............Grand Valley St.
1993 ..............Long Beach St.
2006 ............................Tampa
1994 .........................Stanford
015
26, 2
r
2007.........Concordia-St.
Paul
1995 ........................Nebraska
e
b
to
n Oc2008.........Concordia-St. Paul
o
d
1996 .........................Stanford
Division III Women
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
2009.........Concordia-St. Paul
1997 .........................Stanford
1986..............Rochester (NY)
1
14No.
,
A
1998
1987..............Rochester (NY)
NCA..............Long Beach St.
n v.
o
n
n
Division III
1999..........................Penn St.
1988 ...............William Smith
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1981................UC San Diego
2000 ........................Nebraska
1989................UC San Diego
1982 ........................La Verne
2001 .........................Stanford
1990 .............................Ithaca
1983 ........................Elmhurst
2002 .......Southern California
1991 .............................Ithaca
1984................UC San Diego
2003 .......Southern California
1992 .............SUNY Cortland
1985 ........................Elmhurst
2004 .........................Stanford
1993..............................TCNJ
1986................UC San Diego
2005 ....................Washington
1994..............................TCNJ
1987................UC San Diego
2006 ........................Nebraska
1995................UC San Diego
1988................UC San Diego
2007..........................Penn St.
1996................UC San Diego
1989 ....Washington-St. Louis
2008..........................Penn St.
1997................UC San Diego
1990................UC San Diego
2009..........................Penn St.
1998......................Macalester
1991 ....Washington-St. Louis
1999................UC San Diego
1992 ....Washington-St. Louis
Division II
2000..............................TCNJ
1993 ....Washington-St. Louis
1981...............Sacramento St.
2001...............Ohio Wesleyan
1994 ....Washington-St. Louis
1982 .................UC Riverside
2002...............Ohio Wesleyan
1995 ....Washington-St. Louis
1983 .........Cal St. Northridge
2003 ....................Oneonta St.
1996 ....Washington-St. Louis
1984 ....................Portland St.
2004 .................Wheaton (IL)
1997................UC San Diego
1985 ....................Portland St.
2005..........................Messiah
1998 ...................Central (IA)
1986 .................UC Riverside
2006 ..............Wheaton (MA)
1999 ...................Central (IA)
1987 .........Cal St. Northridge
2007 .................Wheaton (IL)
1991 .........Cal St. Dom. Hills
1992 ..............................Barry
1993 ..............................Barry
1994 ..............Franklin Pierce
1995 ..............Franklin Pierce
1996 ..............Franklin Pierce
1997 ..............Franklin Pierce
1998...............................Lynn
1999 ..............Franklin Pierce
2000................UC San Diego
2001................UC San Diego
2002...............Christian Bros.
2003 .................Kennesaw St.
2004........................Metro St.
2005...................Neb.-Omaha
2006........................Metro St.
2007 ............................Tampa
2008 ................Seattle Pacific
2009 ............Grand Valley St.

2008..........................Messiah
2009..........................Messiah
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1965 ............................UCLA
1966 .............................UTEP
1967 ............................UCLA
1968 ............................UCLA
1969 ............................UCLA
1970 ............................UCLA
1971 ............................UCLA
1972 ............................UCLA
1973 ............................UCLA
1974 .........North Carolina St.
1975 ............................UCLA
1976 ...........................Indiana
Men’s Water Polo
1977.......................Marquette
WITER
ational Collegiate
1978........................Kentucky
CHAMPIOSHIPS
1969 ............................UCLA
1979 ..................Michigan St.
1970.......................UC Irvine
1980.......................Louisville
Basketball
1971 ............................UCLA
1981 ...........................Indiana
Division I Men
1972 ............................UCLA
1982...............North Carolina
1939 ...........................Oregon
1973.......................California
1983 .........North
Carolina St.
1940 ...........................Indiana
1974.......................California
5
, 201
6
2
r
1984
1941 ......................Wisconsin
1975.......................California
tobe ...................Georgetown
n Oc1985........................Villanova
o
d
1942 .........................Stanford
1976 .........................Stanford
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
1986.......................Louisville
1943 .......................Wyoming
1977.......................California
1
14No.
,
A
1987 ...........................Indiana
1944
1978 .........................Stanford
NCA...............................Utah
n v.
o
n
n
1988............................Kansas
1945 .................Oklahoma St.
1979..........UC Santa Barbara
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1989........................Michigan
1946 .................Oklahoma St.
1980 .........................Stanford
1990 ............................UNLV
1947.....................Holy Cross
1981 .........................Stanford
1991 ..............................Duke
1948........................Kentucky
1982.......................UC Irvine
1992 ..............................Duke
1949........................Kentucky
1983.......................California
1993...............North Carolina
1950 ............................CCNY
1984.......................California
1994 ........................Arkansas
1951........................Kentucky
1985 .........................Stanford
1995 ............................UCLA
1952............................Kansas
1986 .........................Stanford
1996........................Kentucky
1953 ...........................Indiana
1987.......................California
1997 ..........................Arizona
1954..........................La Salle
1988.......................California
1998........................Kentucky
1955 ................San Francisco
1989.......................UC Irvine
1999....................Connecticut
1956
................San
Francisco
1990.......................California
2000 ..................Michigan St.
1957...............North Carolina
1991.......................California
2001 ..............................Duke
1958........................Kentucky
1992.......................California
2002........................Maryland
1959.......................California
1993 .........................Stanford
2003.........................Syracuse
1960..........................Ohio St.
1994 .........................Stanford
2004....................Connecticut
1961 ......................Cincinnati
1995 ............................UCLA
2005...............North Carolina
1962 ......................Cincinnati
1996 ............................UCLA
2006............................Florida
1963 ....................Loyola (IL)
1997 .....................Pepperdine
2007............................Florida
1964 ............................UCLA
1998 .......Southern California
2000 ...................Central (IA)
2001 ........................La Verne
2002............Wis.-Whitewater
2003 ....Washington-St. Louis
2004............................Juniata
2005............Wis.-Whitewater
2006............................Juniata
2007 ....Washington-St. Louis
2008 ............................Emory
2009 ....Washington-St. Louis

1999 ............................UCLA
2000 ............................UCLA
2001 .........................Stanford
2002 .........................Stanford
2003 .......Southern California
2004 ............................UCLA
2005 .......Southern California
2006.......................California
2007.......................California
2008 .......Southern California
2009 .......Southern California
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2008............................Kansas
2009...............North Carolina

1996..................Fort Hays St.
1997.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1998 .......................UC Davis
1999 .................Ky. Wesleyan
2000........................Metro St.
2001 .................Ky. Wesleyan
2002........................Metro St.
2003 .............Northeastern St.
2004 .................Kennesaw St.
2005 ...............Virginia Union
2006 .....................Winona St.
2007 ............................Barton
2008 .....................Winona St.
2009...........................Findlay

2002 ........................Otterbein
2003.........................Williams
2004 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
2005 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
2006 .................Va. Wesleyan
2007 .........................Amherst
2008 ....Washington-St. Louis
2009 ....Washington-St. Louis

Division II Men
1957 .................Wheaton (IL)
1958 .................South Dakota
1959 ......................Evansville
1960 ......................Evansville
1961 .....................Wittenberg
Division I Women
1962................Mt. St. Mary’s
1982...............Louisiana Tech
1963............South Dakota St.
1983 .......Southern California
1964 ......................Evansville
1984 .......Southern California
1965 ......................Evansville
1985................Old Dominion
1966 .................Ky. Wesleyan
1986..............................Texas
1967 ..............Winston-Salem
1987.......................Tennessee
Division III Men
1968 .................Ky. Wesleyan
1988...............Louisiana Tech
1975.............LeMoyne-Owen
1969 .................Ky. Wesleyan
1989.......................Tennessee
1976.........................Scranton
1970 ..............Philadelphia U.
1990 .........................Stanford
1977 .....................Wittenberg
1971 ......................Evansville
015
26, 2
r
1991.......................Tennessee
1978 .....................North Park
1972.........................Roanoke
e
b
Octo
d on 1992 .........................Stanford
1979 .....................North
Park
1973 .................Ky. Wesleyan
e
v
i
h
1 arc
1993 .....................Texas Tech
1980 .....................North
Park
1974 .....................Morgan St.
1660
4
1
No.
,
A
1994...............North Carolina
1981
1975................Old Dominion
NCA.............SUNY Potsdam
n v.
o
n
n
1995....................Connecticut
1982...........................Wabash
1976...................Puget Sound
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1996.......................Tennessee
1983.........................Scranton
1977...................Chattanooga
1997.......................Tennessee
1984............Wis.-Whitewater
1978.........................Cheyney
1998.......................Tennessee
1985 .....................North Park
1979 ......................North Ala.
1999............................Purdue
1986 .............SUNY Potsdam
1980 ...............Virginia Union
2000....................Connecticut
1987 .....................North Park
1981 .................Fla. Southern
2001 ...................Notre Dame
1988...............Ohio Wesleyan
1982...............Dist. Columbia
2002....................Connecticut
1989............Wis.-Whitewater
1983 ......................Wright St.
2003....................Connecticut
1990..............Rochester (NY)
1984 ..............Central Mo. St.
2004....................Connecticut
1991 ..............Wis.-Platteville
1985..............Jacksonville St.
2005 ............................Baylor
1992 ............................Calvin
1986 ..................Sacred Heart
2006........................Maryland
1993................Ohio
Northern
1987 .................Ky. Wesleyan
2007.......................Tennessee
1994..............Lebanon Valley
1988 .................Mass.-Lowell
2008.......................Tennessee
1995 ..............Wis.-Platteville
1989...................N.C. Central
2009....................Connecticut
1996............................Rowan
1990 .................Ky. Wesleyan
1997 ..................Ill. Wesleyan
1991 ......................North Ala.
Division II Women
1998 ..............Wis.-Platteville
1992 ...............Virginia Union
1982...........Cal Poly Pomona
1999 ..............Wis.-Platteville
1993.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1983 ...............Virginia Union
2000 ............................Calvin
1994.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1984 ..............Central Mo. St.
2001..........................Catholic
1995 .................Southern Ind.
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1965 .......Southern California
1998 ....Washington-St. Louis
1985...........Cal Poly Pomona
1966 .......Southern California
1999 ....Washington-St. Louis
1986...........Cal Poly Pomona
1967 .........................Stanford
2000 ....Washington-St. Louis
1987 ....................New Haven
1968 ...........................Indiana
2001 ....Washington-St. Louis
1988 ........................Hampton
1969 ...........................Indiana
2002 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
1989 .........................Delta St.
1970 ...........................Indiana
2003 ...................Trinity (TX)
1990 .........................Delta St.
1971 ...........................Indiana
2004 ..........Wilmington (OH)
1991............North Dakota St.
1972 ...........................Indiana
2005 ..........................Millikin
1992 .........................Delta St.
1973 ...........................Indiana
2006 ..............................Hope
1993............North Dakota St.
1974 .......Southern California
2007..........................DePauw
1994............North Dakota St.
1975 .......Southern California
2008
...............Howard
Payne
1995............North Dakota St.
1976 .......Southern California
2009 ....................George Fox
1996............North Dakota St.
1977 .......Southern California
1997 .................North Dakota
1978.......................Tennessee
Swimming
1998 .................North Dakota
1979.......................California
Division I Men
1999 .................North Dakota
1980.......................California
1937........................Michigan
2000..................Northern Ky.
1981..............................Texas
1938........................Michigan
2001...........Cal Poly Pomona
1982 ............................UCLA
1939........................Michigan
2002...........Cal Poly Pomona
1983............................Florida
1940........................Michigan
2003............South Dakota St.
015
26, 2
r
1984............................Florida
1941........................Michigan
2004 ..............California (PA)
e
b
Octo
d on 1985 .........................Stanford
1942 ................................Yale
2005 .......................Washburn
e
v
i
h
1 arc
1986 .........................Stanford
1943..........................Ohio
St.
2006 ............Grand Valley St.
1660
4
1
No.
,
A
1987 .........................Stanford
1944
2007 ........Southern Conn. St.
NCA................................Yale
n v.
o
n
n
a
1988..............................Texas
1945..........................Ohio St.
2008..................Northern
Ky.
O'B
d in
e
t
i
c
1989..............................Texas
1946..........................Ohio St.
2009.........Minn. St. Mankato
1990..............................Texas
1947..........................Ohio St.
1991..............................Texas
1948........................Michigan
Division III Women
1992 .........................Stanford
1949..........................Ohio St.
1982 ................Elizabethtown
1993 .........................Stanford
1950..........................Ohio St.
1983 .........North Central (IL)
1994 .........................Stanford
1951 ................................Yale
1984................................Rust
1995........................Michigan
1952..........................Ohio St.
1985.........................Scranton
1996..............................Texas
1953 ................................Yale
1986........................Salem St.
1997...........................Auburn
1954..........................Ohio St.
1987 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
1998 .........................Stanford
1955..........................Ohio St.
1988.........Concordia-M’head
1999...........................Auburn
1956..........................Ohio
St.
1989 ................Elizabethtown
2000..............................Texas
1957........................Michigan
1990 ..............................Hope
2001..............................Texas
1958........................Michigan
1991...........St. Thomas (MN)
2002..............................Texas
1959........................Michigan
1992 ..............................Alma
2003...........................Auburn
1960 .......Southern California
1993 ...................Central (IA)
2004...........................Auburn
1961........................Michigan
1994............................Capital
2005...........................Auburn
1962..........................Ohio St.
1995............................Capital
2006...........................Auburn
1963 .......Southern California
1996 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2007...........................Auburn
1964 .......Southern California
1997..................New York U.
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2008...........................Auburn
2009...........................Auburn

2003..............................Drury
2004.........Cal St. Bakersfield
2005..............................Drury
2006..............................Drury
2007..............................Drury
2008..............................Drury
2009..............................Drury

2009 ..........................Kenyon

Division I Women
1982............................Florida
Division II Men
1983 .........................Stanford
1964.........................Bucknell
1984..............................Texas
1965.................San Diego St.
1985..............................Texas
1966.................San Diego St.
1986..............................Texas
1967..........UC Santa Barbara
1987..............................Texas
Division III Men
1968 ..............Long Beach St.
1988..............................Texas
1975 .................Cal St. Chico
1969.......................UC Irvine
1989 .........................Stanford
1976..................St.
Lawrence
1970.......................UC Irvine
1990..............................Texas
1977 ...............Johns Hopkins
1971.......................UC Irvine
1991..............................Texas
1978 ...............Johns Hopkins
1972.................Eastern Mich.
1992 .........................Stanford
1979 ...............Johns Hopkins
1973 .................Cal St. Chico
1993 .........................Stanford
1980 ..........................Kenyon
1974 .................Cal St. Chico
1994 .........................Stanford
1981 ..........................Kenyon
1975 .........Cal St. Northridge
1995 .........................Stanford
1982 ..........................Kenyon
1976 .................Cal St. Chico
1996 .........................Stanford
1983 ..........................Kenyon
1977 .........Cal St. Northridge
1997 .......Southern
California
1984 ..........................Kenyon
1978 .........Cal St. Northridge
5
, 201
6
2
r
1998
1985 ..........................Kenyon
1979 .........Cal St. Northridge
tobe .........................Stanford
n Oc1999 ..........................Georgia
o
d
1986 ..........................Kenyon
1980..........................Oakland
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
2000 ..........................Georgia
1987 ..........................Kenyon
1981 .........Cal St. Northridge
1
14No.
,
A
2001 ..........................Georgia
1988
1982 .........Cal St. Northridge
NCA..........................Kenyon
n v.
o
n
n
2002...........................Auburn
1989 ..........................Kenyon
1983 .........Cal St. Northridge
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
2003...........................Auburn
1990 ..........................Kenyon
1984 .........Cal St. Northridge
2004...........................Auburn
1991 ..........................Kenyon
1985 .........Cal St. Northridge
2005 ..........................Georgia
1992 ..........................Kenyon
1986.........Cal St. Bakersfield
2006...........................Auburn
1993 ..........................Kenyon
1987.........Cal St. Bakersfield
2007...........................Auburn
1994 ..........................Kenyon
1988.........Cal St. Bakersfield
2008 ..........................Arizona
1995 ..........................Kenyon
1989.........Cal St. Bakersfield
2009.......................California
1996 ..........................Kenyon
1990.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1997 ..........................Kenyon
1991.........Cal St. Bakersfield
Division II Women
1998 ..........................Kenyon
1992.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1982 .........Cal St. Northridge
1999 ..........................Kenyon
1993.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1983 ...........................Clarion
2000
..........................Kenyon
1994..........................Oakland
1984 ...........................Clarion
2001 ..........................Kenyon
1995..........................Oakland
1985.......................South Fla.
2002 ..........................Kenyon
1996..........................Oakland
1986 ...........................Clarion
2003 ..........................Kenyon
1997..........................Oakland
1987 .........Cal St. Northridge
2004 ..........................Kenyon
1998.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1988 .........Cal St. Northridge
2005 ..........................Kenyon
1999..............................Drury
1989 .........Cal St. Northridge
2006 ..........................Kenyon
2000.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1990..........................Oakland
2007 ..........................Kenyon
2001.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1991..........................Oakland
2008 ..........................Kenyon
2002.........Cal St. Bakersfield
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1992..........................Oakland
1993..........................Oakland
1994..........................Oakland
1995........................Air Force
1996........................Air Force
1997..............................Drury
1998..............................Drury
1999..............................Drury
2000..............................Drury
2001...........................Truman
2002...........................Truman
2003...........................Truman
2004...........................Truman
2005...........................Truman
2006...........................Truman
2007..............................Drury
2008...........................Truman
2009..............................Drury

2005 ............................Emory
2006 ............................Emory
2007 ..........................Kenyon
2008 ..........................Kenyon
2009 ..........................Kenyon
Bowling
ational Collegiate
2004 ........................Nebraska
2005 ........................Nebraska
2006 .......Fairleigh Dickinson
2007 ......................Vanderbilt
2008.........Md.-Eastern Shore
2009 ........................Nebraska

1991 ........................Arkansas
1992 ........................Arkansas
1993 ........................Arkansas
1994 ........................Arkansas
1995 ........................Arkansas
1996 ...............George Mason
1997 ........................Arkansas
1998 ........................Arkansas
1999 ........................Arkansas
2000 ........................Arkansas
2001................................LSU
2002.......................Tennessee
2003 ........................Arkansas
2004................................LSU
2005 ........................Arkansas
2006 ........................Arkansas
2007 ......................Wisconsin
2008.....................Arizona St.
2009 ...........................Oregon
15

Indoor Track and Field
Division I Men
1965 ........................Missouri
1966 ..........................Kansas
6, 20
1967 .......Southern California
Division III Women
ber 2
o
t
c
O
d on Division II Men
1968........................Villanova
1982.........................Williams
hive
c
r
a
6601
1985 ..........Southeast Mo. St.
1969............................Kansas
1983.........................Williams
14-1
.
o
N
,
A
1987...............St. Augustine’s
1970............................Kansas
1984 ..........................Kenyon
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
1988...........Abilene Christian
1971........................Villanova
1985 ..........................Kenyon
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1989...............St. Augustine’s
1972 .......Southern California
1986 ..........................Kenyon
1990...............St. Augustine’s
1973 ......................Manhattan
1987 ..........................Kenyon
1991...............St. Augustine’s
1974 .............................UTEP
1988 ..........................Kenyon
1992...............St. Augustine’s
1975 .............................UTEP
1989 ..........................Kenyon
1993...........Abilene Christian
1976 .............................UTEP
1990 ..........................Kenyon
1994...........Abilene Christian
1977...............Washington St.
1991 ..........................Kenyon
1995...............St. Augustine’s
1978 .............................UTEP
1992 ..........................Kenyon
1996...........Abilene Christian
1979........................Villanova
1993 ..........................Kenyon
1997...........Abilene Christian
1980 .............................UTEP
1994 ..........................Kenyon
1998...........Abilene Christian
1981 .............................UTEP
1995 ..........................Kenyon
1999...........Abilene Christian
1982
.............................UTEP
1996 ..........................Kenyon
2000...........Abilene Christian
1983 ..............................SMU
1997 ..........................Kenyon
2001...............St. Augustine’s
1984 ........................Arkansas
1998 ..........................Kenyon
2002...........Abilene Christian
1985 ........................Arkansas
1999 ..........................Kenyon
2003...........Abilene Christian
1986 ........................Arkansas
2000 ..........................Kenyon
2004...........Abilene Christian
1987 ........................Arkansas
2001..........................Denison
2005...........Abilene Christian
1988 ........................Arkansas
2002 ..........................Kenyon
2006...............St. Augustine’s
1989 ........................Arkansas
2003 ..........................Kenyon
2007...............St. Augustine’s
1990 ........................Arkansas
2004 ..........................Kenyon
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2008...............St. Augustine’s
2009...............St. Augustine’s

1994................................LSU
1995................................LSU
1996................................LSU
1997................................LSU
1998..............................Texas
1999..............................Texas
2000 ............................UCLA
2001 ............................UCLA
2002................................LSU
2003................................LSU
2004................................LSU
2005.......................Tennessee
2006..............................Texas
2007.....................Arizona St.
2008.....................Arizona St.
2009.......................Tennessee

Division III Women
1985 .................Mass.-Boston
1986 .................Mass.-Boston
1987 .................Mass.-Boston
Division III Men
1988 ..............Chris. Newport
1985...........St. Thomas (MN)
1989 ..............Chris. Newport
1986 ..................Frostburg St.
1990 ..............Chris. Newport
1987 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1991 .............SUNY Cortland
1988 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1992 ..............Chris. Newport
1989 .........North Central (IL)
1993 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1990 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1994 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1991 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1995 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1992 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1996 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1993 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1997 ..............Chris. Newport
1994 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1998 ..............Chris. Newport
1995 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1999 ..............Wheaton (MA)
1996 ..................Lincoln (PA)
2000 ..............Wheaton (MA)
1997 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
2001 ..............Wheaton (MA)
Division II Women
1998 ..................Lincoln (PA)
2002 ..............Wheaton
(MA)
1985...............St. Augustine’s
1999 ..................Lincoln (PA)
5
, 201
6
2
r
2003
..............Wheaton (MA)
1987...............St. Augustine’s
2000 ..................Lincoln (PA)
tobe
n Oc2004 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
o
d
1988...........Abilene Christian
2001 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
ive
arch
01 Christian
6
6
2005 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1989...........Abilene
2002 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1
14No.
,
A
2006 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1990...........Abilene
Christian
2003 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
2007.........................Williams
1991...........Abilene Christian
2004 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
2008 ..................Ill. Wesleyan
1992 ..............Alabama A&M
2005 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
2009 ........................Wartburg
1993...........Abilene Christian
2006 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1994...........Abilene Christian
2007 ..................Lincoln (PA)
Ice Hockey
1995...........Abilene Christian
2008 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
Division I Men
1996...........Abilene Christian
2009 .......Wis.-La Crosse and
1948........................Michigan
1997...........Abilene Christian
Wis.-Oshkosh (tie)
1949 ..............Boston College
1998...........Abilene Christian
1950 ................Colorado Col.
1999...........Abilene Christian
Division I Women
1951........................Michigan
2000...........Abilene Christian
1983 ........................Nebraska
1952........................Michigan
2001...............St. Augustine’s
1984 ........................Nebraska
1953........................Michigan
2002
.................North
Dakota
1985 ......................Florida St.
1954......................Rensselaer
2003...............St. Augustine’s
1986..............................Texas
1955........................Michigan
2004 ................Lincoln (MO)
1987................................LSU
1956........................Michigan
2005...............St. Augustine’s
1988..............................Texas
1957 ................Colorado Col.
2006 ................Lincoln (MO)
1989................................LSU
1958 ...........................Denver
2007...............St. Augustine’s
1990..............................Texas
1959 .................North Dakota
2008 ......................Adams St.
1991................................LSU
1960 ...........................Denver
2009 ................Lincoln (MO)
1992............................Florida
1961 ...........................Denver
1993................................LSU
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1962 ...............Michigan Tech
2005 ...........................Denver
2009 ......................Wisconsin
1963 .................North Dakota
2006 ......................Wisconsin
1964........................Michigan
2007 ..................Michigan St.
Division III Women
1965 ...............Michigan Tech
2008 ..............Boston College
2002 ............................Elmira
1966 ..................Michigan St.
2009.......................Boston U.
2003 ............................Elmira
1967 ...........................Cornell
2004 ....................Middlebury
1968 ...........................Denver
Division III Men
2005 ....................Middlebury
1969 ...........................Denver
1984 ...........................Babson
2006 ....................Middlebury
1970 ...........................Cornell
1985 ...............Rochester Inst.
2007 ...............Plattsburgh St.
1971.......................Boston U.
1986.....................Bemidji St.
2008 ...............Plattsburgh St.
1972.......................Boston U.
1987 .............#Plattsburgh St.
2009 .........................Amherst
1973 ......................Wisconsin
1988.............Wis.-River Falls
1974 ......................Minnesota
1989 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
Men’s and Women’s
1975 ...............Michigan Tech
1990 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
Fencing
1976 ......................Minnesota
1991 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
ational Collegiate
1977 ......................Wisconsin
1992 ...............Plattsburgh St.
1990..........................Penn St.
1978.......................Boston U.
1993 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
1991..........................Penn St.
1979 ......................Minnesota
1994.............Wis.-River Falls
1992 .......................Columbia
1980 .................North Dakota
1995 ....................Middlebury
1993 .......................Columbia
15
6, 20
2...................Notre
r
1981 ......................Wisconsin
1996 ....................Middlebury
1994
Dame
e
b
to
n Oc1995..........................Penn St.
o
d
1982 .................North Dakota
1997 ....................Middlebury
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
1983 ......................Wisconsin
1998 ....................Middlebury
1996..........................Penn St.
1
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1984 ..............Bowling Green
1999
1997..........................Penn St.
NCA....................Middlebury
n v.
o
n
n
1985......................Rensselaer
2000 .........................Norwich
1998..........................Penn St.
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1986 .................Minn. Duluth
2001 ...............Plattsburgh St.
1999..........................Penn St.
1987 .................North Dakota
2002.................Wis.-Superior
2000..........................Penn St.
1988...........Lake Superior St.
2003 .........................Norwich
2001..............St. John’s (NY)
1989 ..........................Harvard
2004 ....................Middlebury
2002..........................Penn St.
1990 ......................Wisconsin
2005 ....................Middlebury
2003 ...................Notre Dame
1991 ..............Northern Mich.
2006 ....................Middlebury
2004..........................Ohio St.
1992...........Lake Superior St.
2007.....................Oswego St.
2005 ...................Notre Dame
1993.............................Maine
2008 .....................St. Norbert
2006 ..........................Harvard
1994...........Lake Superior St.
2009........................Neumann
2007..........................Penn St.
1995.......................Boston U.
2008..........................Ohio St.
1996........................Michigan
ational Collegiate Women
2009..........................Penn St.
1997 .................North Dakota
2001 .................Minn. Duluth
1998........................Michigan
2002 .................Minn. Duluth
Men’s and Women’s Rifle
1999.............................Maine
2003 .................Minn. Duluth
ational Collegiate
2000 .................North Dakota
2004 ......................Minnesota
1980 ..............Tennessee Tech
2001 ..............Boston College
2005 ......................Minnesota
1981 ..............Tennessee Tech
2002 ......................Minnesota
2006 ......................Wisconsin
1982 ..............Tennessee Tech
2003 ......................Minnesota
2007 ......................Wisconsin
1983 .................West Virginia
2004 ...........................Denver
2008 .................Minn. Duluth
1984 .................West Virginia
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Gymnastics
1969 ...........................Denver
1985......................Murray St.
Men’s ational Collegiate
1986 .................West Virginia
1970 ...........................Denver
1938..........................Chicago
1987......................Murray St.
1971 ...........................Denver
1939............................Illinois
1988 .................West Virginia
1972 ........................Colorado
1940............................Illinois
1989 .................West Virginia
1973 ........................Colorado
1941............................Illinois
1990 .................West Virginia
1974 ........................Colorado
1942............................Illinois
1991 .................West Virginia
1975 ........................Colorado
1948..........................Penn St.
1992 .................West Virginia
1976 ........................Colorado
1949 ...........................Temple
1993 .................West Virginia
1977 ........................Colorado
1950............................Illinois
1994..............Alas. Fairbanks
1978 ........................Colorado
1951 ......................Florida St.
1995 .................West Virginia
1979 ........................Colorado
1952 ......................Florida St.
1996 .................West Virginia
1980 .........................Vermont
1953..........................Penn St.
1997 .................West Virginia
1981 ...............................Utah
1954..........................Penn St.
1998 .................West Virginia
1982 ........................Colorado
1955............................Illinois
1999..............Alas. Fairbanks
1983 ...............................Utah
1956............................Illinois
2000..............Alas. Fairbanks
1984 ...............................Utah
1957..........................Penn St.
2001..............Alas. Fairbanks
1985 .......................Wyoming
1958 ..................Michigan St.
2002..............Alas. Fairbanks
1986 ...............................Utah
1959..........................Penn
St.
2003..............Alas. Fairbanks
1987 ...............................Utah
5
, 201
6
2
r
St.
2004..............Alas. Fairbanks
1988 ...............................Utah Oc1960..........................Penn
tobe
n 1961..........................Penn St.
o
d
2005..............................Army
e
1989 .........................Vermont
rchiv
01 a
6
6
1962 .......Southern California
2006..............Alas. Fairbanks
1
1990 .........................Vermont
14No.
,
A
1963........................Michigan
2007..............Alas. Fairbanks
1991
NCA........................Colorado
n v.
o
n
n
1964 ...................Southern Ill.
2008..............Alas. Fairbanks
1992 .........................Vermont
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1965..........................Penn St.
2009 .................West Virginia
1993 ...............................Utah
1966 ...................Southern Ill.
1994 .........................Vermont
1967 ...................Southern Ill.
Men’s and Women’s Skiing
1995 ........................Colorado
1968.......................California
ational Collegiate
1996 ...............................Utah
1969 ...............................Iowa
1954 ...........................Denver
1997 ...............................Utah
1970........................Michigan
1955 ...........................Denver
1998 ........................Colorado
1971..........................Iowa St.
1956 ...........................Denver
1999 ........................Colorado
1972 ...................Southern Ill.
1957 ...........................Denver
2000 ...........................Denver
1973..........................Iowa St.
1958......................Dartmouth
2001 ...........................Denver
1974..........................Iowa St.
1959 ........................Colorado
2002 ...........................Denver
1975.......................California
1960 ........................Colorado
2003 ...............................Utah
1976..........................Penn St.
1961 ...........................Denver
2004 ..................New Mexico
1977......................Indiana St.
1962 ...........................Denver
2005 ...........................Denver
1978 ......................Oklahoma
1963 ...........................Denver
2006 ........................Colorado
1979 ........................Nebraska
1964 ...........................Denver
2007......................Dartmouth
1980 ........................Nebraska
1965 ...........................Denver
2008 ...........................Denver
1981 ........................Nebraska
1966 ...........................Denver
2009 ...........................Denver
1982 ........................Nebraska
1967 ...........................Denver
1983 ........................Nebraska
1968 .......................Wyoming
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1957 ......................Oklahoma
1996.........................Alabama
1984 ............................UCLA
1958 .................Oklahoma St.
1997 ............................UCLA
1985..........................Ohio St.
1959 .................Oklahoma St.
1998 ..........................Georgia
1986.....................Arizona St.
1960 ......................Oklahoma
1999 ..........................Georgia
1987 ............................UCLA
1961 .................Oklahoma St.
2000 ............................UCLA
1988 ........................Nebraska
1962 .................Oklahoma St.
2001 ............................UCLA
1989............................Illinois
1963 ......................Oklahoma
2002.........................Alabama
1990 ........................Nebraska
1964 .................Oklahoma St.
2003 ............................UCLA
1991 ......................Oklahoma
1965..........................Iowa St.
2004 ............................UCLA
1992 .........................Stanford
1966 .................Oklahoma St.
2005 ..........................Georgia
1993 .........................Stanford
1967 ..................Michigan St.
2006
..........................Georgia
1994 ........................Nebraska
1968 .................Oklahoma St.
2007 ..........................Georgia
1995 .........................Stanford
1969..........................Iowa St.
2008 ..........................Georgia
1996..........................Ohio St.
1970..........................Iowa St.
2009 ..........................Georgia
1997.......................California
1971 .................Oklahoma St.
1998.......................California
1972..........................Iowa St.
Wrestling
1999........................Michigan
1973..........................Iowa St.
Division I
2000..........................Penn St.
1974 ......................Oklahoma
1928 .................Oklahoma St.
2001..........................Ohio St.
1975 ...............................Iowa
1929 .................Oklahoma St.
2002 ......................Oklahoma
15
6, 20
2
r
1976
...............................Iowa
1930 .................Oklahoma St.
2003 ......................Oklahoma
e
b
Octo
d on 1977..........................Iowa St.
1931 .................Oklahoma
St.
2004..........................Penn St.
e
v
i
h
1 arc
1978 ...............................Iowa
1932 ...........................Indiana
2005 ......................Oklahoma
1660
4
1
No.
,
A
1979 ...............................Iowa
1933..........................Iowa
St.
2006 ......................Oklahoma
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
a
1980 ...............................Iowa
1934 .................Oklahoma St.
2007..........................Penn
O'BSt.
d in
e
t
i
c
1981 ...............................Iowa
1935 .................Oklahoma St.
2008 ......................Oklahoma
1982 ...............................Iowa
1936 ......................Oklahoma
2009 .........................Stanford
1983 ...............................Iowa
1937 .................Oklahoma St.
1984 ...............................Iowa
1938 .................Oklahoma St.
Women’s ational
1985 ...............................Iowa
1939 .................Oklahoma St.
Collegiate
1986 ...............................Iowa
1940 .................Oklahoma St.
1982 ...............................Utah
1987..........................Iowa St.
1941 .................Oklahoma St.
1983 ...............................Utah
1988.....................Arizona St.
1942 .................Oklahoma St.
1984 ...............................Utah
1989 .................Oklahoma St.
1946 .................Oklahoma St.
1985 ...............................Utah
1990 .................Oklahoma St.
1947..............Cornell College
1986 ...............................Utah
1991 ...............................Iowa
1948
.................Oklahoma
St.
1987 ..........................Georgia
1992 ...............................Iowa
1949 .................Oklahoma St.
1988.........................Alabama
1993 ...............................Iowa
1950 ................................UNI
1989 ..........................Georgia
1994 .................Oklahoma St.
1951 ......................Oklahoma
1990 ...............................Utah
1995 ...............................Iowa
1952 ......................Oklahoma
1991.........................Alabama
1996 ...............................Iowa
1953..........................Penn St.
1992 ...............................Utah
1997 ...............................Iowa
1954 .................Oklahoma St.
1993 ..........................Georgia
1998 ...............................Iowa
1955 .................Oklahoma St.
1994 ...............................Utah
1999 ...............................Iowa
1956 .................Oklahoma St.
1995 ...............................Utah
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2000 ...............................Iowa
2001 ......................Minnesota
2002 ......................Minnesota
2003 .................Oklahoma St.
2004 .................Oklahoma St.
2005 .................Oklahoma St.
2006 .................Oklahoma St.
2007 ......................Minnesota
2008 ...............................Iowa
2009 ...............................Iowa

1994 .................Central Okla.
1995 .................Central Okla.
1996 ..............Pitt.-Johnstown
1997 ..................San Fran. St.
1998............North Dakota St.
1999 ..............Pitt.-Johnstown
2000............North Dakota St.
2001............North Dakota St.
2002 .................Central Okla.
2003 .................Central Okla.
2004...................Neb.-Omaha
2005...................Neb.-Omaha
2006...................Neb.-Omaha
2007 .................Central Okla.
2008.................Neb.-Kearney
2009...................Neb.-Omaha

1999 ........................Wartburg
2000 .......................Augsburg
2001 .......................Augsburg
2002 .......................Augsburg
2003 ........................Wartburg
2004 ........................Wartburg
2005 .......................Augsburg
2006 ........................Wartburg
2007 .......................Augsburg
2008 ........................Wartburg
2009 ........................Wartburg

Division II
SPRIG
1963.....................Western St.
CHAMPIOSHIPS
1964.....................Western St.
1965.........Minn. St. Mankato
Baseball
1966 .........................Cal Poly
Division I
1967 ....................Portland St.
1947.......................California
Division III
1968 .........................Cal Poly
1948 .......Southern
California
1974............................Wilkes
1969 .........................Cal Poly
5
, 201
6
2
r
1949..............................Texas
1975 ...................John Carroll
1970 .........................Cal Poly
tobe
n Oc1950..............................Texas
o
d
1976..................Montclair
St.
1971 .........................Cal Poly
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
1951 ......................Oklahoma
1977.......................Brockport
1972 .........................Cal Poly
1
14No.
,
A
1952.....................Holy Cross
1978
1973 .........................Cal Poly
NCA...........................Buffalo
n v.
o
n
n
1953........................Michigan
1979..............................TCNJ
1974 .........................CalOPoly
'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1954.........................Missouri
1980.......................Brockport
1975 ................................UNI
1955 ...................Wake Forest
1981..............................TCNJ
1976.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1956 ......................Minnesota
1982.......................Brockport
1977.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1957.......................California
1983.......................Brockport
1978 ................................UNI
1958 .......Southern California
1984..............................TCNJ
1979.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1959 .................Oklahoma St.
1985..............................TCNJ
1980.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1960 ......................Minnesota
1986..................Montclair St.
1981.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1961 .......Southern California
1987..............................TCNJ
1982.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1962........................Michigan
1988..................St. Lawrence
1983.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1963 .......Southern California
1989 .............................Ithaca
1984 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1964 ......................Minnesota
1990
.............................Ithaca
1985 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1965.....................Arizona St.
1991 .......................Augsburg
1986 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1966..........................Ohio St.
1992.......................Brockport
1987.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1967.....................Arizona St.
1993 .......................Augsburg
1988............North Dakota St.
1968 .......Southern California
1994 .............................Ithaca
1989 ....................Portland St.
1969.....................Arizona St.
1995 .......................Augsburg
1990 ....................Portland St.
1970 .......Southern California
1996 ........................Wartburg
1991...................Neb.-Omaha
1971 .......Southern California
1997 .......................Augsburg
1992 .................Central Okla.
1972 .......Southern California
1998 .......................Augsburg
1993 .................Central Okla.
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1979............................Rowan
1972 .................Fla. Southern
1973 .......Southern California
1980 .............................Ithaca
1973.......................UC Irvine
1974 .......Southern California
1981..........................Marietta
1974.......................UC Irvine
1975..............................Texas
1982...........Eastern Conn. St.
1975 .................Fla. Southern
1976 ..........................Arizona
1983..........................Marietta
1976...........Cal Poly Pomona
1977.....................Arizona St.
1984..........................Ramapo
1977 .................UC Riverside
1978 .......Southern California
1985 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1978 .................Fla. Southern
1979 ............Cal St. Fullerton
1986..........................Marietta
1979....................Valdosta St.
1980 ..........................Arizona
1987..................Montclair St.
1980...........Cal Poly Pomona
1981.....................Arizona St.
1988 .............................Ithaca
1981 .................Fla. Southern
1982 ....................Miami (FL)
1989 ...............N.C. Wesleyan
1982
.................UC
Riverside
1983..............................Texas
1990...........Eastern Conn. St.
1983...........Cal Poly Pomona
1984 ............Cal St. Fullerton
1991 .................Southern Me.
1984 .........Cal St. Northridge
1985 ....................Miami (FL)
1992 ................Wm. Paterson
1985 .................Fla. Southern
1986 ..........................Arizona
1993..................Montclair St.
1986 ...............................Troy
1987 .........................Stanford
1994 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1987 ...............................Troy
1988 .........................Stanford
1995 ........................La Verne
1988 .................Fla. Southern
1989 .....................Wichita St.
1996 ................Wm. Paterson
1989 ..........................Vacated
1990 ..........................Georgia
1997 .................Southern
Me.
1990..............Jacksonville St.
1991................................LSU
5
, 201
6
2
r
1998...........Eastern
Conn. St.
1991..............Jacksonville St.
1992 .....................Pepperdine
tobe
n Oc1999 ...............N.C. Wesleyan
o
d
1992 ............................Tampa
1993................................LSU
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
2000..................Montclair St.
1993 ............................Tampa
1994 ......................Oklahoma
1
14No.
,
A
2001...........St. Thomas (MN)
1994
1995 ............Cal St. Fullerton
NCA..............Central Mo. St.
n v.
o
n
n
2002...........Eastern Conn. St.
1995 .................Fla. Southern
1996................................LSU
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
2003........................Chapman
1996 .................Kennesaw St.
1997................................LSU
2004 ....................George Fox
1997 .................Cal St. Chico
1998 .......Southern California
2005............Wis.-Whitewater
1998 ............................Tampa
1999 ....................Miami (FL)
2006..........................Marietta
1999 .................Cal St. Chico
2000................................LSU
2007...............................Kean
2000.........Southeastern Okla.
2001 ....................Miami (FL)
2008 ...................Trinity (CT)
2001 .............St. Mary’s (TX)
2002..............................Texas
2009...........St. Thomas (MN)
2002 .................Columbus St.
2003................................Rice
2003 ..............Central Mo. St.
2004 ............Cal St. Fullerton
Softball
2004 .........................Delta St.
2005..............................Texas
Division I
2005 .................Fla. Southern
2006......................Oregon St.
1982 ............................UCLA
2006
............................Tampa
2007......................Oregon St.
1983 ...................Texas A&M
2007 ............................Tampa
2008.......................Fresno St.
1984 ............................UCLA
2008 ..................Mount Olive
2009................................LSU
1985 ............................UCLA
2009...............................Lynn
1986 ............Cal St. Fullerton
Division II
1987 ...................Texas A&M
Division III
1968........................Chapman
1988 ............................UCLA
1976...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1969 ......................Illinois St.
1989 ............................UCLA
1977...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1970 .........Cal St. Northridge
1990 ............................UCLA
1978............................Rowan
1971 .................Fla. Southern
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1901 ..........................Harvard
1902 ..................Yale (spring)
1902.................Harvard (fall)
1903 ..........................Harvard
1904 ..........................Harvard
1905 ................................Yale
1906 ................................Yale
1907 ................................Yale
Division III
1908 ................................Yale
1982...........Eastern Conn. St.
1909 ................................Yale
1983..............................TCNJ
1910 ................................Yale
1984....................Buena Vista
1911 ................................Yale
1985...........Eastern Conn. St.
1912 ................................Yale
1986...........Eastern Conn. St.
1913 ................................Yale
1987..............................TCNJ
1914........................Princeton
1988 ...................Central (IA)
1915 ................................Yale
1989..............................TCNJ
1916........................Princeton
1990...........Eastern Conn. St.
1919........................Princeton
1991 ...................Central (IA)
1920........................Princeton
1992..............................TCNJ
015
26, 2
r
1921......................Dartmouth
1993 ...................Central (IA)
e
b
Octo
d on 1922........................Princeton
1994..............................TCNJ
Division II
e
v
i
h
1 arc
1923........................Princeton
1995........................Chapman
1982............Sam Houston St.
1660
4
1
No.
,
A
1924 ................................Yale
1996..............................TCNJ
1983 .........Cal St. Northridge
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
1925 ................................Yale
1997 .........................Simpson
1984 .........Cal St. Northridge
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1926 ................................Yale
1998 ........Wis.-Stevens Point
1985 .........Cal St. Northridge
1927........................Princeton
1999 .........................Simpson
1986...........Stephen F. Austin
1928........................Princeton
2000 ............St. Mary’s (MN)
1987 .........Cal St. Northridge
1929........................Princeton
2001....................Muskingum
1988.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1930........................Princeton
2002 .............................Ithaca
1989.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1931 ................................Yale
2003 ...................Central (IA)
1990.........Cal St. Bakersfield
1932 ................................Yale
2004...........St. Thomas (MN)
1991 .............Augustana (SD)
1933 ................................Yale
2005...........St. Thomas (MN)
1992............Mo. Southern St.
1934........................Michigan
2006 ............Rutgers-Camden
1993 .................Fla. Southern
1935........................Michigan
2007 ..........................Linfield
1994 .....................Merrimack
1936 ................................Yale
2008
.............Wis.-Eau
Claire
1995 .................Kennesaw St.
1937........................Princeton
2009..........................Messiah
1996 .................Kennesaw St.
1938 .........................Stanford
1997 ..............California (PA)
1939 .........................Stanford
Golf
1998 ..............California (PA)
1940........................Princeton
Division I Men
1999 .................Humboldt St.
1941 .........................Stanford
1897 ................................Yale
2000............North Dakota St.
1942................................LSU
1898 ............Harvard (spring)
2001...................Neb.-Omaha
1943 ................................Yale
1898.......................Yale (fall)
2002 .............St. Mary’s (TX)
1944 ...................Notre Dame
1899 ..........................Harvard
2003 .......................UC Davis
1991 ..........................Arizona
1992 ............................UCLA
1993 ..........................Arizona
1994 ..........................Arizona
1995 ............................UCLA
1996 ..........................Arizona
1997 ..........................Arizona
1998.......................Fresno St.
1999 ............................UCLA
2000 ......................Oklahoma
2001 ..........................Arizona
2002.......................California
2003 ............................UCLA
2004 ............................UCLA
2005........................Michigan
2006 ..........................Arizona
2007 ..........................Arizona
2008.....................Arizona St.
2009 ....................Washington

2004......................Angelo St.
2005...............................Lynn
2006 ...................Lock Haven
2007 ..........SIU Edwardsville
2008 .................Humboldt St.
2009 ...................Lock Haven
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1982 .................Fla. Southern
1988 ............................UCLA
1945..........................Ohio St.
1983 ........................Texas St.
1989 ......................Oklahoma
1946 .........................Stanford
1984 ...............................Troy
1990.....................Arizona St.
1947................................LSU
1985 .................Fla. Southern
1991 .................Oklahoma St.
1948....................San Jose St.
1986 .................Fla. Southern
1992 ..........................Arizona
1949 ...................North Texas
1987 ............................Tampa
1993............................Florida
1950 ...................North Texas
1988 ............................Tampa
1994 .........................Stanford
1951 ...................North Texas
1989 .................Columbus St.
1995 .................Oklahoma St.
1952 ...................North Texas
1990 .................Fla. Southern
1996.....................Arizona St.
1953 .........................Stanford
1991 .................Fla. Southern
1997 .....................Pepperdine
1954 ..............................SMU
1992 .................Columbus St.
1998
............................UNLV
1955................................LSU
1993...........Abilene Christian
1999 ..........................Georgia
1956..........................Houston
1994 .................Columbus St.
2000 .................Oklahoma St.
1957..........................Houston
1995 .................Fla. Southern
2001............................Florida
1958..........................Houston
1996 .................Fla. Southern
2002 ......................Minnesota
1959..........................Houston
1997 .................Columbus St.
2003.........................Clemson
1960..........................Houston
1998 .................Fla. Southern
2004.......................California
1961............................Purdue
1999 .................Fla. Southern
2005 ..........................Georgia
1962..........................Houston
2000 .................Fla.
Southern
2006 .................Oklahoma St.
1963 .................Oklahoma St.
5
, 201
6
2
r
2001
2007 .........................Stanford
1964..........................Houston
tobe ........................West Fla.
n Oc2002............................Rollins
o
d
2008 ............................UCLA
1965..........................Houston
e
rchiv
01 a A&M
6
6
2003 ..............Francis Marion
2009 ...................Texas
1966..........................Houston
1
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,
A
2004......................S.C. Aiken
1967..........................Houston
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
2005......................S.C. Aiken
Division II Men
1968............................Florida
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
2006......................S.C. Aiken
1963 ...................Missouri St.
1969..........................Houston
2007 ..............................Barry
1964 ...................Southern Ill.
1970..........................Houston
2008 ........................West Fla.
1965..................Middle Tenn.
1971..............................Texas
2009.....................Sonoma St.
1966 .................Cal St. Chico
1972..............................Texas
1967.............................Lamar
1973............................Florida
Division III Men
1968.............................Lamar
1974 ...................Wake Forest
1975..........................Wooster
1969 .........Cal St. Northridge
1975 ...................Wake Forest
1976...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1970............................Rollins
1976 .................Oklahoma St.
1977...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1971 ..................New Orleans
1977..........................Houston
1978...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1972 ..................New Orleans
1978 .................Oklahoma St.
1979...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1973
.........Cal
St.
Northridge
1979..........................Ohio St.
1980...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1974 .........Cal St. Northridge
1980 .................Oklahoma St.
1981...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1975.......................UC Irvine
1981...............................BYU
1982..........................Ramapo
1976 ...............................Troy
1982..........................Houston
1983 ......................Allegheny
1977 ...............................Troy
1983 .................Oklahoma St.
1984...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1978 .................Columbus St.
1984..........................Houston
1985...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1979 .......................UC Davis
1985..........................Houston
1986...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1980 .................Columbus St.
1986 ...................Wake Forest
1987...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1981 .................Fla. Southern
1987 .................Oklahoma St.
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1988...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1989...........Cal St. Stanislaus
1990.......................Methodist
1991.......................Methodist
1992.......................Methodist
1993................UC San Diego
1994.......................Methodist
1995.......................Methodist
1996.......................Methodist
1997.......................Methodist
1998.......................Methodist
1999.......................Methodist
2000 ....................Greensboro
2001 .............Wis.-Eau Claire
2002 .........................Guilford
2003 ...........................Averett
2004 ..............Gust. Adolphus
2005 .........................Guilford
2006 ...............Neb. Wesleyan
2007 .............St. John’s (MN)
2008 .............St. John’s (MN)
2009 .....................Oglethorpe

2001 ..........................Georgia
2002 ..............................Duke
2003 .......Southern California
2004 ............................UCLA
2005 ..............................Duke
2006 ..............................Duke
2007 ..............................Duke
2008 .......Southern California
2009.....................Arizona St.

Lacrosse
Division I Men
1971 ...........................Cornell
1972 ..........................Virginia
1973........................Maryland
1974 ...............Johns Hopkins
1975........................Maryland
1976 ...........................Cornell
1977 ...........................Cornell
1978 ...............Johns Hopkins
1979 ...............Johns Hopkins
Division II Women
1980 ...............Johns Hopkins
1996.......................Methodist
1981...............North Carolina
1997...............................Lynn
1982...............North Carolina
1998.......................Methodist
1983.........................Syracuse
1999.......................Methodist
1984 ...............Johns Hopkins
2000 .................Fla. Southern
1985 ...............Johns Hopkins
2001 .................Fla. Southern
1986...............North Carolina
2002 .................Fla. Southern
1987 ...............Johns
Hopkins
2003............................Rollins
5
, 201
6
2
r
1988.........................Syracuse
2004............................Rollins
tobe
n Oc1989.........................Syracuse
o
d
2005............................Rollins
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
1990 ..........................Vacated
2006............................Rollins
1
14No.
,
A
1991...............North Carolina
2007
NCA.................Fla. Southern
n v.
o
n
n
1992........................Princeton
2008............................Rollins
Division I Women
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1993.........................Syracuse
2009.........Nova Southeastern
1982 ..............................Tulsa
1994........................Princeton
1983 ...............................TCU
1995.........................Syracuse
Division III Women
1984 ....................Miami (FL)
1996........................Princeton
1996.......................Methodist
1985............................Florida
1997........................Princeton
1997...............................Lynn
1986............................Florida
1998........................Princeton
1998.......................Methodist
1987....................San Jose St.
1999 ..........................Virginia
1999.......................Methodist
1988 ..............................Tulsa
2000.........................Syracuse
2000.......................Methodist
1989....................San Jose St.
2001........................Princeton
2001.......................Methodist
1990.....................Arizona St.
2002.........................Syracuse
2002.......................Methodist
1991 ............................UCLA
2003 ..........................Virginia
2003.......................Methodist
1992....................San Jose St.
2004.........................Syracuse
2004.......................Methodist
1993.....................Arizona St.
2005 ...............Johns Hopkins
2005.......................Methodist
1994.....................Arizona St.
2006 ..........................Virginia
2006.......................Methodist
1995.....................Arizona St.
2007 ...............Johns Hopkins
2007.......................Methodist
1996 ..........................Arizona
2008.........................Syracuse
2008.......................Methodist
1997.....................Arizona St.
2009.........................Syracuse
2009.......................Methodist
1998.....................Arizona St.
1999 ..............................Duke
2000 ..........................Arizona
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2008 .................Northwestern
1995 ........................Salisbury
Division II Men
1996.........................Nazareth
1974 ..........................Towson
2009 .................Northwestern
1997.........................Nazareth
1975 .............SUNY Cortland
1998..........Washington (MD)
1976 ............................Hobart
Division II Women
1999 ........................Salisbury
1977 ............................Hobart
2001 .......................C.W. Post
2000 ....................Middlebury
1978.........................Roanoke
2002..................West Chester
2001 ....................Middlebury
1979 ..........................Adelphi
2003.........................Stonehill
2002 ....................Middlebury
1980 ...........................UMBC
2004 ..........................Adelphi
2003 ........................Salisbury
1981 ..........................Adelphi
2005.........................Stonehill
2004 ........................Salisbury
1993 ..........................Adelphi
2006 ..........................Adelphi
2005 ........................Salisbury
1994 .....................Springfield
2007 .......................C.W. Post
2006 .............SUNY Cortland
1995 ..........................Adelphi
2008..................West Chester
2007 ........................Salisbury
1996 .......................C.W. Post
2009 ..........................Adelphi
2008 ........................Salisbury
1997..............................NYIT
2009 .............SUNY Cortland
1998 ..........................Adelphi
Division III Women
1999 ..........................Adelphi
1985..............................TCNJ
Division I Women
2000 ......................Limestone
1986...........................Ursinus
1982 ................Massachusetts
2001 ..........................Adelphi
1987..............................TCNJ
1983........................Delaware
2002 ......................Limestone
015
26, 2
1988..............................TCNJ
r
1984 ...........................Temple
2003..............................NYIT
e
b
Octo
d on 1989...........................Ursinus
1985.............New Hampshire
2004 ......................Le Moyne
e
v
i
h
1 arc
1990...........................Ursinus
1986........................Maryland
2005..............................NYIT
1660
4
1
No.
,
A
1987..........................Penn
St.
2006 ......................Le Moyne
1991..............................TCNJ
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
1988 ...........................Temple
2007 ......................Le Moyne
1992..............................TCNJ
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1989..........................Penn St.
2008..............................NYIT
1993..............................TCNJ
1990 ..........................Harvard
2009 .......................C.W. Post
1994..............................TCNJ
1991 ..........................Virginia
1995..............................TCNJ
1992........................Maryland
Division III Men
1996..............................TCNJ
1993 ..........................Virginia
1980 ............................Hobart
1997 ....................Middlebury
1994........................Princeton
1981 ............................Hobart
1998..............................TCNJ
1995........................Maryland
1982 ............................Hobart
1999 ....................Middlebury
1996........................Maryland
1983 ............................Hobart
2000..............................TCNJ
1997........................Maryland
1984 ............................Hobart
2001 ....................Middlebury
1998........................Maryland
1985 ............................Hobart
2002 ....................Middlebury
1999........................Maryland
1986 ............................Hobart
2003 .........................Amherst
2000........................Maryland
1987 ............................Hobart
2004 ....................Middlebury
2001........................Maryland
1988 ............................Hobart
2005..............................TCNJ
2002........................Princeton
1989 ............................Hobart
2006..............................TCNJ
2003........................Princeton
1990 ............................Hobart
2007 ............Frank. & Marsh.
2004 ..........................Virginia
1991 ............................Hobart
2008 ........................Hamilton
2005 .................Northwestern
1992.........................Nazareth
2009 ............Frank. & Marsh.
2006 .................Northwestern
1993 ............................Hobart
2007 .................Northwestern
1994 ........................Salisbury
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1994 .......Southern California
1951 .......Southern California
1995 .........................Stanford
1952 ............................UCLA
1996 .........................Stanford
1953 ............................UCLA
1997 .........................Stanford
1954 ............................UCLA
1998 .........................Stanford
1955 .......Southern California
1999 ..........................Georgia
1956 ............................UCLA
2000 .........................Stanford
1957........................Michigan
2001 ..........................Georgia
1958 .......Southern California
2002 .......Southern California
1959 ...................Notre Dame
2003............................Illinois
1960 ............................UCLA
2004 ............................Baylor
1961 ............................UCLA
2005 ............................UCLA
1962 .......Southern California
2006 .....................Pepperdine
1963 .......Southern California
2007 ..........................Georgia
1964 .......Southern California
2008 ..........................Georgia
1965 ............................UCLA
2009 .......Southern California
1966 .......Southern California
1967 .......Southern California
Division II
Division II Men
1968 .......Southern California
2002 .......................UC Davis
1963....................Cal
St. L.A.
1969 .......Southern California
2003 .......................UC Davis
5
, 201
6
2
r
1964....................Cal
St. L.A.
1970 ............................UCLA
2004.....................Mercyhurst
tobe
n Oc1965....................Cal St. L.A.
o
d
1971 ............................UCLA
2005 ...............Western Wash.
e
rchiv
01 a (TX)
6
6
1966............................Rollins
1972 ...................Trinity
2006 ...............Western Wash.
1
14No.
,
A
1967 ..............Long Beach St.
1973
2007 ...............Western Wash.
NCA.........................Stanford
n v.
o
n
n
1968.......................Fresno St.
1974 .........................Stanford
2008 ...............Western Wash.
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1969 .........Cal St. Northridge
1975 ............................UCLA
2009 ...............Western Wash.
1970.......................UC Irvine
1976 .......Southern California
1971.......................UC Irvine
1977 .........................Stanford
Division III
1972.......................UC Irvine
1978 .........................Stanford
2002.........................Williams
1973.......................UC Irvine
1979 ............................UCLA
2003 .............................Colby
1974 ......................San Diego
1980
.........................Stanford
2004 .............................Ithaca
1975.......................UC Irvine
1981 .........................Stanford
2005 .............................Ithaca
1976 ........................Hampton
1982 ............................UCLA
2006.........................Williams
1977.......................UC Irvine
1983 .........................Stanford
2007.........................Williams
1978 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1984 ............................UCLA
2008.........................Williams
1979 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1985 ..........................Georgia
2009.........................Williams
1980 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1986 .........................Stanford
1981 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1987 ..........................Georgia
Tennis
1982 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1988 .........................Stanford
Division I Men
1983 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1989 .........................Stanford
1946 .......Southern California
1984 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1990 .........................Stanford
1947 ............William & Mary
1985........................Chapman
1991 .......Southern California
1948 ............William & Mary
1986 .........................Cal Poly
1992 .........................Stanford
1949 ................San Francisco
1987........................Chapman
1993 .......Southern California
1950 ............................UCLA
Rowing
Division I
1997 ....................Washington
1998 ....................Washington
1999 ............................Brown
2000 ............................Brown
2001 ....................Washington
2002 ............................Brown
2003 ..........................Harvard
2004 ............................Brown
2005.......................California
2006.......................California
2007 ............................Brown
2008 ............................Brown
2009 .........................Stanford
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1988........................Chapman
1989 ........................Hampton
1990 .........................Cal Poly
1991............................Rollins
1992 .......................UC Davis
1993............................Lander
1994............................Lander
1995............................Lander
1996............................Lander
1997............................Lander
1998............................Lander
1999............................Lander
2000............................Lander
2001............................Rollins
2002..................BYU-Hawaii
2003..................BYU-Hawaii
2004 ........................West Fla.
2005 ........................West Fla.
2006....................Valdosta St.
2007...............................Lynn
2008 ........Armstrong Atlantic
2009 ........Armstrong Atlantic

1995...............UC Santa Cruz
1996...............UC Santa Cruz
1997..........Washington (MD)
1998...............UC Santa Cruz
1999.........................Williams
2000 ...................Trinity (TX)
2001.........................Williams
2002.........................Williams
2003 ............................Emory
2004 ....................Middlebury
2005...............UC Santa Cruz
2006 ............................Emory
2007...............UC Santa Cruz
2008 ....Washington-St. Louis
2009...............UC Santa Cruz

2008 ............................UCLA
2009 ..............................Duke

Division II Women
1982 .........Cal St. Northridge
1983...................Chattanooga
1984...................Chattanooga
1985...................Chattanooga
1986 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1987 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1988 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1989 ..........SIU Edwardsville
1990 .......................UC Davis
1991...........Cal Poly Pomona
1992...........Cal Poly Pomona
1993 .......................UC Davis
1994.......................North Fla.
Division I Women
1995 ........Armstrong Atlantic
1982 .........................Stanford
1996 ........Armstrong
Atlantic
1983 .......Southern California
5
, 201
6
2
r
1997...............................Lynn
1984 .........................Stanford
tobe
n Oc1998...............................Lynn
o
d
1985 .......Southern California
e
rchiv
01 a
6
6
1999..................BYU-Hawaii
1986 .........................Stanford
1
14No.
,
A
2000..................BYU-Hawaii
1987
NCA.........................Stanford
n v.
o
n
n
2001...............................Lynn
1988 .........................Stanford
Division III Men
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
2002..................BYU-Hawaii
1989 .........................Stanford
1976.....................Kalamazoo
2003..................BYU-Hawaii
1990 .........................Stanford
1977....................Swarthmore
2004..................BYU-Hawaii
1991 .........................Stanford
1978.....................Kalamazoo
2005 ........Armstrong Atlantic
1992............................Florida
1979 ........................Redlands
2006..................BYU-Hawaii
1993..............................Texas
1980 ..............Gust. Adolphus
2007..................BYU-Hawaii
1994 ..........................Georgia
1981..............Claremont-M-S
2008 ........Armstrong Atlantic
1995..............................Texas
1982 ..............Gust. Adolphus
2009 ........Armstrong Atlantic
1996............................Florida
1983 ........................Redlands
1997 .........................Stanford
1984 ........................Redlands
Division III Women
1998............................Florida
1985....................Swarthmore
1982......................Occidental
1999
.........................Stanford
1986.....................Kalamazoo
1983.........................Principia
2000 ..........................Georgia
1987.....................Kalamazoo
1984........................Davidson
2001 .........................Stanford
1988 ..................Wash. & Lee
1985................UC San Diego
2002 .........................Stanford
1989...............UC Santa Cruz
1986..............................TCNJ
2003............................Florida
1990....................Swarthmore
1987................UC San Diego
2004 .........................Stanford
1991.....................Kalamazoo
1988 ..........Mary Washington
2005 .........................Stanford
1992.....................Kalamazoo
1989................UC San Diego
2006 .........................Stanford
1993.....................Kalamazoo
1990 ..............Gust. Adolphus
2007..................Georgia Tech
1994..........Washington (MD)
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1986 ..............................SMU
1943 .......Southern California
1987 ............................UCLA
1944............................Illinois
1988 ............................UCLA
1945 ..............................Navy
1989................................LSU
1946............................Illinois
1990................................LSU
1947............................Illinois
1991.......................Tennessee
1948 ......................Minnesota
1992 ........................Arkansas
1949 .......Southern California
1993 ........................Arkansas
1950 .......Southern California
1994 ........................Arkansas
1951 .......Southern California
1995 ........................Arkansas
1952 .......Southern California
1996 ........................Arkansas
1953 .......Southern California
1997 ........................Arkansas
1954 .......Southern California
1998 ........................Arkansas
1955 .......Southern California
1999 ........................Arkansas
1956 ............................UCLA
2000 .........................Stanford
1957........................Villanova
2001.......................Tennessee
1958 .......Southern California
2002................................LSU
1959............................Kansas
2003 ........................Arkansas
1960............................Kansas
2004............................Florida
1961 .......Southern California
015
26, 2
r
2005............................Florida
1962 ...........................Oregon
e
b
Octo
d on 2006 ......................Florida St.
1963 .......Southern California
Outdoor Track and Field
e
v
i
h
1 arc
2007 ......................Florida St.
1964 ...........................Oregon
Division I Men
1660
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2008 ......................Florida St.
1965...........................Oregon
1921............................Illinois
NCA
n v.
o
n
n
2009 ...................Texas A&M
1966 ............................UCLA
1922.......................California
O'Ba
d in
e
t
i
c
1967 .......Southern California
1923........................Michigan
Division II Men
1968 .......Southern California
1925 .........................Stanford
1963.............Md.-East. Shore
1969....................San Jose St.
1926 .......Southern California
1964.......................Fresno St.
1970...............................BYU
1927............................Illinois
1965.................San Diego St.
1971 ............................UCLA
1928 .........................Stanford
1966.................San Diego St.
1972 ............................UCLA
1929..........................Ohio St.
1967 ..............Long Beach St.
1973 ............................UCLA
1930 .......Southern California
1968 .........................Cal Poly
1974.......................Tennessee
1931 .......Southern California
1969 .........................Cal Poly
1975 .............................UTEP
1932 ...........................Indiana
1970 .........................Cal Poly
1976 .......Southern California
1933................................LSU
1971 ..................Kentucky St.
1977.....................Arizona
St.
1934 .........................Stanford
1972.................Eastern Mich.
1978 ............................UCLA
1935 .......Southern California
1973 .....................Norfolk St.
1979 .............................UTEP
1936 .......Southern California
1974 .....................Eastern Ill.
1980 .............................UTEP
1937 .......Southern California
1975 .........Cal St. Northridge
1981 .............................UTEP
1938 .......Southern California
1976.......................UC Irvine
1982 .............................UTEP
1939 .......Southern California
1977.............Cal St. East Bay
1983 ..............................SMU
1940 .......Southern California
1978....................Cal St. L.A.
1984 ...........................Oregon
1941 .......Southern California
1979 .........................Cal Poly
1985 ........................Arkansas
1942 .......Southern California
1991 ..........Mary Washington
1992 ...............Pomona-Pitzer
1993 ..........................Kenyon
1994................UC San Diego
1995 ..........................Kenyon
1996 ............................Emory
1997 ..........................Kenyon
1998........................Skidmore
1999 .........................Amherst
2000 ...................Trinity (TX)
2001.........................Williams
2002.........................Williams
2003 ............................Emory
2004 ............................Emory
2005 ............................Emory
2006 ............................Emory
2007 ..................Wash. & Lee
2008.........................Williams
2009.........................Williams
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1998..............................Texas
1985 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1980 .........................Cal Poly
1999..............................Texas
1986 ..................Frostburg St.
1981 .........................Cal Poly
2000................................LSU
1987 ..................Frostburg St.
1982...........Abilene Christian
2001 .......Southern California
1988 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1983...........Abilene Christian
2002...............South Carolina
1989 .........North Central (IL)
1984...........Abilene Christian
2003................................LSU
1990 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1985...........Abilene Christian
2004 ............................UCLA
1991 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1986...........Abilene Christian
2005..............................Texas
1992 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1987...........Abilene Christian
2006...........................Auburn
1993 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1988...........Abilene Christian
2007.....................Arizona St.
1994 .........North Central (IL)
1989...............St. Augustine’s
2008................................LSU
1995 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1990...............St. Augustine’s
2009 ...................Texas A&M
1996 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1991...............St. Augustine’s
1997 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1992...............St. Augustine’s
Division II Women
1998 .........North Central (IL)
1993...............St. Augustine’s
1982 .........................Cal Poly
1999 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1994...............St. Augustine’s
1983 .........................Cal Poly
2000 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1995...............St. Augustine’s
1984 .........................Cal Poly
2001 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1996...........Abilene Christian
1985...........Abilene Christian
2002 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1997...........Abilene Christian
1986...........Abilene
Christian
2003 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
1998...............St. Augustine’s
5
, 201
6
2
r
Christian
2004 ..............Wis.-La Crosse c1987...........Abilene
1999...........Abilene Christian
tobe
nO
o
d
1988...........Abilene Christian
2005 ..................Lincoln
(PA)
e
2000...........Abilene Christian
rchiv
01 a Crosse
6
6
1989 .........................Cal Poly
2006 ..............Wis.-La
2001...............St. Augustine’s
1
14No.
,
A
1990 .........................Cal Poly
2002...........Abilene Christian v2007
NCA..............Wis.-La Crosse
n .
o
n
n
1991 .........................Cal Poly
2008........................McMurry
2003...........Abilene Christian
O'Ba
ed in
t
i
c
1992 ..............Alabama A&M
2009 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2004...........Abilene Christian
1993 ..............Alabama A&M
2005...........Abilene Christian
1994...........Abilene Christian
Division I Women
2006...........Abilene Christian
1995...........Abilene Christian
1982 ............................UCLA
2007...........Abilene Christian
1996...........Abilene Christian
1983 ............................UCLA
2008...........Abilene Christian
1997...............St. Augustine’s
1984 ......................Florida St.
2009...............St. Augustine’s
1998...........Abilene Christian
1985 ...........................Oregon
1999...........Abilene Christian
1986..............................Texas
Division III Men
2000...............St. Augustine’s
1987................................LSU
1974..........................Ashland
2001...............St. Augustine’s
1988................................LSU
1975..........Southern-New Or.
2002...............St. Augustine’s
1989................................LSU
1976..........Southern-New Or.
2003 ................Lincoln (MO)
1990................................LSU
1977..........Southern-New Or.
2004 ................Lincoln (MO)
1991................................LSU
1978......................Occidental
2005 ................Lincoln (MO)
1992................................LSU
1979 ................Slippery Rock
2006 ................Lincoln (MO)
1993................................LSU
1980............................Rowan
2007 ................Lincoln (MO)
1994................................LSU
1981............................Rowan
2008...........Abilene Christian
1995................................LSU
1982............................Rowan
2009 ................Lincoln (MO)
1996................................LSU
1983............................Rowan
1997................................LSU
1984............................Rowan
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Men’s Volleyball
Division III Women
1998 ............................UCLA
ational Collegiate
1982 ...................Central (IA)
1999...............................BYU
1970 ............................UCLA
1983 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
2000 ............................UCLA
1971 ............................UCLA
1984 ..............Wis.-La Crosse
2001...............................BYU
1972 ............................UCLA
1985 .............SUNY Cortland
2002............................Hawaii
1973.................San Diego St.
1986 .................Mass.-Boston
2003 .............................Lewis
1974 ............................UCLA
1987 ..............Chris. Newport
2004...............................BYU
1975 ............................UCLA
1988 ..............Chris. Newport
2005 .....................Pepperdine
1976 ............................UCLA
1989 ..............Chris. Newport
2006 ............................UCLA
1977 .......Southern California
1990 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2007.......................UC Irvine
1978 .....................Pepperdine
1991 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2008..........................Penn St.
1979 ............................UCLA
1992 ..............Chris. Newport
2009 .......................UC Irvine
1980 .......Southern California
1993 ..................Lincoln (PA)
1981 ............................UCLA
1994 ..............Chris. Newport
Women’s Water Polo
1982 ............................UCLA
1995 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
ational Collegiate
1983 ............................UCLA
1996 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2001 ............................UCLA
1984 ............................UCLA
1997 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2002 .........................Stanford
1985 .....................Pepperdine
1998 ..............Chris. Newport
2003 ............................UCLA
1986 .....................Pepperdine
1999 ..................Lincoln (PA)
2004 ............................UCLA
015
26, 2
r
e
b
to
1987 ............................UCLA n Oc2005
2000 ..................Lincoln (PA)
............................UCLA
do
e
v
i
h
1988 .......Southern 1California
2001 ..............Wheaton (MA)
2006 ............................UCLA
arc
660
1
4
1
1989 ............................UCLA
2002 ..............Wheaton (MA)
2007 ............................UCLA
No.
AA,
C
N
.
2003 ..............Wheaton (MA)non v1990 .......Southern California
2008 ............................UCLA
'Ban
O
1991
..............Long
Beach
St.
n
2004 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
2009 ............................UCLA
i
cited
1992 .....................Pepperdine
2005 ........................Wartburg
1993 ............................UCLA
2006 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1994..........................Penn St.
2007 ................Wis.-Oshkosh
1995 ............................UCLA
2008 .................Wartburg and
1996 ............................UCLA
Wis.-River Falls (tie)
1997 .........................Stanford
2009 ........................Wartburg
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APPENDIX D
CENTENNIAL TIMELINE
1905 (October 9) — Theodore Roosevelt invites leaders of collegiate football, including representatives from Harvard, Princeton and Yale, to the White House for a discussion of reform or
abolition of the game during a season that produces 18 deaths and 149 serious injuries attributed
to the sport.
1905 (December 9) — After the White House conference yields no response, 13 football-playing
institutions accept New York University Chancellor Henry M. MacCracken’s invitation to a “reform
conference.”
1905 (December 28) — Second football reform conference, involving 62 football-playing institutions; Capt. Palmer E. Pierce of the U.S. Military Academy leads delegates in formation of Intercollegiate Athletic Association of the United States, as well as a football rules committee for members.
1906 (March 31) — The first constitution and bylaws of the IAAUS are issued.
15
tob
n Oc

er 26

, 20

o
1906 (December 29) — First Convention of IAAUS isrcheld
ivedat the Murray Hill Hotel in New York
a h
1
0
City (first report of Football Rules Committee).14-166
AA,

NC
n v.

No.

anno with the invention of basketball, steps down as men’s basketball
1907 — James Naismith,
credited
n O'B
i
d
e
cit
coach at the University
of Kansas, where his teams compiled a 55-60 record beginning in 1898.

1909 — IAAUS football rules change in response to 33 football-related deaths; movement to abolish the sport is stopped.
1910 (December 29) — IAAUS changes name to National Collegiate Athletic Association.
1914 (November 21) — Yale Bowl opens with Yale vs. Harvard football game.
1916 — Brown University’s Frederick “Fritz” Pollard becomes the first African-American back
named to an All-American team in football.
1918 — Future actor, singer and activist Paul Robeson concludes athletics career at Rutgers University, in which he earned 15 varsity letters in four sports and is selected as a football All-American.
1921 (June 17-18) — The first NCAA-sponsored championship, the National Collegiate Track
and Field Championships, is conducted at University of Chicago. Sixty-two teams participate.
1922 (December 28) — Ten-point code adopted (conferences, amateurism, freshman rule, ban on
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playing pro football, three-year participation, no graduate students, faculty control, anti-betting, ban
on playing for noncollegiate teams).
1924 (April 11-12) — First National Collegiate Swimming Championships are conducted at the
U.S. Naval Academy.
1928 (March 30-31) — First National Collegiate Wrestling Championships are conducted at Iowa
State University. Oklahoma A&M University (now Oklahoma State) wins first of 11 team titles
between 1928 and 1940 under coach E.C. “Ed” Gallagher.
1931 (December 31) — First “round table conferences” conducted at Convention.
1935 (June 21-22) — The Ohio State University’s Jesse Owens becomes the first (and remains
the only) athlete to win four individual titles in one year at the NCAA Outdoor Track and Field
Championships (held at the University of California, Berkeley); a year later, he repeats the feat (in
Chicago) to become the first and only athlete to win eight career outdoor individual titles.
1937 (April 2) — First National Collegiate Boxing Championships are conducted at the University of California, Davis.
2015
o

tob
n Oc

er 26

,

ived
1937 — The Ohio State University Athletics Director Lynn
arch St. John concludes 25 years of service
1
0
-166 18 years as chair).
on the NCAA Basketball Rules Committee (including
o. 14
v.
nnon

A, N

NCA

'Ba
1938 (April 16) —d First
in O National Collegiate Gymnastics Championships are conducted at the
cite
University of Chicago.

1938 (July 4-9) — Intercollegiate Tennis Championships first conducted under auspices of NCAA
(after sponsorship by U.S. Lawn Tennis Association beginning in 1883); Frank Guernsey of Rice
University wins first of two singles titles.
1938 (November 21) — First National Collegiate Cross Country Championships are conducted
at Michigan State University.
1939 (March 27) — First National Collegiate Basketball Championship is conducted at Northwestern University. The University of Oregon wins the first title.
1939 (April) — The University of Illinois, Champaign, led by eventual seven-time individual titlist
Joe Giallombardo, wins the first of eight National Collegiate Gymnastics Championships titles
between 1939 and 1958 (four under coach Hartley Price, who also coached two championship teams
at Florida State, and four under coach Charley Pond).
1939 (June 24-29) — Intercollegiate Golf Championships of the United States are first conduct-
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ed under auspices of NCAA (after sponsorship by the U.S. Golf Association beginning in 1887). Vincent D’Antoni of Tulane University wins the individual title and Stanford University wins the team
title.
1939 (December 29) — Longtime NCAA Secretary-Treasurer Frank W. Nicolson of Wesleyan
University (Connecticut) resigns after 30 years in position.
1941 (March 29) — First National Collegiate Fencing Championships are conducted at The Ohio
State University.
1945 (June 25-30) — Francisco “Pancho” Segura of the University of Miami (Florida) becomes
(and remains) the only three-time singles titlist in NCAA tennis championships (the only other threetime collegiate titlist is Malcolm Chace, who competed in the pre-NCAA Intercollegiate Tennis
Championships for Brown and Yale from 1893 to 1895).
1946 (July 22-23) — Conference of Conferences is conducted in Chicago, resulting in “Principles
for the Conduct of Intercollegiate Athletics” (five points of the principles — known as “Sanity
Code” — formally were adopted in 1948).
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cit — First National Collegiate Baseball Championship played in Kalamazoo,
1947 (June 20-21)
Michigan, where the University of California, Berkeley, defeats a Yale University squad that
includes future President George H.W. Bush (Bush returned to the final with Yale in 1948, where the
team again finished second, behind the University of Southern California).

1948 (March 18-20) — First National Collegiate Ice Hockey Championship is conducted at
Colorado Springs/Colorado College.
1949 (April 7-9) — Chuck Davey of Michigan State University becomes the only four-time
National Collegiate Boxing Championships individual titlist.
1950 (January 6) — Standard awards for athletes placing in NCAA competition are approved.
1950 (March) — City College of New York becomes the only team to win both the National Invitation Tournament and NCAA basketball championship in the same year.
1950 (April 4) — Basketball tournament is expanded from eight to 16 teams; automatic qualification for 10 conferences is approved.
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1951 (January 12) — Sanity Code is revised (financial aid and enforcement provisions).
1951 (October 1) — Walter Byers becomes full-time executive director of NCAA (after serving
since 1947 as part-time executive assistant).
1952 (January 11) — Limited television plan is adopted.
1952 (July 28) — NCAA office moves from Chicago to Kansas City, Missouri.
1953 (August 12) — Basketball championship is expanded to 24 teams (15 automatic qualifiers)
effective in 1954.
1954 (January 4) — Baseball championship is reorganized (32-team field, eight-team doubleelimination final).
1954 (February 13) — Furman University’s Frank Selvy establishes single-game collegiate basketball scoring record with 100 points against Newberry College.
1954 (February 15) — First National Collegiate Championships Records Book
is published.
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'Ba NCAA Convention approves first College Division championship
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(basketball, for 1957); treasurer reports NCAA to be in stable financial condition for first time.
1956 (April 12-14) — John Walsh of the University of Wisconsin, Madison, coaches his boxing
team to a record eighth National Collegiate Boxing Championships team title.
1956 (June 24-30) — The University of Houston wins the first of 16 men’s golf championships
between 1956 and 1985 under coach Dave Williams.
1957 (March) — Dartmouth College’s Chiharu Igaya becomes the only student-athlete to win six
career individual titles in the National Collegiate Skiing Championships.
1957 (March 13-15) — First College Division Basketball Championship is conducted at the
University of Evansville.
1957 (March 23) — The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, defeats the University of
Kansas in a triple-overtime final at the NCAA University Division Basketball Championship.
1958 (November 15) — First College Division Cross Country Championships are conducted at
Wheaton College (Illinois).
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1959 (August 27) — Ownership of National Collegiate Athletic Bureau is authorized.
1959 (November 28) — First National Collegiate Soccer Championship is played at the University of Connecticut; Saint Louis University wins the first of 10 championships between 1959 and
1973 (five under coach Bob Guelker, five under coach Harry Keough).
1960 (March 19) — An Ohio State University team featuring four future Basketball Hall of Fame
selections — Jerry Lucas, Bobby Knight, John Havlicek and coach Fred Taylor — wins the NCAA
Basketball Championship.
1960 (April 7-9) — San Jose State University wins its third straight National Collegiate Boxing
Championships team title under coach Julie Menendez in the final competition before the championships are discontinued.
1960 (April 27) — NCAA cancels alliance with Amateur Athletic Union.
1961 (January 11) — National Collegiate Boxing Championships abolished.
1963 (March 15-16) — First College Division Wrestling Championships are
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1963 (June 7-8)cit— First College Division Track and Field Championships are conducted at the
University of Chicago.
1963 (June 12-14) — First College Division Golf Championships are conducted at Missouri State
University.
1964 (March 20-21) — First College Division Swimming Championships are conducted at Grove
City College.
1964 (March 21) — The University of California, Los Angeles, finishes an unbeaten season and
wins the first of 10 basketball championships between 1964 and 1975 under coach John Wooden.
1964 (April 18) — 32 $1,000 postgraduate scholarships for varsity letter winners authorized.
1964 (April 19) — Special Committee on Women’s Competition is appointed.
1964 (December 4) — First College Division Regional Football Championships are conducted at
Sacramento, California; Abilene, Texas; Murfreesboro, Tennessee; and Orlando, Florida.
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1965 (January 12) — 1.600 rule for initial academic eligibility is adopted.
1965 (March 12-13) — First National Collegiate Indoor Track Championships is conducted in
Detroit.
1966 (January 11) — First Honors Luncheon conducted at 60th Convention (honors 50 government officials, including three cabinet members, 17 senators, 30 congressmen).
1966 (March 11) — Kentucky Wesleyan University wins the College Division Basketball Championship, its first of eight Division II titles between 1966 and 2001.
1966 (March 19) — Texas Western College (now the University of Texas at El Paso) defeats the
University of Kentucky in the basketball final with a starting team consisting entirely of black players.
1966 (April 23) — The National Collegiate Athletic Bureau is separated into publishing and public relations functions. The new College Athletics Publishing Service is moved to Phoenix.
1966 (April 23) — The Theodore Roosevelt Award, the Association’s highest honor, is established.
Dwight Eisenhower receives the first award at 1967 Convention, where 12 astronauts
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1967 (September) — Indiana State University becomes the first member institution to install an
artificial playing surface (AstroTurf).
1967 (October 24) — Committee appointed to study feasibility of establishing
development/supervision of women’s intercollegiate athletics.
1968 — James “Doc” Counsilman publishes “The Science of Swimming” during period of success
for his Indiana University, Bloomington, swim teams.
1968 (January 20) — The University of Houston defeats the University of California, Los Angeles, in Houston’s Astrodome before largest basketball crowd ever.
1968 (March 7-9) — First College Division Gymnastics Championships are conducted at Springfield College.
1968 (June 5-7) — First College Division Baseball Championship is conducted at Missouri State
University.
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1968 (September 1) — 223 members select membership in University Division and 386 in College Division under new legislation.
1969 (April 19) — First National Collegiate Trampoline Championships are conducted at the
University of Michigan.
1969 (November 28-29) — First National Collegiate Water Polo Championship is conducted at
Long Beach State University.
1969 (November 29) — First College Division Regional Football Championship Games (Amos
Alonzo Stagg and Knute Rockne Bowls) are played in Springfield, Ohio, and Bridgeport, Connecticut.
1970 (January 11) — An 11th regular-season game in football is approved.
1970 (April 24-25) — The University of California, Los Angeles, wins the first National Collegiate Men’s Volleyball Championship, claiming the first of its 18 titles between 1970 and 2000 under
coach Al Scates.
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1971 (March 25-27) — The Association stages its first basketball championship in a domed stadium — the Astrodome in Houston — where the University of California, Los Angeles, defeats Villanova University for its fifth straight title.
1971 (June 5) — First National Collegiate Lacrosse Championship (Hofstra University).
1972 (January 8) — Freshman eligibility in basketball and football is approved.
1971 (May) — Florida Southern College wins the College Division Baseball Championship to
claim its first of eight Division II baseball titles between 1971 and 1995 (three times under coach
Hal Smeltzly, two times under coach Joe Arnold and three times under coach Chuck Anderson).
1973 (January 12) — First Silver Anniversary and Today’s Top Athletes awards presented at
Honors Luncheon.
1973 (January 13) — 1.600 legislation is abolished.
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1973 (March 15) — Diver Dacia Schileru of Wayne State University (Michigan) becomes first
female to compete in any NCAA championship during the College Division Swimming and Diving
Championships.
1973 (April 6) — NCAA occupies new national office building in Mission, Kansas.
1973 (June 5-9) — The University of Oregon’s Steve Prefontaine becomes the first student-athlete to win an NCAA University Division Outdoor Track and Field Championships event four
straight years with his victory in the three-mile run; later in the year, he also becomes a three-time
cross country champion.
1973 (June 17-23) — Ben Crenshaw of the University of Texas at Austin becomes the only participant to win three straight individual titles in the Division I Men’s Golf Championships (including a 1972 tie with teammate Tom Kite).
1973 (June 18-23) — Stanford University wins the first of 17 Division I Men’s Tennis Championships team titles between 1973 and 2000 under coach Dick Gould.
1973 (August 6) — Membership votes in a Special Convention to reorganize0into
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Polo Championship titles between 1973 and 1992 (eight under coach Pete
Cutino and three under coach Steve Heaston).

1973 (December 1) — College Athletics Publishing Service relocates to Mission, Kansas, and
becomes NCAA Publishing Service.
1973 (December 8) — First Division III Football Championship is conducted (Amos Alonzo
Stagg Bowl in Phenix City, Alabama).
1973 (December 15) — First Division II Football Championship is conducted (Camellia Bowl in
Sacramento, California).
1974 (March 1-2) — First Division III Wrestling Championships are conducted at Wilkes College.
1974 (May 25) — First Division II Lacrosse Championship is conducted at State University of
New York at Cortland.
1974 (May 29-31) — First Division III Outdoor Track Championships are conducted at Eastern
Illinois University.
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1974 (November 30) — First Division III Soccer Championship is conducted at Wheaton College
(Illinois).
1975 (January 7) — Gerald Ford becomes second president honored with Theodore Roosevelt
Award.
1975 (March 20-22) — First Division III Swimming and Diving Championships are conducted at
Allegheny College.
1975 (June 10-13) — First Division III Golf Championships are conducted at the University of
Tennessee, Martin.
1975 (June 1) — National Collegiate Sports Services moves from New York City to Mission,
Kansas; renamed NCAA Statistics Service.
1975 (August 1) — NCAA marketing program initiated through agreement with Descente Ltd., to
use NCAA mark in marketing sportswear and accessories in Japan.
1975 (August 14-15) — Second Special Convention addresses recruiting limitations,
financial aid
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1976 (January 14-17)
— 70th Convention and third Special Convention stages first roll-call vote
in Convention history (need-based aid is rejected in the vote).

1976 (March 29) — Indiana University, Bloomington, finishes an undefeated season with its victory in the Division I Men’s Basketball Championship (no Division I men’s basketball team subsequently has gone undefeated).
1976 (May 19-23) — Kalamazoo College wins the first Division III Men’s Tennis Championships,
claiming the first of its seven titles between 1976 and 1993 under coach George Acker.
1976 (May 25-28) — California State University, Stanislaus, wins the first of six straight Division
III Men’s Golf Championships team titles under coach Jim Hanny (the team repeated the feat with
six more consecutive championships from 1984 to 1989).
1976 (June 4-6) — First Division III Baseball Championship (Marietta College).
1977 (June 22) — Home Box Office televises College World Series championship game.
1977 (August) — Volunteers for Youth program is established.
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1978 (January 11-13) — Division I realigns into I-A and I-AA for football.
1978 (March 18) — First Division II Ice Hockey Championship is conducted at Springfield College.
1978 (March 18) — North Park College wins the first of five Division III Basketball Championship titles between 1978 and 1987 (three under coach Dan McCarrell and two under coach Bosko
Djurickovic).
1978 (August 10-11) — Division I Men’s Basketball Championship is expanded to 40 teams.
1978 (September 27-28) — J. Neils Thompson, Edgar A. Sherman and Walter Byers testify
before House Commerce Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation about issues pertaining to
the NCAA enforcement program.
1978 (November 8) — President Carter signs Amateur Sports Act of 1978.
1978 (December 16) — First Division I-AA Football Championship is conducted in Wichita
Falls, Texas.
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U.S. Olympic team to its “Miracle on Ice” at Lake Placid, New York.

1979 (March 26) — Michigan State University (and Magic Johnson) defeats Indiana State University (and Larry Bird) in Division I Men’s Basketball Championship final. The telecast on NBC
attracts a rating of 24.1, the highest ever for the event.
1979 (August 13-14) — The Division I Basketball Championship is expanded to 48 teams.
1980 (January 7-9) — Divisions II and III women’s championships in basketball, field hockey,
swimming, tennis and volleyball are established.
1980 (March 20-22) — Kenyon College, under coach Jim Steen, begins the longest streak of consecutive team championships in any NCAA division with its first victory in the Division III Men’s
Swimming and Diving Championships; the streak remains alive through the 2009 championships at
30 straight victories.
1980 (April 4-5) — Pilot National Collegiate Rifle Championships are conducted at East Tennessee
State University.
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1980 (April 4-5) — The Executive Committee votes to eliminate ski jumping as an event at the
National Collegiate Skiing Championships after 1981.
1980 (May 25) — Hobart College wins the first of 12 straight titles (10 under coach Dave Urick,
two under coach B.J. O’Hara) as host of the first Division III Men’s Lacrosse Championship (the
school added a 13th title in 1993).
1980 (October) — First NCAA women’s sports committees formed; first NCAA women’s sports
committee meeting occurs (Divisions II and III Women’s Basketball Committees).
1981 (January 13) — Governance plan including women’s athletics programs and services within NCAA structure is approved.
1981 (January 14) — James Frank of Lincoln University (Missouri) elected first black NCAA
president.
1981 (February) — New NCAA seal depicting both men and women athletes introduced, replacing a seal featuring a male athlete used since 1950.
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coach Doug Gordin).

1981 (October) — NCAA publishes its Diamond Anniversary history (“NCAA: The Voice of College Sports,” by Jack Falla).
1981 (November) — First NCAA women’s championships are conducted in Divisions I, II and III
field hockey (University of Connecticut, Pfeiffer University and Westfield State College). First
women’s cross country (Wichita State University, Missouri State University and Carthage College
— men and women at same venues) and soccer championships (University of Central Florida) also
staged.
1981 (November 21) — The College of New Jersey (then known as Trenton State College) wins
the first of nine Division III Field Hockey Championship titles between 1981 and 1999 (two under
coach Melissa Magee and seven under coach Sharon Goldbrenner-Pfluger.)
1981 (November 23) — The University of Texas at El Paso wins the Division I Men’s Cross
Country Championships with a record-low score of 17 points (claiming first, second, third, fifth and
sixth places individually).
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1981 (December) — First Divisions I, II and III Women’s Volleyball Championships are conducted at the University of California, Los Angeles; the University of California, Riverside; and
Maryville College (Tennessee).
1982 (March 12-13) — Suleiman Nyambui of the University of Texas at El Paso becomes the first
participant to win seven career individual titles in the Division I Men’s Indoor Track and Field
Championships.
1982 (March) — First Divisions I, II and III Women’s Swimming and Diving (University of Florida, Truman State University and the University of Massachusetts, Boston) and Basketball (Norfolk,
Virginia; Springfield College and Elizabethtown College) Championships are conducted.
1982 (March 26-27) — First National Collegiate Women’s Gymnastics Championships are conducted at the University of Utah, where the host team wins the first of nine team titles extending
through 1995 under coach Greg Marsden.
1982 (April 1-3) — Jim Hartung of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, becomes only the second
student-athlete to win seven individual career titles at the National Collegiate Men’s Gymnastics
Championships, joining Illinois’ Joe Giallombardo.
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1982 (May 16-23) — Stanford University wins the first of 13 Division I Women’s Tennis Championships titles between 1982 and 2004 (10 under coach Frank Brennan, three under coach Lele
Forood).
1982 (May 27-30) — The University of California, Los Angeles, featuring shortstop Dot Richardson and pitcher Debbie Doom, wins the first of 10 Division I Softball Championship titles between
1982 and 2004 (seven under coach Sharon Backus, three under coach Sue Enquist).
1982 (May-June) — First Divisions I, II and III Women’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships are conducted at Brigham Young University; California State University, Sacramento; and
North Central College.
1982 (May 24-29) — Abilene Christian University wins the first of 14 Division II Men’s Outdoor
Track and Field Championships titles between 1982 and 2004 (including seven in a row from 1982
to 1988 under coach Don Hood).
1982 (November 21) — Old Dominion University wins the first of nine Division I Field Hockey
Championship titles between 1982 and 2000 under coach Beth Anders.
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1982 (November 21) — The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, wins the first of 17 Division I Women’s Soccer Championship titles between 1982 and 2003 under coach Anson Dorrance;
17 Tar Heel players win offensive or defensive most outstanding player honors during that period,
including two-time honoree Mia Hamm (1992 and 1993).
1982 (November 28) — The University of North Carolina, Greensboro, wins the first of five
Division III Men’s Soccer Championship titles between 1982 and 1987 (two under coach Mike Berticelli, three under coach Michael Parker).
1983 (January 10-12) — Division I approves Proposal No. 48, which requires prospective student-athletes to reach specified grade-point averages and standardized-test scores.
1983 (March 11-12) — First National Collegiate Women’s Indoor Track and Field Championships
are conducted at Pontiac, Michigan.
1983 (March 18-19) — West Virginia University wins the first of 13 National Collegiate Rifle
Championships team titles between 1983 and 1998 (four under coach Edward Etzel, one under coach
Greg Perrine and eight under coach Marsha Beasley).
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1983 (December 10) — North Dakota State University wins the first of five Division II Football
Championship titles between 1983 and 1990 (one under coach Don Morton, two under coach Earle
Solomonson and two under coach Rocky Hager).
1984 (January 8) — Executive Committee approves 64-team Division I Men’s Basketball Championship field.
1984 (January 9-11) — Creation of NCAA Presidents Commission approved.
1984 (March 8-10) — Kenyon College wins the first of 17 straight Division III Women’s Swimming and Diving Championships team titles (16 under coach Jim Steen and one under Jon Howell).
1984 (March 9-10) — The University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, wins the first of 12 straight Division I Men’s Indoor Track and Field Championships team titles under coach John McDonnell.
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1984 (March 15-17) — The University of Florida’s Tracy Caulkins wins four events at the Division I Women’s Swimming and Diving Championships to extend her record career total to 12 individual titles; the same year, the University of Texas at Austin wins the first of five straight team titles
under coach Richard Quick.
1984 (March 24) — The Central Missouri State University men’s and women’s teams win the
Division II Men’s and Women’s Basketball Championship titles, making it the first school in any
division to accomplish the dual feat in basketball.
1984 (April 1) — The University of Southern California, led by Cheryl Miller and Paula and Pam
McGee, wins its second straight Division I Women’s Basketball Championship title.
1984 (April 2) — John Thompson becomes first black to coach a team (Georgetown University) to
the Division I Men’s Basketball Championship title.
1984 (June 27) — Supreme Court upholds ruling that NCAA Football Television Plan violates
Sherman Antitrust Act.
1984 (December 8) — Portland State University wins the first of four Division
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cit The College of New Jersey wins the first Division III Women’s Lacrosse Cham1985 (May 19) —
pionship, claiming the first of its 10 titles between 1985 and 2000.

1985 (December 21) — Georgia Southern University wins the first of six Division I-AA Football
Championship titles between 1985 and 2000 (three under coach Erk Russell, one under coach Tim
Stowers and two under coach Paul Johnson).
1986 (January 13) — George H.W. Bush honored with Theodore Roosevelt Award during his vice
presidency (he was elected to presidency in 1988, making him third president to receive the award).
1986 (January 13-15) — NCAA drug-testing program approved. (First testing was conducted at
Division I Men’s and Women’s Cross Country Championships in November 1986.)
1986 (March 12-15) — California State University, Bakersfield, wins the first of 13 Division II
Men’s Swimming and Diving Championships team titles between 1986 and 2004 (eight under coach
Ernie Maglischo and five under coach Bob Steele).
1986 (April) — Men’s Basketball Rules Committee adopts three-point shot in basketball for 198687 season.
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1986 (November 16) — First Division III Women’s Soccer Championship is conducted at State
University of New York at Cortland.
1987 (February 25) — Southern Methodist University football program suspended for one year
in NCAA’s first (and to date, only) application of the “death penalty” for assorted and ongoing rules
violations.
1987 (March 13-14) — Louisiana State University wins the first of 11 Division I Women’s Indoor
Track and Field Championship team titles between 1987 and 2004 (one under coach Billy Maxwell
and 10 under coach Pat Henry); in May, the school claims the first of 11 straight outdoor team titles.
1987 (March 16) — New York University’s Michael Lofton becomes the only man to win four
titles in the same event (saber) at the National Collegiate Fencing Championships.
1987 (April 2-4) — Stanford University’s Pablo Morales surpasses the University of Southern California’s John Naber as the most victorious individual titlist in the history of the Division I Men’s
Swimming and Diving Championships, claiming his 11th championship.
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1987 (May 20-23) — Abilene Christian University wins a record eight events at the Division II
Women’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships, including Yolanda Henry’s victories in the 400meter hurdles and high jump.
1987 (June 4) — A record 58-game hitting streak by Oklahoma State University’s Robin Ventura
is snapped during the College World Series by Stanford University, which goes on to win the championship.
1987 (October 1) — Richard Schultz succeeds Walter Byers as NCAA executive director. Byers
served in the position for 36 years.
1987 (December 6) — Southern Connecticut State University wins the first of six Division II
Men’s Soccer Championship titles between 1987 and 1999 (one under coach Bob Dikranian, three
under coach Roy Reid, two under coach Tom Lang).
1988 (March 11-12) — Abilene Christian University and Saint Augustine’s College, which com-
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bined have won all but one team title in the 24-year history of the Division II Men’s Indoor Track
and Field Championships, tie for the 1988 team crown; Abilene Christian’s women also win the first
of 12 team titles extending through 2000.
1988 (March 11-12) — Christopher Newport University wins the first of six Division III Women’s
Indoor Track and Field Championship team titles between 1988 and 1998 under coach Vince Brown.
1988 (April 4) — 50th Men’s Final Four is conducted in Kansas City, Missouri (the University of
Kansas defeats the University of Oklahoma for title).
1988 (November 12) — First Division II Women’s Soccer Championship is conducted at Barry
University.
1988 (December 12) — U.S. Supreme Court rules NCAA did not violate the constitutional rights
of basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian in infractions case involving the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas.
1989 (January 8-12) — Proposal No. 42, withholding athletically related aid from partial academic qualifiers, is approved.
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1989 (May 25-27) — Saint Augustine’s University wins the first of seven straight Division II
Men’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships team titles under coach George Williams (the school
added titles in 1998, 2001 and 2009).
1989 (September 27) — Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics formed.
1989 (November 12) — The University of California, San Diego, wins the first of five Division
III Women’s Soccer Championship titles between 1989 and 1999 under coach Brian McManus (the
team also later won two Division II women’s soccer titles).
1989 (November 18) — The State University of New York at Cortland wins the first of seven
Division III Women’s Cross Country Championships between 1989 and 1997 under coach Jack
Daniels.
1989 (November 22) — NCAA and CBS sign $1 billion television agreement for 1991 through
1997; Executive Director Richard Schultz moves to examine equitable distribution of revenue.
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1990 (January 8) — Ronald Reagan becomes fourth president honored with Theodore Roosevelt
Award.
1990 (January 10) — Proposal No. 42 rescinded; Convention also features lengthy debate regarding time demands on student-athletes.
1990 (February 26) — NCAA moves into new headquarters facility in Overland Park, Kansas.
1990 (May 30-June 2) — Suzy Favor of the University of Wisconsin, Madison, wins her fourth
straight 1,500-meter run title at the Division I Women’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships.
1990 — Edward Steitz dies suddenly in his 25th year as secretary-rules editor of the Men’s Basketball Rules Committee.
1990 (September 18) — Sara Lee Corporation pledges minimum of $6 million to promote
women’s intercollegiate athletics, including first Woman of the Year award.
1990 (September 22 and December 2) — The University of Illinois, Champaign’s, Howard
Griffith sets a Division I-A single-game scoring record with 48 points against
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1991 (March 2) — Laura Wilson of the University of Vermont becomes the first woman to win
four career individual titles in the National Collegiate Men’s and Women’s Skiing Championships.
1991 (March 2) — Augsburg College wins the first of nine Division III Wrestling Championships
team titles between 1991 and 2005 under coach Jeff Swenson.
1991 (March 2) — Portland State University’s Dan Russell becomes the only participant honored
three times as most outstanding wrestler at the Division II Wrestling Championships, competing in
a different weight class each of those years.
1991 (March 8-9) — Carlette Guidry of the University of Texas at Austin becomes the only participant to win six career individual titles at the Division I Women’s Indoor Track and Field Championships.
1991 (March 19) — The Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics issues report
concluding that chief executive officer control of intercollegiate athletics is essential.
1991 (April 18-20) — Mark Sohn of Pennsylvania State University joins the University of New
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Mexico’s Chad Fox as the only gymnasts to win an event four straight years at the National Collegiate Men’s Gymnastics Championships.
1991 (May 9) — NCAA Presidents Commission holds hearings directed at developing stronger
academic standards.
1991 (May 25) — Annika Sorenstam from the perennially powerful University of Arizona team
wins an individual title at the Division I Women’s Golf Championships.
1991 (October 30) — Mary Beth Riley of Canisius College honored as first NCAA Woman of
the Year.
1991 (November 25) — Villanova University’s Sonia O’Sullivan wins her second straight Division I Women’s Cross Country Championships individual title, a highlight of Villanova’s streak of
six consecutive team titles between 1989 and 1994.
1992 (January 10) — Council approves recommendations from the Special Committee to Review
the NCAA Enforcement and Infractions Process.
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1992 (March) — Gender-Equity Task Force formed in response to first NCAA gender-equity study
showing disparities in treatment of male and female student-athletes.
1992 (March 19-21) — Stanford University wins the first of six straight Division I Women’s
Swimming and Diving Championships team titles under coach Richard Quick.
1992 (November 21) — Adams State University scores a perfect 15 points in winning the Division II Men’s Cross Country Championships; meanwhile, Adams State’s women win the first of
eight straight team titles between 1992 and 1999 under coach Damon Martin.
1992 (November 21) — Washington University in St. Louis beats the University of California,
San Diego, for the second straight year in the last of three consecutive championship matches pairing the two teams at the Division III Women’s Volleyball Championship; the two schools each won
seven titles (including six in a row by Washington) between 1981 and 1996.
1992 (December 19) — Stanford University, led by four-time All-American Bev Oden, wins the
first of five Division I Women’s Volleyball Championships between 1992 and 2001 (four under
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coach Don Shaw and one under coach John Dunning, who earlier won two titles at Pacific).
1993 (May 11) — Richard Schultz announces resignation as executive director after an independent fact-finder’s report that he had knowledge of improper loans to student-athletes while athletics
director at the University of Virginia.
1993 (May 16) — Lander University wins the first of eight straight Division II Men’s Tennis
Championships team titles under coach Joe Cabri.
1993 (November 5) — Cedric Dempsey of the University of Arizona selected to succeed Schultz
as executive director (the title was changed to “president” after the 1997 restructuring).
1993 (December 11) — Mount Union College wins the first of seven Division III Football Championship titles between 1993 and 2002 under coach Larry Kehres.
1994 (January) — Division I commissioners create NCAA membership restructuring proposal,
prompting appointment of three division-specific restructuring task forces.
1994 (January 11) — Black Coaches Association threatens boycott of men’s basketball
games in
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1994 (November 13) — Franklin Pierce College wins the first of five Division II Women’s Soccer Championships during a six-year period beginning in 1994 (two under coach Mark Krikorian
and three under coach Jeff Bailey).
1994 (December) — NCAA and CBS agree to $1.725 billion, eight-year television contract;
ESPN agrees to expand coverage of the Division I Women’s Basketball Championship.
1995 (March 25) — Middlebury College wins the first of five straight Division III Men’s Ice
Hockey Championship titles under coach Bill Beaney (the team added titles in 2004, 2005 and
2006).
1995 (April) — NCAA opens federal relations office in Washington, D.C.
1995 (April 20-22) — The University of Kentucky’s Jenny Hansen wins three individual titles at
the National Collegiate Women’s Gymnastics Championships to boost her record career total to
eight titles.
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1995 (May) — Division I Women’s Softball Committee bans titanium bats in 1995 championship.
1995 (May 5-6) — National Collegiate Men’s Volleyball Championship in Springfield, Massachusetts, commemorates centennial of sport.
1995 (May 21) — The University of Maryland, College Park, wins the first of seven straight Division I Women’s Lacrosse Championship titles under coach Cindy Timchal.
1995 (May 24) — Federal court judge in Kansas City, Kansas, rules that compensation limits on
restricted-earnings basketball coaches are illegal.
1996 (February 13-15) — NCAA Football Rules Committee approves tie-breaker format for regular-season games.
1996 (March 29-April 1) — Pennsylvania State University’s Olga Kalinovskaya becomes the
only woman to win four straight titles in one event (foil) at the National Collegiate Fencing Championships.
1996 (May 14-18) — Methodist College wins the first of 13 women’s golf 0championships
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1997 (May 30-June 1) — The University of Washington wins the first Division I Women’s Rowing Championship.
1998 (March 19-21) — Richard Quick coaches a team to the Division I Women’s Swimming and
Diving Championships title for the 12th time (five times at the University of Texas at Austin, then
seven times at Stanford University).
1998 (March 21) — Washington University in St. Louis wins the first of four straight Division III
Women’s Basketball Championship titles under coach Nancy Fahey.
1998 (May 4) — Federal court judge awards $67 million to plaintiffs in restricted-earnings case;
NCAA and plaintiffs subsequently announced $54 million settlement.
1998 (June 6) — Sixty-eight records are broken or tied as the University of Southern California
defeats Arizona State University, 21-14, in the Division I Baseball Championship title game.
1999 (March 12-13) — Wheaton College (Massachusetts) wins the first of five straight Division
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III Women’s Indoor Track and Field Championships team titles under coach Paul Souza.
1999 (March 20) — The University of North Dakota wins its third straight Division II Women’s
Basketball Championship title, making it the seventh straight year a team from the same state won
the championship (North Dakota State won four straight times beginning in 1993).
1999 (May 17) — Brigham Young University, Hawaii, wins the first of five Division II Women’s
Tennis Championships team titles between 1999 and 2004 under coach Dave Porter.
1999 (July 27) — NCAA relocates national office to Indianapolis.
1999 (November 18) — NCAA and CBS agree to $6 billion, 11-year contract for rights to the
Division I Men’s Basketball Championship and other championships, including marketing opportunities.
1999 (December 11) — Northwest Missouri State University wins its second straight Division II
Football Championship title with a four-overtime, 58-52 victory in the final against Carson-Newman
College in Florence, Alabama.
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2001 (March 17) — Iowa State University’s Cael Sanderson (a three-time winner at 184 pounds
before capping his career with a victory at 197 pounds) joins Oklahoma State University’s Pat Smith
as the only four-time individual champions at the Division I Wrestling Championships.
2001 (March 25) — First National Collegiate Women’s Ice Hockey Championship is played in
Minneapolis, where the University of Minnesota, Duluth, wins the first of three straight championships under coach Shannon Miller.
2001 (May 13) — The University of California, Los Angeles, wins the first National Collegiate
Women’s Water Polo Championship title.
2001 (May 24-26) — Rhondale Jones of Lincoln University (Pennsylvania) wins three events at
the Division III Women’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships to finish her career with a record
nine titles in outdoor competition.
2002 (March 9) — First Division III Women’s Ice Hockey Championship is played at Elmira, New
York, where Elmira College wins the first of two consecutive championships.
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2002 (May 28) — Eastern Connecticut State University becomes the first team to win four Division III Baseball Championship titles, all under coach Bill Holowaty.
2003 (January 1) — Myles Brand of Indiana University, Bloomington, becomes fourth NCAA
president, succeeding Dempsey. He is the first institutional CEO to serve in the position.
2004 (January 12) — Division III delegates approve most of a landmark “Future of Division III”
legislative package, including measures to create an electronic financial aid reporting process and
eliminate the practice of “redshirting.”
2004 (February 4) — The NCAA announces an agreement with the Indiana Sports Corporation
making Indianapolis the permanent “backup site” for the Men’s and Women’s Final Fours in case of
an emergency that requires those events to be relocated, and ensuring that the city frequently will
host the Association’s high-profile championships and Convention.
2004 (April 5-6) — The University of Connecticut becomes the first Division I institution to win
men’s and women’s basketball titles in the same year. It is the third consecutive title for the women’s
team.
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2005 (January 10) — The Division I Board of Directors adopts an Academic Progress Rate, subjecting teams that fail to meet established minimum scores to possible penalties ranging from loss
of scholarships to postseason bans and membership restrictions.
2005 (March 11-12) — The University of Wisconsin, La Crosse, wins its 12th team title at the
Division III Men’s Indoor Track and Field Championships, extending its record.
2005 (June 24-26) — Division II brings together chief executive officers in Orlando, Florida, to discuss issues important to the future of the division. It is the first such summit in Association history.
2006 — Association celebrates its 100th anniversary.
2006 (April 27) — The Division I Board of Directors and the Division II Presidents Council
approve emergency legislation that creates a more comprehensive process for reviewing high school
and individual academic credentials for initial-eligibility requirements.
2006 (June 12) — An independent report by attorney James C. Duff recommends adjusting Division
I enforcement and infractions procedures to manage risks and improve operational efficiencies.
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2006 (August) — Division II announces a regular-season broadcasting agreement with CSTV.
CSTV subsequently is renamed CBS College Sports.
2006 (October 30) — The Presidential Task Force on Intercollegiate Athletics report calls for
institutional autonomy in athletics budgets and more attention to integrating intercollegiate athletics
within the campus environment.
2006 (November 13) — The NCAA responds to House Ways and Means chair Bill Thomas (RCalifornia) about how intercollegiate athletics furthers the educational, tax-exempt purpose of the
NCAA and higher education.
2007 (January) — The NCAA announces the creation of the NCAA Eligibility Center to bring initial-eligibility and amateurism certification functions together.
2007 (February) — NCAA GOALS and SCORE studies provide experiential data for current and
former student-athletes.
2007 (April) — The Division I Board of Directors approves measures to improve academic outcomes in baseball.
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2007 (November 14) — Water damage resulting from an electrical fire seriously damages the
NCAA Hall of Champions. It reopens in spring 2009.
2008 (January) — Division II approves legislation permitting Canadian institutions to apply for
membership.
2008 (June 21) — The North Central Conference, founded in 1921 and one of the oldest conferences in the Association, ceases operations.
2009 (January 15) — Division III presidents support steps to reshape presidents’ leadership role
within Division III and to renew support for the division’s philosophy statement and promote its
identity.
2009 (January 16) — The Division I Board of Directors authorizes establishment of Academic
Progress Rate “lifetime batting averages” of all Division I head coaches. The report would be available to the public through a searchable Web site in mid-2010.
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2009 (January 17) — NCAA President Myles Brand announces that he is battling pancreatic cancer.
2009 (September 16) — Myles Brand dies at age 67.
2009 (September 22) — NCAA Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer James L. Isch
is announced as NCAA interim president.
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APPENDIX E
LINKS TO PAST MEMBERSHIP REPORTS
2009 Membership Report
2008 Membership Report
2007 Membership Report
2006 Membership Report
2005 Membership Report
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JOE CROWLEY

JOSEPH . CROWLEY, president of the University of
Nevada, Reno, from 1978 to 2001 and member of its faculty
since 1966, has served the NCAA in a variety of volunteer roles.
HE WAS A member of both the NCAA Council and Presidents
Commission and served on numerous committees, chairing the
one that developed Division I athletics certification legislation in
the early 1990s. He also chaired two oversight committees dealing with the 1996-97 Association governance restructuring. He
was the NCAA membership president from 1993-95 and later
served on the Honors and Minority Opportunity and Interests
Committees. After his presidential service at Nevada, Crowley
was appointed Regents Professor, teaching American political
and Constitutional history. Subsequently, he spent a year as interim president at San Jose State University.
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in O of the National Association of State
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Universities and Land Grant Colleges and continues service on the
governing boards of Collegiate Women's Sports Awards and the National Consortium for Academics
and Sports. He served as visiting reader at Brasenose College, Oxford (1989) and long-time chair of
the Nevada Rhodes Scholar Committee. His publications include books on the academic presidency: “No Equal in the World” (1994) and “The Constant Conversation” (2000). Fresno State and Iowa
have presented him with distinguished alumni awards.
CROWLEY IS MARRIED to Joy. They have four children and seven grandchildren.
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